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Learn More About This Guide

In this book, you will find four sections: 175th Anniversary, Program, New Research and the Exhibits Guide. Use these sections to navigate the 2019 Annual Meeting and experience all the meeting has to offer. We’re glad you’re joining us.

The special 175th Anniversary section includes an overview of activities related to the celebration at this year’s Annual Meeting and historical content about the association. The New Research section lists the posters that will be presented at this meeting, organized numerically by session/day. There is a topic index at the end of the New Research section to assist you in finding the posters most interesting to you.

Located within the Program, you will find a description of the various scientific session formats along with a log where you can record your daily attendance for the purpose of obtaining CME credit for your activities. The Program is first organized by day, then by session start time, with formats and sessions listed alphabetically under those times. Individual meeting days and program tracks are color-coded to make navigating the Program simple.

The Exhibits Guide contains an acknowledgement to exhibitors for sponsorships, a list of the exhibitors and a floor plan of the Exhibit Hall, along with information about the Product Theaters, Therapeutic Updates, Career Fair, and Publishers Book Fair. Use this guide and the included exhibitor and author/presenter indices to navigate the exhibit hall and find precisely the booth you’re looking for.

If you have any questions about this book or the scientific program, please feel free to stop by the Education Center, Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South, and a member of the APA Administration will be happy to assist you. All members of the APA Administration will wear green badges.
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Welcome from the Scientific Program Committee

Dear Colleagues and Guests,

Welcome to the 2019 Annual Meeting of the American Psychiatric Association and the celebration of the 175th Anniversary of the APA set in the exciting backdrop of San Francisco! We are thrilled that you have chosen to attend this annual meeting and hope you will embrace everything we have to offer. This year’s theme is Revitalize Psychiatry: Disrupt, Include, Engage & Innovate, and there are many ways for you to embrace this theme.

The program includes more than 650 sessions, plus invited lectures by experts in the field. Hundreds of posters in eight poster sessions allow you the opportunity to speak directly with your colleagues about topics. Thirty-eight courses, including five day-long master courses, will explore a broad array of issues in-depth. There are multiple “tracks” to encourage you to build your own learning itinerary based on your interests (Addiction, Children and Adolescents, CL, Diversity and Health Equity, Forensics, Geriatrics, NIDA, Research, Resident and ECP Leadership). You can enhance your technical skills in Mental Health Innovations and explore issues hands-on in Learning Labs. There are many opportunities for residents and fellows to meet with mentors. Participants can also take advantage of venues to connect with colleagues, including Allied Group meetings, forums, and the Exhibit Hall. Don’t miss our opening session featuring Valerie Jarrett, senior advisor to former President Barack Obama, who will speak on leadership and the responsibilities of a 21st century citizen; our Convocation speaker is La June Montgomery Tabron, CEO of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, who will speak on Racial Equality, Inclusiveness, and Innovation.

In addition to the excitement of the annual residents’ MindGames competition, we are having a historical MindGames, in honor of our celebration of the 175th Anniversary of the APA. In addition, a historical track has been added that elaborates on the evolution of psychiatry. Our celebration culminates with the 175th Anniversary gala at the San Francisco City Hall (by ticket only) with proceeds benefiting the American Psychiatric Association Foundation.

Oy, so much to do, so little time! So happy you are here, and hope your learning and networking journey fills you with excitement and energy.

Jacqueline Maus Feldman, M.D.
Chairperson
2019 APA Annual Meeting Scientific Program Committee
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Welcome from the APA President

Dear Colleagues and Guests,

Leaders in psychiatry from the U.S. and around the world gathering here for APA’s 2019 Annual Meeting are offering an educational and inspiring program for APA members and guests.

This year’s meeting will address some of the key issues facing psychiatrists today, as well as look back at our history as we celebrate APA’s 175th Anniversary. The Scientific Program features a special historical track and a special event, the 175th Anniversary Gala at San Francisco’s City Hall, which will benefit the APA Foundation.

The theme for this year’s Annual Meeting is Revitalize Psychiatry: Disrupt, Include, Engage & Innovate.

Revitalize reflects the opportunity for embracing change and our responsibility to pursue a more meaningful and compelling future for our field. Disrupt represents action and change—shaking things up, broadening our approach to the future and being unafraid to take chances on different approaches in the field of psychiatry. Include underscores the need to embrace diversity, address disparities and work actively to increase access to mental health services for all. Engage refers to identifying with those feeling disaffected and reaching out to psychiatrists, patients, trainees, and policymakers. Innovate is deliberately broad to include new ideas in research, education, care, policy, and technology.

At the Opening Session, Saturday at 4:00 p.m., Valerie Jarrett, senior advisor to former President Obama, will present an optimistic perspective on the importance of leadership and the responsibilities of citizenship in the 21st Century. Don’t miss La June Montgomery Tabron, W.K. Kellogg Foundation president and CEO, presenting the William C. Menninger Memorial Convocation Lecture on Monday at 5:30 p.m. Tabron will discuss the unique role psychiatrists have in addressing disparities and building racial reconciliation.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) will present a series of six sessions looking at issues related to opioid misuse and big data in neuroscience. NIDA Director Nora Volkow, M.D., will present on new therapies for opioid use disorder and psychiatrists’ role in addressing the opioid crisis. National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Director Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D., and former NIMH Director and past President of the APA Herbert Pardes, M.D., will chair a panel of scientists for a discussion of current and future mental health research. The panel will focus on research in the areas of neural circuits, suicide prevention and computation/theoretical psychiatry.

I encourage you to stop by the Mental Health Innovation Zone, which explores the question of what’s next in mental health technology. It features curated educational activities of new ideas, technology, digital medicine, entrepreneurship, networking opportunities, and more. I also encourage you to visit APA Central in the Exhibit Hall to learn about APA services, programs and resources.

For the latest information and meeting updates, please download the APA Meetings App (psychiatry.org/app) and follow @APAPsychiatric on Twitter. Join the conversation and engage during the meeting using #APAAM19 and #APA175.

With the outstanding scientific program and the immense array of cultural attractions in our host city, we’re looking forward to an informative and motivating experience for attendees at the 2019 APA Annual Meeting. Welcome to San Francisco!

Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
President
American Psychiatric Association
Welcome from the APA CEO and Medical Director

Dear Colleagues and Guests,

Welcome to San Francisco, for the 172nd APA Annual Meeting. This year’s meeting is particularly special as we celebrate our association’s 175th anniversary.

Much of the groundwork for the future of psychiatry is set at the Annual Meeting, where so much groundbreaking research and work is shared with the world. To best understand where psychiatry might go in the future, it’s important to understand the link between our shared past and the present day.

It is incredible to think of how our association began, when 13 heads of mental asylums gathered together in Philadelphia in 1844. They were united by a desire to improve the lives of people with mental illness who, at the time, were largely cared for in substandard conditions. APA members now number in the tens of thousands, and it is important that all of us honor and remember the drive and compassion of our founders, which helped their patients live better lives.

The legacy of cooperation and innovation our founders left behind helped psychiatry grow into the prestigious medical specialty it is today. I hope that same spirit carries through into a future in which the health care landscape promises to evolve rapidly, presenting new opportunities and new challenges.

Our understanding of the mind, brain and body is much greater today than when the APA was born, and though there are always challenges, psychiatrists are extremely successful in delivering effective, high-quality, evidence-based care to our patients. Many of the problems of those early days still persist, however, leaving much that still needs to be accomplished as psychiatry presses on into the future.

During this meeting, it is my hope that our special 175th Anniversary program will help our members use the lessons of the past as a platform for the foundational change needed to address the big problems that affect our patients and practice, like treatment gaps among minority/underrepresented groups, high incarceration rates for people with mental illness, access to care, the opioid crisis, and stigma.

The APA has shaped 175 years of American psychiatry, and I hope that all attendees gain a thorough and critical understanding of the events and ideas that make up our shared past, so that we can challenge and update them for the future.

Thank you for joining me in San Francisco as we honor and celebrate the legacy of those who went before us, and forge ahead in creating a new one for our patients and our profession.

If you haven’t done so already, I encourage you to download the APA Meetings App for easy access to program information and the latest updates and alerts during the meeting. The app contains a treasure trove of content in a very user-friendly package and is a great way to manage your time and connect with your colleagues during the meeting. Download the app today at psychiatry.org/app.

If you’re on Twitter or Facebook, be sure to share your thoughts and experiences on the meeting by using #APAAM19 and #APA175.

Thank you, and I look forward to seeing you in San Francisco!

Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
CEO and Medical Director
American Psychiatric Association
Welcome from the Northern California Psychiatric Society

Dear Colleagues and Guests,

On behalf of the Northern California Psychiatric Society, welcome to San Francisco, the “City by the Bay.” I invite you to share the spirit of the Northern California Psychiatric Society’s motto “to advance the quality and effectiveness of psychiatric care through advocacy, professional education and camaraderie.” We are delighted that you are here and hope your experience of learning, networking and relaxing with colleagues is memorable.

The San Francisco Bay Area is home to renowned academic psychiatry research, treatment and training programs, a dynamic private practice community, and a large group of community based physicians. There are four, soon to be six, residency programs and multiple fellowship programs in the area, adding desperately needed health professionals to our psychiatric workforce. There are world-class universities in the Bay Area with vested interests in mental health, including the University of California San Francisco, Stanford University, University of California Berkeley, San Francisco State University and the University of San Francisco.

The first ship of discovery sailed into San Francisco Bay in 1775, and settlers followed. San Francisco became the booming entry point to the California gold rush in 1849, when over 90,000 prospectors passed through the Golden Gate in one year on their way to the Sierra foothills. San Francisco was a raucous port and Wild West frontier town when California joined the United States in 1850. The city grew until a devastating earthquake struck in 1906, followed by a three-day firestorm that consumed six square miles of the city and nearly 30,000 buildings with the loss of 3,000 lives. Yet, like the mythological phoenix, San Francisco rose from the ashes to become the center of a metropolitan area of 7 million people known today for its innovation and its cultural, ethnic and racial diversity.

There are many ways to see San Francisco. Perhaps walking gives the best view or our history, architecture and neighborhoods, as well as a view of the contrasts between wealth and poverty, and the challenging issues related to homelessness. From Moscone Center, a walk of three blocks to Market Street and a right turn brings the Ferry Building into view. There, in addition to transportation across the bay, you can find gourmet shops, restaurants and an amazing Saturday farmers market. From the Ferry Building you can walk along the Embarcadero with access to restaurants, bay cruises and trips to Alcatraz. There are several organizations that sponsor free walking tours in the city.

San Francisco has over 20 museums. Among the most visited are SFMOMA, The Asian Art Museum, The DeYoung Museum, The Legion of Honor, and the Oakland Museum of California. For families, check out the Exploratorium and the California Academy of Sciences.

For music, take a walk to San Francisco’s Civic Center and our beautiful City Hall. In the Civic Center area you will find Davies Hall, home of the San Francisco Symphony, the War Memorial Opera House, home of the San Francisco Opera and the San Francisco Ballet. A block away is SFJAZZ for jazz concerts. Or, go to North Beach and visit one of the oldest bars in San Francisco, The Saloon, for live blues. Foodies will find a delightful range of choices from the cozy and economical to sophisticated fine dining.

Our bridges are iconic. The Bay Bridge crosses to the East Bay and Oakland and Berkeley. It is also an easy, quick ride to the East Bay on BART, our subway system. From the Embarcadero at night, the Bay Bridge has a stunning light display. The Golden Gate Bridge connects north to Marin County. You can walk or bike across the Golden Gate for great views of the city. Also, don’t miss a ride on our cable cars. The best ride is the Hyde Street line from the Powel Street turntable to Fisherman’s Wharf. Be ready for the crowd in line.

Golden Gate Park and the San Francisco Presidio National Park are two urban jewels. At over 1,000 acres each they provide diverse recreational opportunities, quiet green space and panoramic vistas of the San Francisco Bay. A bit farther afield North of San Francisco is world-famous California Wine Country in Napa and Sonoma counties and beyond. Springtime is a great time to visit some of the 400 wineries in this region or to take a drive up the scenic Mendocino Coast.

Again, on behalf of the Northern California Psychiatric Society, welcome to San Francisco. We wish you a most rewarding experience at the 175th Anniversary of the American Psychiatric Association.

Sydney T. Wright, M.D.
President, Northern California Psychiatric Society
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INDICATIONS AND USAGE
INGREZZA® is indicated for the treatment of adults with tardive dyskinesia.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
INGREZZA is contraindicated in patients with a history of hypersensitivity to valbenzine or any component of INGREZZA, Rash, urticaria, and reactions consistent with angioedema (e.g., swelling of the face, lips, and mouth) have been reported.

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Somnolence
INGREZZA can cause somnolence. Patients should not perform activities requiring mental alertness such as operating a motor vehicle or operating hazardous machinery until they know how they will be affected by INGREZZA.

QT Prolongation
INGREZZA may prolong the QT interval, although the degree of QT prolongation is not clinically significant at concentrations expected with recommended dosing. In patients taking a strong CYP2D6 or CYP3A4 inhibitor, or who are CYP2D6 poor metabolizers, INGREZZA concentrations may be higher and QT prolongation clinically significant. For patients who are CYP2D6 poor metabolizers or are taking a strong CYP2D6 inhibitor, dose reduction may be necessary. For patients taking a strong CYP3A4 inhibitor, reduce the dose of INGREZZA to 40 mg once daily.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following adverse reactions are discussed in more detail in other sections of the labeling:
- Hypersensitivity
- Somnolence
- QT Prolongation

Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates observed in practice.

Variable and Fixed Dose Placebo-Controlled Trial Experience
The safety of INGREZZA was evaluated in 3 placebo-controlled studies, each 6 weeks in duration (fixed dose, dose escalation, dose reduction), including 445 patients. Patients were 26 to 84 years of age with moderate to severe tardive dyskinesia and had concurrent diagnoses of mood disorder (27%) or schizophrenia/schizoaffective disorder (72%). The mean age was 56 years. Patients were 57% Caucasian, 39% African-American, and 4% other. With respect to ethnicity, 28% were Hispanic or Latino. All subjects continued previous stable regimens of antipsychotics; 92% had a diagnosis of schizophrenia, 13% had a diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder (27%) or schizophrenia/schizoaffective disorder (28%). The mean age was 56 years. All subjects continued previous stable regimens of antipsychotics; 92% had a diagnosis of schizophrenia, 13% had a diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder (27%) or schizophrenia/schizoaffective disorder (28%). The mean age was 56 years.

Adverse Reactions Leading to Discontinuation of Treatment
A total of 3% of INGREZZA treated patients and 2% of placebo-treated patients discontinued because of adverse reactions.

Common Adverse Reactions
Adverse reactions that occurred in the 3 placebo-controlled studies at an incidence of ≥2% and greater than placebo are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Adverse Reactions in 3 Placebo-Controlled Studies of 6-week Treatment Duration Reported at ≥2% and >Placebo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse Reaction</th>
<th>INGREZZA (n=262) (%)</th>
<th>Placebo (n=183) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somnolence (somnolence, fatigue, sedation)</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous System Disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticholinergic effects (dry mouth, constipation, disturbance in attention, vision blurred, urinary retention)</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance disorders/fall (fall, gait disturbance, dizziness, balance disorder)</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akathisia (akathisia, restlessness)</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal Disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal Disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthralgia</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Within each adverse reaction category, the observed adverse reactions are listed in order of decreasing frequency.

Other Adverse Reactions Observed During the Premarketing Evaluation of INGREZZA
Other adverse reactions of ≥1% incidence and greater than placebo are shown below.

Other Adverse Reactions of ≥1% Incidence and Greater than Placebo
The following adverse reactions are discussed in more detail in other sections of the labeling:

- General Adverse Reactions
  - General Disorders
  - Nervous System Disorders
  - Gastrointestinal Disorders
  - Musculoskeletal Disorders
  - Other Adverse Reactions

Table 2: Clinically Significant Drug Interactions with INGREZZA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug Interactions</th>
<th>INGREZZA</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors (MAOIs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Implication:</td>
<td>Concomitant use of INGREZZA with MAOIs may increase the concentration of monoamine neurotransmitters in synapses, potentially leading to increased risk of adverse reactions such as serotonin syndrome, or attenuated treatment effect of INGREZZA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention or Management:</td>
<td>Avoid concomitant use of INGREZZA with MAOIs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>selegiline, fluoxetine, paroxetine, fluoxetine, quinidine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong CYP3A4 Inhibitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Implication:</td>
<td>Concomitant use of INGREZZA with strong CYP3A4 inhibitors increased the exposure (Cmax and AUC) to valbenzine and its active metabolite compared with the use of INGREZZA alone. Increased exposure of valbenzine and its active metabolite may increase the risk of exposure-related adverse reactions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention or Management:</td>
<td>Reduce INGREZZA dose when INGREZZA is coadministered with a strong CYP3A4 inhibitor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>clarithromycin, ketocazole, iraconazole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong CYP2D6 Inhibitors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Implication:</td>
<td>Concomitant use of INGREZZA with strong CYP2D6 inhibitors may increase the exposure (Cmax and AUC) to valbenzine’s active metabolite compared with the use of INGREZZA alone. Increased exposure of active metabolite may increase the risk of exposure-related adverse reactions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention or Management:</td>
<td>Consider reducing INGREZZA dose based on tolerability when INGREZZA is coadministered with a strong CYP2D6 inhibitor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>quinidine, paroxetine, fluoxetine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Drugs Having Clinically Important Interactions with INGREZZA

Endocrine Disorders: blood glucose increased
General Disorders: weight increased
Infectious Disorders: respiratory infections
Neurologic Disorders: drooling, dyskinesia, extrapyramidal symptoms (non-akathisia)
Psychiatric Disorders: anxiety, insomnia

During controlled trials, there was a dose-related increase in prolactin. Additionally, there was a dose-related increase in alkaline phosphatase and bilirubin, suggesting a potential risk for cholestasis.

Postmarketing Experience
The following adverse reactions have been identified during post-approval use of INGREZZA that are not included in other sections of labeling.

Infectious Disorders: hypersensitivity reactions (including allergic dermatitis, angioedema, urticaria, pruritus).
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Disorders: rash
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As a psychiatrist on the U.S. Army or Army Reserve health care team, you’ll practice in a collaborative environment, with no overhead or concerns about malpractice insurance. You may be eligible for a sign-on bonus, a full-tuition scholarship or qualify for an education loan repayment program and specialized training assistance. If you decide to serve in the Army Reserve, you may continue to work in your community and serve when needed. To learn more about Army medicine career opportunities, visit the Army Medical Recruiting Booth #505 to talk with an Army Psychiatrist or go to healthcare.goarmy.com/ov29
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Key Locations in the Moscone Center

APA Art Association Exhibit. .................
   Lower Lobby, Moscone North

APA Bookstore .................. Exhibit Halls A-C,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

APA Lounges ................. Exhibit Halls A-C,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

APA Central ................. Exhibit Halls A-C,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

APA Education Center ..........
   Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South

APA Housing Desk ..............
   Lobby, Moscone South

Exhibit Sales Office ............ Exhibit Halls A-C,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

APA Information Center ..........
   Lobby, Moscone South

APA JobCentral .................. Exhibit Halls A-C,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

APA Newsroom ............. Lobby, Moscone North

CME Certificate of Attendance and Evaluation ...
   Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South

Exhibitor Registration ...........
   Lobby, Moscone South

Exhibits ..........................
   Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level,
   Moscone South

First Aid Room .............. Behind Room 6,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

International Housing Desk (in Registration) ....
   Lobby, Moscone South

Lost and Found ............... Rooms 70/72,
   Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South

Luggage/Coat Check ............ Upper Mezzanine,
   Moscone South and Lobby, Moscone North

Meetings Office .............. Rooms 70/72,
   Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South

Mental Health Innovation Zone .... Hall A Foyer,
   Exhibition Level, Moscone South

Nursing Mother’s Lounge ........
   Room 62, Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South

On Demand Sales ..............
   Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South

APA Daily and Psychiatric News .. Rooms 58/60,
   Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South

Registration .............. Lobby, Moscone South

Shuttle Bus Desk ............... Curbside, Moscone South
APA Central

APA Central
Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Saturday   10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
           5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Sunday – Tuesday   10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

All attendees are invited to visit APA Central in the Exhibit Hall to learn how APA provides medical leadership for mind, brain and body. Representatives from the APA are available to answer your questions.

Not an APA Member?
Discover the value of APA membership. Join onsite through the Rebate Program and save up to $600. The Rebate Program is open to fully trained psychiatrists, residents and fellows, and international psychiatrists and residents who paid the full-program or resident nonmember Annual Meeting registration fee. Stop by APA Central for more details and to apply.

Explore PsychPRO
PsychPRO, the APA’s mental health clinical data registry, is aimed at:
- Helping psychiatrists meet new quality reporting requirements and deliver high-quality care.
- Helping psychiatrists avoid payment penalties and achieve bonuses for meeting CMS quality reporting requirements.
- Reducing the burden of submitting Performance-in-Practice data and obtaining ABPN MOC Part IV credit.
- Advancing the research needs of the profession.

Stop by to learn about this new member benefit and how you can participate.

APA Foundation
Our mission is to:
- Raise awareness and overcome barriers.
- Invest in the future leaders of psychiatry.
- Support research and training to improve mental health care.
- Lead partnerships to address public challenges in mental health.

Donate and support Foundation programs that promote the importance of mental health where we live, learn, work, and worship. For more information about the Foundation, visit apafdn.org.

APAPAC & Congressional Advocacy Network
Together, we’re making a difference to boost psychiatry, evidence-based treatments, reimbursement, and patient care. Members can get involved through the American Psychiatric Association Political Action Committee (APAPAC) and the Congressional Advocacy Network (CAN). APAPAC identifies and makes political contributions to candidates’ campaigns for federal office who are supportive of mental health issues affecting our specialty and our patients, through the generous contributions of members. The CAN helps to develop, train and energize a national network of psychiatrists committed to building personal relationships with members of Congress to help educate them on mental health issues and the profession of psychiatry. Please stop by APA Central to learn how you can get involved.

APA JobCentral
Looking for your next career move, or need to make a hire? Visit APA JobCentral located in APA Central to discover available jobs across the country or post a position. A representative will be available to assist you with the user-friendly system. Using the Event Connection tool, candidates and employers can flag their resume and/or posting to show their attendance at this year’s meeting. Be sure to stop by and pick up a copy of the 2019 APA JobCentral Featured Jobs. Visit us online at jobs.psychiatry.org.

APA Store
New this year for the 175th Anniversary celebration, APA is hosting a store with APA-branded merchandise. Browse our selection of apparel and jewelry items in APA Central.
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APA Art Association Exhibit
Lower Lobby, Moscone North

Sunday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Monday – Tuesday 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

This exhibit includes paintings, photography, ceramics, and crafts created by APA members and/or their significant others. Stop by for information on joining the APA Art Association.

APA Bookstore
Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Saturday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Sunday – Tuesday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Stop by the APA Bookstore to see the latest books, journals and online content. You’ll find new bestselling titles and classic reference works on every area of psychiatry, including the DSM-5. APA members can take advantage of a 20 percent discount, and APA resident-fellow members receive a 25 percent discount on all book purchases. Special member prices are available on subscription products.

APA Daily and Psychiatric News

The APA Daily is the official Annual Meeting newspaper that highlights events, news, special sessions, and other meeting attractions and provides information on the host city of San Francisco. Print copies of the APA Daily and Psychiatric News can be picked up from bins located in key locations at the Moscone Center. A digital version of the APA Daily is sent to meeting registrants via the APA Meetings App and email in the evening. Extensive coverage of the meeting will appear in later issues of Psychiatric News.

The APA 175th Anniversary Gala
Monday, May 20, 7:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m.

You’re invited!

Join fellow members, friends and colleagues for an evening celebrating 175 years of the APA. An elegant soirée set in beautiful San Francisco City Hall, the Gala will be the premiere event of the Annual Meeting. Enjoy cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, music, and dancing as we honor APA’s history and toast to the future of psychiatry!

Tickets are required and are available for purchase in advance at apafdn.org/gala or at the Foundation's booths (see page 172 for details). Tickets will not be sold at the door. Questions? Contact us at apafoundation@psych.org

APA Meetings App

The APA Meetings App gives you all the information you need to navigate the Annual Meeting.

Search the scientific program by day, format, topic, or speaker. Use maps to find meeting spaces and the Exhibit Hall. Receive real-time alerts from the APA and provide feedback through surveys.

To download the app for Apple and Android devices, visit the App Store or Google Play and search for “APA Meetings” or visit psychiatry.org/app from your mobile device. For app assistance during the meeting, visit the Education Center.

APA Newsroom and Communications Office

Lobby, Moscone North

Saturday – Tuesday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday 8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

These rooms are for the use of registered and credentialed members of the media.

Continuing Medical Education

Certificate of Attendance and Evaluation

The general meeting evaluation and CME certificate of attendance are available at the CME Certificate of Attendance Booth located in the Education Center, Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South, Saturday – Wednesday, 7:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m. or online at psychiatry.org/annualmeetingcme. The online evaluation website will be available during the meeting and for three months afterward. Participants can claim CME certificates through Aug. 22, 2019. You will need the username and password provided in your registration confirmation email or your badge number to access the evaluation and obtain your certificate. For assistance, please contact educme@psych.org. Certificates will not be issued after August 22.
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**Educational Objectives**
By participating in this meeting, you will:

- Describe new research findings in psychiatry and neuroscience and how they may impact practice.
- Apply quality improvement strategies to improve clinical care.
- Provide culturally competent care for diverse populations.
- Describe the utility of psychotherapeutic and pharmacological treatment options.
- Integrate knowledge of current psychiatry into discussions with patients.
- Identify barriers to care, including health service delivery issues.

**Accreditation**
The APA is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for physicians. The APA designates this live activity for a maximum of 40 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Unless otherwise specified, scientific sessions on the Annual Meeting program meet the criteria for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Sessions in the following program formats are designated as Category 1: courses and master courses, FOCUS Live!, general sessions, learning lab sessions, media sessions, presidential sessions, and APA Publishing sessions.

Posters sessions, Convocation, the Opening Session, and events in the Mental Health Innovation Zone are NOT designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™.

Please note that the scientific program schedule is subject to change. Please see the APA Meetings App for details on changes to the scientific program. The APA Daily will list only session cancellations – not room, time or presenter changes.

**Attendance**
Scientific sessions and posters are open to all Annual Meeting registrants. Courses and master courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. You must be registered for the meeting before you can enroll in courses and master courses.

To document CME credit earned at the Annual Meeting, participants should maintain a list of sessions they attend. Credit is earned on an hour-for-hour basis. A daily attendance log is provided in this book for tracking your sessions and credits. See page 66.

**Course Enrollment**
**Moscone Center**
**Saturday – Wednesday** 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

**Course Information**
Take advantage of our unique course offerings to ensure continued success in your profession. The APA provides over 35 courses that will help enhance your skills to provide a superior quality of service to your patients.

Courses are designed to refresh your thinking, gain insight, master new material in depth, and network with mental health professionals. APA Annual Meeting courses will cover a variety of topics this year, including child and adolescent psychiatry, addiction psychiatry, prevention, geriatric psychiatry, and psychopharmacology. The APA offers five master courses that are designed to broaden your professional skills and knowledge in special areas. All master courses include a content-related publication from American Psychiatric Association Publishing.

Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. You must be registered for the meeting before you can enroll in courses and master courses. A separate fee is required for all courses and master courses. Course enrollment can be completed at Registration beginning at Noon on Friday.

**Education Center**
**Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South**
**Saturday – Wednesday** 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

**Education Information**
Come to the Education Center to learn more about APA educational opportunities online and after the meeting. Members of the APA administration will be available to answer your questions on MOC, CME and Annual Meeting programming, as well as provide information on how APA educational resources can help you meet your education needs.

**APA Meetings App Information**
Is this your first APA Annual Meeting? New to the
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APA Meetings App? Stop by the Education Center to take the mobile meeting app for a test drive.

Scientific Program Concierge

Come here for information on scientific sessions listed in the Program or Syllabus, to learn how to submit a scientific session for the 2020 Annual Meeting, or for changes to your scientific session.

Presenter Changes

We understand that emergencies can necessitate a last-minute presenter change. If you need to replace, add or remove a presenter for your scientific session, please contact the Scientific Program Concierge in the Education Center no less than 24 hours in advance of the start of your session. All presenters must submit a financial disclosure and presenter release and must be approved by the Scientific Program Committee.

APA Scholar Check-In

If you applied in advance for the APA Scholar program, come to the Education Center to check in and receive instructions at least 30 minutes prior to the start of your session.

On Demand Sales

Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South

Saturday - Wednesday 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Located in the Education Center, APA Annual Meeting On Demand includes over 300 hours of educational content from the Annual Meeting. Content is available online within 24 hours.

Exhibitor Registration

Lobby, Moscone South

Friday 12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday - Tuesday 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Registered exhibitors will receive red badges that will permit access only to his/her exhibit booth in the Exhibit Hall and to ride the APA shuttle bus. If an exhibitor wants to attend sessions, he/she must register for the meeting and pay the appropriate fee.

Exhibits

Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level

Moscone South

Saturday 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Welcome Reception — Full Exhibit Hall Open
Sunday - Tuesday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

All exhibits in the Exhibit Hall close at 4:00 p.m. on Tuesday.

Mid-Day Mingles

Come to the Exhibit Hall Sunday – Tuesday from 11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. to meet exhibitors and learn more about their products and services. Complimentary snacks will be provided.

See Exhibits Guide Section, page 221 for more information on Exhibit Hall activities.

First Aid

Behind Room 6, Exhibition Level

Moscone South

Tuesday (May 14) –
Wednesday (May 22) 7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Medical Students: PsychSIGN Conference

Yerba Buena Salons,
Lower B2 Level, Marriott Marquis

Saturday (May 18) – Sunday (May 19)

Join the Psychiatry Student Interest Group Network (PsychSIGN) for its 14th annual conference, hosted at the APA Annual Meeting. This event provides medical students with the opportunity to meet other students interested in psychiatry, learn about topics from experts in the field, network with students and faculty from schools around the nation, and gain valuable experience by running for a national leadership position. Advance registration required; visit psychsign.org for details. Room and session information is available on the APA Meetings App.
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Mental Health Innovation Zone
Hall A Foyer, Exhibition Level, Moscone South
Saturday – Tuesday 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
See page 22 for more information

International Pavilion
Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Saturday 5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Sunday – Tuesday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Lost and Found
Room 70/72, Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South
Friday – Wednesday 6:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Meetings Office
Room 70/72, Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South
Friday – Wednesday 6:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Members of the APA Administration located in the Meetings Office are in charge of the logistics for the meeting. Lost and found is also located in this office.

Nursing Mother’s Lounge
Room 62, Lower Mezzanine, Moscone South
Please first stop in Rooms 70/72 to obtain a key.

Participation Policy
The American Psychiatric Association’s policy is to promote an environment of mutual respect, well-being and collegiality at its meetings. APA values and benefits from the diverse opinions its members hold on the issues with which the Association and the psychiatric profession are confronted. All individuals at the meeting agree to conduct themselves in a manner appropriate for health care professionals. This includes respect for the intellectual property of others, proper display and use of meeting badges, and the avoidance of aggressive or inappropriate behavior towards others. Individuals participating in APA sponsored meetings agree to listen respectfully to all views presented, be courteous to others regardless of whether you agree or disagree with the views presented, and to exhibit the professionalism and collegiality expected of psychiatrists. If an individual believes that these rules have been violated or acceptable social decorum has otherwise been breached, he or she shall contact APA staff to help with the situation. APA reserves the right to remove meeting access rights of any individual violating this policy and will not provide a refund. By registering for this meeting, you agree to abide by the Participation Policy as described above.

Publishers Book Fair/Career Fair
Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Saturday 5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Sunday – Tuesday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Registration
Admission to all sessions is by registration badge only. A separate fee is required for all courses and master courses.

Lobby, Moscone South
Friday Noon – 6:00 p.m.
Saturday – Tuesday 7:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Walnut Room, Upper B2 Level, Marriott Marquis
Thursday 1:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Friday 10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Saturday 7:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
The registration fee covers admission to all sessions (except courses and master courses) and shuttle buses and includes a badge and copy of the Guide to the 2019 Annual Meeting. The Guide, Syllabus and Proceedings, and Poster Proceedings will be published online for downloading. Registration badges are required for all sessions and the Exhibit Hall. Only an APA member badge will admit you to the Business Meeting.
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Scientific Session Capacity Guidelines
If overcrowding occurs in a scientific session, we ask for your assistance in abiding by the following guidelines so that all in attendance can benefit:

- Take a seat as close to the front of the room as possible.
- Move to the center of the row and fill all seats so that chairs are available near the aisles for additional attendees.
- Don’t stand or sit in the aisles or lean against walls. The fire marshall may shut down an overcrowded session; therefore, please either find a seat or choose another session to attend.

Session Slides
Some presenters have elected to provide their presentation slides to meeting attendees in advance. Should session slides be available, they can be downloaded from the APA Meetings App under the session description. If slides are not available in the app, this means the session presenters did not provide their slides in advance.

Smoking Policy
Smoking is not allowed anywhere in the Moscone Center.

APA Store
APA Central in Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level, Moscone South
Saturday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Sunday – Tuesday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

New this year for the 175th Anniversary celebration, APA is hosting a store with APA-branded merchandise. Browse our selection of apparel and jewelry items in APA Central.

Story Booths
Location 1: Two booths outside Room 20, Exhibition Level, Moscone North
Location 2: One booth outside Room 201, Second Level, Moscone South
Friday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Future APA Meetings
APA Annual Meetings
April 25 – 29, 2020 Philadelphia, PA
May 1 – 5, 2021 Los Angeles, CA

IPS: The Mental Health Services Conference
October 3 – 6, 2019 New York, NY

Preliminary program information for the 2019 IPS: The Mental Health Services Conference, which includes registration, housing, air travel, and scientific program information, will be available in June at psychiatry.org/ips.
Shuttle Service

The Moscone Convention Center will operate as the “hub” of the APA shuttle bus system. All routes will begin and end there.

Hotels listed in bold indicate hotel pickup and drop-off locations. **Shuttle buses will not pick up at each hotel, you must go to the closest shuttle stop to board the bus to and from the Moscone Convention Center.**

**Route 1 – Red**
- Hilton SF Union Square
  - Taylor Street Entrance at Hilton SF Union Square
- Parc 55
  - Lobby Entrance at Parc 55
- Axiom Hotel
- Hotel Abri
- Hotel Nikko
- Hotel Zetta

**Route 2 – Yellow**
- Grand Hyatt
  - On Stockton Street at Grand Hyatt
- Marriott Union Square
- Palace Hotel

**Route 3 – Blue**
- Clift Hotel
  - On Taylor at Geary Street Post Street Entrance at Westin
- Westin St. Francis
- Handlery Union Square
- Hotel Zeppelin
- JW Marriott Union Square
- Sir Francis Drake
- Villa Florence

---

**Hours of Operation:**

Saturday, May 18, 2019 7:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 19, 2019 7:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
Monday, May 20, 2019 7:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 21, 2019 7:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 22, 2019 7:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

---

The following hotels **are NOT** on a shuttle route but are within walking distance of the Moscone Convention Center:
- Courtyard Marriott San Francisco Downtown
- Four Seasons San Francisco
- Hotel Zelos
- Intercontinental San Francisco
- Marriott Marquis
- The Mosser Hotel
- Park Central Hotel
- St. Regis San Francisco
- W San Francisco

---

Shuttle information signs will be posted in the lobby of each shuttle hotel. Check the sign in your hotel lobby for additional information and changes. For questions regarding the shuttle or to make an advance reservation for a wheelchair accessible shuttle, please see the shuttle supervisor at the Moscone Convention Center during shuttle hours.
FIND YOUR CAREER BALANCE IN CALIFORNIA

PSYCHIATRISTS
Board Certified $261,612 - $314,352
Board Eligible $254,904 - $305,484

California Correctional Health Care Services is seeking proactive, knowledgeable psychiatrists to join our multidisciplinary teams. Within the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation’s facilities, you will find like-minded professionals well-versed in the intricate psychiatric and medical interplay necessary to treat our diverse patient population. Here, you will see and develop treatment plans for cases you won’t encounter in any other practice. And with the support of our dedicated medical assistants, you’ll be able to devote your time to practicing and honing advanced psychopharmacological skills. Plus, with 35 locations throughout California, you’re sure to find your perfect fit.

In return for your efforts, we offer:

• 40-hour workweek with flexible schedules
• Generous paid time off and holiday schedule
• State of California pension that vests in five years
• 401(k) and 457 plans – tax defer up to $48,000 per year
• Relocation assistance for those new to State of California service
• Paid insurance, license, and DEA renewal
• Visa sponsorship opportunities
• $10,000 Thank You Bonus for those new to State of California service

Take the first step in joining one of our teams and contact LaTreese Phillips at (916) 691-4818 or CentralizedHiringUnit@cdcr.ca.gov. You may also apply online at www.cchcs.ca.gov.

EOE
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To address the ever-changing landscape in technology in relation to mental health services, be sure to check out the Mental Health Innovation Zone presented by Takeda Pharmaceuticals U.S.A., Inc. The Innovation Zone is available to all Annual Meeting participants and features a curated offering of new ideas, technology and networking opportunities. Attendees will have an opportunity to experiment with virtual reality, digital innovation in medicine, social media, design thinking, entrepreneurship, and more. Please note that CME credit will not be issued for Innovation Zone events. The Innovation Zone is located in the foyer of Hall A, Exhibition Level, Moscone South.

SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
2019 Mental Health Innovation Zone Presented by Takeda Pharmaceuticals, U.S.A., Boot Up Opening Event
Speakers: Nina Vasan, M.D., Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.

10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Guidelines for Social Media Companies and Tech Innovators
Speakers: Nina Vasan, M.D., Neha Chaudhary, M.D., Gowri Aragam, M.D.
Psychiatrists are helping social media companies design for health by defining what they have a responsibility to do versus guiding what they might opt to do to better address the needs of the general population. With the increasing use of technology in day-to-day life, existing social media companies have leveraged their strengths to more strongly engage users on their platforms. This has allowed for several advantageous phenomena, including rapid spread of educational information or easy recruitment of peer support. However, without any safeguards, the same strengths that allow social media companies to flourish and help users also have the potential to do a lot of harm, and very quickly. Given these serious events and the escalating nature of the problem, psychiatrists and tech companies alike can agree on one thing: there is a clear need to urgently make changes so that the environment online is safe and protective for all users. Just as it is the responsibility of schools and workplaces to ensure the safety of their students and employees, it is the social media company’s responsibility to ensure the safety of its users. How do tech companies ensure their platform is a safe environment? As psychiatrists, we are uniquely poised to weigh in on what that safety means and what it might look like.

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
How Psychiatrists Use VR to Address Mental Health Disorders
Speaker: Gabriel Strauss
Every day millions of people suffer from anxiety, pain, depression, trauma, and addiction-related disorders. Decades of research show that virtual reality can play a meaningful role in mental health, and Limbix VR makes these applications widely accessible to clinics and their patients. This presentation provides an overview of existing research on VR, best practices for VR therapy, and how psychiatrists can implement VR tools into their standard of care.

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
How to Build a Culture of Emotional Well-Being
Speaker: Ian Shea
This session will explore how to build a culture of emotional well-being, why it is important, obstacles to be mindful of, and how to get started.

SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Goal Attainment: Enhanced Shared Decision Making Through Digital Innovation
Speakers: David Hellerstein, M.D., Ben Fehnert, Roger McIntyre, M.D., Christopher Blair, M.S., B.A., Phyllis Foxworth
A panel of experts from across disciplines will discuss the need to understand and incorporate patients’ preferences and values in treatment goals and care decisions through digital technology. Panelists will explore the opportunities for digital tools to enhance shared decisionmaking, information sharing, and communication between the patient and provider in real time. The discussion will include a diverse set of perspectives on the current state of MDD, existing gaps in care, and the potential for technology and innovation to help to improve outcomes. Examples of goal setting frameworks and initiatives using integrated digital technology will be shared.

10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Social Media: A Tool for Psychiatrists to Educate and Advocate
Speaker: Jessica Ann Clemons, M.D.
In the Age of Social Media, with over 2.77 billion users globally, there has been a marked change in how an individual forms and identifies social networks, consumes and engages with information, as well as interacts with groups. While the overall impact of social media on an individual remains complex and unknown, it is understood that there are possible benefits and detriments to one’s mental health. Social media’s impact on modern culture, with respect to dissemination of information and effects on mental health, creates an opportunity for psychiatrists to engage on its various platforms by contributing meaningful and useful information as both experts and mental health advocates. We will examine my use of social media, particularly...
**Monday, May 20, 2019**

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.  
**Enhancing Patient Care Through an AI Chat Service**  
**Speaker:** Angie Joerin, M.S., Nancy Spangler, Ph.D.  
The development and use of mental health focused digital solutions, including artificial intelligence (AI), has grown considerably in recent years in response to the global demand for affordable and accessible care. How can AI-based solutions support patient care? In this presentation, we will discuss how one AI-based solution, called Tess, is demonstrating efficacy in delivering mental health support using an integrative therapeutic model. This low-cost, user-friendly, and highly customizable service provides support to thousands of people on their timeframe. We will examine clinical implications, research outcomes, and case studies that demonstrate this digital solution’s potential to meaningfully engage patients and improve quality of care with on-demand conversations, skill building, and health-related check-ins.

11:00 a.m. – Noon  
**Commercialization of Precision Psychiatry Tools: Promise, Pitfalls, and Realities**  
**Speakers:** Harris Eyre, M.D., Ph.D., Mark Heinemeyer, Nina Vasan, M.D., Scott Kaiser, M.D.  
Precision psychiatry is shifting screening, diagnosis, treatment, and prevention practices away from a ‘one size fits all’ approach to one tailored to a patients’ unique clinical, biological and environmental profiles. As the science of precision psychiatry develops, so do opportunities for the commercialization of novel clinical tools. Such opportunities include tools based on the collection of sensor, keyboard, voice and speech data from smartphones, which have been correlated to behaviour, cognition and mood. These may be used to navigate the onset, course and outcome of a psychiatric illness. Pharmacogenetics, the study of genetics in relation to psychotropic pharmacodynamics and pharmacokinetics, is also increasingly used to tailor pharmacologic therapy to individual patients. Neuroimaging is showing promise to help guide treatments based on unique neural signatures. This panel will discuss the commercialization of precision psychiatry tools from various perspectives, including executives, researchers, health administrators, marketing and sales experts and clinicians. Viewpoints will be couched in terms of promise, pitfalls and realities.

---

11:30 a.m. – Noon  
**A New Collaboration Model and Opportunity for Digital Medicine Research**  
**Speaker:** Jonathan Knights, Ph.D.  
Digital medicine is a sub-discipline within the broader ‘digital health’ movement: It refers to the combination of active pharmaceutical products with digital technologies in the form of wearable and ingestible sensors that operate in conjunction with web- and/or mobile-based applications. These products primarily seek to improve the availability of data around disease management and medication ingestion patterns. Recently, the FDA approved the first ever digital medicine for tracking medication ingestions in patients with serious mental illness. Collaborative and innovative research will be an integral part of fully realizing the potential of this emerging space: Evaluating new technologies and digital solutions alongside digital medicine systems will be imperative. In order to facilitate such research, Otsuka has been grooming an internal accelerator lab that is now available as an externally facing resource for funding collaborative research in digital medicine. This presentation will discuss the digital medicine landscape in serious mental illness, highlight current research being conducted in our digital medicine accelerator lab, as well as outline potential collaborative research funding and partnership opportunities.

Noon – 5:00 p.m.  
**2019 Psychiatry Innovation Lab Presented by Otsuka America Pharmaceutical, Inc.**  
**Speaker:** Nina Vasan, M.D.  
The Psychiatry Innovation Lab is an incubator at the APA that aims to catalyze the formation of innovative ventures to transform mental health care. Seven finalists will pitch their ideas to a panel of judges as they compete for the $10,000 grand prize. During the event, the audience will participate by workshopping and brainstorming with the finalists to evaluate, enhance, and improve their ideas prior to their final pitch.

---

The schedule for Monday, May 20 is continued on the next page.
MARDAY, MAY 20, 2019
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Prescription Digital Therapeutics: A New Addition to Standard of Care?
Speakers: John M. Santopietro, M.D., Yuri Maricich, M.D., M.B.A., Frances Thorndike, Ph.D., Tim Campellone, Ph.D., Ken Weingardt, Ph.D.
What is a medicine? What is a "prescription digital therapeutic"? How is this part of a new standard of care? Novel modalities of medicine and therapeutics, gene editing, cell therapies and now digital therapeutics are delivering new classes of treatments for patients with unmet needs. The medical world is embracing innovative technology, and digital is no exception. But what is the difference between health and wellness apps, and clinically validated prescription digital therapeutics? Are they clinically-validated? How are they regulated? And how do you best evaluate them? In this presentation we aim to answer those questions, and to discuss the application of Prescription Digital Therapeutics (PDTs) to neuropsychiatric medicine. Pear Therapeutics is redefining medicine by discovering, developing, and delivering clinically validated software-based therapeutics to provide enhanced outcomes for patients, increased engagement, decision-making and management.

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Innovating With Design Thinking
Speakers: Mark Yoon, Laurel Hechanova, Sam Gensburg
Have you ever gone deep on a project, only to find out that it doesn’t really solve what you hoped? Design thinking combines empathy and inclusive facilitation to expand both the problem and solution space for a given challenge. We know that disruptive innovation requires creativity — making something that has never existed before, but how? Design thinking asks us to take a step back, challenge our biases, and discover the core issue before we ever discuss the solution. This workshop will present a four-part framework for design thinking and will walk participants through many of the actual exercises used to uncover unmet needs and generate innovative solutions. Participants will have an opportunity to gain hands-on practice in discovery, synthesis, ideation, and validation. This session is an introduction to design thinking and the exercises that make it possible. It will give you the tools to start implementing this process in your own work. You’ll walk away from this workshop with the skills you need to confidently develop innovative products or services. No prior knowledge is required.

THURSDAY MAY 21, 2019
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Expanding Access to Care With Technology and a Human Touch
Speakers: Connie Chen, M.D., Smita Das, M.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.
Lyra has built an innovative, new approach to delivering that treatment, blending technology and provider-led care to expand access to providers, scale mental health care for large employers and their employees, and enhance the member experience and their speed to recovery. Hear how this novel approach is expanding access and helping more people feel better faster. The integrated platform powers a data-driven care journey for both patient and provider, utilizing digital lessons and exercises, ongoing clinical assessments, 1-1 messaging with providers in between sessions, in conjunction with regular live video sessions with a licensed therapist. The program is designed to help patients improve and recover more quickly with opportunities to build and practice skills in between sessions with their therapist. Early results indicate high engagement and adherence from the patient population, positive feedback from patients and providers, positive trend on patient progress and outcomes, and high rate of graduation from care.

11:00 a.m. - Noon
Can an App Improve Mental Well-Being?
Speakers: David Brudó, Niels Eék
Remente was born out of a personal need, when Remente co-founder David Brudó was burning out and realized that all efforts directed to his mental health were focused on healthcare rather than well-being. With this hard earned insight, David and a team of experts in psychology, mental training and brain training focused on how methods that improve mental well-being could be made available to everyone through digital tools. This resulted in Remente, an app for personal and organizational development that organically has been download more than 1 million times and grows with thousands of new users every day. Together with fellow co-founder and psychologist Niels Eék, David will go through their learnings from changing behavior without human intervention, how their app can help everyone from business leaders to students and people with mental health conditions, and how digital tools can support therapeutic treatments.

Note: The information provided is for educational purposes and should not be considered as professional medical advice.
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PBA symptoms may be making a major impact on patients

Patients diagnosed with neurologic conditions or brain injury may also be suffering from involuntary, sudden, frequent episodes of laughing and/or crying caused by pseudobulbar affect (PBA)\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\)

IN A SURVEY OF 280 PATIENTS AND CAREGIVERS\(^t\)

- **58%** strongly agreed or somewhat agreed that they/their patient feel(s) withdrawn from those around them in relation to their laughing and/or crying episodes
- **42%** said laughing and/or crying episodes contributed to the patient becoming housebound\(^a\)

To learn more about PBA and hear real patients share their personal stories about the impact of PBA, come see Dr. Caplan’s presentation at the Hilton San Francisco Union Square (Continental Ballroom 4-6 on the Ballroom Level in Tower 3) on May 20, and visit us at Booth #1743.

\(^a\) Percentage is a sum of the patients who answered “was the main cause of, contributed a great deal, contributed somewhat” when asked, “To what extent have involuntary episodes of laughing and/or crying contributed to the following life situations?”

**Study Design\(^t\):** The 1052 participants in the online survey were previously diagnosed with stroke, MS, PD, AD, TBI, or ALS, or were primary caregivers for patients too debilitated to participate. Patients were not required to be clinically diagnosed with PBA. Respondents with a CNS-LS score of \(\geq 13\) were assigned to the PBA group (\(n=399\)); respondents with a CNS-LS score \(<13\) were assigned to the control group (\(n=653\)). The custom questionnaire included only participants in the PBA group who said they had experienced involuntary episodes of laughing or crying that were exaggerated or contrary to how they felt at the time (\(n=280\)).

**References:**

©2019 Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc. All rights reserved. AVANIR is a trademark or registered trademark of Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc. in the United States and other countries. MLR-PBA-US-0188-0319
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APA’s members lead the way in advancing psychiatry and mental health. Through psychiatric practice, research and academia, our membership represents the needs and diversity of our patients.

As the foremost psychiatric organization in the world, APA now encompasses members practicing in more than 100 countries.
In 1844, 13 superintendents of our young country’s institutions for people with mental illness came together for the purpose of improving the lives of the individuals under their care. The founders of what they named the Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane were proponents of moral treatment—the idea that society should provide psychosocial care in a humane environment. One of the founders, Dr. Thomas Kirkbride, devised an architectural plan used in the building of many asylums for decades to come that featured natural light and abundant fresh air surrounded by spacious landscapes.

One hundred and seventy-five years later, the American Psychiatric Association—the flower of that first meeting in 1844—is marking a milestone in its remarkable history. A high point of the year will be the gala at San Francisco City Hall during the meeting.

The celebration in San Francisco means a lot to me—and not just because it marks the culmination of my presidential year. Remembering our roots is dear to me because I trained in Philadelphia and spent a career doing the kind of work in public mental health systems originally envisioned by the founders of what became APA. Today, there is a renewed emphasis on the social determinants of health—which I have tried to underscore during my presidency—and an understanding that real recovery depends on understanding the social context in which a person lives. I like to think that Thomas Kirkbride would smile on this development.

But owning our history also means owning the fact that sometimes we have fallen short of our ideals. “Not everything that is faced can be changed,” James Baldwin famously wrote, “But nothing can be changed that is not faced.” We need to face the fact that racism mars our country’s history from its colonial beginnings and even the history of our profession. One of APA’s founders, Dr. Francis Stribling, insisted there be a Committee on Asylums for Colored Persons, assuring the segregation of treatment by race. In addition, there is no publicly available evidence that in the 1950s APA supported overturning school segregation in the case Brown v. Board of Education. In response to a request by a prominent African-American member, Dr. Charles Prudhomme, to file an amicus brief in the case, he was told to “withdraw from involvement in the case and remain aloof from such a political issue.” Dr. Prudhomme went on to become APA vice president in the 1970s. In May 1969, a group of black psychiatrists led by Dr. Chester Pierce came to a meeting of the APA Board of Trustees demanding that APA acknowledge racism as a mental health problem and work to desegregate all public and private mental health facilities in the United States.

Understanding and facing our past can help us shape the future. We have an exciting opportunity to learn more about our history at the Annual Meeting in San Francisco, where APA and the APA Foundation will be sponsoring a special historical scientific program track. The track will include sessions on the history of psychiatry divided into four separate eras. Here are the four historical eras and their faculty chairs:

- The advent of organized medicine in caring for people with mental illness (colonial times-1844): John Oldham, M.D.
- The dawn of the modern era: reforms in care and treatment (1844-1944): Jeffrey Geller, M.D., M.P.H.
- Advancing diagnosis, treatment and education (1944-present): Carolyn Bauer Robinowitz, M.D.
- Shaping the future of psychiatry: breakthroughs in research and delivery of clinical care (looking ahead): Josh Gordon, M.D., director of the National Institute of Mental Health.

Additionally, the history track will include a session on the history of global psychiatry chaired by Dr. Tsuyoshi Akiyama and sessions on the history of psychiatry as related to our minority and underrepresented groups.

continued on page 33
“Medical science must deal not only with the intrinsic problem in an illness but also with the patient as a social unit, and as psychiatrists we are expected to provide the leadership and counsel to the family, the community, the state, welfare workers, educators, industrialists, religious leaders and others.”

WILLIAM MENNINGER, M.D.
President Address, American Psychiatric Association
105th Annual Meeting, 1949

As the first medical society in the U.S., the APA and its members have worked for almost two centuries to promote the highest quality of care for individuals with mental illness and substance use disorders both here and around the world.
Those groups are American Indian, Alaska Native and Native Hawaiian psychiatrists; Asian American psychiatrists; black psychiatrists; Hispanic psychiatrists; IMG psychiatrists; LGBTQ psychiatrists; and women psychiatrists. Look for detailed information in upcoming issues of Psychiatric News.

Finally, I would like to suggest that all of us have a stake in the history of our profession and can participate in its preservation. Last year, APA and the APA Foundation opened the Melvin Sabshin, M.D. Library and Archives at APA’s new headquarters in Washington, D.C. I invite you to search your personal archives for historical documents, books and artifacts that might be worthy of preservation. Information about the library’s acquisition policy can be obtained by emailing library@psych.org. You can also help support the library through its Adopt-a-Book program (apafdn.org/adoptabook).

The history of our profession belongs to all of us. I look forward to celebrating it with you!

Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
President
American Psychiatric Association

---

MINDGAMES: 175TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Room 21, Exhibition Level, Moscone North
Saturday, May 18, 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.

MindGames is APA’s competition to test participants’ knowledge on patient care, medical knowledge and psychiatric history.

This year, two back-to-back MindGames competitions will take place at the Annual Meeting in San Francisco. The special anniversary edition will focus on the history of APA and related topics and will feature three teams of prominent APA members and leaders.

The teams will compete by answering questions about APA history, notable psychiatrists, movies, and other media throughout history that have involved psychiatry or psychiatrists and important events in psychiatric history. As in the television game show Jeopardy, each test of knowledge is posed as an answer for which the first team that provides the correct question earns points.

There will be two rounds of game play, followed by a final question.

The 175th Anniversary Edition will take place on Saturday, May 18, from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. It will be followed at 2:30 p.m. in the same location by the traditional game.
Menninger & Baylor College of Medicine Salute the American Psychiatric Association's 175th Year

As the world’s largest organization of psychiatrists, the American Psychiatric Association represents a model for enduring dedication to improving treatment for persons with psychiatric disorders.

We are proud that 2 Presidents of the APA have been leaders from The Menninger Clinic—William C. Menninger, MD, and John M. Oldham, MD, MS.

Menninger and its affiliate Baylor College of Medicine value our partnership with the APA and with member psychiatrists to overcome obstacles that affect people’s access to treatment that works. Visit us at MenningerClinic.com to view our treatment outcomes.
PUTTING PEOPLE FIRST IN MENTAL HEALTH

Whether it’s our residential treatment programs, research breakthroughs, or our Deconstructing Stigma awareness campaign, McLean is changing lives and attitudes.

mcleanhospital.org

“I’m not crazy for feeling this way.”

— Darryl
Mental Health Advocate and Participant in McLean’s Deconstructing Stigma Campaign

TREATMENT | RESEARCH | EDUCATION | ADVOCACY
History Track

In celebration of APA’s 175th anniversary, this year’s Annual Meeting includes a special track of sessions on the history of psychiatry through four eras and sessions tracing the history of minority/underrepresented psychiatrists and patients.

As a whole, the sessions give a broad overview of the evolution of the understanding of mental illness and psychiatry’s remarkable transformation from colonial times to the present and its promise for the future.

Overview of the History of APA and Psychiatry in America

All sessions take place in Room 20, Exhibition Level, Moscone North.

ERA 1 - COLONIAL TIMES TO 1844
ORGANIZED MEDICINE AND MENTAL ILLNESS: THE EARLY HISTORY IN THE UNITED STATES
Saturday, May 18
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Presentations will focus on the primitive nature of the understanding of mental illness during colonial times, followed by the advent of hospital-based care of those with severe mental illness. The contributions of Benjamin Rush and APA’s early beginnings will be described.

Chair:
John Oldham, M.D.

Presenters:
Andrew T. Scull, Ph.D.
Steven Samuel Sharfstein, M.D.
Richard Harding, M.D.

ERA 2 - 1844 TO 1944
THE DAWN OF THE MODERN ERA: REFORMS IN CARE AND TREATMENT
Monday, May 20
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

This symposium will focus on the first 100 years of APA’s work and how political decisions, socioeconomic variables and scientific advances made in this period continue to affect psychiatrists, individuals with mental illness and the practice of psychiatry in fundamental and profound ways. The relationship between institutional and community services will also be examined.

Chair:
Jeffrey Geller, M.D.

Presenters:
Margarita Abi Zeid Daou, M.D.
Jacqueline Maus Feldman, M.D.
Roger Peele, M.D.

ERA 3 - 1944 TO PRESENT
PSYCHIATRY: ADVANCING DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT, AND EDUCATION—APA AND THE PROFESSION
Sunday, May 19
8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

This symposium will address the evolution of the field of psychiatry over the past 75 years followed by a series of in-depth presentations assessing the importance of scientific advances in diagnosis and treatment, psychiatry’s relation to other medical specialties and the role of external environmental, socio-cultural and economic factors in shaping the profession. The involvement of advocacy organizations, federal and state governments, the justice system, and others will also be discussed.

Chair:
Carolyn Bauer Robinowitz, M.D.

Presenters:
Herbert Pardes, M.D.
Steven Samuel Sharfstein, M.D.
Joel Yager, M.D.
Stephen McLeod-Bryant, M.D.

Discussants:
Eindra Khin Khin, M.D.
Smita Das, M.D.
ERA 4 - LOOKING FORWARD
SHAPING THE FUTURE OF PSYCHIATRY THROUGH RESEARCH AND THE DELIVERY OF CARE

Tuesday, May 21
8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Three pairs of speakers will address each of the National Institute of Mental Health’s priority areas from the basic and the clinical perspectives: suicide prevention, neural circuits, and computational and theoretical approaches to psychiatry.

Chairs:
Josh Gordon, M.D.
Herbert Pardes, M.D.

Presenters:
Matthew Nock, Ph.D.
Cheryl King
Kay Tye
Conor Liston, M.D., Ph.D.
Alan Anticevic, Ph.D.
Yael Niv

SATURDAY, MAY 18
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL GRADUATE IN U.S. PSYCHIATRY: ADVERSITY, ADVOCACY, AND ADVANCEMENT
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

International medical graduates (IMGs) comprise as much as a quarter of physicians in the country. Presenters will discuss the challenges and opportunities faced by IMGs beginning with residency and fellowship training and integration into the workforce. The support and sponsorships of various groups and institutions including APA to promote and facilitate the acculturation necessary to adapt to life in the United States will be discussed. The symposium will celebrate IMGs’ successes through the years and identify areas where future contributions are important.

Chair:
Norma C. Panahun, M.D.

Presenters:
Antony Fernandez, M.D.
Francis M. Sanchez, M.D.
Fructuoso Irigoyen-Rascon, M.D., M.P.A.
Elizabeth J. Santos, M.D.

SUNDAY, MAY 19
ASIAN-AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT AND ENGAGEMENT: AN UPDATE ON CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

This workshop seeks to highlight some of the rich and varied communities among Asian Americans, including South Asian Americans, Southeast Asian Americans, and East Asian Americans, and address challenges and future trends that affect Asian-American mental health treatment and engagement. Presenters will also provide an update on culturally informed interventions that may help overcome common treatment barriers.

Chair:
Edmond Hsin T. Pi, M.D.

Presenters:
Geetha Jayaram, M.D., M.B.A.
Albert C. Gaw, M.D.
Hendry Ton, M.D.
Chuan-Mei Lee, M.D., M.A.

History of Minority/Underrepresented Psychiatrists and Patients
All sessions take place in Room 20, Exhibition Level, Moscone North.
History of Minority/Underrepresented Psychiatrists and Patients

All sessions take place in Room 20, Exhibition Level, Moscone North.

SUNDAY, MAY 19

THE 175-YEAR HISTORY OF AFRICAN AMERICANS IN PSYCHIATRY
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This session takes a comprehensive and candid look at the psychiatric well-being of African Americans in relation to patient care and research within the current cultural context. It also provides an opportunity to reflect on African-American psychiatrists whose training and clinical, research and teaching activities are crucial to providing care for African Americans. The presenters will provide personal narratives of the past and their expectations of what the future may hold for the care of this community. They will also explore the unique challenges of delivering psychiatric care to a historically disenfranchised population and offer creative ways to address these challenges.

Chairs:
Rahn Bailey, M.D.
Donna Norris, M.D.

Presenters:
Billy Emanuel Jones, M.D.
Steven M. Starks, M.D.

Discussant:
Ezra E. H. Griffith, M.D.

MONDAY, MAY 20

APA AND JAPANESE SOCIETY OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY: HISTORY AND FUTURE VISIONS FOR COLLABORATION (APA’S ROLE IN GLOBAL PSYCHIATRY)
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

APA and the Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology are committed to leading psychiatry and psychiatric care in the Pacific region. They have shared interests in the areas of science, improvement of care and collaboration with other stakeholders. In this symposium, panelists will present the history of the two organizations’ collaboration, focusing on academic conferences. Early career psychiatrists will present how they are carrying out international activities to further develop collaboration between the two organizations.

Chair:
Tsuyoshi Akiyama, M.D., Ph.D.

Presenters:
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
Mitsumoto Sato, M.D.
Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D.
Michael Christopher Hann, M.D.
Ai Aoki, M.D.

Discussant:
Bruce Jan Schwartz, M.D.

MONDAY, MAY 20

WOMEN AND PSYCHIATRY: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

The major involvement of women in APA began with the Committee on Women. Women went on to assume leadership positions on other committees and the Board of Trustees, with the first woman president—Carol Nadelson, M.D.—taking office in 1985. The women panelists in this workshop will discuss the critical role they have played in the organization and share their views of the future of women in APA and allied organizations.

Chair:
Elissa P. Benedek, M.D.

Presenters:
Carolyn Bauer Robinowitz, M.D.
Cheryl D. Wills, M.D.
Olaya Lizette Solis, M.D.
Carol C. Nadelson, M.D.
Renee Binder, M.D.
Tanuja Ghandi, M.D.
TUESDAY, MAY 21

The history of American psychiatry and LGBTQ Americans are inex-tricably linked. As APA marks its 175th anniversary, it is important to reflect upon that relationship and examine the crucial role APA played in the transformation from the criminalization and stigmatization of homosexuality to its celebration, the debate about the validity of the illness model of homosexuality and its depathologization in 1973, and APA’s advocacy for LGBTQ patients and psychiatrists and support for gay marriage.

Chair:
Howard Charles Rubin, M.D.

Presenters:
Margery S. Sved, M.D.
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
Robert Paul Cabaj, M.D.
Curley L. Bonds, M.D.
Adrian Jacques H. Ambrose, M.D.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22

American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian Mental Health: The Issues, The History, The Status

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

The mental health of the indigenous peoples of North America and the Pacific has been impacted by 400 years of dominance by advancing Euro-Americans under their belief in manifest destiny and dominion by colonization and control. While early psychiatric efforts focused on social reform, geographic control and boarding school approaches, little effort was made to understand the specific issues of native mental health. Presenters will cover this history and provide “how-to” information when providing psychiatric care to indigenous peoples individually and in both urban and rural communities. The importance of APA’s proactive efforts to promote health care will also be discussed.

Chair:
Roger Dale Walker, M.D.

Presenters:
Richard Livingston, M.D.
Mary Hasbah Roessel, M.D.
Joel Patrick Chisholm, M.D.

LATINOS IN 2019

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Latinos’ participation in APA started in the 1960s in an atmosphere of activism for better representation, more recognition and equality and more awareness of civil rights. Demographic growth trends in the 1980s indicated that Latinos would become a major force in the country, especially in states like California and Texas. Today Latinos are leaders in academia, clinical practice, professional institutions and APA. Presenters will elaborate on the lessons learned to date to assure a better future.

Chair:
Rodrigo A. Muñoz, M.D.

Presenters:
Renato D. Alarcon, M.D.
Bernardo Ng, M.D.
Claudio O. Cabrejos, M.D., M.P.H.
Eugenio M. Rothe, M.D.
Christina V. Mangurian, M.D.

Discussant:
Theresa M. Miskimen, M.D.
Celebrating our centennial year, the Austen Riggs Center salutes the APA on its 175th anniversary.

One hundred years of lives reclaimed

413.298.5511  www.austenriggs.org/100

A U.S. News & World Report Top Ten “Best Hospital” in Psychiatry

Nationally-recognized individualized mental health and addiction treatment for adults, adolescents, executives and professionals.

Clinical excellence. Compassionate care.

We treat:
Anxiety Disorders  Eating Disorders
Bipolar Disorder  Schizoaffective Disorder
Borderline Personality Disorder  Schizophrenia
Depression  Substance Abuse & Co-Occurring Disorders

(866) 542-4455
silverhillhospital.org
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Congratulations
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For 175 years, the APA has enhanced well-being among individuals, within families, and across organizations. **Congratulations on your achievement from all of us at John Hancock.** And thanks for blazing the trail.

For more on our retirement plans with integrated financial wellness benefits, visit jhrps.com/wellness.
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Eras of Psychiatry in America

Caring for People with Mental Illness: The Advent of Organized Medicine

The history of the treatment of people with mental illness in the United States can be traced back to Colonial times. Some historians believe that many of the victims of the witchcraft trials (who were thought to be possessed by devils) were afflicted with mental illness. Society in the 17th and 18th centuries did little to care for people with mental illness. Most were jailed, hidden away or left to the streets. In the late 18th century, during the Age of Enlightenment, the first hospitals to provide institutional care for people with mental illness were founded.

BACKGROUND: Title page of Dr. Benjamin Rush's Medical Inquiries and Observations Upon the Diseases of the Mind (1812)

COLONIAL ERA
People who exhibited disordered behavior were considered to be bewitched, reflecting traditional Western European beliefs.

BENJAMIN RUSH, M.D. (1746 - 1813)
A signer of the Declaration of Independence, Dr. Rush was on the medical staff of the Pennsylvania Hospital in 1812 when he wrote the first medical treatise on the treatment of mental illness: Medical Inquiries and Observations Upon the Diseases of the Mind. In this book, Dr. Rush advocates for the humane treatment of people with mental illness, thus earning him the informal title: “father of American psychiatry.”

THE PUBLIK HOSPITAL FOR PERSONS OF INSANE & DISORDERED MINDS
The first hospital in North America built solely for the treatment of people with mental illness opened in Williamsburg, Va., in 1773.
19TH CENTURY THEORIES

Various methods to diagnose and treat mental illness were developed. Among them was phrenology, a popular fad treatment in 19th-century psychiatry based on notions that observing and feeling a person’s skull could determine an individual’s psychological attributes, including personality and character.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INSANITY

Founded in July 1844 by Amariah Brigham, M.D., superintendent of the New York State Lunatic Asylum for the Insane in Utica, N.Y., the journal was renamed the American Journal of Psychiatry in 1921, and it is still published by APA today.

“Hospital at Williamsburg — 1770” (Publik Hospital), Engraving by John E. Costin in 1980.

“The care of the human mind is the noblest branch of medicine.”

HUGO GROTIUS

Cover of American Journal of Insanity, first published in July 1844 and edited by the Officers of the New York State Lunatic Asylum, Utica.
We know you want the best for your teen. **So do we.**

What changes do you want to see in your child’s life to know that they’re on the right path? At Newport Academy, a top-rated teen and young adult treatment center, we’ll support your family on the path to healing.

Call us. Let’s eliminate your fears and help your family get happier and healthier, starting now.

**NEWPORT ACADEMY**

LEARN MORE Call 855-855-7503 or visit newportacademy.com

MENTAL HEALTH • EATING DISORDERS • SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Female & Male Residential Treatment, Outpatient Programs, and Day Schools | Insurance Accepted
Headquartered in the Washington, D.C. metro area with locations in Baltimore and New York, GRF is a full-service professional services firm providing accounting, tax and advisory solutions for clients including:

- Nonprofits
- Government Contractors
- For-Profit Entities
- Partnerships
- Trusts
- Individuals

Gelman, Rosenberg & Freedman CPAs is proud to be a sponsor of the APA Gala as APA celebrates its 175th anniversary.
The Founding of the American Psychiatric Association (APA)

In 1844, there were twenty-six mental hospitals in the United States, most of which were founded as public hospitals. As these hospitals proliferated, the superintendents decided that they needed to meet to discuss common problems in the care of people with mental illness and devise practical solutions to improving patient care.

The Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane was founded at a meeting of thirteen superintendents of mental hospitals on October 16, 1844 in Philadelphia. In 1892, the Association’s name was changed to the American Medico-Psychological Association, and in 1921, it was changed again to the American Psychiatric Association.

One outcome of the meeting was the issuance of design criteria for mental hospitals in a book titled: On the Construction, Organization and General Arrangements of the Hospitals for the Insane (also known as the Kirkbride Plan), written by Thomas S. Kirkbride, M.D., the first secretary of the APA. This book influenced the architecture and management of state hospitals for over fifty years.

“There is no reason why an individual, who has the misfortune to become insane, should, on that account, be deprived of any comfort or even luxury.”

THOMAS S. KIRKBRIDE, M.D.
The Thirteen Founders

The Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane 1844-1891
American Medico-Psychological Association 1892-1919.
The Institute of Living, part of the Hartford HealthCare Behavioral Health Network, congratulates the American Psychiatric Association on its 175th anniversary. We are proud to join you in focusing on research, education and innovation.

As a place preparing for its 200th anniversary, we want you to know that you don’t look a day over 174.

The Institute of Living, part of the Hartford HealthCare Behavioral Health Network, congratulates the American Psychiatric Association on its 175th anniversary. We are proud to join you in focusing on research, education and innovation.
The Dawn of the Modern Era: Reforms in Care & Treatment

By the time the APA was celebrating its 50th anniversary in 1894, there had been significant advances and expansion in institutionalized psychiatric care and treatment.

**DOROTHEA DIX (1802 – 1887)**
A Boston school teacher and daughter of a preacher, Dix was visiting a jail to conduct religious services when she found that people with mental illness were confined there under inhumane conditions. For the next fifty years, she successfully persuaded several state legislatures to appropriate funds to build mental hospitals. More than 32 state hospitals are credited to her advocacy efforts.

**CLIFFORD BEERS (1876 – 1943)**
Hospitalized three times for mental illness, Beers published an autobiographical account of his experience called *A Mind That Found Itself* in 1908. The book served as the beginning of the “mental hygiene movement”—the precursor to the patient advocate movement to reform treatment and reduce stigma of those with mental illness.

**TREATMENTS**

**Advent of Psychotherapy: Freud and Jung**
Austrian neurologist Sigmund Freud, M.D. (1856-1939) launched a new approach and treatment called psychoanalysis, which became a leading therapy throughout much of the 20th century in the United States. Carl Gustav Jung, M.D., (1875-1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst who founded analytical psychology.

**Electroconvulsive therapy (EST/ECT)**
Once commonly called “shock treatment,” this technique was introduced in the United States after its development in Italy by Ugo Cerletti, M.D. and Lucio Bini, M.D. in 1938.
In 1917 the American Medico-Psychological Association—working with the National Committee for Mental Hygiene—created a formal system for classifying mental illnesses. This system was the precursor to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*. 

**THE APA ESTABLISHES A CENTRAL OFFICE IN WASHINGTON, D.C., 1948**

Photograph of APA central offices at 1700 18th Street N.W., Washington, D.C.
Advancing Diagnosis, Treatment & Education

During the period between APA’s 100th anniversary in 1944 and today, there have been significant advances in diagnosis, treatment, education and stigma reduction.

PSYCHIATRIC NEWS

In 1966, the APA replaced the monthly APA Newsletter with Psychiatric News as the news service of the APA.


EVOLUTION OF DSM

To quantify the rapid developments in psychiatric understanding, the original classification standards from 1917 were revised and organized into the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, first published in 1952. Further revisions over the years reflect the huge scientific advances made in understanding and diagnosing mental illness.

ADVENT OF PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY & DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION

In the 1950s, new psychoactive medications were introduced in the United States, enabling many people with serious mental illness to be discharged from state public mental hospitals into community-based care settings. This movement called “deinstitutionalization.” However, funding was not adequately allocated to community mental health services, leaving many without the care they needed. This situation is still true today, and the APA has continued the battle to provide access to care for all Americans.
Among the many research-based changes made to DSM through the years have been the removal of homosexuality as a mental disorder and the addition of PTSD and autism spectrum disorder.

In 1993, the APA begins publishing a series of treatment guidelines. The first Practice Guideline published by APA was on Major Depressive Disorder in Adults.

Several key federal laws have made treatment of mental illness possible for thousands of people who otherwise might have gone untreated.

**Community Mental Health Centers Act 1963**
Signed by President John F. Kennedy, the Act provided federal funding for community mental health centers.

**Mental Health Parity and Equity Addiction Act of 2008**
This federal law requires insurers to offer coverage for psychiatric illnesses on par with other illnesses.

In 1981, the APA creates a publishing company to produce and distribute books, journals and multimedia on psychiatry, mental health and behavioral science.

In 1992, the APA creates a foundation to advance mental health through public education programs, investing in the future leaders of psychiatry and supporting research and clinical training.
We are proud to support the APA Foundation in its mission to achieve a mentally healthy nation for all.

INDEPENDENT INVESTMENT CONSULTING
Marquette Associates guides institutional investment programs with a focused client service approach & careful research.
The 175th Anniversary Gala

Monday, May 20 | 7:00 P.M. – 10:00 P.M.

To purchase tickets, please visit apafdn.org/gala or one of the APA Foundation booths, located in the Lobby, Moscone South on Saturday & Sunday, and in APA Central.

Tickets will not be sold at the door.

Thank you to our generous sponsors:
Shaping the Future of Psychiatry
Breakthroughs in Research & Delivery of Clinical Care

PSYCHPRO
PsychPRO, APA’s Mental Health Registry, is a secure computerized system that will change research and clinical care in psychiatry. It collects consistent data in real-time from diverse clinicians and patients as well as information from health records. The collected data will help psychiatrists in making decisions about patient care, as well as help to decrease burdens to the patient and clinician. By generating patient and progress reports, PsychPRO will help busy psychiatrists track patient outcomes and provide clinical decision support tools to inform evidence-based care.

APA’s Advocacy Day brings together psychiatrists from around the country for face-to-face meetings with members of Congress to discuss mental health and substance use issues and advocate for their patients and psychiatry.
The APA Today
The APA is an organization of psychiatrists working together to ensure humane care and effective treatment for people with mental illness, including substance use disorders. The APA is the voice and conscience of modern psychiatry. Its vision is a society that has accessible, quality psychiatric diagnosis and treatment.

APA Is...
Advocating for Improved Access to Care & Quality of Psychiatric Services
Meeting the Educational Needs of Members Throughout Their Careers
Supporting & Increasing Diversity & Building a Culturally Competent Workforce
Publishing the Most Trusted & Respected Journals, Textbooks & Other Resources in the Field of Psychiatry

TELEPSYCHIATRY & REMOTE MEDICINE
Providing psychiatric treatment via videoconferencing and other mobile methods facilitates access to care and overcomes geographical obstacles. Telepsychiatry compares successfully to in-person care in diagnostic accuracy, treatment effectiveness and patient satisfaction; it saves time, money and other resources. Its application to many cultures and international venues has been successful, and the APA provides information and resources to national stakeholders.

OPTOGENETICS & CLARITY
APA member Karl Deisseroth, M.D., Ph.D., and his team of researchers at Stanford University are refining the latest cutting-edge tools in brain imaging and research. Using Optogenetics and CLARITY, Dr. Deisseroth helps advance treatments for patients with severe mental illnesses and brain diseases.
Melvin Sabshin, M.D.
Library & Archives

The American Psychiatric Association houses a library with an assortment of important texts, documents, images and oral histories to the profession.

Long held in storage, the Melvin Sabshin, M.D. Library & Archives recently found a beautiful, permanent home, complete with the Logan and Daniel Blain Reading Lounge and the Marion Kenworthy Learning Center, in the APA’s new headquarters in Washington, D.C.

Expertly designed, the library provides an environmentally-controlled space to maintain the collection for future generations and a long-awaited opportunity to share it with APA members and the world.

The Melvin Sabshin, M.D. Library & Archives became a significant repository of information for all of us through the past generosity of individuals who were dedicated to the field of psychiatry and the preservation of history.

Now we invite you, our members of today, to join us in maintaining this collection for the future by participating in an exciting new adopt-a-book program. For more information, visit apafdn.org/adoptabook.
What’s Your Story?

Story Booths at the Annual Meeting

Every psychiatrist’s story is part of the legacy of the American Psychiatric Association’s 175 years.

To celebrate 175 years of history, APA is hosting story booths throughout the Moscone Center for Annual Meeting attendees. These booths will allow participants to self-record responses to the following prompts or speak freely about their experiences. Individuals or groups of two or three can record together.

Each participant will receive a copy of their video they can share on social media, and APA receives the footage to hold as part of the permanent collection of the Melvin Sabshin, M.D. Library and Archives.

QUESTIONS

1. Why did you choose a career in psychiatry? What’s been most rewarding about it?
2. What are you most excited about regarding the future of psychiatry?
3. How has your involvement with APA been supportive to your career?
4. Has APA addressed an issue over the years (social or professional) that has had an impact on you personally?
5. Free Response – Tell a story that’s meaningful to you.

LOCATIONS AND TIMES

Location 1: Two booths outside Room 20, Exhibition Level, Moscone North

Location 2: One booth outside Room 201, Second Level, Moscone South

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location 1</th>
<th>Location 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday, May 17</strong>&lt;br&gt;8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.</td>
<td><strong>Sunday, May 19 – Tuesday, May 21</strong>&lt;br&gt;8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, May 18</strong>&lt;br&gt;8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.&lt;br&gt;5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.</td>
<td><strong>Wednesday, May 22</strong>&lt;br&gt;8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Certificate of Attendance
How do you obtain it?

GET YOUR CERTIFICATE ONLINE OR IN PERSON

To receive your certificate online:
Complete the online evaluation at psychiatry.org/AnnualMeetingCME
*Retain registration confirmation and/or badge number to access evaluation online

The website will remain active until:
August 22, 2019

CME credit for APA members will be recorded at education.psychiatry.org and transferred to your ABPN Physician Folio in October 2019.

To receive your certificate in person:
Complete the general evaluation form at the CME Certificate of Attendance Booth located in the Education Center, Upper Mezzanine, Moscone South

Types of Certificates
• Certificate of Credit for physicians
• Certificate of Attendance for non-physicians

CME Certificate of Attendance Booth
Location: Education Center, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South

Hours of Operation:
May 18–22 7:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.  Daily

CERTIFICATE IS AVAILABLE DURING OR AFTER THE MEETING

Accreditation & Designation
The American Psychiatric Association (APA) is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The American Psychiatric Association designates this live activity for a maximum of 40 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits®. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

For questions, contact the American Psychiatric Association Department of CME: educme@psych.org
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ANNUAL MEETING

Program information listed as of April 11, 2019. For up-to-date session details, please download the APA Meetings App.
Format Descriptions

Courses/Master Courses
Courses are designed to emphasize learning experiences that actively involve participants, including the opportunity for informal exchange with the faculty, and provide a deeper exploration of a topic than would be found in the general meeting program. Offered in four-hour (half-day), six-hour (full-day) and eight-hour (full-day) sessions, courses either review basic concepts in a special subject area or present advanced material on a circumscribed topic. Courses require an additional fee for enrollment.

FOCUS Live
These 90-minute sessions allow participants to test their knowledge using an interactive audience response technology. Experts, who served as guest editors of FOCUS, will lead lively multiple-choice question-based discussions, and the audience will enter their answers with their mobile devices. Results are instantly tallied and projected on the screen, providing participants with immediate feedback. Attendees are expected to bring their own devices for use during the session. MOC-2 credit is available for participants in FOCUS Live sessions.

General Sessions
The session formats for the Annual Meeting have been simplified to enhance attendee experience. Sessions previously referred to as workshops, symposia, case conferences, forums and advances in psychiatry are now collectively General Sessions. All General Sessions are 90 minutes long and comprise the majority of the scientific program at the Annual Meeting.

Learning Lab
The Learning Lab introduces an exciting new way to learn at the Annual Meeting. Each session in the Learning Lab transforms learning through collaboration, rich discussion around issues impacting psychiatry and hands-on learning.

Media Sessions
Media Sessions are three-hour sessions in which a feature-length film is shown and discussed.

Poster Sessions
This format allows for presentations of very recent findings. Posters are visual, self-explanatory presentations offered in three categories: International, Medical Student/Resident Competition and New Research.

Presidential Sessions
Presidential Sessions are prestigious 90-minute presentations by experts in their respective fields, specially invited by the APA President to speak at the meeting. These sessions feature the most prestigious speakers and will cover topics of the greatest relevance to psychiatry today.

APA Publishing Sessions
These sessions, organized by American Psychiatric Publishing, are 90 minutes and feature presentations on a particular topic by APA authors and editors. During these sessions, attendees can meet and interact with authors and editors of APA publications.
Learning Labs

The Learning Lab introduces an exciting new way to learn at the APA Annual Meeting. Every session in the Learning Lab transforms learning through collaboration, rich discussion around issues impacting psychiatry, and hands-on learning. Sessions include an improv experiential, medical history mystery lab, resident leadership boot camp crisis simulation, and much more.

Attendees who bring their own devices to the Learning Lab will get the most out of this experience. To connect to Learning Lab presentations, click the Sync icon under the session in the APA Meetings App or type the session key, displayed at the top of the screen at the start of each Learning Lab session, into your web browser.

For more information on Learning Lab session, please see the APA Meetings App.

---

**LEARNING LAB 1**

**Room 22, Exhibition Level, Moscone North**

**Saturday, May 18**

8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Ethics in Real Time: Learning Through Simulation
Rebecca W. Brendel, M.D., J.D.

**Sunday, May 19**

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m
“Hearing Voices That Are Distressing” Simulation
Mary Kay Smith, M.D.

**Monday, May 20**

8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Medical History Mystery Lab
Kenneth Bryan Ashley, M.D.,
Daena L. Petersen, M.D., M.A., M.P.H.

**Tuesday, May 21**

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
A Leadership Boot Camp for Residents and Fellows
Ashley E. Walker, M.D., Sandra M. DeJong, M.D.

**Wednesday, May 22**

8:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
Prospective Memory and Planning: A Virtual Reality Game for Patients With Schizophrenia
Isabelle Reine Amado

---

**LEARNING LAB 2**

**Room 23, Exhibition Level, Moscone North**

**Sunday, May 19**

9:00 a.m. – Noon
Co-Responder Crisis Response Model: Crisis Assessment, Intervention, and Field Tactics
Lt. Mario Molina, Anton Nigusse Bland, M.D.,
Chris Weaver, Ph.D., Elizabeth Prillinger

1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Intern Year—The Board Game: An Educational Experience for Learning About Physician Wellness, Burnout, and Depression
David A. Ross, M.D., Ph.D.

**Monday, May 20**

1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Assisted Suicide or Assisted Dying? A Debate
**Moderators:** Ron M. Winchel, M.D.,
Joel Asher Bernanke, M.D., M.Sc.
**Pro:** David Alan Pollack, M.D.
**Con:** Mark Komrad, M.D.

**Tuesday, May 21**

8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
You Are Human: Addressing Burnout Through Improv
Ashley Whitehurst, Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.
A Mission for Better

SMI Adviser helps clinicians provide better care and support to people who have serious mental illness.

More than 10 million adults in the U.S. suffer from serious mental illness (SMI) each year. SMI includes bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, and schizophrenia.

As a mental health clinician, you are on the front lines. These are complex conditions. How can you find evidence-based answers that support clinical decisions?

SMI Adviser is here to help. Our mission is to advance the use of a person-centered approach to care that ensures people who have SMI find the treatment and support they need.

30+ national mental health organizations help lead SMI Adviser. Get consultations from experts. Take free online courses. Find answers that help create better.

- Better clinical support.
- Better resources for families.
- Better care for people who have SMI.

So they can find better lives.

Join our #MissionForBetter at SMIadvisor.org/apa
A Mission for Better
SMI Adviser helps clinicians provide better care and support to people who have serious mental illness.

© 2019 American Psychiatric Association. All rights reserved.

An APA and SAMHSA Initiative

More than 10 million adults in the U.S. suffer from serious mental illness (SMI) each year. SMI includes bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, and schizophrenia. As a mental health clinician, you are on the front lines. These are complex conditions. How can you find evidence-based answers that support clinical decisions?

SMI Adviser is here to help. Our mission is to advance the use of a person-centered approach to care that ensures people who have SMI find the treatment and support they need.

30+ national mental health organizations help lead SMI Adviser. Get consultations from experts. Take free online courses. Find answers that help create better.

Better clinical support.
Better resources for families.
Better care for people who have SMI.

So they can find better lives.

Join our #MissionForBetter at SMIadviser.org/apa

Request a Consult
Submit questions and receive responses from experts in SMI. Ask us about psychopharmacology, therapies, recovery supports, patient and family engagement, and more.

Access Knowledge and Answers
Use our searchable Knowledge Base to find resources and answers about SMI.

Access Free Education
Find dozens of free CME-certified courses on SMI-related topics in our online catalog.
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Dr. Iqbal “Ike” Ahmed, M.D., is a faculty member of the Department of Psychiatry at the Tripler Army Medical Center in Honolulu. He is a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Uniformed Services University of Health Sciences, and a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and Geriatric Medicine at John A. Burns School of Medicine (JABSOM), University of Hawaii. He is a Distinguished Life Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association, and a Fellow of the American College of Psychiatrists. He is also a Fellow of the Royal College Psychiatrists, England. He is a Past-President of the American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry. He is the Vice-Chair of the APA Scientific Program Committee.

James Ellison, M.D., M.P.H., the Swank Foundation Endowed Chair in Memory Care and Geriatrics at Christiana Care in Delaware, provides collaborative care to people with cognitive impairment and behavioral concerns. He trained in psychiatry at MGH, received his MPH from the Harvard School of Public Health, and has worked in Emergency Psychiatry, Somatic Therapies, and Geriatric Psychiatry. As Director of Geriatric Psychiatry at McLean Hospital, he developed the Partners Health Care Fellowship in Geriatric Psychiatry. He is a member of the AAGP and APA. He currently serves as Editor in Chief of the Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry and Neurology.

Jacob C. Holzer, M.D., following military service, completed psychiatry residency at Yale and fellowships in clinical neuroscience and neuropsychiatry. Since completing training, he has provided direct care in neuropsychiatry, psychopharmacology, and geriatric psychiatry, in addition to forensic psychiatry and has consulted in public and private sectors with attorneys, businesses, and government agencies. His academic focus in forensic psychiatry has included geriatrics, neuropsychiatry, risk management, and forensic mental health aspects of national security.

Robert Kohn, M.D., completed his psychiatry residency at Brown University. Since residency, his clinical career remains dedicated to geriatric psychiatry. During his tenure as a Professor of Psychiatry and Human Behavior at the Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University he founded their geriatric psychiatry fellowship and helped develop geriatric psychiatry services at affiliated hospitals. His academic work is focused on cultural psychiatry, psychiatric epidemiology, and geriatric psychiatry. He has been the director of the WHO Collaborating Center for Research on Psychiatric Epidemiology and Mental Health. A current project with PAHO/WHO is to develop geriatric psychiatry training programs in Latin America.

John M. Oldham, M.D., is distinguished emeritus professor of psychiatry at Baylor College of Medicine, previously holding the Barbara and Corbin J. Robertson, Jr. Endowed Chair for Personality Disorders and serving as senior vice president and chief of staff of the Menninger Clinic. He is secretary general and fellow of the American College of Psychiatrists (ACPpsych). In addition, he is past president of the American Psychiatric Association, ACPpsych, New York County District Branch of the APA, South Carolina Psychiatric Association, International Society for the Study of Personality Disorders, and Association for Research on Personality Disorders. He is also a fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh. Dr. Oldham is editor of the Journal of Psychiatric Practice, joint editor-in-chief of Borderline Personality Disorder and Emotion Dysregulation, and joint editor of the Journal of Personality Disorders.

Charles Barnet Nemerooff, M.D., Ph.D., is a Professor of Psychiatry and Director of the Institute for Early Life Adversity Research at the University of Texas at Austin, Dell Medical School in Austin, Texas. He received his MD and PhD (Neurobiology) degrees from the University of North Carolina School of Medicine. His research has focused on the pathophysiology of mood and anxiety disorders and the role of child abuse and neglect as a major risk factor, and on the role of mood disorders as a risk factor for major medical disorders. He has published more than 1000 research reports and reviews.

Bios
Patricia Ryan Recupero, M.D., J.D., is the SVP of Education and Training for Care New England Health System and past President Emerita of Butler Hospital. She is a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the Warren Alpert Medical School of Brown University. She holds board certification in Forensic Psychiatry and Addiction Psychiatry. Dr. Recupero is able to combine the professions of medicine and the law to advance mental health. She has been an advocate for law reform for persons with mental illness. She has authored over 30 peer-reviewed articles, numerous book chapters, articles and abstracts, most recently focusing on the impact of cyber technology on the practice of psychiatry.

Norma C. Panahon, M.D., graduated from University of the Philippines in 1976. Dr. Panahon currently practices in Buffalo, NY. She is a Distinguished Life Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association and the recipient of the George Tarjan Award for her work and advocacy on behalf of the International Medical Graduates in the US.

Nada L. Stotland, M.D., M.P.H., APA President 2008–2009, is a long-time advocate for women’s health and is deeply concerned about the deleterious impact of the current political climate on psychiatrists, our patients, and society. She is the author or editor of 6 books and over 70 articles on women’s mental and reproductive health. Her award-winning public education activities have included appearances on Oprah, Larry King Live, and Bill O’Reilly, and quotations in the Wall Street Journal and New York Times. She has testified on women’s reproductive health issues before both Houses of Congress and in state courts in California, Wisconsin, and Alaska.

Eric Yarbrough, M.D., started his training by completing medical school at the University of Alabama School of Medicine and psychiatry residency at St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital in New York City. Dr. Yarbrough has spent his career working in community psychiatry, specializing in the LGBTQ population. He has served as President of AGLP: The Association of LGBTQ Psychiatrists, Director of Psychiatry at Callen-Lorde Community Health Center, and is currently Medical Director of the Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) in New York City. In the APA, Dr. Yarbrough also is vice-chair of the Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities.
Binge Eating in Bipolar Disorder: A Clinically Severe Phenotype With Important Treatment Implications
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Joel Yager, M.D.
Presenters: Alfredo Bernardo Cuellar-Barboza
Susan Lynn McElroy, M.D.
William Victor Bobo, M.D., M.P.H.

Comprehensive Mental Health Care of the Transgender Patient
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Murat I. Altinay, M.D.
Presenters: Jason V. Lambrese, M.D.
Antone Feo
Discussant: Eric Yarbrough, M.D.

Diagnostic Errors in Psychiatry (and Corrective Strategies): Clinical Cases (Ours and Yours!)
American Neuropsychiatric Association
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Barbara Schildkrout, M.D.
Presenter: Sepideh N. Bajestan, M.D., Ph.D.

Emerging Roles of C-L Psychiatrists: Addressing Interdisciplinary Care Transitions for the Medically Complex Patient
Council on Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Liliya Gershengoren, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters: Joseph J. Rasimas, M.D.
Lorin Michael Scher, M.D.
Felicia Wong, M.D.
Discussant: Philip R. Muskin, M.D., M.A.

CBT for Suicidal Behavior
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Donna Marie Sudak, M.D.
Presenters: Judith Beck, Ph.D.
Jesse H. Wright, M.D.

Computers and Psychiatry: How Might Our Practice Change?
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Cheryl Corcoran
Presenters: Justin Taylor Baker, M.D., Ph.D.
Guillermo Cecchi

Climate Psychiatry 101: What Every Psychiatrist Should Know
Caucus on Mental Health and Climate Change
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Anne Shelton Richardson, M.D.
Presenters: Robin Julia Cooper, M.D.
Elizabeth Haase, M.D.
Janet Lisa Lewis, M.D.

Crossing the Psychiatric Quality Chasm From Different Angles: Perspectives for Administration, Education, and Clinical Practice
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Luming Li, M.D.
Presenters: Tobias Diamond Wasser, M.D.
Harold Alan Pincus, M.D.
Susan M. Szulewski, M.D.
Frank Ghinassi

Cultural Issues in Psychiatric Administration
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Victor Buwalda, M.D, Ph.D.
Presenters: Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
Dinesh Bhugra, M.D.
H. Steven Moffic, M.D.
Farooq Mohyuddin, M.D.
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All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I'm Facing 87 Years: Group Therapy in Juvenile Detention</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 160, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Joseph D. Hall, M.D. Marcia Unger, M.D., M.P.H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing an Educational Trauma-Centered Specialty Clinic in an Academic Setting: From a SAFE Healing Project to an Engaging RESTART Program</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 301, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Caroline Giroux, M.D.</td>
<td>Andres F. Sciolla, M.D. Rebecca L. Short, D.O., M.P.H. Angel Hanson Murat Pakyurek, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implications and Challenges From Marijuana’s Evolving Legal Status and Access for Adolescents and Emerging Adults</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 24, Exhibition Level Moscone North</td>
<td>Theodore A. Petti, M.D.</td>
<td>Christian J. Hopfer, M.D. David E. Smith, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making the Invisible Visible: Using Art to Explore Bias and Hierarchy in Medicine</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 306, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Nientara Anderson</td>
<td>Robert Rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychopharmacology and Sleep: A Review of Psychiatric Medications and Their Effects on Sleep Physiology</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 25, Exhibition Level Moscone North</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kim Christopher Knudson, D.O. Suraj Modi, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revitalizing Psychiatry—and Our World—with a Social Lens American Association for Social Psychiatry</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 314, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Sheila Judge, M.D.</td>
<td>Kenneth Stewart Thompson, M.D. John H. Halpern, M.D. Eugenio M. Rothe, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fundamentals of Mentalizing-Based Therapy for Personality Disorders</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 153, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Carl Fleisher, M.D. Robin Kissell, M.D.</td>
<td>John Charles Kelleher, M.D. Jolene Katherine Sawyer, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Melancholy of the Lincolns: What We Can Learn About the History of Psychiatry Through the Cases of the President and His Wife</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 20, Exhibition Level Moscone North</td>
<td>David Allan Casey, M.D.</td>
<td>Brian Andrew Casey, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of Dangerous Patients on Both Sides of the Atlantic: Comparison of the Medical-Legal Aspects of Patient Care in France, U.S., and Canada</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 154, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Sebastien Prat Emily Gottfried</td>
<td>Nidal Nabhan Abou, M.D. R. Gregg Dwyer, M.D., Ed.D. Mathieu Lacambre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Lab</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 22, Exhibition Level Moscone North</td>
<td>Rebecca W. Brendel, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Sessions</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 312, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip-Hop: Cultural Touchstone, Social Commentary, Therapeutic Expression, and Poetic Intervention</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 313, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D.</td>
<td>Christopher James Hoffman, M.D. Ruth S. Shim, M.D., M.P.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost Boys of Sudan: Immigration as an Escape Route for Survival—Understanding the Challenges of Political Immigration Through the Eyes of Two Boys</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 312, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shridhar Sharma, M.D. Jayaprabha Vijaykumar Nair, M.D., M.P.H.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

**Advanced Pharmacological Management for Depression: Applying the Latest Evidence-Based Treatment in Clinical Practice**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 10, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Directors:**
Raymond W. Lam, M.D.
Roumen V. Milev, M.D., Ph.D.

**Faculty:**
Sidney Kennedy, M.D.
Daniel Mueller, M.D.
Diane M. McIntosh, M.D.

**Functional Neurological Disorder (Conversion Disorder): Update on Evaluation and Management**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Directors:**
Gaston C. Baslet, M.D.
W. Curt LaFrance, M.D.

**Special Session**

**Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care: Practical Skills for the Consulting Psychiatrist**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South

**Faculty:**
Lori E. Raney, M.D.
Ramanpreet Toor, M.D.

**Courses**

**Talking With and Listening to Your Patients About Marijuana: What Psychiatrists Should Know**

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 7, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Henry Samuel Levine, M.D.

**Updates in Geriatric Psychiatry**

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 9, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Rajesh R. Tampi, M.D., M.S.

**Faculty:**
Meera Balasubramaniam, M.B.B.S., M.P.H.
Aarti Gupta, M.D.
Brandon C. Yarns, M.D.

**Good Psychiatric Management for Borderline Personality Disorder**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Brian A. Palmer, M.D., M.P.H.

**Faculty:**
John Gunder Gunderson, M.D.
Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D.

**Master Course**

**Buprenorphine and Office-Based Treatment of Opioid Use Disorder**

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 8, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Petros Levounis, M.D.

**Faculty:**
John A. Renner, M.D.
Andrew John Saxon, M.D.

**Buprenorphine and Office-Based Treatment of Opioid Use Disorder**

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 8, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Petros Levounis, M.D.

**Faculty:**
John A. Renner, M.D.
Andrew John Saxon, M.D.

**Special Session**

**Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care: Practical Skills for the Consulting Psychiatrist**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South

**Faculty:**
Lori E. Raney, M.D.
Ramanpreet Toor, M.D.

**Courses**

**Talking With and Listening to Your Patients About Marijuana: What Psychiatrists Should Know**

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 7, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Henry Samuel Levine, M.D.

**Updates in Geriatric Psychiatry**

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 9, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Rajesh R. Tampi, M.D., M.S.

**Faculty:**
Meera Balasubramaniam, M.B.B.S., M.P.H.
Aarti Gupta, M.D.
Brandon C. Yarns, M.D.

**Good Psychiatric Management for Borderline Personality Disorder**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Brian A. Palmer, M.D., M.P.H.

**Faculty:**
John Gunder Gunderson, M.D.
Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D.

**Master Course**

**Buprenorphine and Office-Based Treatment of Opioid Use Disorder**

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 8, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Petros Levounis, M.D.

**Faculty:**
John A. Renner, M.D.
Andrew John Saxon, M.D.

**Special Session**

**Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care: Practical Skills for the Consulting Psychiatrist**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South

**Faculty:**
Lori E. Raney, M.D.
Ramanpreet Toor, M.D.

**Courses**

**Talking With and Listening to Your Patients About Marijuana: What Psychiatrists Should Know**

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 7, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Henry Samuel Levine, M.D.

**Updates in Geriatric Psychiatry**

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 9, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Rajesh R. Tampi, M.D., M.S.

**Faculty:**
Meera Balasubramaniam, M.B.B.S., M.P.H.
Aarti Gupta, M.D.
Brandon C. Yarns, M.D.

**Good Psychiatric Management for Borderline Personality Disorder**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Brian A. Palmer, M.D., M.P.H.

**Faculty:**
John Gunder Gunderson, M.D.
Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D.
# Boundary Violation: Social Media Use, the Online Relationship Between Patient and Provider, and the Future of Digital Suicide Risk Assessment

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Shruti Mutalik
Presenters:
Maria E. Aguilar, M.D.
Robert J. DiFilippo, D.O.
Ioana Maria Horotan-Enescu, D.O.
James William Alewine, D.O.

Advocacy 101: Your Road Map to Getting Involved in State Legislative Advocacy

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Maria Mirabela Bodic, M.D.
Presenters:
Erin Philp
John J. Sobotka, M.D.
Tim Clement
Debra E. Koss, M.D.

Beyond the Initial Successful Treatment of Anxiety Disorders With Antidepressants: Evidence and Pitfalls for Clinical Practice

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Neeltje Batelaan
Presenters:
Renske Bosman
Willemijn Scholten
Anton A. Van Balkom, M.D.

Brain Changers: Integration and Differentiation of PTSD and TBI in Clinical and Disability Evaluations

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Brandon Withers, M.D.
Presenters:
Jeffrey P. Guina, M.D.
Keith A. Caruso, M.D.
Elspeth Cameron Ritchie, M.D., M.P.H.

Choosing the Right Treatment for Substance Use Disorders

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chairs:
Edward Vernon Nunes
Frances Rudnick Levin, M.D.
Presenters:
John J. Mariani, M.D.
Adam M. Bisaga, M.D.
Elias Dakwar, M.D.

Creating and Implementing a Program for the Mental Health and Well-Being of Medical Students and Trainees: The Mount Sinai Health System Experience

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Paul J. Rosenfield, M.D.
Jeffrey H. Newcorn, M.D.
Presenters:
Sabina Lim, M.D., M.P.H.
Daniel S. Safin, M.D.
Jonathan Ripp, M.D.

Diverse Career Pathways in Psychiatry: A Career Panel for Students and Residents

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Tobias Diamond Wasser, M.D.
Presenters:
Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D.
Brian Scott Fuehrlein, M.D., Ph.D.
Pochu Ho, M.D.
Misty Charissa Richards, M.D.

Establishing a Required Mental Health Integration Rotation: Challenges and Opportunities in Training Our Next Generation of Psychiatrists

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Rachel A. Weir, M.D.
Presenters:
Roxanne L. Bartel, M.D.
Brenner Freeman, M.D.

Fact, Fiction, or Fraud: Clinical Documentation in Electronic Health Record Systems

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Seth M. Powsner, M.D.
Presenters:
Junji Takeshita, M.D.
Carlile Hung-Lun Chan, M.D.

Finding Opportunity in the Midst of Disruption: Lessons of Puerto Rico

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Sander Koyfman, M.D.
Angel Brana
Presenters:
Kathryn M. Salisbury, Ph.D.
Charles Neighbors

Functional Neurological Disorders—We’re Virtually There: A Discussion on Neuroscience, Delivering Diagnosis and Virtual Reality Treatment

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Sepideh N. Bajestan, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Kim D. Bullock, M.D.
Luciana Giambardi, M.D.
Juliana Lockman, M.D.
John Joseph Barry, M.D.

Lithium and Mood Stabilizing Anticonvulsants in Bipolar Disorder: Clinical Pearls and Biomarker Diamonds in the Rough

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
Mark Andrew Frye, M.D.
Presenters:
Balwinder Singh, M.D., M.S.
Susan Lynn McElroy, M.D.
Terence Arthur Ketter, M.D.
Mindfully Embracing Nutritional Wellness: Psychiatry ‘Weighing In’ on the Obesity Epidemic

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
Robert Barris, M.D.
Varun Mohan, D.O.

Physician Psychiatrists: Serving the Underserved Through the Medical Review of Systems and the Physical Exam

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Eric G. Meyer, M.D.

Presenters:
Lan-Anh T. Tran, D.O.
Julia F. Jacobs, M.D.
Shannon Christine Ford, M.D.
Rohul Amin, M.D.


8
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Oliver Glass, M.D.
Shapir Rosenberg, M.D.

Presenters:
Alexander G. Cole, M.D.
Erik Bayona, M.D.
Somya Abubucker, M.D.
Jason Lee Garner, M.D.
Carol Ka-Lap Chan, M.B.B.S.
Lindsay Lebin, M.D.
Matthew Louis Edwards, M.D.

The South African Society of Psychiatrists (SASOP) and American Psychiatric Association (APA): Relations and Roles

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Albert Bernard Janse van Rensburg, Ph.D., M.Med.
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.

Presenters:
Bonginkosi Chiliza, M.B.B.S.
Soraya Seedat, M.D.

To Capacity and Beyond! The Art of Navigating Challenging Consults for Assessment of Decisional Capacity

3
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
Samidha Tripathi, M.D.
Henry Robert Bleier, M.D., M.B.A.

Presenters:
Samidha Tripathi, M.D.
Henry Robert Bleier, M.D., M.B.A.

Discussant:
Henry Robert Bleier, M.D., M.B.A.

Treating Muslim Patients After Travel Ban: Best Practices in Using the APA Muslim Mental Health Toolkit

Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities

4
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Rania Awaad, M.D.

Presenter:
Balkozar Seif Eldin Adam, M.D.

Discussant:
Farha Zaman Abbasi, M.D.

Trends in Pediatric Emergency Psychiatry: Barriers and Management Approaches

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Bibiana Mary Susaimanickam, M.D.
Sarah Jane Grayce, M.D.

Presenter:
Margaret Benningfield

Discussants:
Yasas Chandra Tanguturi, M.D., M.P.H.
Geetanjali Sahu, M.B.B.S.

Women’s Health in the U.S.: Disruption and Exclusion in the Time of Trump

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Nada Logan Stotland, M.D., M.P.H.

Presenters:
Gail Erlick Robinson, M.D.
Carol C. Nadelson, M.D.
Gisele Apter, M.D., Ph.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.

SESSİON TRACKS

1 Addiction Psychiatry
2 Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3 Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4 Diversity and Health Equity
5 Forensic Psychiatry
6 Geriatric Psychiatry
7 NIDA Research Track
8 Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students

APA Annual Meeting On Demand
Bring Your Own Device
APA 175th Anniversary History

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presidential Session</th>
<th>General Sessions</th>
<th>Financing Integrated Care: The Major Obstacle to Widespread Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The International Medical Graduate in U.S. Psychiatry: Adversity, Advocacy, and Advancement</strong>&lt;br&gt;10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.&lt;br&gt;Room 20, Exhibition Level&lt;br&gt;Moscone North&lt;br&gt;Chair:&lt;br&gt;Norma C. Panahon, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Presenters:&lt;br&gt;Antony Fernandez, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Francis M. Sanchez, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Fructuoso Irigoyen-Rascon, M.D., P.A.&lt;br&gt;Elizabeth J. Santos, M.D.&lt;br&gt;<strong>A Cognitive Behavioral Approach to Weight Loss and Maintenance</strong>&lt;br&gt;1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.&lt;br&gt;Room 158, Upper Mezzanine&lt;br&gt;Moscone South&lt;br&gt;Chair:&lt;br&gt;Judith Beck, Ph.D.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Advanced Telepsychiatry Case Dilemmas Roundtable: Navigating Common and Complex Challenges in Clinical Telepsychiatry</strong>&lt;br&gt;Committee on Telepsychiatry&lt;br&gt;1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.&lt;br&gt;Room 152, Upper Mezzanine&lt;br&gt;Moscone South&lt;br&gt;Chair:&lt;br&gt;James H. Shore, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Presenters:&lt;br&gt;Peter M. Yellowlees, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Steven Richard Chan, M.D., M.B.A.&lt;br&gt;Robert Lee Caudill, M.D.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Debate: Covert Audio Recording of the Forensic Psychiatric Interview</strong>&lt;br&gt;5&lt;br&gt;1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.&lt;br&gt;Room 306, Third Level&lt;br&gt;Moscone South&lt;br&gt;Chair:&lt;br&gt;Stephen G. Noffsinger, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Presenters:&lt;br&gt;Ashley VanDercar, M.D., J.D.&lt;br&gt;Sara G. West, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Brian Scott Barnett, M.D.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Effects of Medicalization of Death Penalty on Physician Practice: Review of Current State Laws, Ethical Guidelines, and Death Penalty Litigations</strong>&lt;br&gt;Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.&lt;br&gt;5&lt;br&gt;1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.&lt;br&gt;Room 156, Upper Mezzanine&lt;br&gt;Moscone South&lt;br&gt;Chair:&lt;br&gt;Leon Ravin, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Presenters:&lt;br&gt;Amanda Renee King, D.O.&lt;br&gt;Iraj Rashid Siddiqi, M.D.&lt;br&gt;<strong>Integrating Addiction Treatment Into Primary Care: Opportunities for Psychiatrists</strong>&lt;br&gt;1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.&lt;br&gt;Room 25, Exhibition Level&lt;br&gt;Moscone North&lt;br&gt;Chair:&lt;br&gt;Dongchan Park, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Presenters:&lt;br&gt;Brian Hurley, M.D., M.B.A.&lt;br&gt;Jaesu Han, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Hector Colon-Rivera, M.D.&lt;br&gt;Adina Bowe, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Looking Past Nightmares and Flashbacks: Recognizing Complex Trauma-Related and Dissociative Disorders in the General Psychiatry Setting
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Emily Elizabeth Haas, M.D.
Presenters: David Christopher Mancini, M.D. Benjamin Simon Preston Israel, M.D.

Medical Assistance in Dying: The Canadian Experience With Physician-Assisted Death
Council on Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Elie Isenberg-Grzeda, M.D.
Presenter: Alan Bates, M.D., Ph.D.
Discussant: Sally Bean, J.D., M.A.

Navigating Racism: Addressing the Pervasive Role of Racial Bias in Mental Health
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Karina Rae Espana
Presenters: David Roberto De Vela Nagarkatti-Gude, M.D., Ph.D. Paul L. Maitland-McKinning, M.D., M.P.H. Nicolas E. Barcelo, M.D.

Psychoeducation of Borderline Personality Disorder: Implementation and Benefits
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Mary C. Zanarini, Ed.D.

Recipe for Disaster: Helping Communities Heal Through Man-Made and Natural Disasters
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Ana T. Turner, M.D.
Presenters: Daniel Lewis Steven Paul Cuffe, M.D.

Revitalizing Psychiatry Through Engaging With Innovation to Increase Access and Inclusion With Care
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: John Torous, M.D.
Presenters: Abhishek Pratap, Ph.D. Mark Larsen Bridianne O’Dea, Ph.D. Julien Epps, Ph.D.

Social Media and Psychiatry: Challenges and Opportunities
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 312, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Carol Ann Bernstein, M.D.
Presenters: Diya Banerjee, M.D. Nadejda Bespalova, M.D.

Stepped Care as a Model for the Treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Joel Paris, M.D.
Presenters: Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D. Richard E. Hibbard, M.D. Ronald Fraser, M.D. Andrew Chanen, M.D.

The Aggrieved Patient: Challenges District Branches Face in Handling Complaints
Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South
Presenters: Catherine Stuart May, M.D. Philip Candilis, M.D. Moira Wertheimer, Esq., R.N.

When Do I Need to Obtain an ECG? The Practical Whats, Whens, and Whys of ECGs in Psychiatric Practice
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs: Rohul Amin, M.D. Adam Lee Hunzeker, M.D.
Presenters: Aniceto J. Navarro, M.D. Jed Peter Mangal, M.D. Sarah Chang McLeroy, M.D.
Presidential Sessions

Crosspollinating the Future
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Barton Jerome Blinder, M.D.
Presenters:
Ruth Myra Benca, M.D., Ph.D.
Kenneth Seedman Kendler, M.D.
Jurgen Unutzer, M.D., M.A., M.P.H.
Randolph Martin Nesse, M.D.

Paradise Lost: The Neurobiology of Child Abuse and Neglect
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
Iqbal “Ike” Ahmed, M.D.
Presenter:
Charles Barnet Nemeroff, M.D., Ph.D.

Media Session

Crazy (Not Always Rich) Asians: The Impact of Culture on Mental Health Needs and Care Utilization
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Eun Kyung Joanne Lee, M.D., M.S.
Stephanie Han, M.D.
Presenter:
Rona Hu, M.D.
Discussant:
Edmond H. Pi, M.D.

American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Update on Childhood Psychiatric Disorders
American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Karen Dineen Wagner, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
John T. Walkup, M.D.
Shashank Joshi, M.D.
Matthew W. State, M.D.

Organized Medicine and Mental Illness: The Early History in the U.S.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
John M. Oldham, M.D.
Presenters:
Andrew T. Scull, Ph.D.
Steven Samuel Sharfstein, M.D.
Richard Kent Harding, M.D.

2:00 p.m. Session

Poster Session

Poster Session 2
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Rooms 3/4, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

2:30 p.m. Session

Special Session

MindGames Resident Competition
2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Hosts:
Art C. Walaszek, M.D.
Tristan Gorrrindo, M.D.
Moderators:
Richard Fredric Summers, M.D.
Michelle B. Riba, M.D., M.S.
Marcia L. Verduin, M.D.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
Fireside Chat With Valerie Jarrett

Valerie Jarrett is an American lawyer, businesswoman and politician who was a senior adviser (2009–17) to U.S. President Barack Obama.

Jarrett was born in Iran and spent much of her childhood traveling abroad, as her father was a physician who assisted developing countries in establishing health care systems. In 1963 her family settled in Chicago.

Jarrett served as the finance chair of Obama’s 2004 Senate campaign and was treasurer of his political action committee. During Obama’s presidential campaign, Jarrett mediated between Obama and members of the African-American community who were concerned about the implications of his candidacy, and she also served as an envoy to those who had supported Obama’s primary rival for the Democratic nomination, Hillary Clinton. After Obama’s election in November 2008, she served as co-chair of his transition team. Later that month it was announced that Jarrett had been appointed senior adviser to Obama.

Jarrett became a highly influential member of Obama’s inner circle and a forceful advocate of the president’s agenda. She was also known for advancing progressive measures, such as the inclusion of free birth control in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (2010). Jarrett helped Obama win reelection in 2012, and she continued to serve as senior adviser until his second term ended in 2017.
Focus LIVE!
The Best Resource for
• Self Assessment • Expert Guidance
• Lifelong Learning • Maintenance of Certification

Test Your Knowledge!
Tuesday, May 21, 2019
Moscone Center
Room 25, Exhibition Level

Focus Live! 1  Complementary and Integrative Medicine
Tuesday, May 21  1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Presenter: David Mischoulon, M.D., Ph.D.,

Focus Live! 2  Emerging Therapies
Tuesday, May 21  3:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Presenter: Ian A. Cook, M.D.
Moderated by Mark H. Rapaport, M.D.

Each FOCUS LIVE session is approved by ABPN for 2 MOC part 2 self-assessment credits.
Sunday

May 19, 2019
Curtis Adams, M.D., was born and raised in Baltimore, MD. He completed his undergraduate and medical studies at Howard University in Washington, DC. He went on to train in general adult psychiatry at Hahenemann University in Philadelphia, PA. Dr. Adams joined the faculty of the department of psychiatry, University of Maryland School of Medicine in 1998 in the division of community psychiatry. He is the senior psychiatrist at a community mental health center and is an attaining psychiatrist on their PACT team. He also provides biweekly consultation and training to Harbor City Unlimited, a psychosocial rehabilitation program. Dr. Adams also serves as the vice president of the American Association of Community Psychiatrists. He is a member of the Psychiatry and Community Committee of the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry.

Carolyn B. Robinowitz, M.D., is a former Dean of Georgetown University School of Medicine, and former Associate Provost for Health Sciences at the George Washington University. She served as the Senior Deputy Medical Director and Chief Operating Officer of the American Psychiatric Association where she was the Founding Director of its Office of Education. She has held many leadership roles in psychiatric and other medical organizations, including presidencies of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, the American College of Psychiatrists, and the American Psychiatric Association.

Victor J. A. Buwalda, M.D., Ph.D., is the Chief Psychiatrist and Medical Director of Novadic-Kentron, Center for Addiction (Brabant/NL). From 2003 to 2012, he served as President of The Netherlands Association of Psychiatric Administration. Dr. Buwalda pursued his PhD degree at the Amsterdam UMC (VUMC) Department of Psychiatry on a subject in Administrative Psychiatry: Measurement Instruments, Implementation and Outcome. He currently serves on the Executive Council of the American Association of Psychiatric Administrators (AAPA), the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry (GAP) Committee on Psychiatric Administration and Leadership, and is an active member in the American Association for Technology in Psychiatry (AATP) and related sections in the WPA and EPA. His research is about leadership, new technology and outcome management in Psychiatry. In this field he has written many articles chapters and books as an inspiring leader in his field.

Edmond H. Pi, M.D., is a Professor Emeritus of Clinical Psychiatry at University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine. He is former Medical Director of Department of Mental Health, State of California. Professor Pi is an accomplished researcher in psychiatry and psychopharmacology, particularly cross-cultural aspects. During the past 40 years, Dr. Pi has been very active on the national and international mental health scenes, including President of Association of Chinese American Psychiatrists; Vice President of Pacific Rim College of Psychiatrists; Chair of Committee of Asian American Psychiatrists, Rep of Asian-American Caucus, Chair of Minority and Underrepresented (M/UR) Groups, and Member of Assembly Executive Committee of APA. Dr. Pi is a Distinguished Life Fellow of APA and Honorary Fellow of World Psychiatric Association (WPA). Currently, he is a Board Member of WPA representing APA, Zone 2, USA. Dr. Pi is the recipient of the 2009 Asian American (Kun-Po Soo) Award, APA.

Jacquelyne F. Jackson, Ph.D., M.S.W., has a Ph.D. in developmental research psychology from University of California, Berkeley, an M.S.W. in psychiatric social work from University of California, Berkeley, and a B.A. in history from Stanford University. Following post-doctoral university teaching, developmental research and academic writing, she had a career in a California public child welfare agency, where she worked as a court social worker. She is the author of the forthcoming book, America’s False Rescue of African American Children by Its Child Welfare System.
### Bios

**Kelly Kruger** has been a part of the San Francisco Police Department since January 2001. She began her career as a patrol officer before being assigned to the Psychiatric Liaison Unit. She has experience as a member of the Special Victims Unit, General Work, and the Juvenile and Special Investigations Division. Currently, Kelly is assigned to the Crisis Response Team. As a member of the Psychiatric Liaison Unit, Kelly was responsible for conducting psychiatric interviews and effectively handling conflict resolution in and around the San Francisco Bay Area. She was responsible for creating and maintaining policy regarding mental health related issues, including implementing and explaining new programs as well as conducting presentations and training personnel. Kelly was featured in VICE Magazine’s article “San Francisco Police Department’s only Mental Health Liaison” by Max Cherney in March 2015. She was also on the KALW segment, “Crisis Intervention Training” in December of 2015 as well as a panel participant at the Commonwealth Club regarding “Prevent Gun Violence” in January 2013.

### 8:00 a.m. Sessions

#### APA Publishing Session

**Positive Psychiatry in Non-Clinical Settings: Education and Coaching**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 209, Second Level  
Moscone South  
Chair: Richard Fredric Summers, M.D.  
Presenters:  
Aviva Teitelbaum, M.D.  
Deanna Constance Chaukos, M.D.  
Behdad Bozorgnia, M.D.  
Discussant:  
Dilip V. Jeste, M.D.

---

#### General Sessions

**Academic Psychiatrist Seeks Community Mental Health Clinic for Long-Term Relationship**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 212, Second Level  
Moscone South  
Chairs:  
Anna Kostrzewski Costakis, M.D.  
John Q. Young, M.D., Ph.D.  
Presenters:  
Matthew Boyer, M.D.  
Christopher Luccarelli  
Samuel Lim, M.D.

**Addressing Microaggressions Toward Sexual and Gender Minorities: Caring for LGBTQ+ Patients and Providers**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 308, Third Level  
Moscone South  
Chair:  
Lawrence M. McGlynn, M.D.  
Presenters:  
Ripal Shah, M.D., M.P.H.  
Daena L. Petersen, M.D., M.A., M.P.H.  
Neir Eshel, M.D., Ph.D., M.Sc.

---

**Advances in the Understanding and Treatment of Treatment-Resistant Depression**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine  
Moscone South  
Chair:  
James W. Murrough, M.D.  
Presenters:  
Andrew H. Miller, M.D.  
Martijn Figee, M.D.  
Katherine Narr

**Can Research on Childhood Trauma Revitalize Psychiatry? How Disrupting Diagnosis May Enhance Patient Engagement and Lead to Innovative Practices**

*American Association of Community Psychiatrists*

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 301, Third Level  
Moscone South  
Chair:  
Andres F. Sciolla, M.D.  
Presenters:  
Caroline Giroux, M.D.  
Samuel Robert Murray, M.D.  
Discussants:  
Carol Rung-Rung Chen, M.D.  
Kate Richards, M.D.

**Children of Psychiatrists**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 210, Second Level  
Moscone South  
Chair:  
Michelle B. Riba, M.D., M.S.  
Presenter:  
Steven G. Dickstein, M.D.  
Discussant:  
Patricia Isbell Ordorica, M.D.

**Co-Occurring Mental Illness and Substance Use Disorders: A Guide to Diagnosis and Treatment**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 21, Exhibition Level  
Moscone North  
Chairs:  
Jonathan Avery, M.D.  
John Warren Barnhill, M.D.
Culture Is Psychiatry: A Hands-on Guide to Teaching and Managing Sociocultural Issues

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Joseph A. Immanuel, M.D.

Presenters:
Priya Sehgal, M.D., M.A.
Auralyd Padilla Candelario, M.D.
Justin A. Chen, M.D.

Discussant:
Nhi-Ha T. Trinh, M.D., M.P.H.

Dilemmas in the Treatment of Narcissistic Personality Disorder, Part 1

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South

Chair:
Glen Owens Gabbard, M.D.

Presenters:
Holly D. Crisp, M.D.
Frank Elton Yeomans, M.D., Ph.D.
Elsa Ronningstam, Ph.D.
Diana Diamond, Ph.D.

Disruptive Psychiatry: Innovation, Administration, and Leadership

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 202, Second Level Moscone South

Chair:
Michael T. Compton, M.D., M.P.H.

Presenter:
Victor Buwalda, M.D., Ph.D.

Effective CBT With Youth: Keeping the “Pro” in Procedures

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Robert D. Friedberg, Ph.D.

Every Interaction Is an Opportunity: Training Residents to Use Psychotherapy in Contemporary Clinical Practice

American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South

Chair:
Donna Marie Sudak, M.D.

Presenters:
Alison Lenet
Erin M. Crocker, M.D.
Randon Scott Welton, M.D.

Have Your Cake and Eat It Too: Institutional Approaches to Managing Patients With Anorexia Nevosa

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Sara S. Nash, M.D.

Presenters:
Alison Lenet
Erin M. Crocker, M.D.
Randon Scott Welton, M.D.

Interactive Video Workshop: Improving Recognition and Management of Catatonia

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South

Chair:
Andrew J. Francis, M.D.

Presenter:
Lex Denysenko, M.D.

Latino Undocumented Children and Families: Crisis at the Border and Beyond

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 204, Second Level Moscone South

Chair:
Divya Chhabra, M.D.

Presenters:
Caitlin Rose Costello, M.D.
Tahia Haque, M.D.
Andres Julio Pumariega, M.D.
Pamela Carolina Montano, M.D.
Alma Valverde Campos, M.Ed.

New Frontiers in College Mental Health

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South

Chair:
Ludmila B. De Faria, M.D.

Presenters:
Brunhild Kring
Alexandra Ackerman, M.D.
Victor Hong, M.D.

No One Trick Pony: Adapting Integrated Care in Diverse Primary Care Settings

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 314, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Lori E. Raney, M.D.

Presenters:
Lori E. Raney, M.D.
Ken Hopper
Matthew Louis Goldman, M.D., M.S.

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Rashi Aggarwal, M.D.

Presenters:
Rober Aziz, M.D.
Banu O. Karadag, M.D.
Faisal Kagadkar, M.D.
Gezel Saheli, M.D.

Physician Mental Health and Cognition Across the Lifespan

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
David M. Roane, M.D.

Presenters:
Jeffrey Alan Selzer, M.D.
Gayatri Devi

Discussant:
Carol Ann Bernstein, M.D.

Prescribing Medication for Opioid Use Disorder Through Telepsychiatry: An Innovative Approach to Expand Treatment

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Christopher J. Welsh, M.D.

Presenter:
Eric Weintraub, M.D.

Racism and Psychiatry: Growing a Diverse Psychiatric Workforce and Developing Structurally Competent Psychiatric Providers

Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Morgan M. Medlock, M.D., M.P.H.

Presenters:
Danielle Hairston, M.D.
Kimberly A. Gordon-Achebe, M.D.
Derri Lynn Shtasel, M.D.

Resources From the Higher Education Mental Health Alliance (HEMHA): Telemental Health on College Campuses

Caucus on College Mental Health

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Amy W. Poon, M.D.
Shari Robinson

Presenters:
Kathryn Alessandria
Chris Corbett
Anthony Leon Rostain, M.D.

Sex, Drugs, and Culturally-Responsive Treatment: Addressing Substance Use Disorders in the Context of Sexual and Gender Diversity

American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Jeremy Douglas Kidd, M.D., M.P.H.

Presenters:
Faye Chao
Brian Hurley, M.D., M.B.A.
Petros Levounis, M.D.

Shining a Light on Military Sexual Trauma

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Niranjan S. Karnik, M.D., Ph.D.

Presenters:
Neeraj K. Sheth, D.O.
Rebecca Greene Van Horn, M.D., M.A.
Melissa Wasserman

Telespsychiatry: From Concept to Implementation

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Hossam M. Mahmoud, M.D., M.P.H.

Presenters:
Omar Elhaj, M.D.
Snezana Cerda
Naveen Kathuria

Discussant:
Bridget Mitchell

The Importance of Psychiatric Pharmaceutical Supply Chains in Disasters

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
Elspeth Cameron Ritchie, M.D., M.P.H.
Kenneth E. Richter, D.O.

Presenters:
Nicholas Peake
Megan Ehret

The Power of Technology to Enhance Collaborative Care Programs: Addressing Implementation Challenges

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 201, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Bibhav Acharya, M.D.

Presenters:
Lydia A. Chwastiak, M.D., M.P.H.
Amy M. Bauer, M.D.

Discussant:
Paul Summergrad, M.D.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
**Presidential Session**

**Mass Murder, Motive, and Mental Illness**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
James Lyle Knoll, M.D.

**Media Sessions**

**Learning About Psychiatric Disorders Through a Theater Presentation: Under the Dragon**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 313, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Carol Wendy Berman, M.D.

Presenters:
Jose P. Vito, M.D.
David W. Brody, M.D.
Asha D. Martin, M.D.

**When All That’s Left Is Love**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 312, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Eric Gordon
Ruby C. Castilla Puentes, M.D.

Presenters:
Fernando Espi Forcen, M.D., Ph.D.
Tatiana A. Falcone, M.D.
Carolina Remedi

**Presidential Sessions**

**Advancing Psychiatrists Influence Within the Criminal Justice System: Moving The Stepping Up Initiative Forward**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Presenters:
Judge Steven Leifman, J.D.
Stephanie Le Melle, M.D., M.S.
Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D.
Michael K. Champion, M.D.
Kelly Kruger
Jorge Mestayer

**Psychiatry: 1944–Present—Advancing Diagnosis, Treatment, and Education—APA and the Profession**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Carolyn Bauer Robinowitz, M.D.

Presenters:
Herbert Pardes, M.D.
Steven Samuel Sharfstein, M.D.
Joel Yager, M.D.

**Courses**

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

**First-Episode Psychosis for the General Clinician: From Assessment to Treatment**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 10, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
Steven N. Adelsheim, M.D.

Faculty:
Jacob S. Ballon, M.D.
Douglas L. Noordsy, M.D.
Kate Hardy, Psy.D.

**Imminent Suicide Risk Assessment in High-Risk Individuals Denying Suicidal Ideation or Intent**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
Igor I. Galynker, M.D., Ph.D.

Faculty:
Paul J. Rosenfield, M.D.
Sarah Bloch-Elkouby, Ph.D.
Shira Barzilay, Ph.D.
Raffaella Calati, Ph.D.

**Mean Girls (and Boys): A Clinician’s Guide for Addressing School Violence**

2

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Directors:
Anne Baden McBride, M.D.
Michael Brian Kelly, M.D.

Faculty:
Amy Barnhorst, M.D.
Kelli Smith, M.D.
Marcia Unger, M.D., M.P.H.
Sophie Rosseel, M.D.

**Risk Assessment for Violence**

5

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
Phillip Jacob Resnick, M.D.

**Special Session**

**Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care: Practical Skills for the Consulting Psychiatrist**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South

Faculty:
Mark H. Duncan, M.D.
John Sheldon Kern, M.D.

---

**SESSION TRACKS**

- [Addiction Psychiatry](#)
- [Child and Adolescent Psychiatry](#)
- [Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry](#)
- [Diversity and Health Equity](#)
- [Forensic Psychiatry](#)
- [Geriatric Psychiatry](#)
- [NIDA Research Track](#)
- [Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students](#)
- [APA Annual Meeting On Demand](#)
- [Bring Your Own Device](#)
- [APA 175th Anniversary History](#)

---

**APA Annual Meeting On Demand**

**All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.**
Gradual Sessions

Advocacy and Practice
Recommendations for Navigating Systems of Care for Young Adults and Families Impacted by Autism Spectrum Disorder

9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Taiwo Babatope, M.D., M.B.A., M.P.H.
Presenters:
Vanessa H. Bal, Ph.D.
Jeremy Veenstra-VanderWeele, M.D.
Bryan H. King, M.D.

Applying Emerging Digital Health Technologies to Address Equity, Mental Health and Substance Use Disparities for Vulnerable Adolescent Populations

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Niranjan S. Karnik, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Marina Tolou-Shams, Ph.D.
Kara Bagot, M.D.
Eraka P. Bath, M.D.

Communicating Through Brains: Measuring and Modulating Brain Network Communication for Diagnosis and Treatment

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Alik Sunil Widge, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Vikaas Sohal
Amit Etkin, M.D., Ph.D.

Designer Highs: Why Synthetic Drugs Present a Growing Concern to Psychiatrists in Multiple Settings

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
Vanessa Torres Llenza, M.D.
Presenters:
Gowri Ramachandran, M.D.
Brenna Rosenberg, M.D.
Amin Memon, M.D.
Dilemmas in the Treatment of Narcissistic Personality Disorder, Part 2
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Glen Owens Gabbard, M.D.
Presenters: Holly D. Crisp, M.D.
Frank Elton Yeomans, M.D., Ph.D.
Elsa Ronningstam, Ph.D.
Diana Diamond, Ph.D.

Finding Your Match: The Process of Obtaining Residency Positions
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 201, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Muhammad Zeshan, M.D.
Panagiota Korenis, M.D.
Presenters: Ahmad Hameed, M.D.
Mujeeb Uddin Shad, M.D., M.S.
Michelle P. Durham, M.D., M.P.H.

Enhancing Proactive, Patient-Centered, Team-Based Care Through Innovative Design
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Steven Evans Lindley, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Angela Denietolis
John Chardos
Discussant: Andrew S. Pomerantz, M.D.

How Psychiatrists Can Utilize a Public Health Approach to Address Human Trafficking
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Rachel Robitz, M.D.
Mollie R. Gordon, M.D.
Presenters: Mariam Garuba, M.D.
Kenneth S. Chuang, M.D.
Shaylin P. Chock, M.D.

French and U.S. Innovations in Vocational Rehabilitation
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Francois C. Petitjean, M.D.
John A. Talbott, M.D.
Presenters: Nicolas Franck
Susan Mcgurk
Gary Bond

Innovative Strategies to Address the Underutilization of Clozapine
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Dan Cohen, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Henry A. Nasrallah, M.D.
Dan J. Siskind, M.D.

Interactions Between Neurobiological, Genetic and Environmental Factors of Vulnerability in the Development of Depression and Anxiety Disorders
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Gustavo E. Tafet, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Charles Barnet Nemeroff, M.D., Ph.D.
Alan F. Schatzberg, M.D.
Ned Henry Kalin, M.D.

Medical Conditions Mimicking Psychiatric Disorders Versus Psychiatric Disorders Mimicking Medicine Conditions: Diagnostic and Treatment Challenges
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Catherine C. Crone, M.D.
Presenters: Noha Abdel Gawad
Kiarash Yoosofi, M.D.
Rushi Hasmukh Vyas, M.D.

Hands-on With Smartphone Apps for Serious Mental Illness: An Interactive Tutorial for Selecting, Downloading, Discussing, and Engaging With Apps
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: John Torous, M.D.
Presenters: Arthi Kumaravel
Keris Jän Myrick, M.B.A., M.S.
Liza Hoffman, L.I.C.S.W., M.S.W.
Benjamin G. Druss, M.D.

Grabbing the Third Rail: Race and Racism in Clinical Documentation
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Matthew N. Goldenberg, M.D., M.Sc.
Presenters: J. Corey Andrew Williams, M.D., M.A.
Natalie Lastra, M.D.
Nkemka Esiobu, M.D., M.P.H.
Jessica Elizabeth Isom, M.D., M.P.H.
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Paul Pendler, Psy.D.
Presenter: Robert Scott Benson, M.D.
Pharmacogenetics for Personalized Psychiatry: Pipe Dream or Paradigm Shift?
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Michael D. Cooper, M.D.
Posttraumatic Stress Disorder and Posttraumatic Cinema: Depictions of the Psychological Wounds of War
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Harry Karlinsky, M.D.
Presenter: Andrea Tuka, M.D.
Psychiatry’s Role in Understanding Current U.S. Political Polarization
American Association for Social Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 209, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Jacob Elliott Sperber, M.D. Trygve Dolber, M.D.
Presenters: Kenneth Stewart Thompson, M.D. Arlie Hochschild
Racism and the War on Terror: Implications for Mental Health Providers in the United States
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Aiyia Saeed, M.D.
Presenters: Ansar M. Haroun, M.D. Andrew Michael Stone, M.D.
Responding to the Impact of Suicide on Clinicians
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Eric Martin Plakun, M.D.
Presenter: Jane G. Tillman, Ph.D.
Speak Up: Resident Self-Advocacy as an Integral Part of the Training Experience
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Sabrina Ali, M.D. Piali S. Samanta, M.D.
Presenters: Romain R. Branch, M.D. Anita Rani Kishore, M.D.
Successful Negotiations for Women in Academic Medicine Workshop
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Shannon Suo, M.D.
Presenters: Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D. Wetona Suzanne Eidson-Ton Heather Young Kristin Olson
Sustainable Psychiatry: Solutions for Healthier Minds, Stronger Systems and Lower Emissions
Climate Psychiatry Alliance
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Alexander Peter Schrobenhauser-Clonan, M.D., M.Sc.
Presenters: Elizabeth Haase, M.D. Peter M. Yellowlees, M.D.
The Multiple Faces of Deportation: Being a Solution to the Challenges Faced by Asylum Seekers, Mixed Status Families, and Dreamers
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Maria C. Zerrate, M.D., M.H.S.
Presenters: Annie Sze Yan Li, M.D. Gabrielle L. Shapiro, M.D. Caitlin Rose Costello, M.D. Suzan Song, M.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.
What Should the APA Do About Climate Change?
Caucus on Mental Health and Climate Change
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: David Alan Pollack, M.D.
Presenters: Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D. Rahn K. Bailey, M.D.
Discussants: Eliot Sorel, M.D. Robin Julia Cooper, M.D.
Presidential Session
A Recovery Tour
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Edmond H. Pi, M.D.
Presenter: Curtis N. Adams, M.D.
**Poster Session**

**Poster Session 3**
10:00 a.m. - Noon
Rooms 3/4, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

---

**1:00 p.m. Sessions**

**APA Publishing Session**

Assessing and Managing the Behavioral and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Art C. Walaszek, M.D.

---

**General Sessions**

**A Basic Income: Promises and Perils for People With a Psychiatric Disability**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Kunmi Sobowale, M.D.
Presenters:
Annie Harper
Catherine Thomas
Evelyn Forget

---

**A Suicide-Specific Diagnosis?**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Hal S. Wortzel, M.D.
Presenters:
Thomas Joiner
Skip Simpson
Morton Mayer Silverman, M.D.
Igor I. Galynker, M.D., Ph.D.

---

**Advocating for Advocacy: Bringing Advocacy Into Resident Education**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 201, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Samuel Robert Murray, M.D.
Presenters:
Ana Holland
Rachel Robitz, M.D.
Christina Bourne
Rachel B. Mitchell, M.D., M.P.H.

---

**Assessing Leadership Opportunities: A Workshop for Residents, Fellows, and Early Career Psychiatrists**

American Association of Psychiatric Administrators
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Tobias Diamond Wasser, M.D.
Presenters:
Judith Beck, Ph.D.
Jesse H. Wright, M.D.

---

**Association of Academic Psychiatry Resident Curriculum Vitae Boot Camp**

Association for Academic Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
John S. Teshima, M.D.
Presenter:
Marcia L. Verduin, M.D.

---

**At the Crossroads: Psychiatry and Human Rights**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Presenters:
George David Annas, M.D., M.P.H.
John Michael Bostwick, M.D.
Jessica Elizabeth Isom, M.D., M.P.H.

---

**Burnout: Doctors and Lawyers and Other Professionals...Oh My**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Ryan C. Hall, M.D.
Presenters:
Renee M. Sorrentino, M.D.
Abhishek Jain, M.D.
Brian K. Cooke, M.D.
Ryan Colt Wagoner, M.D.

---

**Cognitive Behavior Therapy for Anxiety Disorders**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Donna Marie Sudak, M.D.
Presenters:
Judith Beck, Ph.D.
Jesse H. Wright, M.D.
APA Annual Business Meeting

Sunday, May 19
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Moscone Center, Room 208, South Building, Level Two

Call to Order
Altha J. Stewart, M.D., President

Memorial to Deceased Members

Announcement of Election Results
Jose Vito, M.D.
Chairperson, Committee of Tellers

Reports to the Membership
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
CEO and Medical Director
Gregory W. Dalack, M.D.
Treasurer
Philip R. Muskin, M.D., M.A.
Secretary
James R. (Bob) Batterson, M.D.
Speaker

Paul J. O’Leary, M.D.
Speaker-Elect
Esperanza Diaz, M.D.
Chairperson, Committee on By-Laws
Josepha A. Cheong, M.D.
Chairperson, Elections Committee
William Arroyo, M.D.
Chairperson, Membership Committee

Chairpersons of Councils
(written reports only)

Annual Forum
Adjournment

Resident-Fellow Members, General Members, Distinguished Fellows, Fellows, Life Fellows, Distinguished Life Fellows and Life Members only permitted to attend. Registration badge and/or APA membership access card necessary for admission. No cameras or tape recorders are permitted in this meeting.

Collaborative Care for Serious Comorbid Medical and Psychiatric Illness: Lessons on Integration From the HIV Epidemic

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Francine Cournos, M.D.

Presenters:
Marshall Forstein, M.D.
Karen McKinnon, M.A.
Christina V. Mangurian, M.D.
Daria Boccher-Lattimore

Digital Psychiatry: The Future of Phenotyping and Treatment in Mental Health

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Maria Faurholt-Jepsen

Presenters:
Melvin McInnis
Justin Taylor Baker, M.D., Ph.D.
Kathleen Merikangas
Maria Faurholt-Jepsen

Distress Not Despair: Reducing the Emotional Burden of Medicine by Teaching About Countertransference During the Psychiatry Clerkship

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Lionel Antonio Perez, M.D.

Presenter:
Lindsay Lebin, M.D.

French and U.S. Innovations in Cognitive Remediation

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
Francois C. Petitjean, M.D.
John A. Talbott, M.D.

Presenters:
Isabelle Reine Amado
Caroline Demily
Kim Mueser

Dementia or Primary Psychiatric Disorder? Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Neurocognitive Disorders in the Psychiatric Setting

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
Vineeth John, M.D., M.B.A.
James K. Rustad, M.D.

Presenters:
Geraldine McWilliams, M.D.
Paulo Marcelo Gondim Sales, M.D.
Marsal Sanches, M.D., Ph.D.

Improving the Culture of Care With NAMI: Understanding the First Person and Family Experience Makes a Difference

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Kenneth S. Duckworth, M.D.

Presenters:
Jacqueline Maus Feldman, M.D.
Tori S. Brister, Ph.D.
Intersectionality 2.0: How the Film *Moonlight* Can Teach Us About Inclusion and Therapeutic Alliance in Minority LGBTQ Populations

**Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities**

**SESSION TRACKS**

1. Addiction Psychiatry
2. Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3. Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4. Diversity and Health Equity
5. Forensic Psychiatry
6. Geriatric Psychiatry
7. NIDA Research Track
8. Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students

**Myths and Facts About Medical Clearance of Psychiatric Patients in the Emergency Department**

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Samidha Tripathi, M.D.

**Psychiatry in the Courts: APA Confronts Legal Issues of Concern to the Field**

**Committee on Judicial Action**

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Marvin Stanley Swartz, M.D.

Presenters: Howard V. Zonana, M.D.
Paul S. Appelbaum, M.D.

**Psychopharmacology Algorithm for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder**

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair: Ashley M. Beaulieu, D.O.

Presenters: David Neal Osser, M.D.
Edward Tabasky, M.D.

**Road Map to Address Health Disparities of U.S. Bipolar Patients of African Ancestry**

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Mark Andrew Frye, M.D.

Presenters: Margaret Akinhanmi

Discussants: Eric J. Vallender
Stephen M. Strakowski, M.D.
SAMHSA Technology Transfer Center (TTC) in Addiction, Mental Health Services, and Prevention
U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Humberto Carvalho, M.P.H.
Presenters: Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.
Heather Gotham
Laurie Krom
Holly Hagle, Ph.D.
Elinore McCance-Katz, M.D., Ph.D.

Telepsychiatry to Achieve the Triple Aim
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 209, Second Level
Moscone South
Presenter: Avrim B. Fishkind, M.D.

The Impact of Technology Change on Human Behavior (and How to Evaluate It in Clinical Practice)
American Association for Technology in Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs: Robert Kennedy
John Luo, M.D.
Presenters: Carlyle Hung-Lun Chan, M.D.
Steven Richard Chan, M.D., M.B.A.
John Torous, M.D.

The Opioid Crisis: Implementation of the Medication First Approach for Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) and Its Impact
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Angeline A. Stanislaus, M.D.
Presenter: Roopa Sethi, M.D.

To Treat or Not to Treat: Is That the Question? The Evaluation and Treatment of Mood Disorders in Case Examples of Pregnant Women
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 205/213, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Kara E. Driscoll, M.D.
Presenters: Jennifer Marie Sprague, M.D.
Hannah Karine Betcher, M.D.
Discusant: Crystal T. Clark, M.D.

Transgender Care: How Psychiatrists Can Decrease Barriers and Provide Gender-Affirming Care
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Cassy Friedrich, M.D.
Presenter: Tamar C. Carmel, M.D.

“Yer a Psychiatrist, Harry!”: Learning Psychiatric Concepts Through the Fictional Worlds of Game of Thrones and Harry Potter
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Matthew Richter
Presenters: Shruti Mutalik
Kyle J. Gray, M.D.
John F. Chaves, M.D.

Youth Online Presence: The Clinician’s Approach to Educating Patients About Risks and the Law
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Paul Mark Elizondo, D.O.
Presenters: Caitlin Rose Costello, M.D.
Gabrielle L. Shapiro, M.D.
Swathi Krishna, M.D.

Presidential Session
Asian-American Mental Health Treatment and Engagement: An Update on Challenges and Opportunities
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Edmond H. Pi, M.D.
Presenters: Geetha Jayaram, M.D., M.B.A.
Albert C. Gaw, M.D.
Hendry Ton, M.D.
Chuan-Mei Lee, M.D., M.A.

Learning Labs
“Hearing Voices That Are Distressing” Simulation
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 22, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Mary Kay Smith, M.D.

Intern Year—The Board Game: An Educational Experience for Learning About Physician Wellness, Burnout, and Depression
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 23, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: David A. Ross, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Ashley E. Walker, M.D.
Melissa Arbuckle, M.D., Ph.D.
Joseph J. Cooper, M.D.
Manesh M. Gopaldas, M.D.
Andrew Michael Novick, M.D., Ph.D.
Elise Stephenson Scott, M.D.
Desiree Nicolette Shapiro, M.D.
Maja Skikic, M.D.
Michael John Travis, M.B.B.S.

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Courses

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

Eating Disorders for the General Psychiatrist

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 10, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Directors:
Evelyn Attia, M.D.
B. Timothy Walsh, M.D.

Faculty:
Michael James Devlin, M.D.
Deborah Glasofer, Ph.D.
Neville Golden
Daniel Le Grange

Street Drugs and Disorders: Overview and Treatment of Dual Diagnosis Patients

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
John W. Tsuang, M.D.

Faculty:
Timothy W. Fong, M.D.
Larissa J. Mooney, M.D.
Reef Karim, D.O.

Can We Tailor Care for Children With Autism Spectrum Disorder?

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Gisele Apter, M.D., Ph.D.

Presenters:
Nicole Garret-Gloanec
Alexandra M. Harrison, M.D.
Discussant:
Gisele Apter, M.D., Ph.D.

“Catch Me If You Can”: Catatonia in General Medical Settings

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
James K. Rustad, M.D.
Vineeth John, M.D., M.B.A.

Presenters:
Devendra Singh Thakur, M.D.
H. Samuel Landsman, M.D.
William Tate Schleyer, M.D.

Elective in HIV Psychiatry: Recruitment, Mentorship, and Clinical Experience

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
David Tran, M.D., M.P.P.

Presenters:
Patrick Sheppard
Luke Wallace Carson, M.D.
Ripal Shah, M.D., M.P.H.
Lawrence M. McGlynn, M.D.

Neuromodulation Essentials: ECT, TMS, DBS, VNS, and Other Innovative Techniques

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
Richard Calvin Holbert, M.D.

Faculty:
Khurshid A. Khurshid, M.D.
Uma Suryadevar, M.D.
Dawn-Christi M. Bruijnzel, M.D.
Robert N. Averbuch, M.D.

The Psychiatrist as Expert Witness: The Ins and Outs of Being a Forensic Consultant

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 7, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
Phillip Jacob Resnick, M.D.

American Psychiatric Association Medical Student Elective in HIV Psychiatry: Recruitment, Mentorship, and Clinical Experience

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Olli Toukolehto, M.D.
Wendi M. Waits, M.D.

Poster Session 4

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Rooms 3/4, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Conspiracy Theory: From the Fanatical to the Fringe and Beyond
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
George David Annas, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters:
Diana Kurlyandchik, M.D.
Melissa K. Spanggaard, D.O.
James Lyle Knoll, M.D.

Developing Systems-Based Practice and Quality Improvement Competencies During Psychiatry Residency: The Problem of Suicide Prevention in the VHA
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Lindsey Zimmerman
Presenter:
Mark Freeman

Disrupting the Cycle of HIV Transmission: The Role of Mental Health Providers in the Inclusive Use of PrEP to Address Disparities
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Marshall Forstein, M.D.
Kenneth Bryan Ashley, M.D.
Presenters:
Daena L. Petersen, M.D., M.A., M.P.H.
Keith A. Hermanstine, M.D.

Finding a Better Rosetta Stone to Translate Research Into Practice: Innovative Ideas for Dissemination and Training
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Robert D. Friedberg, Ph.D.
Presenters:
Sara Becker, Ph.D.
Allen Miller, Ph.D.
Rebecca Friedberg, M.A.

Frontiers in Advocacy: Creative Ways to Lead Meaningful Change in Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Luming Li, M.D.
Mary C. Vance, M.D.
Presenters:
Katherine Gershman Kennedy, M.D.
Ilse R. Wiechers, M.D., M.H.S., M.P.P.
Julie A. Chilton, M.D.

Gun Violence Is a Serious Public Health Problem Among America's Adolescents and Emerging Adults: What Should Psychiatrists Know and Do About It?
American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Stephan M. Carlson, M.D.
Presenters:
William Connor Darby, M.D.
Ziv E. Cohen, M.D.
Jason E. Hershberger, M.D.
Increasing Access to Mental Health Care in Low- and Middle-Income Countries: Examples and Strategies From Sub-Saharan Africa

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 312, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Theodore I. Iheanacho, M.D.
Charles Dike, MB.Ch.B., M.P.H.

Presenters:
Jibril Abdulmalik
Emeka Nwefoh

Discussant:
Sosunmolu O. Shoyinka, M.D.

Innovative Approaches to Engaging and Advising Tomorrow’s Psychiatrists

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 209, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
John J. Spollen, M.D.

Presenters:
Jessica Graham Kovach, M.D.
Mark Edward Servis, M.D.
Robert Osterman Cotes, M.D.
Shambhavi Chandraiah, M.D.

Innovative Treatments of Persons With ID and Psychiatric/Behavioral Disorders? Point Versus Counterpoint

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Robert Joseph Pary, M.D.
Janice L. Forster, M.D.

Presenters:
Jeffrey I. Bennett, M.D.
Dorcas O. Adaramola, M.D.
Mark Jeffrey Hauser, M.D.

Integrated Care Coast to Coast: Comparing Populations, Models, Outcomes and Sustainability in NYC and Seattle by Integrated Care Fellows

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 313, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Sarah Ricketts, M.D.
Anna Ratzliff, M.D., Ph.D.

Presenters:
Varsha Narasimhan, M.D.
Elizabeth L. Chapman
Jessica Whitfield, M.D., M.P.H.

It Takes a Village: Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Use of Clozapine in Patients With Persistent Psychosis

SMI Adviser: An APA and SAMHSA Initiative

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Alexander S. Young, M.D., M.H.S.

Presenters:
Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.
Amy N. Cohen, Ph.D.
Donna Rolin, Ph.D., A.P.R.N.
Teri S. Brister, Ph.D.
Patrick R. Hendry
Life Imitating Art? Fictional Depictions of Suicide, Copycat, and Contagion

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Praveen R. Kambam, M.D.
Presenter: Vasilis K. Pozios, M.D.

Medication-Assisted Treatment and Behavioral Strategies to Treat Adolescents and Young Adults With Substance Use and Related Disorders

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair: Hector Colon-Rivera, M.D.
Presenter: Srinivas Muvvala, M.D., M.P.H.

Mental Health Providers’ Primer Regarding Terminology, Lessons, and Resources on Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity and Expression

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Richard Randall Pleak, M.D.
Presenters: Muhammad Zeshan, M.D., Panagiota Korenis, M.D., Shervin Shadianloo, M.D., Gino Anthony Mortillaro, M.D.

Mindfully Addressing the Opioid Epidemic: Is Pain a Sensation or a Thought?

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 205/213, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Robert Barris, M.D.
Presenters: Robert Barris, M.D., Anup Padmakar Deshpande, M.B.B.S.

New Guideline Recommendations for Strengthening Psychiatric Practice

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Laura J. Fochtmann, M.D.
Presenters: Catherine C. Crone, M.D., Victor Ivar Reus, M.D., George Alan Keepers, M.D.
Discusant: Daniel J. Anzia, M.D.

Ohm Versus Om: Resistance to and Efficacy of Various Meditation Modalities in the Military

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Daniel C. Hart, M.D.
Presenters: Brett T. Thomas, M.S., Jaremy Jon Hill, D.O., Sarah McNair, M.D., Bhagwan A. Bahroo, M.D.

Patient Suicide in Residency Training: The Ripple Effect

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Marina Bayeva, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Stephanie Martinez, M.D., Rachel Renee Thiem, M.D., Deepak Prabhakar, M.D., M.P.H., Sidney Zisook, M.D.

Pioneering Projects Within the Field of Emergency Psychiatry

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Jurgen Eelco Cornelis, M.D.
Presenters: Erik Peter Kornelis Sikkens, M.D., Jurgen Eelco Cornelis, M.D., Ansam Barakat, Hans Nusselder

Podcasting in Psychiatry: Listening, Creating, and Transforming the Mental Health Learning Landscape

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Mehul V. Mankad, M.D.
Presenters: Ann Thomas, Paul Gauci, Aarti Rana, M.D.

Ohm Versus Om: Resistance to and Efficacy of Various Meditation Modalities in the Military

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Daniel C. Hart, M.D.
Presenters: Brett T. Thomas, M.S., Jaremy Jon Hill, D.O., Sarah McNair, M.D., Bhagwan A. Bahroo, M.D.

Patient Suicide in Residency Training: The Ripple Effect

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Marina Bayeva, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Stephanie Martinez, M.D., Rachel Renee Thiem, M.D., Deepak Prabhakar, M.D., M.P.H., Sidney Zisook, M.D.

Pioneering Projects Within the Field of Emergency Psychiatry

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Jurgen Eelco Cornelis, M.D.
Presenters: Erik Peter Kornelis Sikkens, M.D., Jurgen Eelco Cornelis, M.D., Ansam Barakat, Hans Nusselder

Podcasting in Psychiatry: Listening, Creating, and Transforming the Mental Health Learning Landscape

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Mehul V. Mankad, M.D.
Presenters: Ann Thomas, Paul Gauci, Aarti Rana, M.D.

Ohm Versus Om: Resistance to and Efficacy of Various Meditation Modalities in the Military

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Daniel C. Hart, M.D.
Presenters: Brett T. Thomas, M.S., Jaremy Jon Hill, D.O., Sarah McNair, M.D., Bhagwan A. Bahroo, M.D.

Patient Suicide in Residency Training: The Ripple Effect

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Marina Bayeva, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Stephanie Martinez, M.D., Rachel Renee Thiem, M.D., Deepak Prabhakar, M.D., M.P.H., Sidney Zisook, M.D.

Pioneering Projects Within the Field of Emergency Psychiatry

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Jurgen Eelco Cornelis, M.D.
Presenters: Erik Peter Kornelis Sikkens, M.D., Jurgen Eelco Cornelis, M.D., Ansam Barakat, Hans Nusselder

Podcasting in Psychiatry: Listening, Creating, and Transforming the Mental Health Learning Landscape

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Mehul V. Mankad, M.D.
Presenters: Ann Thomas, Paul Gauci, Aarti Rana, M.D.

Ohm Versus Om: Resistance to and Efficacy of Various Meditation Modalities in the Military

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Daniel C. Hart, M.D.
Presenters: Brett T. Thomas, M.S., Jaremy Jon Hill, D.O., Sarah McNair, M.D., Bhagwan A. Bahroo, M.D.

Patient Suicide in Residency Training: The Ripple Effect

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Marina Bayeva, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Stephanie Martinez, M.D., Rachel Renee Thiem, M.D., Deepak Prabhakar, M.D., M.P.H., Sidney Zisook, M.D.
SAMHSA Town Hall
U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chair:
Anita Everett, M.D.
Presenter:
Elinore McCance-Katz, M.D., Ph.D.
Dr. McCance-Katz will be presenting remotely.

The Prescription for Wellness:
Positive Psychiatry Interventions
Caucus on Positive Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level Moscone South
Chairs:
Helen Lavretsky, M.D.
Ellen Eun-Ok Lee, M.D.
Presenter:
Carl Compton Bell, M.D.
Discussant:
Dilip V. Jeste, M.D.

Transitioning From Methadone to Buprenorphine at an Urban Opioid Treatment Program
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level Moscone North
Chair:
Timothy K. Brennan, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters:
Annie Levesque, M.D.
Prameet Singh, M.D.

Working Clinically With Eco-Anxiety in the Age of Climate Change: What Do We Know and What Can We Do?
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level Moscone South
Chairs:
Elizabeth Haase, M.D.
Janet Lisa Lewis, M.D.

You’ve Been Subpoenaed. Keep Calm—Here’s How to Testify Like an Expert
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chair:
Ashley VanDercar, M.D., J.D.
Presenters:
Ashley VanDercar, M.D., J.D.
Stephen G. Noffsinger, M.D.

Community Psychiatry From Past to Future: From Aftermath Psychiatry to Lattermath Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level Moscone North
Chair:
David Alan Pollack, M.D.
Presenter:
Alan Rosen, M.D.

The 175-Year History of African Americans in Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level Moscone North
Chairs:
Rahn K. Bailey, M.D.
Donna Marie Norris, M.D.
Presenters:
Billy Emanuel Jones, M.D.
Steven M. Starks, M.D.
Discussant:
Ezra E. H. Griffith, M.D.

SUNDAY, MAY 19

SESSION TRACKS
1. Addiction Psychiatry
2. Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3. Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4. Diversity and Health Equity
5. Forensic Psychiatry
6. Geriatric Psychiatry
7. NIDA Research Track
8. Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students
9. APA Annual Meeting On Demand
10. Bring Your Own Device
11. APA 175th Anniversary History

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
Presidents/Representatives of U.S. Allied Organizations

Academy of Cognitive Therapy  
Lynn McFarr, Ph.D.

Academy of Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry  
Rebecca Brendel, M.D.

Academy of Organizational and Occupational Psychiatry  
Paul S. Hammer, M.D.

American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry  
Shelly F. Greenfield, M.D.

American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry  
Karen D. Wagner, M.D., Ph.D.

American Academy of Family Physicians  
John Cullen, M.D.

American Academy of Neurology  
Ralph Sacco, M.D.

American Academy of Psychiatry and the Law  
Christopher R. Thompson, M.D.

American Academy of Psychodynamic Psychiatry and Psychoanalysis  
Gerald P. Perman, M.D.

American Association for Emergency Psychiatry  
Jack Rozel, M.D.

American Association for Geriatric Psychiatrists  
Rajesh Tampi, M.D.

American Association for Social Psychiatry  
Sheila Judge, M.D.

American Association for the Advancement of Science  
Susan Hockfield, M.D.

American Association of Chairs of Departments of Psychiatry  
Jed Magen, M.D.

American Association of Community Psychiatrists  
Michael Flamm, M.D.

American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training  
Adam Brenner, M.D.

American Association of Psychiatric Administrators  
John Wilkaitis, M.D.

American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc  
Larry R. Faulkner, M.D.

American College of Emergency Physicians  
Vidor Friedman, M.D.

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists  
Ted Anderson, M.D.

American College of Physicians  
Robert McLean, M.D.

American College of Psychiatrists  
Robert N. Golden, M.D.

American College of Psychoanalysts  
Harriet Wolfe, M.D.

American College of Surgeons  
Barbara L. Bass, M.D.

American Group Psychotherapy Association  
Eleanor Counselman, Ed.D.

American Medical Association  
Andrew Gurman, M.D.

American Medical Women’s Association  
Connie Newman, M.D.

American Neurological Association  
David M. Holtzman, M.D.

American Neuropsychiatric Association  
John J. Campbell III, M.D.

American Nurses Association  
Ernest Grant, M.D.

American Psychoanalytic Association  
Lee Jaffe, M.D.

American Psychological Association  
Jessica H. Daniel, M.D.

American Psychosomatic Society  
Suzanne C. Segerstrom, M.D.

American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry  
Theodore Petti, M.D.

American Society of Addiction Medicine  
Kelly Clark, M.D.

American Society of Clinical Psychopharmacology, Inc  
Michael E. Thase, M.D.

American Society of Hispanic Psychiatry  
Bernardo Ng, M.D.

Association for Academic Psychiatry  
John Teshima, M.D.

Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies  
Bruce F. Chorpita, Ph.D.

Association of American Medical Colleges  
Darrell G. Kirch, M.D.

Association of Chinese American Psychiatrists  
Edmond H. Pi, M.D.

Association of Directors of Medical Student Education in Psychiatry  
Susan W. Lehmann, M.D.
Presidents/Representatives of U.S. Allied Organizations

Association of Gay and Lesbian Psychiatrists
Eric Yarbrough, M.D.

Association of Korean American Psychiatrists
Jaesu Han, M.D.

Association of Women Psychiatrists
Geetha Jayaram, M.D.

The College for Behavioral Health Leadership
Gina Lasky, Ph.D.

American College of Surgeons/Council of Medical Specialty Societies
Ronald V. Maier, M.D.

Global Alliance on Behavioral Health and Social Justice
Ryan P. Kilmer, M.D.

Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry
John G. Looney, M.D.

Hellenic American Psychiatric Association
Philip J. Candilis, M.D.

Indo-American Psychiatric Association
Dilipkumar Patel, M.D.

Mental Health America
Tom Starling, Ed.D.

National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI)
Adrienne Kennedy, M.D.

National Association of County Behavioral Health and Developmental Disability Directors
Mitchell Anderson, M.D.

National Association of Psychiatric Health Systems
Pat Hammer, M.D.

National Association of Social Workers, Inc
Kathryn C. Wehrmann, Ph.D.

National Council for Community Behavioral Healthcare
Jeff Richardson, MSW

National Institutes of Health
Francis Collins, M.D., Ph.D.

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D.

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
George F. Koob, Ph.D.

National Institute on Drug Abuse, (NIDA)
Nora D. Volkow, M.D.

Nigerian American Psychiatric Association
Thomas Osinowo, M.D.

Philippine Psychiatrists in America
Loida Reyes, M.D.

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)
Elinore F. McCance-Katz, M.D.

Turkish American Neuropsychiatric Association
Nevzat Tarhan, M.D.

Presidents of International Allied Organizations

Afghanistan National Psychiatrist Association
Dr. Hakimullah Salih

Albanian Psychiatric Association
Dr. Fatime Elezi

Algerian Psychiatric Association
Dr. Farid Kacha

Arab Gulf Psychiatric Association
Dr. Mohamed Al-Haddad

Argentinean Association of Psychiatrists
Dr. Néstor F. Marchant

Argentinean Psychiatrists Association
Dr. Juan Cristóbal Tenconi

Armenian Psychiatric Association
Dr. Khachatur Gasparyan

Association of Free Psychiatrists of Romania
Dr. Aurel Romila

Association of Neurologists, Psychiatrists and Narcologists of Ukraine
Dr. Petro V. Voloshyn

Association of Psychiatric Institutions of Serbia
Dr. Milutin Nenadović

Association of Psychiatrists in Nigeria
Dr. Taiwo Lateef Sheikh

Association of Psychiatrists of Uzbekistan
Dr. Ulugbek Alimov

Austrian Association of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy
Dr. Christa Rados

Azerbaijan Psychiatric Association
Dr. Nadir Ismayilov
Presidents of International Allied Organizations

Bangladesh Association of Psychiatrists  
Dr. Md Waziul Alam Chowdhury

Barbados Association of Psychiatrists  
Dr. Sharon Harvey

Belarusian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Oleg Skugarevsky

Bolivian Society of Psychiatry  
Dr. Javier Rene Ortuzte Gonzales

Botswana Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Abel Thula

Brazilian Association of Psychiatry  
Dr. Carmita Helena Najjar Abdo

Bulgarian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Hristo Kozhuharov

Canadian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Wei-Yi Song

Chinese Society of Psychiatry  
Dr. Shenxun Shi

College of Psychiatry of Ireland  
Dr. Anthony McCarthy

Colombian Association of Psychiatry  
Dr. Marcela Alzate

Costa Rican Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Francisco Gólcher Valverde

Croatian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Vlado Jukic

Cuban Society of Psychiatry  
Dr. Miriam de la Osa O’Reilly

Cyprus Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Giannis Kalakoutas

Czech Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Martin Anders

Danish Psychiatric Society  
Dr. Torsten Bjørn Jacobsen

Dominican Society of Psychiatry  
Dr. Julio I. Chestaro Breton

Ecuadorian Association of Psychiatry  
Dr. Fernando Valarezo Crespo

Egyptian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Ahmed Mahmoud Fahmy Okasha

Emirates Society of Mental Health  
Dr. Samia Abul

Estonian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Andres Lehtmets

Ethiopian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Dawit Assefa

European Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Silvana Galderisi

Finnish Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Nina Lindberg

Flemish Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Chris Bervoets

Foundation for Interdisciplinary Investigation of Communications  
Dr. Miguel Angel Materazzi

French Association of Psychiatrists in Private Practice  
Dr. Claude Gernez

French Association of Psychiatry  
Dr. Jean-Yves Cozic

French Psychiatric Information Society  
Dr. Gisèle Apter

German Association for Psychiatry, Psychotherapy and Psychosomatics  
Dr. Arno Deister

Ghana Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Sammy Ohene

Guatemalan Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Roxanna Ruiz Cabarrus

Hellenic Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Dimitrios Ploumpidis

Honduran Society of Psychiatry  
Dr. Alejandra María Mungüia Matamoros

Hong Kong College of Psychiatrists  
Dr. Roger Man-Kin Ng

Hungarian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. György Purebl

Icelandic Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Ottar Gudmundsson

Independent Psychiatric Association of Russia  
Dr. Yury Savenko

Indian Association for Social Psychiatry  
Dr. Rajiv Kumar Gupta

Indian Psychiatric Society  
Dr. Mrugesh Vaishnav

Indonesian Psychiatric Association  
Dr. Eka Viora

International Society of Psychopathology of Expression  
Dr. Laurent Schmitt
### Presidents of International Allied Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association</th>
<th>President</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iranian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Maryam Rasoulian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraqi Society of Psychiatrists</td>
<td>Dr. Qassim Hadi Al-Awadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israeli Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Zvi Fishel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian Association for Research in Schizophrenia</td>
<td>Dr. Massimo Clerici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Enrico Zanailda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Geoffrey Omar Walcott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology</td>
<td>Dr. Shigenobu Kanba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordanian Association of Psychiatrists</td>
<td>Dr. Nasser Shurique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh Association of Psychiatrists and Narcologists</td>
<td>Dr. Saltanat Nurmagambetova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Simon Njuguna Kahonge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean Neuropsychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Jun Soo Kwon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Abdulmohsen Alhumoud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyz Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. T. I. Galako</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Elmars Terauds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League for Mental Health from Republic of Moldova</td>
<td>Dr. Mihail Hotineanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanese Psychiatric Society</td>
<td>Dr. Wadih J. Naja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuanian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Alvydas Navickas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg Society of Psychiatry, Neurology and Psychotherapy</td>
<td>Dr. Chretien Jacoby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Nor Zuraida Zainal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Jagessur Arve Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Psychologic Society</td>
<td>Dr. François Petitjean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health Association of Cambodia</td>
<td>Dr. Kim Savuon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Aldo Antonio Suárez Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican Society of Neurology and Psychiatry</td>
<td>Dr. Arturo Mendoza López</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian Mental Health Association</td>
<td>Dr. Ayushjav Bayanhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegrin Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Lidija Injac-Stevovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moroccan Society of Psychiatry</td>
<td>Dr. Brahim Benbrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambican Association of Psychiatry and Mental Health</td>
<td>Dr. Maria Lidia Chaüque Gouveia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar Medico-Psychological Society</td>
<td>Dr. Win Aung Myint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Damiaan Denys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaraguan Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Heydi del Pilar Trujillo Arauz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Ulinik Fredrik Malk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Rim College of Psychiatrists</td>
<td>Dr. Mian Yoon Chong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan Psychiatric Society</td>
<td>Dr. Nasar Sayeed Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Ziad Naj Arandi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panamanian Society of Psychiatry</td>
<td>Dr. Edgar Agames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Umadevi Ambhaipahar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguayan Society of Psychiatry</td>
<td>Dr. Mirta Mendoza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peruvian Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Ricardo Bustamante Guiroz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Rene M. Samaniego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish Psychiatric Association</td>
<td>Dr. Agata Szulic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese Association of Psychiatry</td>
<td>Dr. Jose C. Dias Cordeiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese Society of Psychiatry and Mental Health</td>
<td>Dr. Joao Marques-Teixeira</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Presidents of International Allied Organizations

Psychiatric Association of Bosnia-Herzegovina
Dr. Marija Burgić-Radmanović

Psychiatric Association of Macedonia
Dr. Dimitar Bonevski

Psychiatric Association of Rio de Janeiro State
Dr. Maria de Fátima Viana de Vasconcellos

Psychiatric Association of Rio Grande do Sul
Dr. Flávio Milman Shansis

Psychiatric Association of Slovenia
Dr. Peter Pregelj

Psychiatric Association of Thailand
Dr. Chawanun Chamsil

Psychiatric Association of Turkey
Dr. Ömer Böke

Psychiatrists Association of Nepal
Dr. Arun Raj Kunwar

Puerto Rican Society of Psychiatry
Dr. Edgardo Prieto-Agostini

Romanian Association of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy
Dr. Catalina Tudose

Royal College of Psychiatrists
Dr. Wendy Burn

Royal Society of Mental Medicine of Belgium
Dr. Philippe de Timary

Russian Society of Psychiatrists
Dr. Nikolay G. Neznanov

Salvadoran Association of Psychiatry
Dr. Claudia Padilla de Campos

Saudi Psychiatric Association
Dr. Mahdi Saed Abumadini

Serbian Psychiatric Association
Dr. Dusica Lecic-Tosevski

Singapore Psychiatric Association
Dr. Christopher Cheok

Slovak Psychiatric Association
Dr. Ľubomíra Izáková

Society of Georgian Psychiatrists
Dr. Eka Chkonia

Society of Neurology, Psychiatry and Neurosurgery
Dr. Luis Risco Neira

Society of Psychiatry of Uruguay
Dr. Rafael Sibils

South African Society of Psychiatrists
Dr. Bernard Janse van Rensburg

Spanish Association of Neuropsychiatry
Dr. Jose Miguel Munarriz

Spanish Society of Psychiatry
Dr. Julio Bobes

Sri Lanka College of Psychiatrists
Dr. Raveen Hanwella

Sudanese Association of Psychiatrists
Dr. Abdalla Abdelrahman

Swedish Psychiatric Association
Dr. Lena Flyckt

Swiss Society of Psychiatry
Dr. Pierre Vallon

Syrian Arab Association of Psychiatrists
Dr. Mazen Hedar

Taiwanese Society of Psychiatry
Dr. Te-Jen Lai

The Psychiatric Evolution
Dr. Eric Marcel

The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists
Dr. John Allen

Tunisian Society of Psychiatry
Dr. Raja Labbane

Turkish Neuropsychiatric Society
Dr. Betül Yalciner

Uganda Psychiatric Association
Dr. Samuel Maling

Ukrainian Psychiatric Association
Dr. Semen Gluzman

Venezuelan Society of Psychiatry
Dr. Miguel Angel De Lima

World Psychiatric Association
Dr. Helen Herrman

Officers reported to the American Psychiatric Association as of January 1, 2019
Your Destination for Lifelong Learning in Psychiatry

Your one-stop resource for information on diagnosis, treatment, guidelines, the latest research, and breaking news from the field.

Visit the APA Bookstore for a demo!

Subscribe to products individually or to the DSM Select package that includes the DSM-5® library, books and select journals.

Go to www.appi.org to subscribe, or visit the APA Bookstore in the Exhibit Hall.

Institutional subscription options are available.
For more information contact: institutions@psych.org; 800-368-5777 ext. 3729
Monday

May 20, 2019
Visit the APA Bookstore in the Exhibit Hall
May 18–21, 2019

Bookstore Hours
Saturday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Monday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Special Discounts!
20% for APA Members • 25% for APA Resident-Fellow Members • 15% for Nonmembers

Don’t miss the Author Book Signings at the APA Bookstore!

Saturday, May 18
Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Laura Weiss Roberts, M.D., M.A.

Sunday, May 19
Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Glen O. Gabbard, M.D.
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Eve Caligor, M.D.
Otto F. Kernberg, M.D.

Monday, May 20
11:00 a.m. – Noon
Alan F. Schatzberg, M.D.
Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Joseph F. Goldberg, M.D.
Tsuyoshi Akiyama, M.D., Ph.D., is director of the department of psychiatry at the NTT Medical Center Tokyo and clinical professor in the department of psychiatry at Tokyo University in Tokyo, Japan. Dr. Akiyama is secretary general of the Pacific Rim College of Psychiatrists. He holds an M.D. and a Ph.D. in philosophy from Tokyo University. Dr. Akiyama has been a speaker and presenter at a number of conferences in Japan and the United States. He is the author of 200 journal articles, book chapters and abstracts in both Japanese and English. Dr. Akiyama’s research is focused on clinical psychiatry, preventive psychiatry, transcultural psychiatry and disaster psychiatry.

Elissa P. Benedek, M.D., is adjunct clinical professor, department of psychiatry, at the University of Michigan School of Medicine. Dr. Benedek’s career in the field of forensic psychiatry has spanned 50 years, with a focus on research and policies impacting child abuse, trauma, and neglect and ethics in psychiatry. She has been an active member of the American Psychiatric Association, becoming the second woman president in 1990. Dr. Benedek also served on the APA Board of Trustees. For these and other contributions to the field of psychiatry, Dr. Benedek was recognized as a 50-year distinguished life fellow of the APA in 2015. Dr. Benedek was also the 2013 recipient of the Alexandra Symonds Award, given by the APA and the Association of Women Psychiatrists, and the 2003 APA Guttmacher Award for her published works on forensic psychiatry.

Kenneth Ashley, M.D., is an Associate Professor of Clinical Psychiatry at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai (Clinician/Educator track) and an attending psychiatrist in the Division of Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry and Psychosomatic Medicine at Mount Sinai Beth Israel Hospital, Director of Mental Health Services in the Peter Krueger Center of the Institute for Advanced Medicine. Dr. Ashley is a Distinguished Fellow of the APA and alumni of the APA/NIMH Minority Fellowship. He has been active in the APA at both the local (NY County Psychiatric Society-NYCPs) and the national levels. He is the former President of the NYCPs, a current Assembly Representative, and active on various committees, including the LGBT Issues and HIV Psychiatry Committees. At the national level he has been a member of the Committee on GLB Issues and is a member of the HIV Psychiatry Steering Committee, as well as a Site Director for the APA Minority Medical Student HIV Psychiatry elective.

Nora D. Volkow, M.D., became director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) at the National Institutes of Health in May 2003. NIDA supports most of the world’s research on the health aspects of drug abuse and addiction. Dr. Volkow’s work has been instrumental in demonstrating that drug addiction is a disease of the human brain. As a research psychiatrist and scientist, Dr. Volkow pioneered the use of brain imaging to investigate the toxic effects and addictive properties of abusable drugs. Her studies have documented changes in the dopamine system affecting, among others, the functions of frontal brain regions involved with motivation, drive, and pleasure in addiction. She has also made important contributions to the neurobiology of obesity, ADHD, and aging. Dr. Volkow has published more than 600 peer-reviewed articles, written more than 95 book chapters and non-peer-reviewed manuscripts, and edited three books on neuroimaging for mental and addictive disorders.

Carl C. Bell, M.D., is Staff Psychiatrist at Jackson Park Hospital’s Inpatient Consultation Liaison Service. He is Professor Emeritus - Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine at the UIC. He has published 600+ articles and chapters, is author of The Sanity of Survival and Fetal Alcohol Exposure in the African-American Community and had an international NIMH R-01. He is co-editor of Family and HIV/AIDS and Psychiatric Clinics of North America. He has received numerous awards from NMA, BPA, Meharry, APA, ACPsych, NCCHC, AAPA, AACP, AASP, and NCCHC.

Esperanza Díaz, M.D., provides teaching and supervision as an Associate Professor at the Department of Psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine, medical director of the Hispanic Clinic, and Associate residency program director. Dr. Díaz received her M.D. degree from the Javeriana University in Bogotá, Colombia, and finished Psychiatry residency at Yale. She is a psychoanalyst from the Western New England Psychoanalytic Institute. Her research concentrates on adherence to treatment, development of culturally sensitive mental health services to Hispanics and teaching Cultural Psychiatry.
Bios

James Comer, M.D., M.P.H., is the Maurice Falk Professor of Child Psychiatry at the Yale University Child Study Center. In 1968 he founded the Comer School Development Program that integrates child development and academic learning; rather than focus on academic learning primarily. This work has improved the educational environment and learning in more than 1,000 schools throughout the U.S. He has authored numerous publications and received many awards for his work, including 49 honorary degrees. In 2014 President Barack Obama appointed Dr. Comer to his Advisory Commission on Educational Excellence.

Ezra Griffith, M.D., is professor emeritus of psychiatry and African-American studies at Yale University. In 2001, the Morehouse School of Medicine conferred on him the honorary degree, Doctor of Science. Dr. Griffith has published widely in the subdisciplines of forensic psychiatry and cultural psychiatry, with over 140 publications of academic articles, commentaries, and books. He has concentrated his attention most recently on the significance of narrative ethics as a reference point for forensic practitioners and on the place of performative narrative in forensic writing. He is the editor of *Ethics Challenges in Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology Practice* (Columbia University Press, 2018) and author of *Belonging, Therapeutic Landscapes, and Networks* (Routledge, 2018). He is chair of the American Psychiatric Association’s ethics committee.

Jeffrey L. Geller, M.D., M.P.H., is professor of psychiatry at the University of Massachusetts Medical School and medical director of Worcester Recovery Center and Hospital, a 290-bed public psychiatric hospital. Dr. Geller has spent his career focusing on the delivery of psychiatric care to those with the greatest needs and fewest resources. Before assuming his current position, Dr. Geller was previously the director of public sector psychiatry at UMass for 26 years. Dr. Geller has served as a consultant to many U.S. states, the DOJ, and the FBI.

Frederick W. Hickling, M.D., was educated at University of the West Indies (UWI), Mona; received his BSc in anatomy from St. Thomas’ Hospital Medical School, University of London; and completed residency in psychiatry at UWI and the University of Edinburgh. He has pioneered cultural therapy in Jamaica in the 1970s, established a private psychiatric research and clinical service in Kingston in the 1980s, and in the 1990s helped to shape policy for African Caribbean Mental Health at North Birmingham Mental Health Services, UK. He served as Head, Section of Psychiatry, UWI Mona, from 2000 to 2006 and Executive Director of the UWI Caribbean Institute of Mental Health and Substance Abuse (CARIMENSA). In 2011, he was appointed Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry, UWI, and elected a Distinguished Life Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association and Fellow of the Royal College of Psychiatrists, UK. Dr. Hickling receiving the Order of Distinction (Commander) by the Government of Jamaica in 2012.

Greer M. Murphy, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., is Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry at Stanford University School of Medicine, where his laboratory performed neuroscience and genetics. He was among the first to use microarray genotyping to identify DNA markers for antidepressant medication response and adverse reactions in clinical trials. Later he performed large scale genotyping studies for response to smoking cessation medications. He also has numerous publications on the neurobiology of Alzheimer’s disease, and on glial cell neuroimmunology. He currently practices in the inpatient, outpatient, emergency room, and telemedicine settings. He is triple board certified in Psychiatry, Geriatric Psychiatry, and Addiction Medicine.

Patricia A. Newton, M.D., M.P.H., M.A., is the President and CEO of Behavioral Science Management (DBA as Newton-Thoth, Inc.). She is a graduate of the George Peabody College of Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN), having received her undergraduate degree (BS) in Pre-Medicine from University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff (UAPB) and a Master’s Degree in Molecular Biology from the George Peabody College of Vanderbilt University (Nashville, TN).
Alan F. Schatzberg, M.D., is the Kenneth T. Norris, Jr. Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University, where he is also director of the Mood Disorders Center and past chair of the department. Previously, he was professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. He received his medical degree from New York University School of Medicine. He completed his residency in psychiatry at Massachusetts Mental Health Center, Boston, MA, and a clinical fellowship in psychiatry at Harvard Medical School. He has authored over 700 publications and abstracts on the pathophysiology, diagnosis, and somatic and psycho-social treatment of mood disorders. He has received numerous honors and awards, including recently the Julius Axelrod Mentorship Award of the American College of Neuropsychopharmacology, the Gold Medal from the Society of Biological Psychiatry, and the Kraepelin Gold Medal from the Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry. He is a member of the National Academy of Medicine.

8:00 a.m. Sessions
APA Publishing Sessions

Meet the Author: Clinical Handbook for the Evaluation and Treatment of Pediatric Mood Disorders
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Manpreet Singh, M.D.

Practical Strategies in Geriatric Mental Health: Cases and Approaches
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Laura B. Dunn, M.D.
Presenters: Marla Kokesh, M.D., Barbara R. Sommer, M.D., Erin Cassidy-Eagie, Ph.D., Alana Iglewicz, M.D., Daniel Kim, M.D.

General Sessions

#SoMePsych: Using Social Media to Motivate, Engage, Disrupt, Include/Innovate, Advocate for Psychiatry
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Abhisek Chandan Khandai, M.D., M.S.
Presenters: Jessica A. Gold, M.D., M.S., Laura J. Pientka, D.O., Diana M. Robinson, M.D., Christina M. Girgis, M.D.

A Blueprint for Providing Free, Comprehensive, Integrated Adolescent Health, Transgender Services and Mental Health Care in NYC for $1,000 Per Patient
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Kashmira Rustomji, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenter: Kashmira Rustomji, M.D., M.P.H.

Antidepressant Use in United States Air Force Aviators and Special Forces
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Kevin Floyd Heacock, M.D.
Presenters: Terry L. Correll, D.O., Ryan P. Peirson, M.D.

APA Council on International Psychiatry the Global Challenge of Mental Disorders and Non-Communicable Diseases: The Role of Integrated Care
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs: Paul Summergrad, M.D., Roy Abraham Kallivayalil, M.D.
Presenter: Eliot Sorel, M.D.
Discussant: Gabriel Obukohwo Ivbijaro, M.D.
SESSION TRACKS

1 Addiction Psychiatry
2 Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3 Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4 Diversity and Health Equity
5 Forensic Psychiatry
6 Geriatric Psychiatry
7 NIDA Research Track
8 Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students
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Developing a Global Mental Health Program for Psychiatry Departments
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level Moscone South
Chair: Vivian Blotnick Pender, M.D.
Presenters: Myrna M. Weissman, Ph.D.
James Lamont Griffith, M.D.
Francine Cournos, M.D.
Milton Leonard Wainberg, M.D.

Diagnostic Categories or Dimensions? How Studying the Neural and Genetic Bases of Dimensional Traits Can Help Us Find New Treatments
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 213, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Maria Mercedes Perez-Rodriguez, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: David Goldman
Albert Russell Powers, M.D., Ph.D.
Nikolaos Koutsouleris
Maria Mercedes Perez-Rodriguez, M.D., Ph.D.

Disrupting the Status Quo: Addressing Racism in Medical Education and Residency Training
Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 214, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Constance E. Dunlap, M.D.
Presenters: John F. Chaves, M.D.
Jessica Elizabeth Isom, M.D., M.P.H.
Nhut Giuc Tran, M.D.
Discussant: Eindra Khin Khin

Community Activism Narratives in Organized Medicine: Homosexuality, Mental Health, Social Justice, and the American Psychiatric Association
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 205, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
Presenters: Patrick Sammon
Bennett Singer
Adrian Jacques H. Ambrose, M.D.

Computer-Assisted Cognitive Behavior Therapy and Mobile Apps for Depression
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chairs: Jesse H. Wright, M.D.
James H. Shore, M.D.
Presenters: Matt Mishkind, Ph.D.
Steven Richard Chan, M.D., M.B.A.

Catching the Ticking Time Bomb: Novel Means of Assessing Imminent Suicide Risk
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chair: Lisa J. Cohen, Ph.D.
Presenters: Raffaelia Calati, Ph.D.
Karina Hayen, Ph.D., M.Sc.
Sarah Bloch-Elkouby, Ph.D.
Thomas Joiner

Burnout and Depression: Different Challenges to Physician Health
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level Moscone South
Chairs: Laurel Mayer, M.D.
Carol Ann Bernstein, M.D.
Presenters: Christina Maslach, Ph.D.
Srijan Sen, M.D., Ph.D.
Christine Moutier, M.D.
Mickey Trockel, M.D.

Caring for Veterans
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chairs: James K. Rustad, M.D.
Douglas L. Noordsy, M.D.
Presenters: Samuel Isaac Kohrman, M.D.
Ivan Chik, M.D., M.P.H.

Building on the Strengths of Community: Addressing the Mental Health Needs of Korean Americans
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level Moscone South
Chairs: Stephanie Han, M.D.
Eun Kyung Joanne Lee, M.D., M.S.
Presenter: Hyon Soo Lee
Discussant: Sheryl H. Kataoka, M.D.
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Disrupting the Status Quo: Harnessing Innovative Technology to Meet the Joint Commission Measurement-Based Care Mandate
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Whitney E. Black, M.D.
Presenters: Corey Fagan, Ph.D.
Sonia Thomas, M.D.
Richard Leichtweis, Ph.D.

Facilitating Innovative Technology to Meet the Joint Commission Measurement-Based Care Mandate
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chairs: Jeffrey H. Newcorn, M.D.
Anthony Leon Rostain, M.D.
Presenters: Iliyan S. Ivanov, M.D.
Lenard A. Adler, M.D.
Jeffrey H. Newcorn, M.D.

Good Psychiatric Management of Borderline Personality Disorder: Practical Applications
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D.
Presenters: Daniel Price, M.D.
Richard G. Hersh, M.D.
Benjamin H. McCommon, M.D.
Discussant: John Gunder Gunderson, M.D.

Immigration Status as a Social Determinant of Mental Health: What Can Psychiatrists Do to Support Patients and Communities? A Call to Action
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Ruth S. Shim, M.D., M.P.H.
Mallory Curran
Presenter: Sebastian Zavala

Interventions to Address Opioid Addiction
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair: Nora D. Volkow, M.D.

Making Your Presentation More Interactive: The Better Way!
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Jonathan S. Davine, M.D.

Moving Forward: The ABPN Continuing Certification Pilot Program
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South
Presenter: Joan M. Anzia, M.D.

Political Leadership and the Role of Psychiatry
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 207, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Nassir Ghaemi, M.D.

Interventions to Address Opioid Addiction
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: James Colin Rachal, M.D.

Presenters: Stephen A. Wyatt, D.O.
William Ford Wright, M.D.
Ashley Christmas, M.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
Racism and Psychiatry: Understanding Context and Developing Policies for Undoing Structural Racism
Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Derri Lynn Shtasel, M.D.

Presenters:
David Louis Beckmann, M.D., M.P.H.
Margarita Alegría
Virginia A. Brown
Helena B. Hansen, M.D., Ph.D.

Rebels With a Cause: Nurturing the Provider for Successful Program Evolution

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Shiha R. Taufique, Ph.D.
Presenter:
Brandon Johnson, M.D.

Some Observations on Fifteen Years of Pharmacogenetic Research on Antidepressants
David A. Mrazek, M.D., Memorial Award

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level
Moscone South

Presenters:
Greer M. Murphy Jr., M.D., Ph.D.
Alan F. Schatzberg, M.D.

Suicide Risk Assessment in the Emergency Room: When Is Involuntary Admission Helpful?

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Nanazin Alavi, M.D.

Presenters:
Taras Romanovyc Reshetukha, M.D.
Archana Patel, M.D.
Megan Anne Yang, M.D.

The Use of Narration by Physicians: An Engaging Tool for Social Healing

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Caroline Giroux, M.D.

Presenters:
Amy Barnhorst, M.D.
Rajiv Misquitta
Steven Paul Nemcek

To Write or Not to Write: Ethical Issues for Clinicians Writing Fiction, Personal Narrative and for Popular Media

Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 216, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Shalali Jain, M.D.
Presenter:
Nathaniel Morris, M.D.

Trauma Inflicted to Immigrant Children and Parents Through Policy of Forced Family Separation
Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Nubia Amapro Chong, M.D.
Gabrielle L. Shapiro, M.D.

Presenters:
Eraka P. Bath, M.D.
Judy London, J.D.

Discussant:
Lisa Roxanne Fortuna, M.D.

Updates From the Council on Psychiatry and the Law
Council on Psychiatry and Law

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Debra A. Pinals, M.D.

Presenters:
Peter Ash, M.D.
Maya Prabhu, M.D., LL.B.
Marvin Stanley Swartz, M.D.
Jeffrey Stuart Janofsky, M.D.

Using CBT for Psychosis in Your Clinical Practice

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
David Kingdon, M.D.
Presenter:
Douglas Turkington, M.D.
### Presidential Session

**American Psychiatric Association and Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology: History and Future Visions for Collaboration**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
Room 20, Exhibition Level  
Moscone North

**Chair:**  
Tsuyoshi Akiyama, M.D., Ph.D.

**Presenters:**  
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.  
Mitsumoto Sato, M.D.  
Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D.  
Michael Christopher Hann, M.D.  
Ai Aoki, M.D.

**Discussant:**  
Bruce Jan Schwartz, M.D.

### Learning Lab

**Medical History Mystery Lab**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.  
Room 22, Exhibition Level  
Moscone North

**Presenter:**  
Kenneth Bryan Ashley, M.D.  
Daena L. Petersen, M.D., M.A, M.P.H.

### Media Sessions

**Do No Harm**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.  
Room 312, Third Level  
Moscone South

**Chair:**  
Maria T. Lymberis, M.D.

**Presenters:**  
Robyn Symon  
C. Freeman, M.D., M.B.A.  
Michael F. Myers, M.D.

**The Last Shaman: Understanding the Refractory Depression and the Possible Basis of Ayahuasca’s Cultural Solutions**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.  
Room 313, Third Level  
Moscone South

**Chair:**  
Maria De Falco Lucia

**Presenters:**  
Juliana Silva  
Maira Rodrigues  
Lara Bocato

### Courses

**Become a CPT Coding Master: Avoiding Hazards, Maximizing Opportunities, and Anticipating Changes**

*Council on Healthcare Systems and Financing*

8:00 a.m. - Noon  
Room 12, Exhibition Level  
Moscone South

**Director:**  
Gregory G. Harris, M.D., M.P.H.

**Faculty:**  
Patrick Ying, M.D.  
Ronald M. Burd, M.D.  
Jeremy Seth Musher, M.D.  
Junji Takeshita, M.D.

### Special Session

**Integrating Behavioral Health and Primary Care: Practical Skills for the Consulting Psychiatrist**

8:00 a.m. - Noon  
Room 302, Third Level  
Moscone South

**Faculty:**  
Anna Ratzliff, M.D., Ph.D.  
John Sheldon Kern, M.D.

---

**Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.**
### Course

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

**Mind-Body Treatments for Global Mental Health Issues, Mass Disasters, Refugees, and PTSD: Lecture and Experiential Caucus on Complementary and Integrative Psychiatry**

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 8, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:** Patricia Lynn Gerbarg, M.D.

**Faculty:**
- Richard Paul Brown, M.D.
- Chris Conway Streeter, M.D.
- Gretchen Steidle
- Somari Demm, M.A.
- Samier Mansur

### Master Course

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

**Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation: Clinical Applications for Psychiatric Practice**

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 9, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Directors:**
- Richard A. Bermudes, M.D.
- Philip G. Janicak, M.D.

**Faculty:**
- Karl I. Lanocha, M.D.
- Ian A. Cook, M.D.
- Steven Ryan Vidrine, M.D.

### 10:00 a.m. Sessions

**General Sessions**

**#MeToo in Psychiatry Training: Managing Sexual Harassment From Patients**

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South

**Chair:** Maya Smolarek, M.D.

**Presenters:**
- Erika L. Nurmi, M.D., Ph.D.
- Larissa J. Mooney, M.D.

**Accountable Care Organizations in 2019: Where Does Mental Health Fit in?**

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

**Chairs:**
- Nicole M. Benson, M.D.
- Andrew David Carlo, M.D.

**Presenters:**
- Trina E. Chang, M.D., M.P.H.
- Brent P. Forester, M.D.
- Jurgen Unutzer, M.D., M.A., M.P.H.
How Private Insurance Fails Those With Mental Illness: The Case for Single Payer Health Care
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Jon Wesley Boyd, M.D., Ph.D.
Steven Samuel Shafstein, M.D.
Presenters:
Leslie Hartley Gise, M.D.
Stephen Brooks Kemble, M.D.

Electronic Health Record Adoption in Psychiatric Settings: Lessons From the Field
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Alisa B. Busch, M.D.
Presenters:
John Luo, M.D.
Todd E. Peters, M.D.
Alisa B. Busch, M.D.

Global Psychiatric Education for Different Stakeholders
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Roger Man Kin Ng, M.D.
Presenters:
Afzal Javed, M.D.
Donna Marie Sudak, M.D.
Han-Ting Wei, M.D.

Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP): A New Approach to Diagnosis for Clinicians
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Andrew E. Skodol, M.D.
Presenters:
Robert F. Krueger, Ph.D.
Camilo Ruggiero
Roman Kotov, Ph.D.

Care for the High-Risk College Student: Three Innovative Programs for Crisis Intervention, Suicide Prevention, and Post-Hospitalization Care
Council on Children, Adolescents, and Their Families
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Marcia R. Morris, M.D.
Presenters:
Bryan J. McGreal, M.D.
Melissa Gail Inga Eshelman, M.D.
Nora Immunordino Feldpausch, M.D.
Discussant:
Haoyu Lee

Clinical and Neural Correlates of Autism Spectrum Disorder and Response to Glutamate Modulating Agent
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Gagan Joshi, M.D.
Presenters:
Joseph Biederman, M.D.
Amy M. Yule, M.D.
Sheeba Anteraper

Deportation and Detention: Addressing the Psychosocial Impact on Migrant Children and Families
Council on International Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Angela Devi Shrestha
Presenters:
Schuyler Henderson, M.D., M.P.H.
Luis Zayas, Ph.D.
Sergio Aguilar-Gaxiola, M.D., Ph.D.
Discussant:
Stevan Merrill Weine, M.D.

Developing Psychiatric Drugs: Can We Do Better?
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chairs:
Nassir Ghaemi, M.D.
Wayne Drevets
Presenters:
Peter Weiden, M.D.
Amir H. Kalali, M.D.

Electronic Health Record Adoption in Psychiatric Settings: Lessons From the Field
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Alisa B. Busch, M.D.
Presenters:
John Luo, M.D.
Todd E. Peters, M.D.
Alisa B. Busch, M.D.

Global Psychiatric Education for Different Stakeholders
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Roger Man Kin Ng, M.D.
Presenters:
Afzal Javed, M.D.
Donna Marie Sudak, M.D.
Han-Ting Wei, M.D.

Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP): A New Approach to Diagnosis for Clinicians
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Andrew E. Skodol, M.D.
Presenters:
Robert F. Krueger, Ph.D.
Camilo Ruggiero
Roman Kotov, Ph.D.

How Private Insurance Fails Those With Mental Illness: The Case for Single Payer Health Care
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Jon Wesley Boyd, M.D., Ph.D.
Steven Samuel Shafstein, M.D.
Presenters:
Leslie Hartley Gise, M.D.
Stephen Brooks Kemble, M.D.

Imams in Mental Health: Caring for Themselves While Caring for Others
Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Rania Awaad, M.D.
Presenters:
Farha Zaman Abbasi, M.D.
Hooman Keshavarzi
Rami Nsour

Innovative Systems to Address New Challenges in College Mental Health
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Doris M. Iarovici, M.D.
Presenters:
Barbara Sue Lewis, M.D.
Ayesha K. Chaudhary, M.D.

Misogynist Ideology and Involuntary Celibacy: Prescription for Violence?
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Kayla L. Fisher, M.D., J.D.
Presenter:
Shree Nitya Sarathy, M.D.
Nurse Practitioners, Physician Assistants, and Prescribing Psychologists: Current Legal State, Differences, and Views for Psychiatric Expansion
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 207, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Daniel Young Bigman, M.D.
Presenters:
David Clements, M.D.
Daniel Young Bigman, M.D.
Discussant:
Phoumy Bounkeua, Ph.D.

“Patient-Centered Lawyers” as an Innovation to Promote Health Equity: Making the Case for Medical-Legal Partnership in Behavioral Health Settings
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Ruth S. Shim, M.D., M.P.H.
Mallory Curran
Presenters:
Gregory Michael Singleton, M.D.
Jack Tsai

Pediatric Integrated Care: The Big Picture and Practical Nuts and Bolts
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D.
Presenters:
Lori E. Raney, M.D.
Justine J. Larson, M.D., M.P.H.
Seema Shah, M.D.
Mary T. Gabriel, M.D.

Perspective Matters: Engaging in Inclusive Recovery in Serious Mental Illness
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Mariken Beatrijs de Koning, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Robin M. van Eck, M.D.
Steven Berendsen, M.D.
Thijs J. Burger, M.D.

Promoting Inclusion: Innovative Strategies to Help Trainees Respond to Discriminatory or Excluding Comments From Faculty
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Carmen E. Wiebe, M.D.
Presenter:
Roberto Montenegro, M.D., Ph.D.

Psychiatry in the City of Quartz: Notes on the Clinical Ethnography of Severe Mental Illness and Social Inequality
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Gregory Gabrellas, M.D., M.A.
Presenters:
Enrico Guanzon Castillo, M.D.
Ippolytos Andreas Kalofonos, M.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.
Joel Braslow, M.D., Ph.D.
Discussant:
Helena B. Hansen, M.D., Ph.D.

Reason for Hope or Despair: Effective Help for Families of Those With Borderline Personality Disorder
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Brian A. Palmer, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters:
Perry Hoffman, Ph.D.
Liza Preminger
Joy Rynearson

Science of Wisdom
Caucus on Positive Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Dilip V. Jeste, M.D.
Dan German Blazer, M.D.
Presenters:
Ellen Eun-Ok Lee, M.D.
Bruce Miller

Sustaining Remission of Psychotic Depression: The STOP-PD II Study
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Alastair Flint, M.B.
Presenters:
Anthony Joseph Rothschild, M.D.
Patricia Marino
Ellen M. Whyte, M.D.
Benoit Henri Mulsant, M.D.
The Healing Charms, Tricks, and Secrets of Nature: An Opportunity for Mental Health Professionals to See What We Have Been Missing
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Lise Conway Van Susteren, M.D.
Presenters: Joseph John Lancia, D.O.
Alexander Peter Schrobenhauser-Clonan, M.D., M.Sc.

The Military Deployment Formulary: Medication Management and Resupply Through Changing Battlefields
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs: Daniel R. May, D.O.
Connie Thomas, M.D.

Thud: A Critical Reexamination of the History and Ethics of Rosenhan’s Experiment “On Being Sane in Insane Places”
Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 216, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Dominic Sisti, Ph.D.
Presenters: Andrew T. Scull, Ph.D.
Susannah Cahalan
Jonathan Moreno

Violence Motivated by Cultural Identity: How Social Neuroscience Can Contribute to Strategies for Intervention
American Association for Social Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 214, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Eugenio M. Rothe, M.D.
Presenters: James Lamont Griffith, M.D.
Aidaspahic S. Mihajlovic, M.D., M.S.

Walking the Walk: Resident Roadmap to Leadership in Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Adrian Jacques H. Ambrose, M.D.
Presenters: Anees Bahji, M.D.
Adjoa Smalls-Mantey, M.D., D.Phil.
Michelle Hume, M.D., Ph.D.
Pallavi Joshi, D.O., M.A.

What Does Precision Medicine Promise for Psychiatric Treatment?
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 213, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Stephen Michael Stahl, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Hilmiye Nesrin Dilbaz, M.D.
Oliver Pogarell, M.D.
Nevzat K. Tarhan, M.D.
Baris Metin, M.D., Ph.D.

Workplace Mental Health: Optimizing Outcomes
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Michelle B. Riba, M.D., M.S.
Presenters: Sagar V. Parikh, M.D.
Raymond W. Lam, M.D.
Christine Moutier, M.D.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
1:00 p.m. Sessions

General Sessions

**Advocacy: A Hallmark of Psychiatrists Serving Minorities**
*Simon Bolivar Award*
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Presenter:
Esperanza Diaz, M.D.

**Black Minds Matter: The Impact of #BlackLivesMatter on Psychiatry**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 214, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Danielle Hairston, M.D.
Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Otis Anderson, M.D.
Rachel Robitz, M.D.
Sara Anne Baumann

**But I’m Not Racist: Racism, Implicit Bias, and the Practice of Psychiatry**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Lara J. Cox, M.D.
Akeem N. Marsh, M.D.

**Catatonia in Susceptible Populations: Treatment and Management**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Nery Diaz, D.O.
Presenters:
Laura A. Clarke, M.D.
Claire C. Holderness, M.D.
Abby L. Mulkeen, M.D.
Discussant:
Andrew J. Francis, M.D.

**Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy: Challenges for Psychiatry**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Sivan Mauer, M.D.
Nassir Ghaemi, M.D.
Presenters:
Bennet Omalu
Amanda Woerman

**Civil Commitment: Nadir to Zenith**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Melissa K. Spanggaard, D.O.
Presenter:
James Lyle Knoll, M.D.

**From Preconception to Parenthood: Ethical Considerations in the Psychiatrically Ill Pregnant Woman**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 216, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Melissa Wagner-Schuman
Presenters:
Angela Devi Shrestha
Brandi Jackson, M.D.
Alexia Copenhaver, M.D.
Discussant:
Nada Logan Stotland, M.D., M.P.H.

**High-Functioning Professionals With Neurocognitive Disorders: Fitness for Duty and Ethics Considerations**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
William Connor Darby, M.D.
Presenters:
Robert Weinstock, M.D.
Ryan Darby, M.D.

**Holistic Approaches to Treating PTSD**
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Sudha Prathikanti, M.D.
Presenters:
Selena Chan, D.O.
Jessica R. Holliday, M.D., M.P.H.
Christina Toutoungi, M.D.
Initiating Psychedelic Research and Critical Dialogue: Perspectives of Early Career Psychiatrists
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chair: Brian Scott Barnett, M.D.
Presenters: Jordan Sloshower, M.D., M.Sc.
Franklin King, M.D.
Willie Siu, M.D., D.Phil.

Innovative Leadership in Action: Chief Residents of Diversity and Inclusion in Graduate Medical Education
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 306, Third Level Moscone South
Chair: Robert Mark Rohrbaugh, M.D.
Presenters: Jessica Elizabeth Isom, M.D., M.P.H.
Kristin S. Budde, M.D., M.P.H.
Amalia Londono Tobon, M.D.
Natalie Lastra, M.D.

International Medical Graduates and a Successful Career as a Psychiatrist in the United States
M/UR Caucus of International Medical Graduate Psychiatrists
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Rajesh R. Tampi, M.D., M.S.
Presenters: Juan Joseph Young, M.D.
Silpa Balachandran, M.D.
Thien Chuong Richard Ly, M.B.B.S.
Discussant: Antony Fernandez, M.D.

Leadership in Psychiatry: Conflict Management, Communications, and Negotiations
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 211, Second Level Moscone South
Chairs: Amanda Degenhardt, M.D.
Marlon Danilewitz, M.D.
Presenters: Michael Paul Butterfield
Imbenzi George, Ph.D., M.A. Kathryn Skimming, M.D., M.A.

Leveraging Technology in Psychotraumatology
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 301, Third Level Moscone South
Chair: Eric Vermetten, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Isaac Galatzer-Levy
Joseph Zohar
Skip Rizzo, Ph.D.
Marieke J. van Gelderen

Medical Marijuana for Psychiatric Disorders: Is It High Time or Half Baked?
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chairs: Rajiv Radhakrishnan
Deepak D’Souza, M.D.
Presenters: Deborah Hasin, Ph.D.
Michael Van Ameringen, M.D.
Alan Ivan Green, M.D.
Robin M. Murray, M.D.

New Psychiatric Perspectives on an Old Challenge: Narcissistic Personality Disorder
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South
Chairs: Elsa Ronningstam, Ph.D.
John Gunder Gunderson, M.D.
Presenters: Elsa Ronningstam, Ph.D.
Royce J. Lee, M.D.
Lisa J. Cohen, Ph.D.
Igor Weinberg, Ph.D.

Peripartum, Gynecologic, and Primary Care for Women With Serious Mental Illness: New Initiatives and Challenges
Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Alison Hwong, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Monique Candace James, M.D.
Alissa Peterson, M.D.
Kelly Irwin, M.D.
Christina V. Mangurian, M.D.

Psychiatrists and Law Enforcement Agencies: When Do We Really Have to Tell on Our Patients?
Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 308, Third Level Moscone South
Chair: Lama Bazzi, M.D.
Presenters: Yassir Osama Mahgoub, M.D.
Camila Albuquerque De Brito Gomes, M.D.
Discussants: Steven Kenny Hoge, M.D.
Elie Aoun, M.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Psychopharmacology and Ethnicity

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Stephen Michael Stahl, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Donatella Marazziti
Antonio Ventriglio
Dinesh Bhugra, M.D.

Relevant, Efficient, and Fun (REF) Videos for Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Learning for Psychiatrists and Psychiatric Residents

American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Jacqueline A. Hobbs, M.D.
Presenters: Amanda Mihalik-Wenger, M.D.
Britany Griffin

Spiritually Integrated Cognitive Behavior Therapy

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Matcheri S. Keshavan, M.D.
Presenters: Shadi Beshai
David H. Rosmarin, Ph.D.
Michelle Pearce
Discussant: Cassandra Vitiens, Ph.D.

Successfully Addressing Weight Gain in Patients With Serious Mental Illness

SMI Adviser: An APA and SAMHSA Initiative

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Amy N. Cohen, Ph.D.
Presenters: Teri S. Brister, Ph.D.
John Torous, M.D.
Donna Rolin, Ph.D., A.P.R.N.
Alexander S. Young, M.D., M.H.S.
Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.
Patrick R. Hendry
Benjamin G. Druss, M.D.

Tailored Suicide Prevention Approaches for Asian Americans

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Hochang Benjamin Lee, M.D.
Presenters: Rona Hu, M.D.
Su Yeon Lee-Tauler
Albert S. Yeung, M.D.
Discussant: Dora-Linda Wang, M.D.

Team-Based, Measured Care in CMHC Environment: Lessons Learned From Integrated Care in Primary Care Settings

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Jules Rosen, M.D.
Presenter: Michelle Hoy
Discussant: Lori E. Raney, M.D.

Test Your Knowledge Psychiatry Quiz Game Round 2

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Ana T. Turner, M.D.
Robert N. Averbuch, M.D.

The Importance of Psychological Evaluations in U.S. Asylum Cases: How to Start Your Own Asylum Clinic

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Jon Wesley Boyd, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Katherine Peeler, M.D.
Nikhil Patel, M.D., M.P.H.
Robert P. Marlin, M.D., Ph.D., M.P.H.

Treating Black Children and Families: What Are We Overlooking?

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 207, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Sandra Walker, M.D.
Presenters: Beverley Elaine Allen, M.D.
Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D.
Carl Compton Bell, M.D.
63rd Convocation of Distinguished Fellows

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Hall F, Lower Mezzanine
Moscone North

Call to Order
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
APA President

Introduction of Distinguished Life Fellows, Induction of Distinguished Fellows and the Pledge of Distinguished Fellowship
Bruce Jan Schwartz, M.D.
APA President-Elect

Introduction of Fellows and Life Fellows; Introduction of the 50-Year Distinguished Life Fellows, Life Fellows and Life Members; Introduction of the International Distinguished Fellows and Introduction of International Fellows
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.

Introduction of the Membership Committee and Its Chairperson
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.

Awards for 2019
All awards will be presented by
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.

Special Presidential Commendations
Jacqueline Maus Feldman, M.D.
Mary Kay Smith, M.D.
Annelle Primm, M.D.
Norman Harris, M.D.
David Henderson, M.D.
Donna Norris, M.D.
Judge Steve Leifman
The Black APA members that “disrupted” the Board of Trustee meeting in 1969

Distinguished Service Awards
Paul Appelbaum, M.D.
Jeffrey Metzner, M.D.
Grayson Norquist, M.D., MSPH
Alvin Poussaint, M.D.
John Renner, M.D.

Organizational Distinguished Service Award
Campaign for Trauma-Informed Policy and Practice (CTIPP)

Well-Being and Burnout Town Hall
3.0: Well-Being and Diversity
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Richard Fredric Summers, M.D.

Presenters:
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.

What Every Psychiatrist Should Know About HIV

3
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Lawrence M. McGlynn, M.D.

Presenters:
Ripal Shah, M.D., M.P.H.
David Tran, M.D., M.P.P.
Michael James Polignano, M.D.

Discussant:
Marshall Forstein, M.D.

Will My Patient Be the Next Mass Shooter? Mastering Risk Assessment and Minimizing Liability

5
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Adrienne M. Saxton, M.D.

Presenters:
Sara G. West, M.D.
Philip A. Saragoza, M.D.
Ashley VanDercar, M.D., J.D.
Stephen G. Noffsinger, M.D.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
The William C. Menninger Memorial Convocation Lecture
“Psychiatric Leadership to Expand Equity & Well-Being”

Established in 1972, this lecture honors the late William C. Menninger, M.D., President of APA 1948–49, who brought to the association a formalized Convocation of Fellows, first held in 1956.

La June Montgomery Tabron

La June Montgomery Tabron is the president and CEO of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation (WKKF) in Battle Creek, Michigan, one of the largest private foundations in the United States.

As a champion for vulnerable children and for creating the conditions necessary for them to thrive, Tabron leads the Kellogg Foundation and its work to support thriving children, working families and equitable communities. The Kellogg Foundation works to heal the profound racial inequities in communities, cultivate community leaders and foster community engagement on behalf of children.

Prior to becoming the first African American president and CEO to lead the foundation in its history, she served in a variety of positions at the Kellogg Foundation after joining the organization as the controller in 1987. Most recently, she was the executive vice president of operations and treasurer, which included oversight of all financial plans, policies and relationships within the financial community and WKKF’s Technology, Human Resources and Administration, Finance, Program Services and Quality & Organizational Effectiveness functions. In this role, she was pivotal in connecting and integrating WKKF’s leadership committees: the Executive Council, Program Leadership Council, Talent Board and Organizational Advisory Team, ensuring unified execution of the organization’s mission and strategic framework across all programmatic and priority place areas. She also provided leadership for WKKF’s place-based grantmaking in Mississippi and New Orleans since 2011, launching a significant effort to help set young males of color on the path to success in 2013.

Tabron has played an active leadership role in the Kellogg Foundation’s racial equity, diversity and inclusion work for more than two decades – both internally through work with its board and staff, and externally through its work with grantees, partners and vendors.

Other earlier positions at WKKF included: chief operating officer and treasurer; senior vice president/chief financial officer and treasurer; vice president – finance and treasurer; and assistant vice president for finance and assistant treasurer. Prior to joining WKKF, she was an auditor for Plante & Moran CPAs.

Throughout her more than 30 years in philanthropy, Tabron has participated in numerous sector efforts to enhance philanthropy, including: the policy and annual conference committees for the Council on Foundations and the board development and transparency committees for Independent Sector.

As a community and civic leader, Tabron serves on Detroit Workforce Development Board, the Alumni Association of the University of Michigan Board and is a member of the Kalamazoo Chapter of the Links, Incorporated. She also serves on the boards of Battle Creek Community Health Partners, Bronson Healthcare Group and the Kellogg Company. Tabron is also the chair of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation Trust.

Tabron holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration from the University of Michigan – Ann Arbor and a master’s degree in business administration from the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University. She also received an honorary doctorate of humane letters from Marygrove College in Detroit and an honorary doctorate from Union Institute & University. She is a certified public accountant and certified management accountant licensed in Michigan. She is also a graduate of the inaugural class of the Council on Foundations’ Career Pathways Program.

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation (WKKF), founded in 1930 as an independent, private foundation by breakfast cereal pioneer Will Keith Kellogg, is among the largest philanthropic foundations in the United States. Guided by the belief that all children should have an equal opportunity to thrive, WKKF works with communities to create conditions for vulnerable children so they can realize their full potential in school, work and life.

The Kellogg Foundation is based in Battle Creek, Michigan, and works throughout the United States and internationally, as well as with sovereign tribes. Special emphasis is paid to priority places where there are high concentrations of poverty and where children face significant barriers to success. WKKF priority places in the U.S. are in Michigan, Mississippi, New Mexico and New Orleans; and internationally, are in Mexico and Haiti. For more information, visit www.wkkf.org.
Presidential Sessions

Dream-A-World Cultural Therapy and Cultural Resiliency: Multimodal Primary Prevention Mental Health Interventions in High-Risk Primary School Children

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 205, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Nancy Diazgranados, M.D.
Presenter: Frederick W. Hickling, M.D.

The RCPsych Gatsby/Wellcome Neuroscience Project: How to Interest and Engage Clinicians in Neuroscience

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 213, Second Level
Moscone South

Presenter: Wendy Katherine Burn, M.D.

Learning Lab

Assisted Suicide or Assisted Dying? A Debate

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Room 23, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Moderators: Ron M. Winchel, M.D. 
Joel Asher Bernanke, M.D., M.Sc.

Presenters: David Alan Pollack, M.D.
Mark Komrad, M.D.

General Session

Innovative Tools for Population Neuroscience in the Age of Big Data

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Wesley K. Thompson, Ph.D.

Presenters: Steven Heeringa, Ph.D.
Kenneth Sher, Ph.D.
Hermine Maes, Ph.D.
Michael Neale, Ph.D.
Hauke Bartsch, Ph.D.

Media Sessions

Blindspotting: An Exploration of Implicit Bias, Race-Based Trauma, and Empathy

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 313, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Asha D. Martin, M.D.

Presenters: Jose P. Vito, M.D.
Marcus Hughes
Jessica Ann Clemens, M.D.
Xinlin Chen, M.D.

Inside OCD: I Am Not My Illness

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 312, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Carol A. Mathews, M.D.

Presenters: Jaison Josekutty Nainaparampil, M.D.
Michael Muhlhauser
Jeffrey Pufahl

Presidential Sessions

Advances in Psychodynamic Psychiatry
American Academy of Psychodynamic Psychiatry and Psychoanalysis

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Jennifer I. Downey, M.D.

Presenters: Richard C. Friedman, M.D.
Cesar A. Alfonso, M.D.
Joanna E. Chambers, M.D.
Andrew J. Gerber, M.D., Ph.D.

Discussant: Philip R. Muskin, M.D., M.A.

Modern Techniques for Unraveling Depressions, Suicide, and the Underline Physiology of Their Diagnosis and Treatment

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Herbert Pardes, M.D.

The Dawn of the Modern Era: Reforms in Care and Treatment (1844–1944)

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair: Jeffrey Lee Geller, M.D., M.P.H.

Presenters: Margarita Abi Zeid Daou
Jacqueline Maus. Feldman, M.D.
Roger Peele, M.D.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting On Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
Treating Opioid Use Disorder: What Every Psychiatrist Should Know

**American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry**

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

**Chair:**
Shelly F. Greenfield, M.D., M.P.H.

**Presenters:**
Kevin Allen Sevarino, M.D.
John A. Renner, M.D.
Larissa J. Mooney, M.D.
Richard Ries, M.D.

---

**Courses**

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

**Clinically Relevant Forensic Psychiatry: A Practical Review**

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Tobias Diamond Wasser, M.D.

**Faculty:**
Reena Kapoor, M.D.
Charles Dike, MB.Ch.B., M.P.H.
Alexander Westphal, M.D., Ph.D.
Maya Prabhu, M.D., LL.B.
Katherine Michaelsen, M.D.

**Positive Psychiatry Across the Lifespan**

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 10, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Directors:**
R. Rao Gogineni, M.D.
Dilip V. Jeste, M.D.

**Faculty:**
Samantha V. Boardman, M.D.
Helen Lavretsky, M.D.
David C. Rettew, M.D.

**Psychiatric Disorders in Pregnancy and Postpartum: An Update**

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 7, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Directors:**
Shaila Misri, M.D.
Deirdre M. Ryan, M.D.

**Faculty:**
Nicole T. Tsang, M.D.
Barbara Shulman
Tricia A. Bowering, M.D.

---

**Treating Narcissistic Personality Disorder: Transference-Focused Psychotherapy**

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

**Director:**
Frank Elton Yeomans, M.D., Ph.D.

**Faculty:**
Otto F. Kernberg, M.D.
Eve Caligor, M.D.
Diana Diamond, Ph.D.

---

**2:00 p.m. Session**

**Poster Session**

**Poster Session 6**

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Rooms 3/4, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

---

**3:00 p.m. Sessions**

**APA Publishing Session**

**Physician Suicide: Cases and Commentaries**

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

**Chair:**
Peter M. Yellowlees, M.D.

---

**General Sessions**

**A Baby With a Brain and a Caregiver: Infant Mental Health Training in High-Risk Populations**

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South

**Chair:**
Alexandra M. Harrison, M.D.

**Presenters:**
Muhammad Zeshan, M.D.
Alayne Stieglitz, M.Ed.
Abishek Bala, M.D.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Addressing the Opioid Epidemic: A Public Health Approach</td>
<td>Room 213, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Georges C. Benjamin, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Consultation, Critique, and Creation: Forensic Psychiatry’s Historical Impact on the Entertainment Industry</td>
<td>Room 151, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Vasilis K. Pozios, M.D. Praveen R. Kambam, M.D. Jeff Trexler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Disparities in Mental Health Care Delivery to Immigrants: How Community Psychiatrists Can Close the Gap Council on International Psychiatry</td>
<td>Room 208, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Bernardo Ng, M.D. Angela Devi Shrestha Jennifer Severe, M.D. Sasidhar Gunturu, M.D. Gabriel Obukohwo Ivbijaro, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Empowering Providers to Successfully Treat Patients Without Homes</td>
<td>Room 212, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Ana T. Turner, M.D. Colleen E. Bell, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Inequity by Structural Design: Psychiatrists’ Responsibility to Be Informed Advocates for Systemic Education and Criminal Justice Reform</td>
<td>Room 308, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D. Nzinga Ajabu Harrison, M.D. Ruth S. Shim, M.D., M.P.H. Jeff Duncan-Andrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>International Medical Graduates and Psychiatry Residency Training in the United States: A Primer</td>
<td>Room 306, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Donna Marie Sudak, M.D. Ali Ahsan Ali, M.D. Dhruv Gupta, M.D. Ritesha S. Krishnappa, M.D. Robert J. Olson, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Is There a Doctor on Board? Getting You Prepared for the Most Common Medical and Psychiatric Emergencies on Commercial Airlines</td>
<td>Room 304, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Rachel Lipson Glick, M.D. Michelle B. Riba, M.D., M.S. Steven G. Dickstein, M.D. Debra A. Pinals, M.D. Karen Lommel, D.O., M.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Latina/Hispanic Women and Mental Health: Current Issues and Reason for Hope</td>
<td>Rooms 201/209, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Esperanza Diaz, M.D. Andrea Diaz Stransky, M.D. Tatiana A. Falcone, M.D. Pamela Carolina Montano, M.D. Ruby C. Castilla Puentes, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Minimizing Risk in Psychiatry</td>
<td>Rooms 310/311, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Moira Wertheimer, Esq., R.N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Ten Neuropsychiatrists Who Changed American Psychiatry American Neuropsychiatric Association</td>
<td>Room 156, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Sheldon Benjamin, M.D. Barbara Schildkrout, M.D. Lindsey MacGillivray, M.D. Kathy Niu, M.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
No Blacks, Fats, or Femmes: Stereotyping in the Gay Community and Issues of Racism, Body Image, and Masculinity

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 214, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Kenneth Bryan Ashley, M.D.
Presenters: Murad Khan, B.A.
Paul Emmanuel Poulakos, D.O.
Alex Arash Nourishad, M.D.
Discussant: Kenneth Bryan Ashley, M.D.

Overstimulated: Sensory Processing Disorder in Adult Psychopathology

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Elyse Huey, M.D.
Presenters: Nikhil Pillarisetti Rao, M.D.
Shannon Bush

Overview of the Neurophysiology and Psychiatric Treatment of Stuttering

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Gerald A. Maguire, M.D.
Presenters: Michele A. Nelson, M.D.
Soo-Eun Chang, Ph.D.

Psychiatric Services Gold Star Symposium: My Smartphone Can Do What?! Mobile Health and the Future of Care for People With Serious Mental Illness

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Dror Ben-Zeev, Ph.D.
Presenters: Lisa Dixon, M.D.
Jurgen Unutzer, M.D., M.A., M.P.H.
Discussants: Eileen Cody
Brandon Chuan

Psychodynamic Psychotherapy of Obsessive-Compulsive Personality Disorder

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Glen Owens Gabbard, M.D.
Presenter: Holly D. Crisp, M.D.

Research With Terrorists: Ethical Considerations

Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 216, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Allen R. Dyer, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Philip Candilis, M.D.
Najat Khalfi

Revitalize Sleep Prescriptions: Sleep as Adjunctive Mood and Anxiety Treatment

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Josephine Pardenilla Horita, D.O.
Presenters: Judy Kovell, M.D.
Michelle Samson Maust, M.D.

Sexual Harassment: A Civil Interaction Between Law and Psychiatry

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Ryan Colt Wagoner, M.D.
Presenters: Gregory Iannuzzi, M.D.
Jennifer Yehl, M.D.
Reene M. Sorrentino, M.D.

Taking the Wheel: Psychiatrists’ Role in Patient Driving

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Brian James Holoyda, M.D., M.B.A., M.P.H.
Presenters: Jacqueline Landess, M.D., J.D.
Eric Chan, M.D.
Vivek Datta, M.D., M.P.H.
The Beginner’s Guide to Starting a Psychiatry Residency in a Non-Academic Setting
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Rodney Anthony Villanueva, M.D.
Presenter: Krystle Graham, D.O.

Toward Youth-Friendly Mental Health Care: Reach Out, Engage, Win
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Anna Szczegielniak
Presenters: Asilay Seker Justo Pinzon Espinosa Marcos Imbago

Training the Next Generation of Community Psychiatrists: Science and Recovery
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Paul J. Rosenfield, M.D.
Presenters: Stephanie Le Melle, M.D., M.S.
Joy Jiwon Choi, M.D.
Ludwing Alexis Florez Salamanca
Tomas Felipe Restrepo Palacio, M.D.

Unscripting: Using Improvisational Theater to Move Beyond Personal Limitations
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Jeffrey W. Katzman, M.D.
Presenter: Peter Felsman

Using a Model Curriculum to Promote Lifelong Learning of Evidence-Based Psychopharmacology and Neurobiology
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Matthew Macaluso, D.O.
Presenters: Richard Balon, M.D.
Ira David Glick, M.D.
Matthew Macaluso, D.O.

WPA Initiatives: An Update
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chairs: Helen E. Herrman, M.D., M.B.B.S.
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
Presenters: Roger Man Kin Ng, M.D.
Thomas G. Schulze
Michel Botbol
Discussant: Afzal Javed, M.D.

Writing and Getting Published: Developing This Important Skill Set for Psychiatrists
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Rajesh R. Tampi, M.D., M.S.
Presenters: Juan Joseph Young, M.D.
Meera Balasubramaniam, M.B.B.S., M.P.H.

President’s Sessions
Silence Is Not Always Golden: Interrupting Offensive Remarks and Microaggressions
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 207, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Kat Morgan

Spirituality and Mental Health: A New Frontier for Promoting Emotional Wellness?
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: David H. Rosmarin, Ph.D.
Presenters: Paul Summergrad, M.D.
Sidney H. Hankerson, M.D., M.B.A.

Why Are We Still Waiting: Resistance to Prevention and Promotion With Mental Health Issues
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 205, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
Presenter: James P. Comer, M.D., M.P.H.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
Don’t miss the May issue:
• Treatment delays reduced among recent veterans
• Predictors of adequate treatment for PTSD among veterans
• Use of text messaging to screen for postpartum depression
• Involving family caregivers in shared decision making

Coming in the June issue:
• Self-injury among adults with autism spectrum disorder
• 333 model: transforming inpatient mental health care in U.K.
• Mental health of college students: race-ethnicity comparison
• Review: expanding individual placement and support

Now Available:
Editor’s Choice—Sign up to receive monthly Publication Alerts on curated, topical content: recovery, peer services, perinatal psychiatry, and more. http://appi.org/etocs

Listen to our podcast
Episode 22: An interview with Paul S. Appelbaum, M.D., on university responsibility for campus suicide or violence
Adrian Jacques Ambrose, M.D., is currently a child and adolescent psychiatry fellow at the Massachusetts General Hospital. He was recently selected for the prestigious Commonwealth Fellowship at Harvard Medical School. Dr. Ambrose is the chair of the American Psychiatric Association Leadership Fellowship and sits on the APA Board of Trustees; he also serves as an advisory councilperson for the American Medical Association Board of Trustees. Professionally, Dr. Ambrose is passionate about the intersectional inequity of mental health care and clinical outcomes in pediatric ethnic and sexual minorities. Dr. Ambrose’s clinical interests include health policy, system analysis, and technological innovations in pediatric mental health care.

King Davis, Ph.D., is professor of research in the School of Information at the University of Texas at Austin. He was director of the Institute for Urban Policy Research & Analysis and holder of the Mike Hogg Endowed Chair in urban affairs from 2011 to 2014. He served as Executive Director of the Hogg Foundation for Mental Health from 2003 to 2008. He held an endowed chair in the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Virginia School of Medicine from 1985 to 1987. King was awarded the Ph.D. from the Heller School for Social Policy and Management at Brandeis University in 1971.

Anna V. Davies is pursuing a Ph.D. in Chemistry at Northwestern University. She graduated Magna Cum Laude from The College of Wooster in 2017, earning a B.A. in Chemistry with Departmental Honors. She participated in Community Care Network (CCN), a partnership between Wooster Community Hospital and the college that matches student Health Coaches with individuals living with chronic disease. She functioned independently in weekly home visits and received supervision as part of an interprofessional health care team. She combined motivational skills honed as a coxswain for both scholastic and masters level rowing teams with her knowledge of advancing technologies, commitment to health equity forged during annual trips to Zambia, and interest in integrated care to develop innovative approaches to health behavior change in Wooster and beyond. She plans to develop novel bioactive structures, advance synthetic strategies, and ultimately impact drug discovery as a globally engaged chemist.

Abhisek Chandan Khandai, M.D., M.S., is a consultation-liaison psychiatry fellow at University of Washington. He is a former APA/APAF Leadership Fellow 2016-2018 (Fellowship Chair 2017-2018), former observing member of the Board of Trustees 2017–2018, and currently serves on the APA Annual Meeting Scientific Program Committee.

Jacqueline Maus Feldman, M.D., is Professor Emerita, UAB Dept of Psychiatry, and NAMI Associate Medical Director. She served as a federal court monitor for women’s mental health in the Alabama DOC, and the DOJ in its investigation of GA State Hospitals. She is Past President of the American Association of Community Psychiatrists and served on the APF Board. She is Chair of the 2019 APA AM Scientific Program Committee. Dr. Feldman has published and spoken extensively on schizophrenia, dual diagnosis, public policy development, the importance of advocacy, mental health and criminal justice, and recovery. She is Editor-in-Chief of the Community Mental Health Journal.

Francis G. Lu, M.D., is the Luke & Grace Kim Professor in Cultural Psychiatry, Emeritus, at the University of California, Davis. As a Distinguished Life Fellow of the APA, Dr. Lu has contributed to the areas of cultural psychiatry; psychiatric education, especially mentoring and career development; film and psychiatry; and psychiatry/religion/spirituality. He has presented at every APA Annual Meeting since 1984. Since 1993, he has been a member of the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry (GAP) Cultural Psychiatry Committee. In 2008, the American Psychiatric Foundation awarded him one of its Advancing Minority Mental Health Awards, and the Association for Academic Psychiatry awarded him its Lifetime Achievement Award. At the 2016 APA Annual Meeting, President Renee Binder presented him with a Special Presidential Commendation “for extraordinary leadership and outstanding contributions to the field of cultural psychiatry.”
Lee Feldman, J.D., M.A., is a lawyer with a criminal prosecution background. He attended George Washington University for college, graduating in three years with a Bachelor’s degree in History. He then enrolled in law school at Stetson University College of Law in Florida. Receiving his Juris Doctor, he began working with the State Attorney’s Office in Hernando County, FL, prosecuting criminals for three years before returning to Washington, DC to attend Georgetown University, graduating in January, 2019 with a Master’s in Human Resource Management. During his academic and professional career, Lee has received numerous awards. During law school, he was recognized for his public service with the Public Service Fellows Award. Georgetown University recognized his promise and achievement while attaining his Master’s and named him one of the Hoya Professional 30, a select group of students highlighted for their embodiment of the Hoya spirit and community improvement.

Barbara Van Dahlen, Ph.D., is a licensed clinical psychologist who was named to TIME’s 2012 list of the 100 Most Influential People in the World. She is the Founder and President of Give an Hour™, a nonprofit she began in 2005 to provide free mental health services to the military community. Give an Hour’s mental health professionals have given more than 265,000 hours of care valued at over $26M. In 2017, Give an Hour expanded its model and now provides care to others in need. Give an Hour leads the Campaign to Change Direction®, an initiative focused on changing the culture of mental health.

Patrice Harris, M.D., M.A., a psychiatrist from Atlanta, Ga., will be the first African-American woman to become AMA president in June 2019. Dr. Harris has diverse experience as a private practicing physician, public health administrator, patient advocate and medical society lobbyist. Active in organized medicine her entire career, Dr. Harris has served on the board of the American Psychiatric Association (APA) and was an APA delegate to the AMA. She has also been a member of the governing council of the AMA Women Physicians Congress, testified before and served on AMA reference committees, and has served on AMA work groups on health information technology, SGR, and private contracting.

Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D., received his degrees at the University of California, San Francisco, and completed his psychiatry residency at Columbia University. He joined the Columbia faculty in 2004. He became the director of the National Institute of Mental Health in September, 2016. Dr. Gordon’s research focuses on the analysis of neural activity in mice carrying mutations of relevance to psychiatric disease. He employs a range of systems neuroscience techniques, including in vivo anesthetized and awake behaving recordings and optogenetics, the use of light to control neural activity. His work has direct relevance to schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, and depression. Dr. Gordon has received several prestigious awards including, most recently, being elected to the National Academy of Medicine.

Shannon Price Minter, Esq., is a transgender man and currently serves as the Legal Director of the National Center for Lesbian Rights, one of our nation’s leading legal advocacy groups for LGBT people.

He has litigated impact cases across the country on behalf of LGBT parents, employees, students, elders, asylum seekers, prisoners, and health care patients. Minter was lead counsel for same-sex couples in the California marriage equality case and part of the legal team that litigated Obergefell v Hodges in the U.S. Supreme Court. He has helped pass state laws protecting youth from conversion therapy.

Mary Kay Smith, M.D., earned her medical degree and completed a residency in Psychiatry at the Medical College of Ohio, now part of The University of Toledo (UT). Following residency, she joined the faculty and served as UT Director of Public and Community Psychiatry and one of the Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services ‘Professors of Public Psychiatry’ for more than 20 years. She has assumed numerous leadership roles in professional organizations and foundations at the state, national, and international levels throughout the past 25 years and has been recognized for her educational initiatives and social justice advocacy beyond national borders. Through innovative partnerships that address preventable social determinants of health, Dr. Smith has worked to meet education, workforce development, and health care needs in low-resource settings in the U.S. and abroad. She currently serves on APA’s Council on International Psychiatry and Scientific Program Committee.
Addressing the Multiplicative Effects of Immigration on Psychiatric Training, Practice, and Care

**Council on International Psychiatry**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Bernardo Ng, M.D.

Presenters:
Jennifer Severe, M.D.
Nichole I. Goodsmith, M.D., Ph.D.
Josepha A. Immanuel, M.D.

Discussant:
Michelle B. Riba, M.D., M.S.

Adopting the Military for a Reparenting Experience: Psychosocial Development While Serving in the Armed Services

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Randon Scott Welton, M.D.

Presenters:
Daron Alan Watts, M.D., M.P.H.
Terry L. Correll, D.O.

Anatomy of a Lawsuit

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Catherine R. Mier, M.D.

Presenter:
Swati S. Shivale

Adding Flexibility to Your Practice? It’s Not a Stretch! Understanding Yoga for Depression

**Adolf Meyer Award**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Meera Menon, M.D.

Presenters:
Amit A. Parikh, M.D.
Amy B. Mattern, D.O.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Joint WPA-APA Council on International Psychiatry</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 204, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> Helen E. Herrman, M.D., M.B.B.S. Gabriel Obukohwo Ivbijaro, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Paul Summergrad, M.D. Afzal Javed, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presentation: Psychiatry’s Emerging Role in Responding to Emergencies and Adversity</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 204, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> Helen E. Herrman, M.D., M.B.B.S. Gabriel Obukohwo Ivbijaro, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Paul Summergrad, M.D. Afzal Javed, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mass Shootings and the Burden on Psychiatry</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 210, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Ahmar Mannan Butt, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Muhammad Hassan Majeed, M.D. Kyle LeMasters, D.O. Christopher Stefan, D.O.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician Impairment: Clinical and Legal Issues</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 152, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> John S. McIntyre, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> John S. McIntyre, M.D. Jeffrey Alan Selzer, M.D. Michael H. Gendel, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Factors in Adolescent Development: Emerging Findings From the ABCD Study</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 213, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> Gayathri Dowling, Ph.D. Lindsay Squeglia, Ph.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Eliza W. Sowell, Ph.D. Martin Paulus, M.D. Natasha Wade, Ph.D. Wesley K. Thompson, Ph.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact of Marijuana on Opioid Use and Pain: A Translational Overview</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 24, Exhibition Level Moscone North</td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Carlos Blanco-Jerez, M.D., Ph.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Ziva Cooper, Ph.D. Rosanna Smart Mark Igen, Ph.D. John J. Mariani, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Influence of Mainstream Social Media and Social Movements on Mental Health Issues</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 307, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Tessa M. Korah, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Kim Christopher Knudson, D.O. Ashley Bindareshler, D.O. Tian Sui, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fake Views: Comparing the Royal College of Psychiatrist’s Policy Development With the APA—Is There a Special Relationship?</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 214, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chairs:</strong> Wendy Katherine Burn, M.D. James Robert Batterson, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Adrian J. James, M.B., M.Sc., B.S. Kate Lovett <strong>Discussant:</strong> Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>From Access to Excellence: Creating a Culture of Care Through Telepsychiatry in Community Mental Health Settings</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 157, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Mehdii Mahmood Qalbani, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Matthew Weinert-Stein Steven L. Weinstein, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physician Impairment: Clinical and Legal Issues</strong></td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 312, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Wai Lun Alan Fung, M.D. <strong>Presenters:</strong> Amy Porfiri James Lamont Griffith, M.D. Alexis Lighten Wesley, M.D. Mary Lynn Dell, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.**
Police Brutality and Black Americans: Evaluating the Problem, Understanding Its Impact on Mental Health, and Finding Solutions

**Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South

**Chairs:**
Christopher James Hoffman, M.D.
Walter E. Wilson, M.D., M.H.A.

**Presenters:**
Alexander Chung-Yu Tsai, M.D.
Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D.

---

**Psychiatrists in the #MeToo Era: Navigating Sexual Harassment Perpetrated by Patients**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South

**Chair:**
Christina M. Girgis, M.D.

**Presenters:**
Syma Ali Dar, M.D.
Gauri Khatkhathe
Aparna Sharma, M.D.

---

**Psychiatry and the Duress Defense of Patty Hearst**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

**Chair:**
John T. Walkup, M.D.

**Presenters:**
Hochang Benjamin Lee, M.D.
Alba Pergiija, M.D.
Susan Friedland

---

**Quelling Obsessive Thoughts: OCD Medication, Therapy and Brain Stimulation Advances**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South

**Chair:**
Carolyn Rodriguez, M.D., Ph.D.

**Presenters:**
Jamie D. Feusner, M.D.
Lorrin M. Koran, M.D.
Nolan Williams
Stefano Pallanti, M.D., Ph.D.

---

**Tardive Dyskinesia: A Primer for Resident Physicians: Diagnosis, Epidemiology, Etiology, Neurobiology, and Treatment**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

**Chairs:**
Richard Calvin Holbert, M.D.
Uma Suryadevara, M.D.

**Presenters:**
Dawn-Christi M. Bruijnzeel, M.D.
Maanasi H. Chandarana, D.O.
President Session

Millennials and Baby Boomers: Appreciating Generational Differences in Leadership, Education, and Psychiatric Care

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Pallavi Joshi, D.O., M.A.

Presenters:
Robert Rymowicz, D.O.
Stephanie Horton Hrisko, M.D.
Ketan A. Hirapara, M.B.B.S.

Discussant:
Petros Levounis, M.D.

This Can’t Be as Good as It Gets: The Importance of Disruptive Innovation in Reproductive Psychiatry

Alexandra Symonds Award

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South

Presenter:
Samantha E. Meltzer-Brody, M.D., M.P.H.

Using Inflammation to Personalize Antidepressant Therapy

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Daniel Lindqvist, M.D., Ph.D.

Presenters:
Madhukar H. Trivedi, M.D.
Andrew H. Miller, M.D.
Mark Hyman Rapaport, M.D.

Why Is My Career Stuck? Successful Career Planning for Women

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Gail Erlick Robinson, M.D.

Presenter:
Carol C. Nadelson, M.D.

Learning Lab

You Are Human: Addressing Burnout Through Improv

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 23, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Ashley Whitehurst

Presenter:
Tristan Gorrindo, M.D.

Media Session

An American Tragedy: Viewing “Whitney” Critically From the Perspectives of Trauma-Informed Approach and Structural and Cultural Competence

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 313, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Andres F. Sciolla, M.D.

Presenter:
Ruth S. Shim, M.D., M.P.H.

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Courses

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

Evaluation and Treatment of Sexual Dysfunctions
8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Director: Waguih William IsHak, M.D.

Integrating Neuroscience Into the Clinical Practice of Psychiatry: A Hands-on Practicum From the National Neuroscience Curriculum Initiative (NNCI)
8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Directors: Ashley E. Walker, M.D.
Jane Louise Eisen, M.D.
Faculty: Belinda ShenYu Bandstra, M.D., M.A.

Integrating Technology and Psychiatry
American Association for Technology in Psychiatry
8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 10, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Director: John Luo, M.D.
Faculty: Carlyle Hung-Lun Chan, M.D.
John Torous, M.D.
Steven Richard Chan, M.D., M.B.A.
Robert Kennedy

Special Session
Applying the Integrated Care Approach 201: The Advanced Course in Collaborative Care
8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 302, Third Level
Moscone South
Faculty: John Sheldon Kern, M.D.
Anna Ratzliff, M.D., Ph.D.

Course

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

Sleep Issues and Psychiatric Disorders: What Should Mental Health Professionals Know?
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 9, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Directors: Karim W. Ghobrial-Sedky, M.D., M.Sc.
Andres Julio Pumariega, M.D.
Faculty: Racha F. Nazir, M.D.
Donna Marie Sudak, M.D.
Karl Doghramji, M.D.

Master Course

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

Essentials of Clinical Psychopharmacology
7
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Rooms 7/8, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Directors: Alan F. Schatzberg, M.D.
Charles DeBattista, M.D.
Faculty: Michael J. Ostacher, M.D., M.P.H.
Manpreet Singh, M.D.
Rona Hu, M.D.

10:00 a.m. Sessions

A Resident’s Guide to Borderline Personality Disorder—From the Experts (Part 2 of 2)
8
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Brian A. Palmer, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters: Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D.
Perry Hoffman, Ph.D.
Robin Kissell, M.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
A Systematic Approach to Developing Mental Health Programs for the Workplace
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Jon Wesley Boyd, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenter:
Christopher Taekyu Lim, M.D.
Discussants:
Steven M. Kleiner, M.D.
John M. Santopietro, M.D.
Hyong Un, M.D.

Adapting Cognitive Behavior Therapy for Older Adults
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
David Allan Casey, M.D.
Jesse H. Wright, M.D.

Add “Pop” to Your Presentations! Innovative Use of Video Clips to Revitalize Your Lecture
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Robert N. Averbuch, M.D.
Presenters:
Maanasi H. Chandarana, D.O.
Ana T. Turner, M.D.

Anatomy of a Podcast: A Case Study of PsychEd, a Psychiatry Education Podcast “For Medical Learners, by Medical Learners”
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Alex Raben, M.D.
Sarah Hanafi, M.D., B.Sc.
Presenters:
Bruce Alexander Fage, M.D.
Lucy Chen, M.D.

Being Well: Building Resilience in Women Psychiatrists
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Misty Charissa Richards, M.D.
Presenters:
Auralyd Padilla Candelario, M.D.
Cassidy E. Zanko, M.D.
Ranna I. Parekh, M.D.

“Brain Drain”: What Is Psychiatrists’ Workforce Migration and What Can We Do About It?
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 213, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Maria Mirabela Bodic, M.D.
Mariana Pinto da Costa
Presenters:
Anna Szczegielniak
Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D.
Afzal Javed, M.D.

Disrupting the Status Quo: Intensive Mobile Treatment Teams, an Innovative Model for Engagement
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Myla Harrison, M.D.
Presenters:
Janine Perazzo, L.C.S.W.
Roshni Misra, L.C.S.W.
Serena Yuan Volpp, M.D., M.P.H.
Joy Kang, Ph.D.

Excellence in Mental Health Advocacy: Case Studies in the Nongovernmental, Federal, and Legislative Arena
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 214, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Amir Arsalan Afkhami, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Suzan Song, M.D., Ph.D.
James Lamont Griffith, M.D.
Kahlil A. Johnson, M.D.
Allen R. Dyer, M.D., Ph.D.

First-Episode Psychosis in the Criminal Justice System
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Jamie Spitzer, M.D.
Ann L. Hackman, M.D.
Presenters:
Maureen Cassady, M.D.
Marissa A. Flaherty, M.D.

Fool the Eye, Fool the Mind: The Importance of Vision in Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
Presenter:
Robert Abel

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Jean Kim, M.D.
Presenters:
Juliette Toure, Pharm.D., M.B.A.
Kim Updegraff, Pharm.D.
Javier A. Muniz, M.D.

Health Promotion in the Military: Engaging Communities to Promote Behavioral Health
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Daniel R. May, D.O.
Connie Thomas, M.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
History, Aging, Discrimination and Impairment

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
John S. McIntyre, M.D.

Presenters:
Dilip V. Jeste, M.D.
Nada Logan Stotland, M.D., M.P.H.
Roger Peele, M.D.
Farooq Mohyuddin, M.D.

Implications of Understanding the Mechanism of Action of Ketamine

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Alan F. Schatzberg, M.D.

Presenters:
D. Jeffrey Newport, M.D.
Gerard Sanacora, M.D., Ph.D.
Carolyn Rodriguez, M.D., Ph.D.
Nolan Williams
Boris Heifets

Mental Health in Latin America: Commitment and Collaboration in the Road of Transformation

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chairs:
Renato D. Alarcon, M.D.
Ruby C. Castilla Puentes, M.D.

Presenters:
Victoria Valdez, M.D.
Ricardo Secin
Arturo Grau
Discussant:
Sebastian Cisneros, M.D.

New Directions in HIV Psychiatry: Prevention and Wellness in the Fourth Decade

Council on Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 312, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Mark V. Bradley, M.D.

Presenters:
Mary Ann Adler Cohen, M.D.
Kelly Lynn Cozza, M.D.
John A. R. Grimaldi, M.D.

Novel Approaches to Understanding, Identifying, and Treating Suicidal Impulsivity

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
David V. Sheehan, M.D., M.B.A.

Presenters:
Jennifer M. Giddens
Danilo W. Quiroz, M.D.

Physician Leadership for IMGs: An Affair of the Mind and Heart!

George Tarjan Award

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South

Presenters:
Britta Ostermeyer, M.D.
Swapna Deshpande, M.D.
Vijayabharathi Ekambaram, M.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
Using Newer Technologies to Enhance Psychiatric Care and Patient Engagement

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Alisa B. Busch, M.D.
Presenters:
Ipsit Vihang Vahia, M.D.
Justin Taylor Baker, M.D., Ph.D.
Nicole M. Benson, M.D.

Women in Medicine: Challenges, Leadership, and Systemic Issues

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Amy W. Poon, M.D.
Richa Bhatia, M.D.
Presenters:
Christina T. Khan, M.D., Ph.D.
Ranvinder K. Rai, M.D.
Discussant:
Silvia Wybert Olarte, M.D.

Presidential Sessions

Climate Change and Mental Health: Lessons Learned in Puerto Rico

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
David Alan Pollack, M.D.
Presenter:
Carissa Cabán-Alemán, M.D.

Is Clinical Virtual Reality Ready for Primetime in Psychiatry?

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Eric R. Williams, M.D.
Presenter:
Skip Rizzo, Ph.D.
Focus Live

Focus Live: Complementary and Integrative Medicine
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Moderator:
Mark Hyman Rapaport, M.D.

Presenter:
David Mischoulon, M.D., Ph.D.

General Sessions

Actions Speak Louder Than Words: Understanding What Can’t Be Verbalized in Patients With Intellectual Disability and Traumatic Brain Injury
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Julie P. Gentile, M.D.

Presenters:
Nita V. Bhatt, M.D., M.P.H.
Kimberly Stubbs, M.D.
Brandon Withers, M.D.

Air Pollution and the Brain: Impacts Across the Lifespan
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Elizabeth Haase, M.D.

Presenters:
Heather Volk
Jiu-Chiuan (J.C.) Chen
Pamela Lein

An Introduction to Motivational Interviewing as a Core Communication Style and a Potentially Transformative Way of Seeing Your Job
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Michael A. Flaum, M.D.

Presenters:
Florence Chanut, M.D.
Brian Hurley, M.D., M.B.A.
Carla B. Marienfeld, M.D.

Appropriate Use of Benzodiazepines in Special Populations
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Edward Kenneth Silberman, M.D.

Presenters:
Richard Balon, M.D.
Vladan Starcevic, M.D.
Carl Salzman, M.D.

Ceci N’est Pas Freud: A Guide Into Psychodynamic Education by Residents, for Residents
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Razieh Adabimohazab, M.D.
Ali Maher Haidar, M.D.

Presenters:
Saumya Rachakonda, M.D.
Vivian Chan, D.O., M.S.
Elham Rahmani, M.D.

Clozapine Management in Medically Complex SMI Population: Perspectives on Coordination of Care
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Laura A. Clarke, M.D.

Presenters:
Nery Diaz, D.O.
Olivia M. Joly, M.D.
Laura A. Clarke, M.D.

Diversifying Our Understanding of ADHD: Beyond Stimulants and School Challenges
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Ryan Smith Sultan, M.D.

Presenters:
Justin W. Mohatt, M.D.
John T. Walkup, M.D.
Invisible Colleges and Virtual Departments: Getting by With a Little Help From Your Friends
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level Moscone South
Chairs: Josepha A. Cheong, M.D.
John Luo, M.D.
Presenters: Iqbal "Ike" Ahmed, M.D.
Marcia L. Verduin, M.D.
Robert Joseph Boland, M.D.

Management of Psychiatric Illness During Pregnancy and Postpartum: What Every Psychiatrist Needs to Know
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Veerle Bergink
Presenters: Jennifer L. Payne, M.D.
Samantha E. Meltzer-Brody, M.D., M.P.H.
Lauren M. Osborne, M.D.

Mental Health Consequences of Separation for Immigrant Families
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Alicia Lieberman, Ph.D.

My Personal and Professional Journey Through Autism: Update on Autism Treatment Through the Lifespan
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 214, Second Level Moscone South
Chair: Ilana M. Slaff, M.D.
Presenter: Julie Russell, M.S.
Neuropsychiatry of Traumatic Brain Injury
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Jonathan M. Silver, M.D.
Presenters: David B. Arciniegas, M.D.
Thomas Walker Mc Allister, M.D.

Personality Disorder Patients Overwhelm Me! Using Transference-Focused Psychotherapy (TFP) Principles as a Practical Risk Management Strategy
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs: Richard G. Hersh, M.D.
Lois W. Choi-Kain, M.D.
Presenter: Benjamin H. McCommon, M.D.

Planetary Health: Can We Heal and Sustain a Good Enough Mother Earth?
Climate Psychiatry Alliance
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs: David Alan Pollack, M.D.
Janet Lisa Lewis, M.D.
Presenter: Jonathan Patz
Discussants: Robin Julia Cooper, M.D.
Lise Conway Van Susteren, M.D.

Psychiatry at the Border: Translating Between Politics and Medicine in the Trump Era
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Eric Rafla-Yuan, M.D.
Presenters: Michael Henri Langley-Degroot, M.D.
Deanna Rafla-Yuan
Adam Mehis
Discussant: Priti Ojha

Psychiatry in the Era of Quantum Biology
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Donald Matthew Mender, M.D.
Presenters: Gordon Gary Globus, M.D.
Mansoor A. Malik, M.D.
Jack Tuszyński, Ph.D.

Racism and Psychiatry: Achieving Health Equity for Minority Communities Through Faith-Based Partnerships
Council on Minority Mental Health and Health Disparities
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Morgan M. Medlock, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters: Danielle Hairston, M.D.
Ayana Jordan, M.D., Ph.D.
Christine Crawford, M.D., M.P.H.

Supporting Physicians and Trainees With Mental Illness and Substance Use Disorders
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Tamar C. Carmel, M.D.
Presenters: Frank A. Clark, M.D.
Michelle Georges, M.D.
Robert Dean Davies, M.D.
Doris C. Gundersen, M.D.
Tamar C. Carmel, M.D.

Teaching Psychiatry Residents About Autism Spectrum Disorder and Intellectual Disability
American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Roma Vasa, M.D.
Kathleen A. Koth, D.O.

The History of American Psychiatry and of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) Communities
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: Howard Charles Rubin, M.D.
Presenters: Margery S. Sved, M.D.
Saul Levin, M.D., M.P.A.
Robert Paul Cabaj, M.D.
Curley L. Bonds, M.D.
Adrian Jacques H. Ambrose, M.D.

The Role of Psychiatric Consultation in Patients Seeking Physician Assisted Suicide: Legal, Ethical, Practical, and Psychodynamic Perspectives
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Adrienne D. Mishkin, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters: Lauren Flicker
Paul S. Appelbaum, M.D.
Philip R. Muskin, M.D., M.A.
Threatening the President: When Hate Trumps Love

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South

Chair:
Charles Leon Scott, M.D.

Presenters:
Andrea Lynne Bunker, M.D.
Mary Gable, M.D.
Scott Eric Kirkorsky, M.D.
Lauren Hoffman Marasa, M.D.

Typical or Troubled?: Program Update and Further Development Discussion

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 308, Third Level Moscone South

Chairs:
Christopher Seeley
Daniel H. Gillison Jr.

Presenter:
Gabrielle L. Shapiro, M.D.

Utilization of Medications for Opioid Use Disorder Treatment in Justice Populations

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level Moscone North

Chair:
Tisha Wiley

Presenters:
Josiah Rich
Joshua Lee, M.D.
Yngvild Olsen, M.D., Ph.D.

“What Were You Thinking?” A Keystone Question for Emotional Fitness

Solomon Carter Fuller Award

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 215, Second Level Moscone South

Presenter:
Loma Kaye Flowers, M.D.

Presidential Sessions

A Conversation on Diversity With APA Members

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 302, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Ranna I. Parekh, M.D.

Presenters:
Vabren L. Watts, Ph.D.
Eric Yarbrough, M.D.
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.

Transcend: Lessons Learned From a Career With Twists and Turns With a Single Focus on Unmet Needs Across Industries

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 211, Second Level Moscone South

Chair:
Mary Kay Smith, M.D.

Presenter:
Gabriela Cora, M.D., M.B.A.

Identification and Helping Older Adults With Mild Neurocognitive Disorder

6

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 10, Exhibition Level Moscone South

Director:
James Michael Ellison, M.D., M.P.H.

Faculty:
Donald Davidoff, Ph.D.
David P. Olson, M.D., Ph.D.
Jennifer Rose Gatchel, M.D., Ph.D.
Regan Patrick

Courses

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 313, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Kevin Mauclair Simon, M.D.

Presenters:
Christopher James Hoffman, M.D.
Glenda L. Wrenn, M.D.
Marilyn Griffin, M.D.

Identifying and Helping Older Adults With Mild Neurocognitive Disorder

6

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 10, Exhibition Level Moscone South

Director:
James Michael Ellison, M.D., M.P.H.

Faculty:
Donald Davidoff, Ph.D.
David P. Olson, M.D., Ph.D.
Jennifer Rose Gatchel, M.D., Ph.D.
Regan Patrick

Motivational Interviewing: A Stepped-Care Approach to Advanced Skills

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 11, Exhibition Level Moscone South

Director:
Steven Arnold Cole, M.D.

Faculty:
Joseph Weiner

Where Have All the Black Boys Gone in Milwaukee 53206? Intergenerational Trauma Caused by Mass Incarceration

APA Public Psychiatry Fellowship

8

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 313, Third Level Moscone South

Chair:
Kevin Mauclair Simon, M.D.

Presenters:
Christopher James Hoffman, M.D.
Glenda L. Wrenn, M.D.
Marilyn Griffin, M.D.

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

Identifying and Helping Older Adults With Mild Neurocognitive Disorder

6

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 10, Exhibition Level Moscone South

Director:
James Michael Ellison, M.D., M.P.H.

Faculty:
Donald Davidoff, Ph.D.
David P. Olson, M.D., Ph.D.
Jennifer Rose Gatchel, M.D., Ph.D.
Regan Patrick

Motivational Interviewing: A Stepped-Care Approach to Advanced Skills

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 11, Exhibition Level Moscone South

Director:
Steven Arnold Cole, M.D.

Faculty:
Joseph Weiner

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
These Are the Droids You’re Looking for: An Expert Course on QTc, ECG, Psychotropic Medications, and Other Jedi Mind Tricks
Council on Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Director: Margo Christiane Funk, M.D., M.A.
Faculty: Jolene Bostwick, Pharm.D.
Scott R. Beach, M.D.

2:00 p.m. Session
Poster Session
Poster Session 8
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Rooms 3/4, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

3:00 p.m. Sessions
Focus Live
Focus Live: Emerging Therapies in Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 25, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Moderator: Mark Hyman Rapaport, M.D.
Presenter: Ian A. Cook, M.D.

SESSION TRACKS
1 Addiction Psychiatry
2 Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3 Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4 Diversity and Health Equity
5 Forensic Psychiatry
6 Geriatric Psychiatry
7 NIDA Research Track
8 Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students
APA Annual Meeting On Demand
Bring Your Own Device
APA 175th Anniversary History

General Sessions
A History of Protests at the APA: Dissent, Progress, and Accountability Within Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 216, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Daniel Fisher
Presenters: Xinlin Chen, M.D.
Tamar Debora Lavy, M.D.
Jessica Elizabeth Isom, M.D., M.P.H.
Swapnil Gupta, M.D., M.B.B.S.

A Patient-Centered Approach to School Refusal: A Day Program’s Guide to Tackling One of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry’s Most Difficult Problems
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Brandon Johnson, M.D.
Presenter: Shilpa R. Taufique, Ph.D.

Access, Privacy, and Utility of Historical Psychiatric Records: Central Lunatic Asylum for Colored Insane
Benjamin Rush Award
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 205, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Eric R. Williams, M.D.
Presenter: King E. Davis, Ph.D.

Addictive Substances and Sleep: How Alcohol, Opioids, and Cannabis Impact Sleep
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 201/209, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Bhanu Prakash Kolla, M.D.
Presenters: John Michael Bostwick, M.D.
Meghna Mansukhani
Subhajit Chakravorty

Addressing Mass Violence in America: Causes, Impacts, and Solutions
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Joseph John Parks, M.D.
Presenters: John S. Rozel, M.D.
Frank Eugene Shelp, M.D.
Sara Coffey, D.O.
Jason Beaman, M.D., D.O.

Bars, Footballs, and Totem Poles: Integrating Best Practice Guidelines and Existing Evidence When Making Decisions Regarding Benzodiazepines
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chairs: Jeffrey P. Guina, M.D.
Brian Michael Merrill, M.D.
Presenters: Kimberly Stubbs, M.D.
Jessica Porcelan, M.D.

Be in the Room Where It Happens: Engage Congress and Become a Powerful Advocate
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Robert Scott Benson, M.D.
Jose P. Vito, M.D.
Presenters: Laura Willing, M.D.
Sage Bauer
Kali D. Cyrus, M.D., M.P.H.

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Can M&Ms Be “Sweet” for Psychiatry: A Symposium and Discussion of the Role of Morbidity and Mortality Conferences in Academic Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Anna Pearl Shapiro, M.D.
Presenters:
Ryan Rajaram, M.D.
Isabel N. Schuermeyer, M.D.
Osamude Iyoha, M.D.

Complex Decisional Capacity Assessments: From Disposition, to Organ Donation, and Death
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Vivek Datta, M.D., M.P.H.
James Alan Bourgeois, M.D., O.D.
Presenters:
Lawrence Edward Kaplan, D.O.
Panid Sharifnia, M.D., Ph.D.
James Armontrout, M.D.

EEG in Psychiatric Practice
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Oliver Pogarell, M.D.
Nashaat Nessim Boutros, M.D.
Presenters:
Oliver Pogarell, M.D.
Nashaat Nessim Boutros, M.D.

Ethics Dilemmas in Psychiatric Practice
Ethics Committee
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Ezra E. H. Griffith, M.D.
Presenters:
Rebecca W. Brendel, M.D., J.D.
Richard P. Martinez, M.D.
Stephen C. Scheiber, M.D.
Charles Dike, MB.Ch.B., M.P.H.
Tia Powell, M.D.

Evidence-Based Spiritual Care: A New Paradigm for Health Care Chaplaincy
Oskar Pfister Award
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South
Presenter:
George Fitchett

From Confinement to Chemicals: What We Can Learn From Following the Management of Agitation Through History
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Anita Kumar Chang, D.O.
Presenters:
Ashika Bains, M.D.
Pedro A. Bauza, M.D.

From Genetics to Stress Response to Treatment of Personality Disorders
Association for Research in Personality Disorders
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
James Harry Reich, M.D.
Maria Mercedes Perez-Rodriguez, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters:
Emil Frank Coccaro, M.D.
Barbara Stanley, Ph.D.

Gymnasts, Musicians, Alter-Boys; After 50 Years of Child Abuse Laws, What’s Missing?
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Lenore C. Terr, M.D.
Presenter:
Jon Eisenberg

Help APA Build the Meeting of the Future: An Interactive Town Hall Looking at IPS: The Mental Health Services Conference in 2021 and Beyond
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 23, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Moderators:
Anita Everett, M.D.
Glenn Laudenslager, M.B.A.

Improving Patient Safety on Inpatient Units and the Impact of Recent Changes in Survey Standards by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 213, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Grayson Swayze Norquist, M.D.
Presenters:
Bruce Jan Schwartz, M.D.
Kenneth Michael Certa, M.D.
Mark Pelletier, M.S., R.N.

Leadership and the Changing Mental Health Landscape
Patient Advocacy Award
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Jacqueline Maus Feldman, M.D.
Presenter:
Barbara Van Dahlen, Ph.D.

LGBT Mental Health: Health Care, Innovation, and Advocacy
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Hossam M. Mahmoud, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters:
Michael S. Ziffra, M.D.
Ariel Shidlo
Jill Rodgers-Quaye
Managing Transgender Patients With Co-Occurring Psychiatric Illness Through the Surgical Process: A Discussion With Surgeons on Multidisciplinary Care

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 214, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Dan H. Karasic, M.D.
Presenters: Lin Fraser, Ed.D.
Scott Mosser, M.D.
Jordan Deschamps-Braly, M.D.
Andrew Watt, M.D.

Mental Health Reform
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Richard Frank, M.D.

Moral Injury, Suicide Risk, and the Role of Religion/Spirituality in Recovery

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Donna Ames
Presenters: Marek S. Kopacz, M.D., Ph.D.
James T. Luoma

Narcissism, Power and Empathy in the American Psyche: Historical and Clinical Perspectives

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Ravi Chandra, M.D.
Presenters: Glen Owens Gabbard, M.D.
Dacher Keltner, Ph.D.

On the Future of Psychotherapy Research

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Mardi J. Horowitz, M.D.
Presenters: Mardi J. Horowitz, M.D.
Barbara Milrod, M.D.
Daniel Le Grange

Physician Health Programs (PHPs): Battling Burnout, Combating Stigma, and Empowering Physicians to Be Great Again

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Lama Bazzi, M.D.
Presenter: Douna Montazeralghaem, M.D.
Discussants: Christopher Paul Maret, M.D., M.P.H.
Elie Aoun, M.D.

QI Made Ridiculously Simple: Harnessing Public-Academic Partnerships for Service Improvement

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Andrea Elser
Presenters: Kate Benham, M.D.
Roberto Lin, M.D., M.P.H.
Robert Mendenhall, M.D.
David Grunwald, M.D.

Quality Measurement With PsychPRO: MIPS and Beyond

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Debra Gibson
Presenter: Diana Clarke, Ph.D.
Discussant: Gregory W. Dalack, M.D.

Reducing Health Disparities Through Measurement-Based Care: Opportunities to Improve Outcomes in Serious Mental Illness

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Soren D. Ostergaard, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Christoph U. Correll, M.D.
John Michael Kane, M.D.
Soren D. Ostergaard, M.D., Ph.D.
John Torous, M.D.

Revising the DSM: An Update on Changes From the DSM Steering Committee

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Paul S. Appelbaum, M.D.
Presenters: Roberto Lewis-Fernández, M.D.
B. Timothy Walsh, M.D.
Charles F. Reynolds, M.D.
Carlos Blanco-Jerez, M.D., Ph.D.
Michael B. First, M.D.

SESSION TRACKS

1 Addiction Psychiatry
2 Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3 Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4 Diversity and Health Equity
5 Forensic Psychiatry
6 Geriatric Psychiatry
7 NIDA Research Track
8 Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students
D APA Annual Meeting On Demand
B Bring Your Own Device
A APA 175th Anniversary History
Separating Parents and Children: Impact on Mental Health and Resilience
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Rachel Yehuda, Ph.D.
Adriana Feder
Presenters:
Angela Diaz
Rachel Cardon Kronick, M.D., M.Sc.
Alicia Lieberman

Using Biological Measures to Reclassify Psychosis
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Presenter:
Godfrey David Pearlson, M.D.

Wellness Isn’t Working: NYC Residents’ Perspective on the Crisis That Is Killing Us and What We Can Do About It
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Anne Clark-Raymond, M.D.
Presenter:
Mena Mirhom, M.D.

The Essential Role of Mental Health Professionals in Securing Equality for LGBTQ People
John Fryer Award
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 207, Second Level
Moscone South
Presenter:
Shannon Minter, Esq.

The National Neuroscience Curriculum Initiative (NNCI): Preparing for the Future of Psychiatry
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Michael John Travis, M.B.B.S.
Presenters:
Melissa Arbuckle, M.D., Ph.D.
David A. Ross, M.D., Ph.D.

Why Artificial Intelligence and Computational Neuroscience Should Be Taught to Psychiatry Residents
Vestermark Award
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Ron M. Winchel, M.D.
Presenter:
Alan Kuo-Hin Louie, M.D.

Global Partnerships for Mental Health: Building Relationships and Capacity in Low-Income Settings
Association of Women Psychiatrists
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
Geetha Jayaram, M.D., M.B.A.
Presenters:
Geetha Jayaram, M.D., M.B.A.
Christina T. Khan, M.D., Ph.D.
Mary Kay Smith, M.D.
Paul Summergrad, M.D.
Focus
The Journal of Lifelong Learning in Psychiatry

The Best Resource for
• Clinical Synthesis
• Expert Guidance
• Lifelong Learning
• Maintenance of Certification

Focus, APA’s quarterly clinical review journal, is designed for practicing psychiatrists to keep abreast of significant clinical knowledge and advances in the field through self-directed lifelong learning. Four issues each year provide comprehensive reviews of major clinical areas of psychiatry. Focus also provides an organized learning and self-assessment program with 44 hours of CME each year.

An Annual Subscription to Focus Gives You:

• Reviews of core areas in psychiatry, with each issue overseen by a Guest Editor clinical expert in that area.

• Articles on best practices, new developments and the current state of practice.

• Quizzes that allow you to earn up to five AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™ by completing CME questions for each issue—for a total of up to 20 CME credits per year.

• An annual 120-question self-assessment exam for an additional 24 CME credits and APBN MOC self-assessment credits that provides you with a comparison of your result against the group score of your peers.

• Online access to back issues (CME credits for issue quizzes available only for your subscription year).

Visit the APA Bookstore to subscribe!
focus.psychiatryonline.org

CONFERENCE DISCOUNT
$50 off subscription price
Valid May 18 – 21, 2019

Visit the APA Bookstore to subscribe!
focus.psychiatryonline.org
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Sandra DeJong, M.D., is Senior Consultant to the Training Program in the Division of Child/Adolescent Psychiatry at Cambridge Health Alliance and Assistant Professor, Part Time, at Harvard Medical School. She is Past President of the American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training (AADPRT).

Kerry J. Ressler, M.D., Ph.D., is Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School and Poitras Chair in Psychiatry and Chief Scientific Officer at McLean Hospital. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in molecular biology from M.I.T., and his M.D., Ph.D. from Harvard Medical School. Dr. Ressler is past-president of the Society for Biological Psychiatry, a previous Investigator of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and a member of the National Academy of Medicine. His work focuses on translational research bridging molecular neurobiology in animal models with human research.

Stephen M. Strakowski, M.D., is Associate Vice President, Regional Mental Health and Founding Chair and Professor of Psychiatry at Dell Medical School, University of Texas. Previously, he spent 24 years at the University of Cincinnati, serving most recently as Senior Vice President of Strategy in the health system. He is an internationally recognized expert in the management of bipolar disorders, as a Best Doctor® and by US News and World Report® as a Top 1% Psychiatrist. His research focuses on the brain changes that occur at the onset of bipolar disorder.

Dr. Rodrigo A. Muñoz was born and raised in Colombia. Dr. Muñoz obtained his medical degree at the University of Cauca in Popayan. After completing his first residency at the Mental Hospital in Medellin, Colombia, Dr. Muñoz moved to the states where he completed two more rounds of residency, one at Fairfield Hills Hospital in Newton, Connecticut, and another at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. Since his time at Washington University, Dr. Muñoz has worked for a number of hospitals, healthcare centers, and universities as a physician and teacher, including the University of California San Diego as a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry and in his own private practice in San Diego, California. Dr. Muñoz was the 127th president of the American Psychiatric Association. Dr. Muñoz’s honors include the 1990 Certificate of Recognition for Outstanding Scientific Contributions from the Physicians Association of Clinics, Hospitals, and Annex (PACHA), the 1997 Physician of the Year Award from the San Diego County Medical Society, and the 2000 Simon Bolivar Award from The Committee of Hispanic Psychiatrists in the APA.

R. Dale Walker, M.D., is Emeritus Professor of Psychiatry at the Oregon Health & Science University, and Director of the One Sky Center, www.oneskycenter.org a National Resource Center for American Indian Health, Education and Research. This Center provides expert consultation, training, and technical assistance that facilitate strategic planning and leadership development for optimal health service delivery for tribes and Native communities across North America. It also provides program evaluation and dissemination of evidence-based, culturally appropriate best practices.

Howard Charles Rubin, M.D., is the president of AGLP: The Association of LGBTQ Psychiatrists. He is the director of the medical student wellbeing program at University of California, San Francisco School of Medicine and a health sciences, associate clinical professor in the psychiatry department at the UCSF. He also has a small, private psychiatric practice in the Hayes Valley area of San Francisco.

Stanley Sue is Emeritus Distinguished Professor of Psychology at Palo Alto University and previously Professor of Psychology, Psychiatry, and Asian American Studies at the University of California, Davis. He also served as Director of the National Research Center on Asian American Mental Health, an NIMH-funded research center from 1988-2001. His research has been devoted to the study of the adjustment of, and delivery of mental health services to, culturally-diverse groups, especially Asian Americans.
8:00 a.m. Sessions

APA Publishing Session

Evidence-Based Treatment Approaches for Suicidal Adolescents: Translating Science Into Practice

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 215, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Michele Berk

General Sessions

A Web-Based Decision Aid Tool for Disclosure of Mental Ill Health in the Workplace: A Randomized Controlled Trial

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Nick Glozier

Addressing the Mental Health Needs of Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) in the Community

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs: Mayumi Okuda, M.D.
Elizabeth M. Fitelson, M.D.

Presenters:
Rosa Regincos
Obianuju Jennifer Berry, M.D., M.P.H.

Beacons of Light: Teaching Psychiatry to Non-Psychiatrists

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Suzie C. Nelson, M.D.

Presenters:
Matthew James Baker, D.O.
Mark E. Hubner, M.D.
Randon Scott Welton, M.D.

Behavioral Addictions: The Latest Meme or a Real Thing?

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chairs:
Shram Dinesh Shukla, M.D.
Meghan Elizabeth Quinn, M.D.

Presenters:
Timothy W. Fong, M.D.
Elie Aoun, M.D.
Robert Rymowicz, D.O.

Cognitive Behavior Therapy for Personality Disorders

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Judith Beck, Ph.D.

Combat Social Inequity: Opportunities for Direct Policy Action in Residency Training Programs

Council on Advocacy and Government Relations

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Mark Halman, M.D.

Don’t Fail to Fail: Strategies for Clear Communication With the Learner in Difficulty

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: Carmen E. Wiebe, M.D.

Duty to Warn, Duty to Train, Duty to Protect: The Ethical Imperative of Climate Change

American Association of Community Psychiatrists

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair: David Alan Pollack, M.D.

Presenters:
Arianeh Teherani, Ph.D.
Michael Foster

Discussant: Lise Conway Van Susteren, M.D.

Creating the National Curriculum in Reproductive Psychiatry

American Association of Directors of Psychiatric Residency Training

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair: Sarah M. Nagle-Yang, M.D.

Presenters:
Lauren M. Osborne, M.D.
Priya Gopalan, M.D.
Neha Hudepohl

Danger and Duty: The Clinician’s Dilemma in Duty to Protect Cases

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair: Jacqueline Landess, M.D., J.D.

Presenters:
Alan Robert Felthous, M.D.
Brian James Holoyda, M.D., M.B.A., M.P.H.
Amanie Salem, D.O., M.P.H.
Amir Mohebbi, M.D.

SESSION TRACKS

1. Addiction Psychiatry
2. Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
3. Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry
4. Diversity and Health Equity
5. Forensic Psychiatry
6. Geriatric Psychiatry
7. NIDA Research Track
8. Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students
D. APA Annual Meeting On Demand
E. Bring Your Own Device
A. APA 175th Anniversary History
Effective Integration of Primary Care and Behavioral Health: The Secret Sauce
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 314, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Lori E. Raney, M.D.
Presenters: Lori E. Raney, M.D. Gina Lasky, Ph.D. Maria Garcia, M.D.

From Arrest to Recovery: Reviewing the Continuum of Correctional Behavioral Health and Diversion in San Francisco
5
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Loren Roth, M.D.
Presenters: Jacob Michael Izenberg Fumi Mitsuishi, M.D. Carrie Melissa Cunningham, M.D. Tanya Mera

Frontiers in Rural Mental Health: The Intersection of Place and Regional Culture in the Cultural Competence Landscape
4
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Vikas Gupta Toni Love Johnson, M.D.
Presenters: Brandon Kyle Irma Corral

HIV Stigma and Discrimination: Impact on Patients, Orphans, Families, and Prevention
3
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Mary Ann Adler Cohen, M.D.
Presenters: Luis Filipe Gomes Pereira, M.D. Jordi Blanch, M.D., Ph.D. Getrude Makurumidze

Imagining Innovation: Creativity and Convergence in Psychiatry
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Vineeth John, M.D., M.B.A. Marsal Sanches, M.D., Ph.D.
Presenters: Harris Eyre, M.D., Ph.D. Paulo Marcelo Gondim Sales, M.D. Jaykumar Unni

Integrated Diagnosis and Treatment of the Elite Athlete
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 159, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Lenard A. Adler, M.D.
Presenters: Brian Hainline, M.D. David Arnold Baron, D.O. Ira David Glick, M.D. Danielle Elissa Kamis, M.D.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room/Site</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Let’s Talk: How to Engage Female Patients in Family Planning in Outpatient Psychiatric Settings</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Rooms 201/209, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chairs: Elena Ortiz-Portillo, M.D.</td>
<td>Michelle Elyse Meshman, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Presents: Rebecca Kristine Cross, M.D.</td>
<td>Christina Guest, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men’s Mental Health and the Role of Testosterone in Psychiatric Practice</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 203, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Justin Bracewell Smith, M.D.</td>
<td>Pierre Azzam, Diana M. Robinson, M.D., Ryan P. Smith, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New-Onset Psychosis: What Trainees, Residents and Early Career Psychiatrists Should Know Council on Children, Adolescents, and Their Families</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 156, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Vasiliki Eirini Karagiorga, M.D.</td>
<td>Gabrielle L. Shapiro, M.D., Iliyan S. Ivanov, M.D., Dolores Malaspina, M.D., Cheryl Corcoran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physically Self-Destructive Acts in Children, Adolescents, and Young Adults With Borderline Psychopathology</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 153, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Mary C. Zanarini, Ed.D.</td>
<td>Stephanie D. Stepp, Ph.D., Carla Sharp, Shirley Yen, Andrew Chanen, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatrists’ Views on Self-Disclosure of Mental Illness: Symposium Data on When, Why, and How to Disclose?</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 210, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Robert S. Marin, M.D.</td>
<td>Claire MacChere Cohen, M.D., Michelle Georges, M.D., H. Steven Moffic, M.D., Raymond M. Reyes, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Improvement: International Perspectives</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 312, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chairs: Wolfgang Gaebel, M.D., John S. McIntyre, M.D.</td>
<td>Wolfgang Gaebel, M.D., John S. McIntyre, M.D., Michelle B. Riba, M.D., M.S., Jerry L. Halverson, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Management and Legal Considerations: Can I Communicate With My Patient’s Loved One? Scattergood Ethics Program at the University of Pennsylvania and St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 216, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Moira Wertheimer, Esq., R.N.</td>
<td>Rebecca W. Brendel, M.D., J.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Documentaries Through Filmmaking and Photovoice: New Tools for the Humanistic Mission of Psychiatry</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 214, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: James Lamont Griffith, M.D.</td>
<td>Laura Doggett, Sauharada Rai, Brandon Alan Kohrt, M.D., Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Behavioral Education and Support Team: A Collaborative Multidisciplinary BEST Practice for Behavioral Dyscontrol</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 202, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Kurtis Kaminishi</td>
<td>Tua-Elisabeth Mulligan, M.D., Elizabeth Sutherland, Kewchang Lee, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The New Field on the Block: Palliative Care Psychiatry</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 155, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Danielle M. Chammas, M.D.</td>
<td>David C. Buxton, M.D., Keri Brenner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Opioid Epidemic: From Freud to Fentanyl</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 207, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Anna Lembke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using Stem Cell Models to Study Psychiatric Conditions: Update on Gene Editing Tools, Single Cell Transcriptomics, and Drug Responsiveness</td>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Room 213, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Chair: Carol Marchetto</td>
<td>Sara Linker, Lilia Iakoucheva, Cathy Barr, Krishna Vadodaria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Learning Lab

**Prospective Memory and Planning: A Virtual Reality Game for Patients With Schizophrenia**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 22, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Isabelle Reine Amado

**Presidential Session**

**American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian Mental Health: The Issues, the History, the Status**

8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chair:
Roger Dale Walker, M.D.

Presenters:
Richard Livingston, M.D.
Mary Hasbah Roessel, M.D.
Joel Patrick Chisholm, M.D.

Discussant:
Clarence Watson, M.D., J.D.

---

### Media Session

**Showtime’s The Affair: An Exploration of the Rashomon Effect Through Themes of Homicide, Matricide, and “Suicide”**

8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Room 313, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Karen B. Rosenbaum, M.D.

Presenters:
Fernando Espi Forcen, M.D., Ph.D.
Susan Joy Hatters-Friedman, M.D.

---

### Courses

Courses require advance registration and an additional registration fee. Course descriptions are available in the APA Meetings App. Attendees can enroll in courses at Registration, Lobby, Moscone South. Admission to all courses is by course enrollment only.

**Acute Brain Failure: Pathophysiology, Diagnosis, Management, and Sequelae of Delirium**

8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 10, Exhibition Level
Moscone South

Director:
Jose R. Maldonado, M.D.

---

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
Disaster Psychiatry Review and Updates: Mass Violence, Climate Change, and Ebola
Committee on Psychiatric Dimensions of Disasters
8:00 a.m. - Noon
Room 11, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Director:
Joshua C. Morganstein, M.D.
Faculty:
James Curtis West Jr., M.D.
Robert J. Ursano, M.D.
Joseph C. Napoli, M.D.
Frederick J. Stoddard, M.D.

Autism Update for the Clinician: From Diagnosis to Behavioral and Pharmacological Interventions
American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Room 12, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Directors:
Gagan Joshi, M.D.
Roma Vasa, M.D.
Faculty:
McLeod Frampton Gwynette, M.D.
Bryan H. King, M.D.
Rebecca Ann Muhle, M.D., Ph.D.
Jeremy Veenstra-VanderWeele, M.D.

Psychodynamic Therapy for Personality Pathology: Transference-Focused Psychotherapy—Extended
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Rooms 7/8, Exhibition Level
Moscone South
Director:
Eve Caligor, M.D.
Faculty:
John Clarkin, Ph.D.
Richard G. Hersh, M.D.
Otto F. Kernberg, M.D.
Frank Elton Yeomans, M.D., Ph.D.

10:00 a.m. Sessions
General Sessions
A Comprehensive Framework for the Office Evaluation of the Neurocognitive Disorders
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 304, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Vimal M. Aga, M.D.

According to Stephen Hawking, We Live in the Century of Complexity: Effectively Addressing Complexity in Clinical Care and Teaching
Association of Family Psychiatrists
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 303, Third Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Alison Margaret Heru, M.D.
Sarah A. Nguyen, M.D.
Presenters:
Gabor Istvan Keitner, M.D.
Douglas Rait, Ph.D.

Adaptogenic Herbs: A Promising Adjunctive Treatment in Psychiatric Practice
Caucus on Complementary and Integrative Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Lila E. Massoumi, M.D.
Presenters:
Jessica Gannon, M.D.
Patricia Lynn Gerbarg, M.D.
Richard Paul Brown, M.D.
K. N. Roy Chengappa, M.D.

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.

Advancing Outreach Psychiatry Through Collaborative and Integrated Care: Innovations Using Best Practices in Implementation and Systems Planning
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Allison Crawford, M.D., Ph.D.
Sanjeev Sockalingam, M.D.
Presenters:
Eva Serhal, M.B.A.
Donald M. Hilty, M.D.

Before, During, and After the Suicidal Moment: Stress, Suicide, and Community Intervention
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Kevin M. Malone, M.D.
Presenters:
Aoife O’Donovan, Ph.D.
Seamus McGuinness, Ph.D.
Abbie Lane, M.D.

Behavioral Medicine 2.0: The “Behavioral Pharmacy” Model for Health Behavior Change
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
Benjamin Emmert-Aronson
Presenters:
Steven Chen
Elizabeth Markle

Careers in Addiction Psychiatry: From Residency to Fellowship and Beyond
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 21, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
Timothy W. Fong, M.D.
Presenters:
Michael Hoefer, M.D.
Carla B. Marienfeld, M.D.
Channeling Your Inner Risk Manager: Video Training for Psychiatrists and Residents
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs:
Richard Calvin Holbert, M.D.
Jacqueline A. Hobbs, M.D.
Presenters:
Amanda Mihalik-Wenger, M.D.
Britany Griffin
Donna Vanderpool, J.D., M.B.A.

Difficult Clinical Decisions in Electroconvulsive Therapy Practice
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Keith Rasmussen
Presenters:
Teresa Ann Rummans, M.D.
Simon Kung, M.D.

Health Care Systems, Malpractice Insurers, and Aging Physicians: Emerging Age-Based Assessment Practices Part 1
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair:
James Michael Ellison, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters:
Kelly Garrett
Hayes Whiteside
Ann Weinacker
Ross Campbell

Homeless Community Outreach: An Essential and Disruptive Practice
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Craig P. Kaufmann, M.D.
Presenters:
Megan Smith
Meredith Adamo
Sarah Kier
Sara Heejung Park

How Do I Prescribe Exercise for Depression?
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chairs:
Rohul Amin, M.D.
Adam Lee Hunzeker, M.D.
Presenters:
Rachel Snell
Michelle Samson Maust, M.D.
Courtney Elizabeth Kandler, M.D.

If You Build It They Will Come: Enticing Medical Students to Enter Psychiatry
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 211, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair:
Randon Scott Welton, M.D.
Presenters:
Allison E. Cowan, M.D.
Bethany Harper, M.D.
Ryan C. Mast, D.O.
Rachel Mary Ferrari, M.D.

Innovative Approaches to the Opioid Epidemic
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Room 24, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair:
Grace Chang, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenter:
Natasha Damaris Perez
Discussant:
John A. Renner, M.D.

All scientific sessions listed in the Scientific Program are designated for AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™, except for poster sessions and where otherwise specified.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Integrating Social Determinants of Health Into the Collaborative Care Model</td>
<td>Room 314, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Eduardo Benjamin Camps-Romero, M.D.</td>
<td>Gregory Schneider, Frederick Anderson, Nana Aisha Garba, Maryse Pedoussaut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Moral Injury: A Call for a More Social Psychiatry</td>
<td>Room 301, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>William Peter Nash, M.D.</td>
<td>Christa Acampora, Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>“More Money, More Problems”: The Impact of Moonlighting on Trainees and Training Programs</td>
<td>Room 208, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Nicole M. Benson, M.D. Scott R. Beach, M.D.</td>
<td>Deanna Constance Chaukos, M.D., Daniel Shalev, M.D., Joshua Ryan Smith, M.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Multilevel Engagement of Psychiatric Residents in an Innovative Jail Diversion and Reentry Program</td>
<td>Room 151, Upper Mezzanine Moscone South</td>
<td>Danielle Chang, M.D.</td>
<td>Sonya Shadravan, M.D., Kristen Ochoa, M.D., Samuel Hirz, M.D., Viet Thuy Nguyen, M.D., M.P.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Neuroscience-Informed Precision Psychiatry</td>
<td>Room 213, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Leanne Williams, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Debra Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Research Literacy in Psychiatry: How to Critically Appraise the Scientific Literature</td>
<td>Rooms 305/309, Third Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Diana Clarke, Ph.D.</td>
<td>Zachary Davenport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.</td>
<td>The Changes, Challenges, and Conquests of CPT Coding in 2019!</td>
<td>Room 202, Second Level Moscone South</td>
<td>Vikram N. Shah, M.D.</td>
<td>Vasillis K. Pozios, M.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program changes are posted each day in the APA Meetings App. Please see the app for the definitive program.
What Cultural Assessment Can Contribute to Psychiatric Care in Two Settings: Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico and Treatment Course in San Diego  

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.  
Room 306, Third Level  
Moscone South  
Chair: Roberto Lewis-Fernández, M.D.  
Presenters: Vanessa Torres Llenza, M.D.  
Ravi B. Desilva, M.D.

What We Know and Don’t Know About Asian-American Mental Health  
Kun-Po Soo Award  
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.  
Room 216, Second Level  
Moscone South  
Presenter: Stanley Sue

Why Do House Staff Sometimes Act Like Borderlines? Or Momma Never Said There Would Be Days Like This!  
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.  
Room 155, Upper Mezzanine  
Moscone South  
Chair: Philip R. Muskin, M.D., M.A.

Yes...There’s an App for That—but What Do Clinicians Need to Know?  
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.  
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine  
Moscone South  
Chair: Andrew David Carlo, M.D.  
Presenters: Reza Hosseini Ghomi, M.D.  
Brenna Renn  
Discussant: Steven Richard Chan, M.D., M.B.A.

Presidential Session

Latinos in 2019  
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.  
Room 20, Exhibition Level  
Moscone North  
Chair: Rodrigo A. Muñoz, M.D.  
Presenters: Renato D. Alarcon, M.D.  
Bernardo Ng, M.D.  
Claudio O. Cabreroj, M.D., M.P.H.  
Eugenio M. Rothe, M.D.  
Christina V. Mangurian, M.D.  
Discussant: Theresa M. Miskimen, M.D.

1:00 p.m. Sessions

General Sessions

Beyond Recognition to Prevention: Integrating Techniques to Reduce Risk Measures on Quality Evidence-Based Metrics Into Acute Care Practice  
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.  
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine  
Moscone South  
Chair: Renuka Ananthamoorthy, M.D.  
Presenter: Jennifer Morrison-Diallo, Ph.D.

Brain Changes at the Onset of Bipolar Disorder  
Award for Research in Psychiatry  
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.  
Rooms 305/309, Third Level  
Moscone South  
Presenter: Stephen M. Strakowski, M.D.

Creating Impact at the District Branch Level: Lessons Learned From Illinois  
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.  
Room 212, Second Level  
Moscone South  
Chair: Hossam M. Mahmoud, M.D., M.P.H.  
Presenters: Joshua B. Nathan, M.D.  
Meryl Sosa

Digital Psychiatry: Vaporware or Visionary? A Dialogue on the Data Behind the Technology  
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.  
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine  
Moscone South  
Chair: Yener A. Balan, M.D.  
Presenter: Neil Leibowitz, M.D.  
Discussants: John Torous, M.D.  
Ravi Hariprasad, M.D.

Discrimination Against People With Mental Illness  
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.  
Room 306, Third Level  
Moscone South  
Chair: Claire Henderson  
Presenters: Nick Glozier  
Georg Schomerus  
Nicola Reavley, Ph.D.

Ethical and Legal Issues in the Management of High Risk Patients in College  
Caucus on College Mental Health  
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.  
Room 153, Upper Mezzanine  
Moscone South  
Chair: Ludmila B. De Faria, M.D.  
Presenters: Andres Julio Pumariega, M.D.  
Jonathan Weiss, M.D.  
Lillian Mezey, M.D.  
Steven J. Siegel, M.D., Ph.D.
Feedback CPR: Breathing New Life Into Evaluations of Medical Students and Trainees
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Barbara Wilson, M.D.
Presenter: Samuel A. McCord, M.D.

From Stonewall to Tomorrow: Drawing on LGBTQ+ History to Improve Your Practice
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North
Chair: James Koved, M.D.
Presenters: Caitlin Rippey, M.D., Ph.D.
Jesse Markman, M.D., M.B.A.

Ghosts in the Office: Historical and Contemporary Structural Considerations in Black Mental Health
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Sarah Yvonne Vinson, M.D.
Presenter: Ledro Justice, M.D.
Discussant: Altha J. Stewart, M.D.

Health Care Systems, Malpractice Insurers, and Aging Physicians: Emerging Age-Based Assessment Practices Part 2
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 154, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: James Michael Ellison, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters: Kelly Garrett
Hayes Whiteside
Ross Campbell

La Atención Plena: A Pilot Program for Designing and Implementing a Mindfulness-Based Skills Group in Spanish for a Low-Income Minority Population
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Jacqueline Posada, M.D.
Presenter: Deyadira Baez Sierra, M.D.

Making a Parody of Parity? An Annual Update on the Continuing Struggle for Equitable Mental Health Care Coverage in the U.S.
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Daniel Knoepflmacher, M.D.
Presenters: Susan Gaber Lazar, M.D.
Eric Martin Plakun, M.D.
Meiram Bendat, J.D., Ph.D.

Managing Criminal Confessions
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South
Chair: Tara C. Collins, M.D., M.P.H.
Presenters: Eric Chan, M.D.
Mikel Matto, M.D.
Jacob Michael Izenberg

Mental Health Advocacy in the Community
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Varudhini Reddy, M.D.
Presenters: Varudhini Reddy, M.D.
Pranesh Navin Patel
Sherry Ann Nykiel, M.D.

Millenials Helping Millenials: Exciting the Next Generation of Psychiatrists About College Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South
Chairs: Amy W. Poon, M.D.
Meera Menon, M.D.
Presenters: Mehak Chopra, D.O.
Francesco Dandekar, M.D.

Psychiatry Side Gigs: How and Why Psychiatrists Are Supplementing Their Income
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South
Chair: Abhishek Chandan Khandai, M.D., M.S.
Presenters: Elie Aoun, M.D.
Christina M. Girgis, M.D.

The Role of Family Dynamics and Family Work in Chronic Medical and Psychiatric Illness in Children and Adolescents
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 308, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Susan Samuels, M.D.
Presenters: Susan Samuels, M.D.
Matthew Shear, M.D.
Gabrielle Helen Silver, M.D.
Jonathan Avery, M.D.

Treating Heroes: Reaching Out to Our Hurricane and Disaster Responders
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Room 301, Third Level
Moscone South
Chair: Philip M. Yam, M.D.
Presenters: Christine A. Winter, D.O.
Jason Alan Anthes, D.O.
Jonathan Q. Bui, M.D.
Rita Rein, M.D.
Media Sessions

13 Reasons Why: An Inside Look for Psychiatrists, by Psychiatrists
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 313, Third Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Rona Hu, M.D.
Christine Moutier, M.D.

Psychiatry and Heads of State: The Madness of King George, Film (1994)
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 312, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Micah J. Knobles, M.D.

Presenters:
Taiwo Babatope, M.D., M.B.A., M.P.H.
Zachary Joel Sullivan, D.O.

Discussants:
Osman Athar
Karen Ding, M.D.

Presidential Sessions

Clinical Updates in Geriatric Psychiatry for the Practicing Psychiatrist
American Association for Geriatric Psychiatry
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 202, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Melinda S. Lantz, M.D.

Presenters:
Kecia-Ann Blissett, D.O.
Ilse R. Wiechers, M.D., M.H.S., M.P.P.
Alexander W. Threlfall, M.D.

Is It Burnout, or Is It Arson? The Impact of Organizational Culture on Physician Well-Being
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Room 205, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Mary Kay Smith, M.D.

Presenters:
Mary Kay Smith, M.D.
Carol Ann Bernstein, M.D.
Joseph Zumpano, J.D., M.P.H.

Discussants:
Altha J. Stewart, M.D.
John S. McIntyre, M.D.
Carol Ann Bernstein, M.D.

Advocating for Refugees: Re-Framing the Role of Mental Health Professionals and Trainees in Refugee Mental Health
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 305/309, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Sophia Banu, M.D.

Presenters:
Kaitlyn Marie Carlson
Sally Huang
Adam Goldberg, M.D.
Mark Yurewicz

Don’t Give Up! Somatic and Psychotherapeutic Interventions for Tough to Treat OCD Across the Lifespan
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Rooms 310/311, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Jerry L. Halverson, M.D.

Presenters:
Eric Storch
Bradley Riemann
Jennifer Park
Wayne K. Goodman, M.D.

Emerging Treatment Strategies for Mood and Anxiety Disorders
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 156, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Stefan Kloiber

Presenters:
Yuliya Oleksandrivna Knyahnytska, M.D.
Nazanin Alavi, M.D.
Alpna Munshi, M.D.
Ishrat Husain, M.B.B.S.

3:00 p.m. Sessions

General Sessions

Accelerated Biological Aging in Psychiatric Patients: New Advances and Clinical Implications
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 203, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Owen Mark Wolkowitz, M.D.

Presenters:
Daniel Lindqvist, M.D., Ph.D.
Kristoffer Månsson
Aric Prather, Ph.D.
Josine Verhoeven

Sessions with this icon will be captured as part of APA Annual Meeting on Demand, subject to speaker permission. Visit the APA on Demand Sales Booth in the Education Center to learn more and purchase.
Gathering the “Rebellious”: The Development of a Trainee-Led Conference Examining the Intersection of Mental Health and Social Justice

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 306, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Nientara Anderson

Presenters:
Flavia Alecia Ruth De Souza, M.D., M.H.S.
Kunmi Sobowale, M.D.
Marco Ramos, M.D.
Myra Mathis

History of HIV Psychiatry: Psychiatric Response to the Epidemic

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 20, Exhibition Level
Moscone North

Chairs:
Mary Ann Adler Cohen, M.D.
Marshall Forstein, M.D.

Presenters:
Francine Cournos, M.D.
Karl Goodkin, M.D., Ph.D.

Lights, Camera, Action: Using Improvisation and Action to Enhance Social Communication and Perspective Taking in Individuals on the Autistic Spectrum

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 214, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Jonathan N. Bass, M.D.

Presenter:
Carol Bass, J.D.

Message in a Bottle: How Messaging Therapy Extends Reach for Treating PTSD

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 158, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Shannon Stirman

Presenters:
Thomas Hull
Neil Leibowitz, M.D.

Modulating Aversive Memories in Psychiatry: From Rodents to Humans

Judd Marmor Award

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 206, Second Level
Moscone South

Presenter:
Kerry J. Ressler, M.D., Ph.D.

Navigating the Quagmire of the Workers’ Compensation System

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 151, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Stephen G. Noffsinger, M.D.

Presenters:
Meghan Musselman, M.D.
Maria Lapchenko

Our Shared Responsibility: Helping Young Women and Men Overcome Adversity
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3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 157, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Helen E. Herrman, M.D., M.B.B.S.

Presenters:
Lian Zeitz
Pamela Yvonne Collins, M.D.
Norman Sartorius, M.D., D.P.M., Ph.D., M.A.
Moitreyee Sinha, Ph.D.

Promoting Mental Health of Medical Students, Residents, and Faculty: How Do the Institutional Aspects Impact the Health of an Academic Environment?

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 210, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Arthur Danila

Presenters:
Eduardo de Castro Humes, M.D.
Amy W. Poon, M.D.
Meera Menon, M.D.

Psychiatrist as Clinician-Educator: How to Give Effective Clinical Feedback

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 307, Third Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Thien Chuong Richard Ly, M.B.B.S.

Presenters:
Auralyd Padilla Candelario, M.D.
Erick Kwan Jo Hung, M.D.
Tresha A. Gibbs, M.D.

Reducing the Risk of Workplace Violence: An Innovative Resident Safety Training Course

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 212, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Uma Suryadevara, M.D.

Presenters:
Jacqueline A. Hobbs, M.D.
Richard Calvin Holbert, M.D.
Dawn-Christi M. Bruijnzeel, M.D.
Justin B. Wenger, M.D.

Sexsomnia: Clinical and Forensic Issues
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3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 152, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Brian James Hololyda, M.D., M.B.A., M.P.H.

Presenters:
Susan Joy Hatters-Friedman, M.D.
Amir Mohebbi, M.D.
Renee M. Sorrentino, M.D.
Antonio Fernando, M.D.

The Power of the Pen: Keys to Success for Clinicians Writing for Popular Media

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 204, Second Level
Moscone South

Chair:
Shaili Jain, M.D.

Presenter:
Nathaniel Morris, M.D.
Training Physician-Scientists in Psychiatry: A Road Map to Academic Success

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 208, Second Level
Moscone South

Chairs:
Antonia New, M.D.
Maria Mercedes Perez-Rodriguez, M.D., Ph.D.

Presenters:
Drew Kiraly, M.D., Ph.D.
Kenechi G. Ejebe, M.D.

Discussant:
Rene S. Kahn, M.D., Ph.D.

Using Motivational Interviewing in Patients With Schizophrenia

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Room 160, Upper Mezzanine
Moscone South

Chair:
Michael A. Flaum, M.D.

Alvaro Camacho In Memoriam

A longstanding member of the Annual Meeting Scientific Program Committee, Alvaro Camacho, M.D., took his own life in September 2018. Dr. Camacho worked tirelessly on the Annual Meeting scientific program for many years, including the current meeting, reviewing submissions and advocating for the highest quality speakers and content at the meeting.

Dr. Camacho was Voluntary Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the University of California, San Diego, and during his career worked with rural underserved communities in addressing health disparities and studied the influence of environmental factors on mood and anxiety disorders.

He leaves behind numerous patients, colleagues, mentees, and friends whose lives he touched in immeasurable ways. He embodied the spirit of curiosity, had limitless energy, and expressed infectious enthusiasm in everything that he did. He is survived by his two sons.

The Scientific Program Committee would like to recognize Dr. Camacho for his contributions to the Annual Meeting and to the field of psychiatry. The psychiatric community is diminished by his loss, but the passion he put into every aspect of his work has left a legacy of quality mental health care that will not be forgotten.
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Jonathan Hsu, M.D.

P8-175 Repetitive Transmagnetic Stimulation May Reduce Cue-Induced Craving in Methamphetamine Use Disorder
Brandon John Cornejo, M.D., Ph.D.

P8-176 Supplementary Motor Area Low Frequency rTMS Added to Theta Burst Stimulation to Enhance Response of Depression Treatment
Jorge Davila

P8-177 Severe Mental Disorder Attention Program. Impact and Outcomes of a Structured Intervention Program in a Population of Patients in Bogota, Colombia
Martha Patricia Saavedra

P8-178 What Self Management Strategies Do Patients Use to Cope With Chronic Anxiety and Depression
Jan Spijker

P8-179 A Multimodal Psychiatric Transitional Care Program for Adults With Serious Mental Illness
Tayler Marie Kelly L’Amoureux, L.I.C.S.W.

P8-180 Mental Health Educational Needs of Clergy in African American Faith Communities in the D.C. Metropolitan Area
Alexis Lighten Wesley, M.D.

P8-181 Attitudes and Perceptions of Psychiatrists and Psychiatry Residents Working in Public Hospitals in Singapore Toward Spirituality in Psychiatry
David Choon Liang Teo

P8-182 Patient Responses to Spiritual Psychotherapy in an Acute Psychiatric Setting
Sarah Salcone

P8-183 Severe Mental Disorder Attention Program. Impact and Outcomes of a Structured Intervention Program in a Population of Patients in Bogota, Colombia
Martha Patricia Saavedra

P8-184 What Self Management Strategies Do Patients Use to Cope With Chronic Anxiety and Depression
Jan Spijker

P8-185 A Multimodal Psychiatric Transitional Care Program for Adults With Serious Mental Illness
Tayler Marie Kelly L’Amoureux, L.I.C.S.W.

P8-186 Mental Health Educational Needs of Clergy in African American Faith Communities in the D.C. Metropolitan Area
Alexis Lighten Wesley, M.D.

P8-187 Attitudes and Perceptions of Psychiatrists and Psychiatry Residents Working in Public Hospitals in Singapore Toward Spirituality in Psychiatry
David Choon Liang Teo

P8-188 Patient Responses to Spiritual Psychotherapy in an Acute Psychiatric Setting
Sarah Salcone

P8-189 Severe Mental Disorder Attention Program. Impact and Outcomes of a Structured Intervention Program in a Population of Patients in Bogota, Colombia
Martha Patricia Saavedra

P8-190 What Self Management Strategies Do Patients Use to Cope With Chronic Anxiety and Depression
Jan Spijker

P8-191 A Multimodal Psychiatric Transitional Care Program for Adults With Serious Mental Illness
Tayler Marie Kelly L’Amoureux, L.I.C.S.W.

P8-192 Mental Health Educational Needs of Clergy in African American Faith Communities in the D.C. Metropolitan Area
Alexis Lighten Wesley, M.D.

P8-193 Attitudes and Perceptions of Psychiatrists and Psychiatry Residents Working in Public Hospitals in Singapore Toward Spirituality in Psychiatry
David Choon Liang Teo

P8-194 Patient Responses to Spiritual Psychotherapy in an Acute Psychiatric Setting
Sarah Salcone
New Research Topic Index

Diagnosis/Assessment
P1-004, P1-033, P1-052, P1-055, P1-071, P1-124, P1-133, P1-172, P1-173, P2-003, P2-021, P2-049, P2-055, P2-060, P2-067, P2-091, P2-098, P2-106, P2-118, P2-126, P2-145, P2-151, P2-163, P3-006, P3-007, P3-017, P3-024, P3-043, P3-047, P3-051, P3-064, P3-069, P3-081, P3-083, P3-086, P3-100, P3-107–P3-122, P3-127, P3-174, P3-175, P4-014, P4-021, P4-090, P4-102, P4-108, P4-152, P5-001, P5-028, P5-047, P5-057, P5-066, P5-152, P5-154, P5-160, P6-004, P6-039, P6-041–P6-053, P6-063, P6-070, P6-087, P6-088, P7-021, P7-033, P7-036, P7-059, P7-106, P7-132, P8-011, P8-036, P8-040, P8-062, P8-069, P8-078, P8-097, P8-099, P8-138, P8-152, P8-171

Dissociative Disorders
P2-124–P2-126, P3-164, P7-092

Diversity and Health Equity
P1-006, P1-121, P1-128, P1-131, P2-158, P2-159, P3-122–P3-124, P3-126–P3-128, P4-065, P4-126, P4-179, P4-180, P5-074, P5-098, P5-136, P5-138, P5-141, P6-109, P6-134–P6-139, P7-004, P7-038, P8-147, P8-153, P8-158

Eating Disorders
P1-047, P4-079, P4-120–P4-128, P6-033, P7-079–P7-084, P7-086–P7-091

Emergency Psychiatry
P1-099, P2-115–P2-123, P4-013, P4-024, P4-026, P4-035, P4-087, P4-153, P5-013, P5-097, P5-173, P6-140, P6-150, P7-037, P8-108, P8-159–P8-172

End of Life and Palliative Care
P1-083, P1-085, P2-006, P2-144, P5-151, P6-167, P7-001

Ethics
P1-104, P2-030, P2-141, P2-143, P3-085, P3-129–P3-135, P4-127, P4-175, P6-075, P6-140–P6-144

Forensic Psychiatry
P1-168, P2-085, P2-141–P2-150, P3-131, P3-132, P4-111, P4-145, P6-040, P6-069, P6-071–P6-080

Gender and Sexuality
P2-036, P3-165, P4-177–P4-182, P5-058, P5-073, P5-120, P6-009, P6-134, P6-153, P8-004

Geriatric Psychiatry

Global, Political, and Social Issues
P1-067, P1-070, P1-117, P1-122, P1-164, P2-123, P2-164, P2-170, P3-006, P3-040, P3-126, P3-128, P3-133, P3-169, P4-145–P4-149, P4-163, P4-177, P5-017, P5-062, P5-109, P5-133, P5-137, P6-020, P6-022, P6-038, P6-074, P6-078, P6-138, P6-142, P6-177, P7-070, P7-099, P7-149, P7-179, P8-100, P8-132, P8-146–P8-156

Integrated and Collaborative Care
P1-060, P1-098, P1-161, P2-063, P2-084, P3-056, P3-077, P3-084, P3-097–P3-102, P3-105, P3-106, P4-094, P5-038, P5-056, P5-086, P5-088, P5-091, P5-104, P5-119–P5-125, P5-127, P6-052, P7-007, P7-008, P7-103, P8-177, P8-179

Integrative Medicine (CAM)
P4-044, P4-148, P4-160, P5-158, P8-117, P8-173

International Collaborations
P1-143, P2-132, P4-070, P8-158, P8-173

Military/Veterans and Their Families
P1-139, P1-168–P1-171, P3-053, P3-155, P4-172, P5-014, P6-019, P6-061, P6-136, P7-179, P7-180, P8-119, P8-127–P8-129

Neurocognitive Disorders
P1-059, P1-074, P1-080, P1-088, P1-107, P2-077, P3-005, P4-043, P4-129–P4-140, P5-147, P6-066, P6-084, P6-113, P6-165, P6-180, P7-107–P7-109, P7-111–P7-117, P7-125, P8-041

 Neuropsychiatry
# New Research Topic Index

## Neuroscience and Genetics
- P1-094, P2-040, P2-041, P4-083, P4-141-P4-144, P7-054, P7-073, P7-098, P7-118-P7-123, P7-152, P7-172, P8-096, P8-143

## Obsessive-Compulsive and Related Disorders
- P1-042, P1-064, P1-096, P2-014, P2-104, P3-018, P3-023, P3-171-P3-182, P4-123, P5-037, P5-157, P7-077, P8-090-P8-096

## Pain Management
- P1-140, P1-159, P2-075, P2-152, P3-146, P4-093, P4-103, P6-013, P6-168, P6-169, P7-138, P8-020, P8-043

## Paraphilias
- P3-165

## Patient Safety
- P1-007, P1-084, P1-102, P1-130-P1-131, P1-133-P1-137, P2-015, P2-116, P3-022, P3-162, P4-077, P4-174, P5-065, P5-168, P6-028, P6-050, P6-102, P7-064, P8-041, P8-161, P8-168

## Personality Disorders
- P1-086, P1-114, P2-149, P3-072, P3-166-P3-170, P4-071, P4-181, P6-174, P7-093-P7-097, P8-008, P8-047, P8-070, P8-071

## Physician Well-Being and Burnout
- P1-014, P1-145-P1-152, P2-129, P3-134, P4-155, P4-158, P5-169, P6-057, P6-059, P6-060, P7-145, P7-161

## Practice Management
- P1-003, P1-111, P1-127, P1-130, P2-044, P5-083, P5-169, P5-170, P6-049, P7-002, P7-047

## Prevention
- P1-005, P1-165, P2-138, P2-147, P4-008, P4-017, P4-027, P4-030, P4-038, P4-060, P5-069, P5-071, P5-085, P5-171, P5-179, P6-036, P6-154, P6-155, P6-176-P6-179, P7-024, P7-040, P8-106, P8-125

## Psychiatric Rehabilitation and Recovery
- P1-134, P2-069, P5-181, P5-182, P6-018, P6-071, P6-072, P7-020, P8-177-P8-179

## Psychopharmacology
- P1-001-P1-005, P1-007-P1-013, P1-015-P1-027, P1-029-P1-057, P1-068, P1-079, P1-081, P1-084, P1-094, P1-100, P1-154, P1-167, P2-005, P2-009-P2-011, P2-016, P2-025, P2-029, P2-039, P2-042, P2-043, P2-062, P2-076, P2-108, P2-115, P2-133, P2-171, P3-004, P3-016, P3-028, P3-035, P3-038, P3-049, P3-079, P3-125, P3-170, P4-016, P4-028, P4-045, P4-059, P4-063, P4-068, P4-073, P4-080, P4-081, P4-101, P4-132, P4-136, P4-141, P5-001-P5-011, P5-023, P5-035, P5-040, P5-060, P5-068, P5-071, P5-080, P5-096, P5-108, P5-118, P5-148, P6-027, P6-035, P6-042, P6-058, P6-076, P6-081-P6-084, P6-086, P6-089-P6-108, P6-110-P6-132, P6-158, P6-164, P6-181, P7-014, P7-022, P7-023, P7-043, P7-058, P7-060, P7-066, P7-067, P7-072, P7-078-P7-080, P7-090, P7-107, P7-141, P7-167, P7-174, P8-002, P8-003, P8-010, P8-014, P8-015, P8-018, P8-019, P8-032, P8-033, P8-042, P8-049, P8-051, P8-058, P8-073, P8-080, P8-084, P8-087, P8-101, P8-106, P8-136, P8-160, P8-162, P8-166, P8-167

## Psychotherapy
- P1-119, P2-027, P2-166-P2-169, P4-066, P4-100, P5-042, P5-164, P7-042, P7-052, P7-065, P7-136, P8-063-P8-067, P8-092, P8-122, P8-139, P8-182

## Quality and Outcome Studies
- P1-010, P1-113, P1-178, P2-176, P3-019, P3-103, P3-136, P3-156-P3-163, P4-058, P5-072, P5-171-P5-180, P6-064, P6-170, P6-173, P7-006, P8-037, P8-048, P8-060

## Religion and Spirituality Psychiatry
- P1-112, P3-123, P4-159, P4-160, P6-017, P8-180-P8-182

## Residents, Fellows, and Medical Students
- P1-014, P1-144, P1-145, P1-147, P1-150, P1-152, P1-157, P1-162, P2-167, P3-058, P3-138, P3-141, P3-157, P3-163, P3-178, P4-061, P4-069, P4-086, P4-150-P4-159, P4-161-P4-176, P4-178, P4-182, P5-030, P5-076, P5-135, P5-149, P5-168, P6-016, P6-026, P6-054, P6-096, P6-135, P6-153, P7-026, P7-108, P7-130, P7-146, P7-151, P7-153, P7-156, P7-158-P7-166, P8-142
New Research Topic Index

Schizophrenia Spectrum and Other Psychotic Disorders
P1-006, P1-015, P1-021, P1-023, P1-024, P1-026, P1-030, P1-031, P1-050, P1-053, P1-083, P1-128, P2-001–P2-072, P2-074, P2-076, P2-080, P2-082, P2-092, P2-107, P2-125, P2-162, P2-178, P3-031, P3-046, P3-055, P3-059, P3-065, P3-066, P3-090, P3-106, P3-111, P3-114, P3-115, P3-117, P3-120, P3-129, P3-130, P3-148, P3-161, P3-180, P4-032, P4-051, P4-116, P4-119, P4-125, P4-140, P4-143, P4-154, P5-004, P5-007, P5-021–P5-032, P5-084, P5-108, P5-128, P5-134, P5-144, P5-170, P6-025, P6-065, P6-090, P6-093, P6-098, P6-100, P6-104, P6-110, P6-114, P6-125, P6-126, P6-130, P6-148, P7-002–P7-045, P7-047–P7-075, P7-077, P7-078, P7-096, P7-104, P7-121, P7-123, P7-126, P7-133, P7-154

Sexual Dysfunctions
P2-059

Sleep-Wake Disorders
P1-048, P1-141, P1-160, P1-166, P1-172–P1-182, P2-111, P3-164, P4-105, P4-146, P5-025, P6-087, P7-167–P7-169, P7-171, P7-172, P7-174–P7-178, P8-054

Somatic Symptom Disorders
P2-054, P4-107, P4-114–P4-119, P5-160

Somatic Treatments (ECT, rTMS, DBS, etc.)
P1-085, P2-100, P2-133–P2-137, P2-139, P2-140, P4-097, P4-120, P5-077, P5-156, P8-057, P8-174–P8-176

Suicide and Risk Evaluation

Technology (EHR, Telepsychiatry, Apps)
P1-119, P1-126, P2-127–P2-132, P2-157, P3-135, P4-011, P4-168, P5-125, P5-145, P5-178, P6-008, P6-051, P6-061–P6-070, P7-029, P8-024, P8-055

Trauma- and Stressor-Related Disorders
P1-090, P1-120, P1-142, P1-153–P1-164, P1-166, P1-167, P2-051, P3-003, P3-012, P4-157, P4-171, P5-081, P5-093, P5-123, P5-153, P5-167, P6-007, P6-112, P8-053, P8-063, P8-117–P8-121, P8-124–P8-143, P8-150, P8-151, P8-172

Treatment (other non-pharmacological)
P1-012, P1-062, P2-008, P2-053, P2-057, P2-058, P2-083, P2-166, P2-172–P2-182, P3-094, P4-003, P4-056, P4-078, P4-121, P5-029, P6-010, P6-056, P6-068, P6-079, P6-170, P6-172–P6-175, P7-088, P7-095, P7-109, P7-155, P8-056, P8-066, P8-072, P8-098, P8-134, P8-178

Wellness
P1-078, P1-138–P1-144, P1-146, P2-052, P5-027, P5-055, P5-087, P5-129, P5-140, P5-181, P6-054–P6-057, P6-059, P6-082, P6-175, P7-083, P7-164, P8-090

Women's Health
P1-035, P2-154, P2-155, P2-157–P2-165, P4-075, P6-067, P6-145–P6-152, P6-172, P8-001, P8-009
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Sponsors

The APA extends a special thank you to our sponsors for their support of various activities and services at the 2019 Annual Meeting.
Exhibition Information

Located in Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level of Moscone South, the APA Exhibition is the place to be.
The APA exhibits program is an integral part of the overall Annual Meeting and provides an excellent opportunity for meeting registrants to obtain the latest information on products and services related to the psychiatric profession. Make time in your daily schedule to visit the exhibits.

Here is what’s in store for you when you visit the exhibition:

1. More than 200 exhibitors offering the latest developments in technology, solutions and services
2. The ultimate networking hub to mingle with your colleagues
3. Lounge areas to Relax, Recharge and Power Up throughout the day
4. Product Theater sessions given by industry leaders
5. Complimentary snacks during the Mix & Mingles

The Sunshine Act and How It Affects You
The Physician Payment Sunshine Act is a federal law that requires pharmaceutical and device manufacturers under certain circumstances to publicly report any complimentary gift, food, beverage, non-CME certified education or other item of value given to physicians. Some of the food, product theaters and trinkets that may be available to you at this meeting have been sponsored by companies that may be required to report your receipt of that gift. The APA recommends that you ask the person providing the complimentary item whether your name will be reported under the Act before accepting complimentary products or food so that you can make an independent and educated decision to accept or not accept it.

Show Days & Times

SATURDAY, MAY 18
APA Bookstore & APA Central
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Welcome Reception & All Exhibits Open
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, MAY 19
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Mid-Day Mingle
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

MONDAY, MAY 20
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Mid-Day Mingle
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAY 21
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Mid-Day Mingle
Philadelphia in 2020
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Exhibition Information

Publishers Book Fair
Major publishers and book sellers, including APA Publishing, are located in this designated area. Participating companies are selling and taking orders for new and current professional books in the field of psychiatry.

Career Fair
Exhibitors in this area include government agencies, hospitals, locum tenens, mental health clinics, psychiatric facilities and recruiters seeking psychiatrists to fill open positions. Find APA JobCentral, the career hub for psychiatry and ultimate recruitment tool for employers and job seekers alike, located in APA Central, next to the APA Publishing Bookstore.

International Pavilion
This area in the Exhibit Hall is composed of international organizations and associations holding international meetings outside of the U.S.

Endorsements
Products and services displayed in the Exhibit Hall occur by the contractual arrangement between the American Psychiatric Association and participating companies. This arrangement does not constitute or imply an endorsement by the American Psychiatric Association of these products or services.

Exhibit Hall Activities
- The APA Bookstore, APA Central, Publishers Book Fair and Career Fair will open on Saturday, May 18.
- All commercial, educational exhibits and the International Pavilion will open on Saturday, May 18.
- Welcome Reception immediately following the Opening Session on Saturday, May 18.
Product Theaters

Twelve Product Theaters, supported by pharmaceutical companies exhibiting at the meeting, will be held this year. These promotional programs are being held as an extension of the Exhibit Hall. Seating is limited to 250, on a first-come basis. They are 60-minute promotional programs, and CME credit is not provided. The programs will be held in a theater in Exhibit Halls A-C, Exhibition Level, Moscone Convention Center from Sunday to Tuesday with four programs each day at 11:00 a.m., Noon, 1:00 p.m., and 2:00 p.m. Boxed Lunches are provided. Look for signs announcing the presenters and topics in the Convention Center, Exhibit Hall and at the product theaters. Supporters of these sessions include Alkermes, Allergan, Indivior Inc., Ironshore Pharmaceuticals Inc., Janssen Pharmaceuticals Inc., Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc., Sage Therapeutics, Inc., Sandoz, and Sunovion Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

These sessions are covered by the Physician Payment Sunshine Act, and physicians attending will be required to provide their identifying information for public reports.

SUNDAY, MAY 19

11:00 a.m. – Noon
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Alkermes
An Overview of a Long-Acting Injectable (LAI) for Schizophrenia in Adults
Presenter:
Leslie Citrome, M.D., M.P.H.
Clinical Professor, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, New York Medical College, Valhalla, NY; Private Practice, Pomona, NY

Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Product Theater 2 (Booth #2105)
Supported by Janssen
The First NMDA Receptor Antagonist Approved, in Conjunction with an Oral Antidepressant, for Adults With Treatment-Resistant Depression
Presenter:
Vladimir Maletic, M.D., M.S.
University of South Carolina School of Medicine, Columbia, SC

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Sunovion Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Sunovion Product Theater
Presenters:
Rakesh Jain, M.D., M.P.H.
Clinical Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Medicine, Midland, TX; Investigator Community Clinical Research Center, Austin, TX
Jelena A. Kunovac, M.D., M.S.
Founder and Medical Director, Altea Research Institute, Las Vegas, NV; Co-Founder and CEO; Excell Research, Oceanside, CA

MONDAY, MAY 20

11:00 a.m. – Noon
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.
Advances in Tardive Dyskinesia: Clinical Considerations and a Patient Perspective
Presenters:
Craig Chepke, M.D.
Medical Director, Excel Psychiatric Associates, PA, Huntersville, NC
Moira Ahearne
Forrest Parkinson
Patient Ambassadors, Great Neck, NY

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Product Theater 2 (Booth #2105)
Supported by Allergan
An Antipsychotic Clinical Overview
Presenter:
Gustavo Alva, M.D., DFAPA
Distinguished Fellow, American Psychiatric Association; Diplomate, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology; Diplomate, American Board of Geriatrics; Medical Director, ATP
Product Theaters

Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Product Theater 2 (Booth #2105)
Supported by Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Treatment Goals: Journey of a Real Patient With Schizophrenia
Presenter:
Latha Nair, M.D.
Medical Director of Santa Cruz Mental Health & Substance Abuse Services in Santa Cruz, CA

Noon – 2:00 p.m.
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Ironshore Pharmaceuticals Inc.
A Novel Delayed-Release and Extended-Release Treatment for ADHD Patients 6 Years and Older
Presenter:
Andrew J. Cutler, M.D.
Executive Vice President & Chief Medical Officer, Meridien Research, Bradenton, FL; Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse, NY

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Alkermes
Come Together: The Importance of the Network of Care for Adults Living with Schizophrenia
Presenter:
Rakesh Jain, M.D., M.P.H.
Clinical Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Texas Tech Health Sciences Center School of Medicine, Midland, TX

Noon – 1:00 p.m.
Product Theater 2 (Booth #2105)
Supported by Alkermes
Major Depressive Disorder: Looking Beyond Monoamines
Presenter:
Andrew J. Cutler, M.D.
Chief Medical Officer, Meridien Research

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Sage Therapeutics, Inc.
Postpartum Depression (PPD) Through the Eyes of the Patient and Healthcare Provider
Presenter:
Kristina Deligiannidis, M.D.
Director, Women’s Behavioral Health, Zucker Hillside Hospital, Northwell Health; Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Obstetrics & Gynecology, Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/Northwell; Associate Professor, Center for Psychiatric Neuroscience, Feinstein Institute for Medical Research; Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychiatry, University of Massachusetts Medical School, MA

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Product Theater 2 (Booth #2105)
Supported by Sandoz

TUESDAY, MAY 21
11:00 a.m. – Noon
Product Theater 1 (Booth #105)
Supported by Alkermes - Schizophrenia

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Product Theater 2 (Booth #2105)
Supported by Sandoz

APA product theaters are for informational and promotional purposes only, and do not offer CME credit. The information presented is provided by the supporting companies and does not represent any endorsement by the American Psychiatric Association of any company or product.
Build Your Career in Delaware!

Christiana Care Health System, one of the nation's largest health care systems, is searching for a full-time In-Patient Psychiatrist to work in our new 30 bed voluntary behavioral health unit in our Wilmington Hospital in Wilmington, DE.

Qualifications:
- BE/BC in Psychiatry
- Eligible for license in state of Delaware
- Fellowship training in addiction, geriatric, or adult psychiatry encouraged

Benefits of Joining Christiana Care:
- State-of-the-art 21,000 square foot unit designed into four distinct care pods (adult, dual behavioral health/addiction, geropsychiatry, and med/psych) with dedicated space for group therapy, education and private one-on-one treatments
- 30 bed inpatient behavioral health unit
- Supported by the largest behavioral health provider in the state of Delaware
- New psychiatry residency training program encouraging teaching opportunities
- Providers have faculty appointments at Jefferson/Sidney Kimmel School of Medicine
- Work schedule provides for excellent work life balance
- Generous base salary, annual bonus, paid time-off and relocation assistance

Who Is Christiana Care:
- Ranked as the 24th leading hospital in the nation and 15th on the East Coast in Admissions
- Two teaching hospitals (1,100 licensed beds) with 280 residents and fellows
- Largest non-government employer in Delaware
- Ranked by Healthgrades in “America’s Best 100 Hospitals” in 2018 for two consecutive years

Location: Come live and work in the Delaware Valley! Wilmington, Delaware is located 30 minutes south of Philadelphia and 2-3 hours from New York City and Washington DC. The region offers a variety of living options, excellent restaurants, entertainment and sporting venues, cultural events and some of the nation’s best colleges and universities.

For more information, contact Amy Bird, Director Executive & Physician Recruitment | 302.623.0502 | ABird@christianacare.org

EEO/AA/M/F/Vet/Disability Employer

---

UF Department of Psychiatry
College of Medicine
University of Florida

OVER 70 FACULTY MEMBERS • STATE-OF-THE-ART PSYCHIATRIC CARE
HIGHEST QUALITY CLINICAL AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS INFORMED BY LATEST RESEARCH

Seeking highly motivated and compassionate psychiatrists and mental health professionals to join our team.

5 Adult Psychiatrist Positions: Assistant/Associate/Full Professor
- Providing inpatient/outpatient and consult services in Gainesville & Vero Beach
- Job numbers: Gainesville: 41135, 39078, 41155, 44212 Vero Beach: 43818

3 Child Psychiatrist Positions: Assistant/Associate/Full Professor
- Providing inpatient/outpatient and consult services
- Job numbers: 41813, 38787, 43573

Addiction Medicine Positions: Assistant/Associate/Full Professor
- 1 MD or DO Faculty position. Job number: 43581
- 1 Neuropsychologist position. Job number: 40514

Psychiatrists must be Board Certified and/or Board Eligible MD or DO in Psychiatry, able to obtain a Florida Medical License with demonstrated record of clinical excellence, research or teaching interest in an academic medical center.

• UF is ranked in the top 10 best public universities by U.S. News & World Report.
• Affordable cost of living and a great place to raise a family.

For more information: 866-UFL-JOIN (866-835-5646) or www.psychiatry.ufl.edu/career-opportunities
Psychiatry opportunities in Connecticut.

Trinity Health Of New England Medical Group has exciting opportunities for General and Adult Psychiatrists to join our expanding behavioral health teams at Trinity Health Of New England hospitals and practices in both Connecticut and Massachusetts. The following opportunities are available:

**Adult/General Psychiatry**
**Saint Mary’s Hospital in Waterbury, Connecticut**

We are seeking a BC/BE Psychiatrist, who has an interest in or experience with addiction medicine, to join this collaborative team in our 12-bed, adult inpatient unit. This collegial group includes three physicians, three APRNs, an occupational and group therapist, and a full social work team dedicated to the mental health, wellness and insurance utilization for our patients. This is a full-time position with a Monday-Friday schedule and plenty of opportunities to earn extra income with weekend shifts. Experience is preferred, but new grads with inpatient interest are encouraged to apply. Spanish-speaking is preferred.

**Adult/General Psychiatry**
**Johnson Memorial Hospital in Stafford Springs, Connecticut**

We are seeking a BC/BE Adult or General Psychiatrist with 3+ years of inpatient experience to serve as the primary physician for our 20-bed inpatient unit. This is a full-time position with a favorable 9am-5pm weekday schedule, but there are opportunities to earn additional income with weekend shifts. As the primary physician, you will be responsible for covering the caseload for the unit, but you will have supervised support from a full-time APRN and ample behavioral health support services within the unit. Additional responsibilities may include psychiatric consultations for patients admitted to the ED or medical/surgical units, but the average volume of consultation cases is low. In this role, you will have credentialing at both Johnson Memorial Hospital and Saint Francis Hospital and Medical Center. You will also have faculty appointment opportunities through our affiliation with the Quinnipiac University Frank H. Netter School of Medicine.

**About Us**

As part of Trinity Health Of New England—the region’s largest nonprofit health system—you will experience a culture of provider collaboration. Our practice model empowers physicians to work at their highest level, while allowing time for professional development and family life. If you are focused on providing outstanding patient-centered care, you will thrive within Trinity Health Of New England Medical Group.

**For more information, please call Mallory Davis, Physician and Advanced Practitioner Recruitment Specialist, Trinity Health Of New England, at 860-714-1070 today. Or email your CV and letter of interest to mallory.davis@stfranciscare.org.**

www.jointrinityne.org/PsychCombo/APAConf

EEO-AA-M/F/D/V  Pre-employment drug screening
Therapeutic Updates

Therapeutic Updates are scheduled to be held on Sunday, May 19, Monday, May 20, and Tuesday, May 21. The updates are two-hour informational programs supported by Otsuka America Pharmaceutical Inc. and Lundbeck, and Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc. These promotional programs are being held as an extension of the Exhibit Hall. They feature presentations by thought leaders in therapeutic areas. CME credit is not provided for these programs. Attendees must be registered for the Annual Meeting, and the meeting badge is required for admittance.

Therapeutic Updates are for informational and promotional purposes only and do not offer CME credit. The information presented is provided by the supporting companies and does not represent any endorsement by the American Psychiatric Association of any company or product. Plan to attend!

Therapeutic Updates are covered by the Physician Payment Sunshine Act, and physicians attending will be required to provide their identifying information for public reports.

**SUNDAY, MAY 19**

6:45 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Continental Ballroom 4–6, Ballroom Level, Tower 3
Hilton Union Square

Supported by Otsuka America Pharmaceutical, Inc. and Lundbeck

Exploring the Role of Norepinephrine in Modulating Dopamine and Serotonin Activity in Arousal, Affect and Cognition in MDD, Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorder

Presenter:
Stephen M. Stahl, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc. (Hon.)
Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Diego, School of Medicine, San Diego, CA

**MONDAY, MAY 20**

6:45 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
Continental Ballroom 4–6, Ballroom Level, Tower 3
Hilton Union Square

Supported by Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Pseudobulbar Affect (PBA) in a Long-Term Care Setting—Clinical Picture, Diagnosis and Management

Presenter:
Jason Caplan, M.D.
Chair of Psychiatry at St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center; Professor of Psychiatry at the Creighton University School of Medicine; Board Certified by American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology in Psychiatry and Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry; Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association and of the Academy of Consultation-Liaison Psychiatry; Distinguished Fellow and Past President of the Association for Academic Psychiatry, and Member of the American College of Psychiatrists

Food service begins at 6:45 p.m.
Program begins at 7:00 p.m.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

1st-Dragon
Booth #1406
204 37th Avenue North #422
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
www.1st-dragon.com
1st-Dragon is a trusted Nuance Elite Partner with more than 20 years of experience helping thousands of healthcare organizations customize Dragon Medical Solutions to enhance their clinical workflow. We specialize in offering a tailored approach to speech-to-text medical documentation to optimize EHR utilization in medical organizations of various sizes. We also offer HIPAA Compliant, Real-Time Mobile Messaging as a service to our Dragon Medical clients.

ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Booth #2024
3611 Valley Centre Drive, Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92130
www.acadia-pharm.com
ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc. is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the development and commercialization of innovative medicines to address unmet medical needs in neurological and related central nervous system disorders. Visit Booth #2024 to learn more or contact us by phone at 858-558-2871 or via email at info@acadia-pharm.com.

Acadia Healthcare
Booth #613
6100 Tower Circle
Franklin, TN 37067
www.PracticeWithAcadiaHealth.com
Acadia is a provider of behavioral healthcare services. At September 30, 2018, Acadia operated a network of 586 behavioral healthcare facilities with approximately 18,000 beds in 40 states, the United Kingdom and Puerto Rico. Acadia provides behavioral health and addiction services to its patients in a variety of settings, including inpatient psychiatric hospitals, specialty treatment facilities, residential treatment centers and outpatient clinics.

ADAKO USA
Booth #1040
4878 Huntington Drive South, Unit C
Los Angeles, CA 90032
www.adakousa.com
Please visit the ADAKO USA exhibit for more information about products and services that will be of interest to you.

Adlon Therapeutics L.P.
Booth #1742
201 Tresser Boulevard
Stamford, CT 06901
www.adlontherapeutics.com
Adlon Therapeutics L.P. is a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to developing and providing treatment options for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and related disorders. Our initial focus is on adults and adolescents who have been diagnosed with ADHD. Adlon is a subsidiary of Purdue Pharma L.P.

Admera Health
Booth #1720
126 Corporate Boulevard
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
www.admerahealth.com
Admera Health is a CLIA-certified CAP accredited laboratory, utilizing next-generation sequencing technology to advance the field of personalized medicine. Our expertise includes pharmacogenomics, cardiovascular disease and noninvasive cancer screening. Diagnostic test results are delivered to physicians and patients in a distilled and manageable report, giving them the relevant information to make more informed treatment decisions.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

**AdvancedMD, Inc.**  
**Booth #1321**  
10876 South River Front Parkway, Suite 400  
South Jordan, UT 84095  
www.advancedmd.com  
AdvancedMD Mental Health strives to be the community of choice for mental health clinicians by delivering an integrated workflow and personalized service ensuring the health of every clinic and their patients. AdvancedMD Rhythm, the company’s integrated suite of cloud solutions includes practice management, EHR, telemedicine, intake forms, progress notes, treatment plans, and group scheduling and notes, all backed by expert practice advocate, serving 26,000 practitioners.

**Advocate Aurora Health**  
**Booth #421**  
3000 West Montana Street  
Milwaukee, WI 53215  
docjobs.advocateaurora.org  
One shared purpose brought us together. Now, as the tenth largest not-for-profit, integrated health system in the U.S., Advocate Aurora Health’s combined strength and stability drives us forward. Our integrated delivery model allows our providers to support their patients, connect with colleagues and offer state-of-the-art, top-tier, quality care.

**AGLP: The Association of LGBTQ Psychiatrists**  
**Please see App for Booth #**  
4514 Chester Avenue  
Philadelphia, PA 19143  
www.aglp.org  
AGLP is a community of psychiatrists that educates and advocates on lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender mental health issues. Our goals are to foster a fuller understanding of LGBT mental health issues, research and advocate for the best mental health care for the LGBT community; develop resources to promote LGBT mental health, and create a welcoming, safe, nurturing and accepting environment for our members.

**Alameda Health System**  
**Booth #1710**  
7677 Oakport Street  
Oakland, CA 94621  
www.alamedahaalthsystem.org  
It’s a new day at Alameda Health System. Since 1864, our organization has served the healthcare needs of the East Bay. We have been a vital community asset, which embodies a core mission of “caring, healing, teaching, serving all.” The heart of our mission is to promote wellness, eliminate disparities and improve and maintain the health of residents of the diverse communities of Alameda County.

**Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.**  
**Booth #1513**  
475 Riverside Drive, 11th floor  
New York, NY 10115  
www.aa.org  
Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A.) is a fellowship of men and women who have found a solution to their drinking problem. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking. There are no dues or fees; A.A. is supported by voluntary contributions of its members, neither seeking nor accepting outside funding. Our members observe personal anonymity at the public level.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

Alfasigma USA, Inc.
Booth #1539
4099 Highway 190 E. Service Road
Covington, LA 70443
www.alfasigmausa.com
Alfasigma USA, Inc. distributes a portfolio of prescription nutritional products, one of which is the most prescribed product in its class, DEPLIN®. DEPLIN® is a prescription nutritional product providing the active folate needed to provide nutritional requirements the body needs to enhance the production of neurotransmitters. DEPLIN® has been shown to help patients suffering with depression when added to an antidepressant in multiple clinical trials.

Aligned Telehealth
Booth #1904
6200 Canoga Avenue, Suite 350
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
www.alignedth.com
Aligned Telehealth is a national provider of on-site and telemedicine psychiatric physician services to hospitals, health systems, post-acute facilities and prisons. Aligned provides telepsychiatry consultation services to hospital emergency departments, observation units and inpatient units. Aligned also provides on-site psychiatric hospitalist services to manage inpatient behavioral health units.

Alkermes
Booth #839, 1131
852 Winter Street
Waltham, MA 02451
www.alkermes.com
Alkermes is a fully integrated biopharmaceutical company that applies its scientific expertise and technological know-how to develop innovative medicines designed to help patients with serious, chronic conditions better manage their disease. For more information, please visit the Alkermes website.

Allegheny Health Network
Booth #706
120 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1341
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
www.ahn.org
Allegheny Health Network (AHN) is a subsidiary of Highmark Health, an integrated delivery network focused on preserving health care choice and providing affordable and high-quality care to the people in our communities. With more than 14,000 employees, including 7,400 health care professionals, and nearly 200 primary care and specialty care practices, Allegheny Health Network includes seven hospitals in Pennsylvania with nearly 2,400 licensed beds.

Allergan
Booth #831
5 Giralda Farms
Madison, NJ 07940
www.allergan.com
Allergan plc (NYSE: AGN), is a bold, global pharmaceutical company focused on developing, manufacturing and commercializing branded pharmaceuticals, devices and biologic products for patients around the world. For more information, visit Allergan’s website.

Alleviant Health Centers
Booth #1639
417 Main Street
Little Rock, AR 72201
www.alleviant.com
Would you like to own your own clinic? We can help! We create turnkey healthcare franchise opportunities for psychiatrists who are passionate about holistic patient care. We are leading experts in Ketamine Infusion therapy and TMS for treatment-resistant cases. Our integrated business model maximizes insurance reimbursements and employs a variety of staff members to help you and your patients succeed.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

Alumni Healthcare Staffing
Booth #1506
1031 US-22, Suite 109
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
www.alumnihealthcare.com
Alumni Healthcare Staffing is a premier healthcare professional staffing agency based in New Jersey. Our agency specializes in providing staffing services to fulfill temporary and permanent physician, advanced practitioner and physician assistant needs across the country. If you are a psychiatrist looking for locums opportunities or are a facility in need of psychiatry coverage, Alumni Healthcare is here for you.

American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry
Booth #1514
400 Massasoit Avenue
East Providence, RI 02914
www.uaap.org
The American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry (AAAP) is the professional membership organization for learning and sharing about the art and science of addiction psychiatry research and clinical treatment.

American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
Booth #1405
7 Parkway North
Deerfield, IL 60015
www.abpn.com
The American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology serves the public interest and the professions of psychiatry and neurology by promoting excellence in practice through its certification and maintenance of certification processes.

American Osteopathic Association
Booth #1515
142 Ontario Street
Chicago, IL 60611
www.osteopathic.org
Offered by 16 certifying boards in 29 primary specialties and 77 subspecialties, AOA Board Certification is recognized throughout the medical profession and accepted by employers. A valued indicator of clinical excellence for over 75 years, AOA Board Certification is an asset that offers a competitive advantage throughout a physician's career. To learn more, visit certification.osteopathic.org

American Physician Institute - MasterPsych - BeatTheBoards
Booth #1417
900 Oakmont Lane, Suite 450
Westmont, IL 60559
www.americanphysician.com
American Physician Institute (API) develops medical education courses for psychiatry and its subspecialties, including general, child and adolescent, geriatric and addiction, and consultation liaison psychiatry. API also develops CME activities which include our MasterPsych Conference and CMEtoGO Audio Series.

American Professional Agency, Inc.
Booth #1524
95 Broadway
Amityville, NY 11701
www.apamalpractice.com
Our company is a leading provider of psychiatrists medical professional liability insurance and is the only program administrator endorsed by the American Psychiatric Association. Our policy provides comprehensive protection, including ECT and forensic coverage, competitive rates and many discounts. Policyholders have access to a team of risk managers to discuss legal and risk related issues and a daily 24-hour hotline should an emergency arise.

Arbor Pharmaceuticals, LLC
Booth #1038, 2004
6 Concourse Parkway, Suite 1800
Atlanta, GA 30328
www.arborpharma.com
Arbor Pharmaceuticals, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, is a specialty pharmaceutical company currently focused on the cardiovascular, neuroscience, hospital, and pediatric markets. Arbor currently markets over twenty NDA or ANDA approved products and also has several additional products in late-stage development. For more information regarding Arbor Pharmaceuticals or any of its products, visit our website or send email inquiries to info@arborpharma.com.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

Archbold Medical Center
Booth #522
Gordon Avenue
Thomasville, GA 31792
www.archbold.org
Archbold is a regional healthcare system with four hospitals, three nursing homes, and one inpatient behavioral health hospital— all based in Thomasville, Georgia. Recognized as a top hospital by GA Trend Magazine, Archbold is licensed for 540 patient beds, employs more than 2,700 people and has a medical staff of over 160 specialists. We are offering a competitive salary to one employed BC/BE psychiatrist.

Army Medical Recruiting
Booth #505
185 9th Calvary Regiment Road, Building 206
Fort Knox, KY 40121
www.goarmy.com/amedd.html
Health care professionals who serve as officers in the U.S. Army Medical Department enjoy a wide range of opportunities and financial incentives. Please visit the Army booth and meet with an Army recruiter and learn more about full-time or part-time career opportunities in the U.S. Army or Army Reserves.

Associação Brasileira de Psiquiatria - ABP/ Brazilian Psychiatry Association
Booth #725
Rua Buenos Aires, 48 - 3o. Andar
Rio de Janeiro, 20070-022 Brazil
www.abpbrasil.org.br
Brazilian Psychiatric Association (ABP) is a not-for-profit organization that acts in defense of psychiatric labor rights and development since 1966. We promote and host the Brazilian Congress of Psychiatry, the third major event of its kind in the world, which is in its 36th edition. ABP publishes the most important scientific magazine on the medical community of Latin America, the Brazilian Journal of Psychiatry.

Athelas Inc.
Booth #1140
67 East Evelyn Avenue, Suite 5
Mountain View, CA 94043
www.athelas.com
Athelas is a new FDA approved point-of-care diagnostics platform used by psychiatrists with Clozapine. Learn how you can revitalize and boost Clozapine utility through an instant, fingerprick ANC that integrates automatically with Clozapine REMS for compliance. Athelas aims to modernize refractory schizophrenia treatment through simple, clinically validated technology in-office and within in-patient facilities.

Austen Riggs Center
Booth #1917
25 Main Street, P.O. Box 962
Stockbridge, MA 01262
www.austenriggs.org
Celebrating its Centennial Year in 2019, the Austen Riggs Center is a therapeutic community, open psychiatric hospital, and center for education and research, promoting resilience and self-direction in adults (18+) with complex psychiatric problems. Riggs specializes in the long-term treatment of psychiatric disorders with intensive psychodynamic psychotherapy and a full range of psychiatric services, offered in a completely voluntary continuum of care.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

**Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc**
Booth #1743
30 Enterprise Drive, Suite 400
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
www.avanir.com
Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc. is a biopharmaceutical company focused on bringing innovative medicines to patients with central nervous system disorders of high unmet medical need. We are dedicated to advancing medicines that can substantially improve the lives of patients and their loved ones. For more information about Avanir, please visit our website.

**Avera eCARE**
Booth #1922
4510 N. Lewis Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
www.averaecare.org
Avera eCARE provides health care professionals with robust telehealth access to specialty care physicians, nurses, pharmacists and other medical professionals. Avera eCARE supports hospitals, clinics, schools and prisons in the provision of evidence-based, high-quality care and helps to offset workforce shortages and increased demands for care in rural and urban communities. Avera eCARE is accepting applications for a new eight-week, telemedicine education program.

**Banner Health, Banner Medical Group, Banner University Medical Group**
Booth #719
1630 17th Avenue
Greeley, CO 80631
www.bannerhealth.com
Banner Health, one of the country’s premier, non-profit health care organizations offers excellent clinical practice opportunities for psychiatrists in Phoenix metro as well as clinical faculty appointments with Banner University Medical Group in Phoenix and Tucson. Join the growing team of behavioral health professionals with Banner Health in sunny Arizona!

**Barton Associates**
Booth #1225
300 Jubilee Drive
Peabody, MA 01960
www.bartonassociates.com
The term Locum Tenens is Latin for “holding one’s place” and represents temporary staffing. Barton Associates is a locum tenens staffing and recruiting agency that recruits and assigns locum physician assistants to assignments at hospitals, medical practices and companies throughout the U.S. Assignments range from short term (just a few shifts) to long term (up to a year or more).

**Bay Psychiatric Associates**
Booth #713
2001 Dwight Way, Suite 4190
Berkeley, CA 94704
www.baypsychiatric.com
Bay Psychiatric Associates provides a full range of psychiatric services, from hospital-based inpatient services and partial hospitalization programs to our outpatient clinic and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Comprised of 24 doctors with the majority working at both the hospital and outpatient clinic, our mission is to provide the highest quality of psychiatric care to the people we serve.

**Bellin Psychiatric Center**
Booth #423
301 East St. Joseph Street
Green Bay, WI 54301
www.bellin.org
Bellin Psychiatric Center is the premier provider of behavioral health services in Northeast Wisconsin. The center offers inpatient services at its main facility, located in Green Bay. In addition, experienced professionals with Bellin Psychiatric Center provide mental health assessments, crisis management, individual, couples and family therapy; substance abuse services, and employee assistance program services at a number of locations.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

BHR Corporation
Booth #305
5674 Stoneridge Drive, Suite 207
Pleasanton, CA 94588
www.bhrcorp.org

BHR Corporation is a behavioral healthcare management company. We provide full service behavioral healthcare management and consulting services to medical groups, hospitals, community healthcare agencies, county and state facilities, and private healthcare insurance companies. Our services include physician recruitment/placement, medical billing/appeals, clinical consultation, utilization management, strategic management and mental health training. Locations include: Northern California—East Bay and Tri-Valley—Oakland, Union City and Pleasanton.

Billings Clinic
Booth #621
801 North 29th Street
Billings, MT 59101
www.billingsclinic.com

Billings Clinic is seeking psychiatrists and a psych hospitalist to join our exemplary team. An opportunity to teach residents is available and we are nationally recognized for clinical excellence. Located in the magnificent Rocky Mountains, this friendly college community has great schools, safe neighborhoods and family activities. Exciting outdoor recreation minutes from home along with 300 days of sunshine!

Bon Secours Mercy Health
Booth #512
1701 Mercy Health Place
Cincinnati, OH 45237
www.bsmhealth.org

With 43 hospitals, thousands of providers, over 1,000 points of care and 57,500 employees across 7 states, Bon Secours Mercy Health is one of the largest and strongest Catholic health care systems in the country.

Brain Ultimate, Inc.
Booth #2015
2348 Loraine Street NE
Brookhaven, GA 30319
www.brainultimate.net

Brain Ultimate, Inc. works with Shenzhen Yingchi Technology, to deliver the high-performance TMS systems for researchers and medical professionals, with TMS Neuronavigation, TMS Robot, EMG and EEG.

BrainsWay USA Inc.
Booth #2230
3 University Plaza, Suite 503
Hackensack, NJ 07601
www.brainsway.com

BrainsWay is engaged in the research, development and sales of a medical system for non-invasive treatment of brain disorders. The medical system developed by the company, Deep TMS, can reach significant depth and breadth and stimulate broad areas of the brain. Deep-TMS has been FDA cleared for the treatment of MDD and is now FDA cleared (De-Novo) for OCD. Visit booth #2230.

Brighter Vision
Booth #1322
2569 Park Lane, Suite 108
Lafayette, CO 80026
www.brightervision.com

Brighter Vision makes marketing simple for psychiatrists. From our custom websites that cost only $59/month, to our social media and blogging software, Brighter Vision provides everything psychiatrists need to market their private practice online—and for only a fraction of the cost of other companies.
Exhibitor Company Descriptions

California Correctional Health Care Services (CCHCS)
Booth #705
8280 Longleaf Drive, Building D2
Elk Grove, CA 95758
cchcs.ca.gov

With 35 locations throughout California and a multidisciplinary approach to mental health care, CCHCS is an ideal place to begin or continue your career. You will join a team well-versed in the intricate psychiatric and medical interplay necessary to treat our unique patient population. In return, you will receive a competitive salary and all of the benefits and security of state employment.

Cambridge University Press/Neuroscience Education Institute
Booth #819
1 Liberty Plaza, 20th Floor
New York, NY 10006
www.cambridge.org/academic

Cambridge University Press’ publishing in books and journals combines state-of-the-art content with the highest standards of scholarship, writing and production. Visit our booth to browse new titles, available at 20 percent discount, and to pick up sample copies of our journals. Visit our website to find out more about what we do.

Care New England—Butler Hospital
Booth #1645
345 Blackstone Boulevard
Providence, RI 02906
www.carenewengland.org

Butler Hospital is a major research/teaching hospital for psychiatric, movement and memory disorders affiliated with the Warrent Alpert Medical School of Brown University. Its diverse services for adolescents, young adults, adults and seniors is a significant resource to the southern New England region.

Carle Physician Group
Booth #622
611 West Park Street
Urbana, IL 61801
carleconnect.com/careers

Carle is a vertically-integrated health system serving more than 1.4 million in 14 communities across East Central Illinois. Named one of “America’s 50 Best Hospitals in 2019” by Healthgrades, the 413-bed hospital is home to the area’s only Level I trauma center and Level III perinatal services. Carle Physician Group is physician-led and includes 500+ doctors in 80 specialties and subspecialties providing patient-focused, world-class care.

Carolinas HealthCare System
Booth #1324
501 Billingsley Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
www.carolinashealthcare.org

Excellent career opportunities await qualified adult psychiatrists at Carolinas Healthcare Systems—Behavioral Health in the beautiful Charlotte, N.C. area. Positions include psych-dedicated ED, outpatient and C&L. Excellent benefits, compensation and work life balance. Please visit our booth for details!

Central Intelligence Agency
Booth #618
Recruitment Center
Washington, DC 20505
www.cia.gov

The CIA is the premier agency responsible for providing global intelligence on the ever-changing political, social, economic, technological and military environment. Here, your paramount goal and mission will be to protect the national security of the U.S. Virtually any job you can imagine is available at the CIA—plus, some you can’t even imagine.
The ONLY TMS Treatment FDA Cleared for MDD & OCD

BrainsWay D
Deeper, Broader Stimulation for Patients With Treatment-Resistant Depression

BrainsWay OCD
First Ever Non-Invasive Medical Device Cleared for the Treatment of OCD

Visit us at Booth #2230 for a demonstration and to learn more

contact@brainsway-usa.com / www.brainsway.com
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**CHI Franciscan Health**
Booth #708  
1149 Market Street  
Tacoma, WA 98402  
www.chifranciscan.org  
CHI Franciscan provides high-quality care that meets our patients’ medical needs while providing emotional and spiritual support to patients and their families. We are focused on healing the whole person—body, mind and spirit—valuing the emotional and mental health just as much as physical health. Our skilled professional team has specialized training to care for people with all types mental health and addiction issues.

**Christian Medical & Dental Associations, Psychiatry Section**
Booth #1716  
P.O. Box 7500  
Bristol, TN 37621  
www.cmda.org/psychiatry  
The Christian Medical and Dental Associations (CMDA) is a 20,000 member organization providing resources, networking, education and a public voice for Christian healthcare professionals and students. The psychiatry section offers a forum for the interface of psychiatric practice and the Christian faith. APA participants are welcome to attend our concurrent programs on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Visit our website for more information.

**Citizens Memorial Hospital**
Booth #521  
1500 N. Oakland Avenue  
Bolivar, MO 65613  
www.citizensmemorial.com  
Citizens Memorial Hospital (CMH) provides healthcare to a nine county area of rural southwest Missouri. Psychiatric opportunities are available in the 20-bed inpatient geriatric wellness unit, providing care in our seven long-term care facilities and/or in one of our 13 Primary Care Clinics. Physician satisfaction at CMH is in the top 1 percent in the nation and physician turnover is very low!

**Cleveland Clinic**
Booth #405  
1950 Richmond Road, TR302  
Lyndhurst, OH 44124  
my.clevelandclinic.org/careers/physician-recruitment  
The Cleveland Clinic is recruiting for a variety of psychiatry and behavioral health positions. Please visit us at Booth #405 to inquire about these excellent career opportunities. We offer an exceptional work/life balance and a generous benefits package. Come learn about joining a top rated hospital as ranked by *U.S. News & World Report*!

**CLINICOM**
Booth #1624  
408 Healthwest Drive  
Dothan, AL 36303  
www.clinicom.com  
CLINICOM is a secure, intuitive, web-based intake and assessment tool that has been used in mental health settings for the past ten years. CLINICOM allows patients to choose from 27 chief complaints to assess for 51 possible psychiatric conditions based on the DSM-V in pediatrics and adults. CLINICOM is customizable, saves time and supplies better information for the clinician which results in better care.

**Clinical Psychiatry News**
Booth #1516  
7 Century Drive, Suite 302  
Parsippany, NJ 07054  
www.mdedge.com/psychiatry  
Clinical Psychiatry News, a member of the MDedge family, is an independent newspaper that provides the practicing psychiatrist with timely and relevant news and commentary about clinical developments in the field and about the impact of health care policy on the specialty and the physician’s practice.
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Clinical TMS Society
Booth #1738
4747 North First Street, Suite 104
Fresno, CA 93726
www.clinicaltmsociety.org
The Clinical TMS Society is an international membership society dedicated to optimizing clinical practice, awareness and accessibility of transcranial magnetic stimulation therapy. The Society assists its members in optimizing the administration of TMS, developing novel indications for TMS therapy, expanding insurance coverage and increasing public awareness of TMS.

CNS Vital Signs
Booth #1804
598 Airport Boulevard, Suite 1400
Morrisville, NC 27560
www.cnsvs.com
Assessment of a patient’s neurocognitive status is a “Vital Sign” that is becoming an integral part of both everyday medical practice and clinical research. With the CNS Vital Signs suite of services, any clinician, sponsor or investigator can obtain an easy to use, objective, efficient, computerized neurocognitive-testing tool set.

Community Psychiatry
Booth #414
3835 N. Freeway Boulevard, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95834
www.communitypsychiatry.com
Community Psychiatry is an outpatient, private practice group providing quality care to patients of all ages and diagnoses in over 30 locations throughout California with anticipated expansion outside of California in 2019. We seek to create work settings that provide clinical autonomy, financial security, and freedom from administrative responsibilities of a private practice. Our providers focus on medication management with the option to practice psychotherapy.

CompHealth
Booth #1824
7259 South Bingham Junction Boulevard
Midvale, UT 84047
www.comphealth.com
CompHealth is a national leader in healthcare staffing. CompHealth was founded in 1979 and is now the largest locum tenens staffing agency in the U.S. CompHealth also specializes in permanent physician placement and both temporary and permanent allied healthcare staffing. CompHealth is part of the CHG healthcare services family of companies, which is ranked on Fortune Magazine’s list of “100 Best Companies to Work For.”

Comprehensive Psychiatric Services
Booth #1905
3100 Oak Road, Suite 270
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
www.psych-doctor.com
Comprehensive Psychiatric Services is a well established group that offers a unique environment for those who desire to work in the private practice sector. Our doctors have the freedom to run their own practice while not being burdened by administrative duties. We work closely with all major insurance providers and have locations throughout Northern and Southern California.

Compulink Healthcare Solutions
Booth #1724
1100 Business Center Circle
Newbury Park, CA 91320
www.compulinkadvantage.com
A leader in all-in-one EHR and Practice Management solutions for behavioral health for 34 years, Compulink’s Advantage SMART Practice® uses artificial intelligence to improve clinical and financial results. Designed to maximize time while seeing patients, Advantage includes everything you need to optimize workflow including EHR, PM, patient engagement, and RCM.
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Constellation Behavioral Health
Booth #1643
10301 Meanly Drive, #150
San Diego, CA 92131
www.constellationbehavioralhealth.com
Constellation Behavioral Health creates innovative treatment programs for adults with mental health, addiction and complex co-occurring disorders at our BrightQuest, Bridges to Recovery and Alta Mira facilities. We provide inspiration, strength, hope and belonging for individuals and families suffering from mental health and substance use disorders so they are empowered to heal, transform and embrace a meaningful life with infinite possibilities.

Current Psychiatry
Booth #1518
7 Century Drive, Suite 302
Parsippany, NJ 07054
www.mdedge.com/psychiatry
Current Psychiatry delivers practical, authoritative content—covering evidence-based medicine, cases, professional liability and psychopharmacology—to 40,000 psychiatrists, psychiatry residents and other practitioners, in print and a multimedia-enhanced website.

DR Wanted
Booth #1714
4170 Ashford Dunwoody Road, Suite 485
Brookhaven, GA 30319
www.drwanted.com
DrWanted is a national leader in the locum tenens industry. Best-of-class technology and an individual, high-touch philosophy are the cornerstones of our recruitment process. Our team of staffing professionals provide a personal and unique search experience with an obsessive devotion to finding the right fit. We focus on shortening the search process while also providing a precise match for both client and candidate every time.

Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Booth #619
1 Medical Center Drive
Lebanon, NH 03756
www.dhproviders.org
Dartmouth-Hitchcock (D-H) is an academic health system serving patients across New England that includes a Level-1 trauma center, an air ambulance service, the Norris Cotton Cancer Center and the Children’s Hospital at Dartmouth-Hitchcock. D-H provides access to nearly 1,500 primary care doctors and specialists in almost every area of medicine, as well as world-class research with the Audrey and Theodor Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth.

DataWENS Technologies Private Limited
Booth #2005
85/30, 3rd Floor, Maharaja Towers, 1st Avenue, Ashok Nagar
Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 600083
India
www.pwens.com
pWENS is specially designed software for psychiatrists, which helps to manage the inpatient and outpatient records in psychiatric clinics and hospitals. It is widely used to record and manage patient details.

Department of Behavioral Wellness
County of Santa Barbara
Booth #313
435 Farmland Drive
Buellton, CA 93427
www.practiceinparadise.com
As the contracted recruiter for the County of Santa Barbara’s Dept. of Behavioral Wellness, I search for psychiatrists that wish to live and work in one of the most beautiful places on earth, the Central Coast of California. Please call me, Thomas R. Widroe, to discuss at 805-680-7772 or email at tomwidroe@icloud.com. View our website for more information.
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Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine
Booth #1422
401 Quarry Road
Stanford, CA 94304
med.stanford.edu/psychiatry.html
The Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University’s School of Medicine has a great tradition of fundamental science, translational and clinical research, subspecialty expertise, multidisciplinary education, and influential leadership. We invite you to stop by our booth and learn more about our Department.

Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, University of Washington
Booth #511
1959 NE Pacific Street, Box 356560
Seattle, WA 98195
www.uwpsychiatry.org
We are hiring motivated, passionate psychiatrists to work with a variety of patients and conditions using cutting-edge methods and delivery systems such as collaborative care and telehealth. We offer a stimulating environment, work-life balance with competitive salary/benefits, committed colleagues, research, training and mentorship opportunities, and high clinician satisfaction, all in the beautiful Pacific NW. Multiple positions available. Join a world-class, academic institution and growing team!

Department of State Hospitals
Booth #610
1600 9th Street, Room 121
Sacramento, CA 95814
www.dsh.ca.gov
The Department of State Hospitals (DSH) manages the California state hospital system, which provides mental health services to patients admitted into DSH facilities. The Department of State Hospitals is the largest inpatient mental health hospital system in the nation and oversees five state hospitals: Atascadero, Coalinga, Metropolitan, Napa, and Patton, and employs nearly 11,000 employees. To learn more please stop by our booth #610 today!

Department of Veterans Affairs
Booth #1709
1250 Poydras Street, Suite 1000
New Orleans, LA 70113
www.vacareers.va.gov
More than 6.3 million veterans and their families turn to us for care every year, and it is our duty to provide them with the best health care available. Our team of 250,000 full-time employees and 90,000 health professional trainees work together on interdisciplinary care teams to deliver critical services to our Nation’s Veterans.

Doctor Multimedia
Booth #1404
8070 La Jolla Shores Boulevard
La Jolla, CA 92037
www.doctormultimedia.com
We provide doctors with internet solutions and marketing techniques that turn the web into an advantage for their practices. We focus our website design and marketing efforts solely on the medical industry, and as a result we have developed proven campaigns that improve your patient’s experience, enhance your online presence and increase your practice’s bottom line.

Doctor on Demand
Booth #523
275 Battery Street #650
San Francisco, CA 94111
www.DoctorOnDemand.com
Doctor On Demand is a nationwide healthcare service that provides video visits with board-certified physicians, psychiatrists and licensed clinical psychologists via smartphones, tablets, and desktop computers. Patients download the Doctor On Demand app or visit our website, provide a list of symptoms, and are connected for a video visit within minutes. Doctor On Demand is headquartered in San Francisco with offices in Minneapolis and Washington, D.C.
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DrChrono
Booth #1136
328 Gibraltar Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
www.drchrono.com
DrChrono enables medical providers to be the best they can be by providing EHR and medical billing platform that streamline administration and the delivery of care. We offer the most flexible and intuitive solution for all aspects of a clinical workflow, from patient intake to visit documentation, billing, and revenue management.

Eagle Overlook Recovery for Adolescents
Booth #1712
45 Eagle Overlook Drive
Dahlonega, GA 30533
www.eagleoverlookrecovery.com
Eagle Overlook Recovery for Adolescents is a state licensed and Joint Commission Accredited residential treatment program for substance use disorders, located in Dahlonega, Georgia. We are a four-to-six-week program with customized stays based on individualized care plans. Eagle Overlook Recovery for Adolescents is an ASAM 3.1 level provider focused on treating adolescents aged 13 to 18 with a primary diagnosis of substance use disorders.

ECNP Congress—Neuroscience Applied
Booth #824
Bolognalaan 28
Utrecht, 3584CJ
Netherlands
www.ecnp.eu
ECNP is Europe’s leading independent forum for the science of CNS treatments. The ECNP Congress showcases the world’s best disease-oriented brain research, annually attracting between 4,000 and 6,000 neuroscientists, psychiatrists, neurologists and psychologists. ECNP’s wide range of scientific and educational activities, programmes and events make it the largest non-institutional supporter of applied and translational neuroscience research and education in Europe.

Edward-Elmhurst Healthcare
Booth #1606
801 South Washington
Naperville, IL 60540
www.eehealth.org
At Edward-Elmhurst Healthcare, you’ll find a collegial atmosphere where physicians and mid-level providers enjoy coming to practice. Edward-Elmhurst Healthcare is a three-hospital system which includes Edward Hospital and Linden Oaks Hospital in Naperville and Elmhurst Memorial Hospital in Elmhurst.

Eisai Inc.
Booth #741
100 Tice Boulevard
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
www.eisai.com/us
As the U.S. pharmaceutical subsidiary of Tokyo-based Eisai Co., Ltd., we are a fully integrated pharmaceutical business with discovery, clinical, and marketing capabilities. Our key areas of focus include oncology and neurology (dementia-related diseases and neurodegenerative diseases). To learn more about Eisai Inc., please visit our website and follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

Electromedical Products International, Inc.
Booth #1309
2201 Garrett Morris Parkway
Mineral Wells, TX 76067
www.alpha-stim.com
Alpha-Stim® is a handheld, prescription medical device that is FDA cleared to treat acute, post-traumatic, and chronic pain, along with anxiety, insomnia, and depression. Proven fast, safe and effective by more than 100 clinical trials over 38 years. Try it free at our booth or view studies at alpha-stim.com. Free 60-day loan for practitioners.
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Elsevier, Inc.
Booth #925
1600 John F. Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 1800
Philadelphia, PA 19103
www.elsevierhealth.com
Elsevier is a global analytics business that helps institutions and professionals progress science, advance healthcare and improve performance for the benefit of humanity. Please visit the Elsevier, Inc. exhibit for more information about products and services that will be of interest to you.

Envision Physician Services
Booth #712
5380 Tech Data Drive, Suite 101
Clearwater, FL 33760
www.evps.com
Envision Physician Services is a multi-specialty physician group and healthcare management team providing hospital medicine, anesthesia, emergency medicine, psychiatric medicine, radiology, surgical services, and women’s and children’s health services. Serving 800+ healthcare facilities in 4 states and DC, we employ or contract with more than 25,000 physicians and other healthcare professionals.

Forefront Telecare, Inc.
Booth #941
201 Alameda Del Prado, Suite 103
Novato, CA 94949
www.forefronttelecare.com
Forefront TeleCare is a U.S. leader in providing behavioral care in smaller facilities via our unique Telehealth platform. We serve patients in over 250 facilities nationwide including rural hospitals, clinics and skilled nursing facilities. We are seeking to contract with providers to treat these patients and are also looking to acquire selected psychiatric practices.

Frontiers
Booth #825
Avenue du Tribunal Fédéral 34
Lausanne, 1005
Switzerland
www.frontiersin.org
Frontiers is an award-winning open science platform and leading open access scholarly publisher. Our mission is to make high-quality, peer-reviewed research articles rapidly and freely available to everybody in the world, thereby accelerating scientific and technological innovation, societal progress and economic growth. For more information, visit our website and follow us on Twitter @Frontiersin.

Fusion Healthcare Staffing
Booth #1505
P.O. Box 1865
Sandy, UT 84091
www.fusionhcs.com
Fusion Healthcare Staffing has been connecting physicians across the U.S. with their perfect jobs. Based in Sandy, Utah, our recruiters have an average of ten years of healthcare staffing experience. We are committed to providing the highest level of customer service by recruiting within the fields of emergency medicine, hospital medicine and psychiatry, and we now work with clients in all 50 states.

Galen US
Booth #1721
2661 Audubon Road
Audubon, PA 19403
www.galen-pharma.com
Galen is a privately owned pharmaceutical sales and marketing company established in 1968, headquartered in Craigavon (Northern Ireland). Galen is a recognized specialty pharmaceutical company marketing products throughout the UK, Ireland, Europe and the U.S. in therapy areas such as gastroenterology, CNS, female health and pain management. At Galen, we strive to deliver innovation, quality and value to healthcare professionals and their patients.

GeneSight
Booth #1119
6960 Cintas Boulevard
Mason, OH 45040
www.genesight.com
The GeneSight® test, developed by Myriad Neuroscience, helps healthcare providers get their patients on the right mental health or pain medication faster. It uses a patient’s genetic information to identify which medications are optimal and which may not work or may cause side effects.
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Genoa Healthcare Telepsychiatry
Booth #524
475 Park Avenue South, Floor 11
New York, NY 10016
www.genoatelepsychiatry.com
Genoa Healthcare is the nation’s largest provider of outpatient telepsychiatry. As the telepsychiatry branch of Genoa Healthcare, we increase access to behavioral healthcare by building telepsychiatry programs that connect compassionate and skilled psychiatrists and APRNs with patients in underserved communities across the U.S. Genoa Healthcare Telepsychiatry serves behavioral health communities in 35+ states and provides care through 125,000+ annual appointments and counting.

Genomind
Booth #1325, 1409
2200 Renaissance Boulevard, Suite 100
King Of Prussia, PA 19406
www.genomind.com
Genomind Professional PGx is the most advanced Personalized Mental Health Pharmacogenetics (PGx) Service. Genomind was founded by pioneering scientists and thought leaders in brain health and genetics to deliver actionable insights to clinicians in order to improve the quality of human life for those suffering from a mental health condition.

Global Medical Staffing
Booth #525
339 W. 13490 S., Suite 200
Draper, UT 84020
www.gmedical.com
Finding doctors jobs around the globe is our thing. Why? For starters, no one else can. But we also get a thrill out of adventure. We know what it takes to navigate even the most daunting locum tenens challenges so physicians can find new ways to go far and do good.

Guilford Publications
Booth #921
370 7th Avenue, Suite 1200
New York, NY 10001
www.guilford.com
Please visit the Guilford Publications exhibit for more information and about products and services that will be of interest to you.

Hackensack Meridian Health
Booth #1412
1967 Route 34, Building C, Suite 104
Wall, NJ 07719
www.hackensackmeridianhealth.org
Hackensack Meridian Health is a leading not-for-profit health care network in New Jersey offering a complete range of medical services, innovative research and life-enhancing care aiming to serve as a national model for changing and simplifying health care delivery through partnerships with innovative companies and focusing on quality and safety.

Happier Living
Booth #1614
8229 Santa Monica Boulevard, #202
West Hollywood, CA 90046
www.happierliving.com
Happier Living is a nationwide group private practice incorporating teletherapy. It takes a holistic approach to their patients by having psychiatrists, nurse practitioners, therapists, psychologists, nutritionists and other clinicians. Beyond all administrative tasks being handled for you, Happier Living considers their clinicians as their #1 client. Our focus is on high-functioning and self-motivated individuals to create a culture that values a constant move towards self-improvement.

Hayes Locums
Booth #810
6700 N. Andrews Avenue, Suite 600
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309
www.hayeslocums.com
Hayes Locums is a healthcare staffing agency that provides award-winning services to physicians, advanced practitioners and hospitals. Our dedication to service and laser-focused attention to detail routinely create positive
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match outcomes. Hayes has been named number one on the Staffing Industry Analysts Fastest “Growing U.S. Staffing Firms for 2017,” as well as ClearlyRated’s “Best of Staffing Client & Talent Awards” for four consecutive years.

Healio.com/PsychAnnals

Booth #1504
6900 Grove Road
Thorofare, NJ 08086
www.healio.com/psychiatry

Healio.com/Psychiatry is reporting LIVE. Follow the daily news and perspective, and coverage of breaking news right from the podium. Explore videos, In the Journals and more resources that are relevant to your practice. Gain free access at Healio.com/Register. Stop by our booth to pick up your free issue of Psychiatric Annals and Journal of Psychosocial Nursing.

HealthLinkNow

Booth #2104
155 Cadillac Drive, Suite 110
Sacramento, CA 95825
www.healthlinknow.com

Join HealthLinkNow’s team of telepsychiatrists. Provide quality care and services in any state you are licensed. Opportunity to work in a variety of clinical settings, from any location. Benefits include competitive rates, flexible schedules, work from anywhere and better work life balance. HealthLinkNow was the first telepsychiatry company to be accredited by The Joint Commission.

Healthpiper

Booth #540
921 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 201
Los Angeles, CA 90024
www.healthpiper.com

Healthpiper provides psychopharmacology treatment built upon our mobile app, which lets our psychiatrists serve patients much more conveniently and seamlessly than conventional care. Our clients are thriving and grateful, and the transparent and effective care provided makes one proud to be a psychiatrist. We are growing rapidly, and our full-time psychiatrists earn $400,000 a year. Part-time is also available. Visit our website for more information.

Hogrefe Publishing Corp.

Booth #919
7 Bulfinch Place, Suite 202
Boston, MA 02114
www.hogrefe.com

Hogrefe Publishing’s core publications include a range of high-quality scientific journals in the fields of psychology, assessment and psychiatry and reference works for practicing psychiatrists, psychologists, pharmacists and counselors, including our award-winning Clinical Handbook of Psychotropic Drugs. Visit our booth #919 to see the new edition of our clinical handbook and other new releases in the Advances in Psychotherapy book series.

HopeWay

Booth #1221
1717 Sharon Road West
Charlotte, NC 28210
www.hopewayfoundation.org

HopeWay is a Joint Commission certified Behavioral Health Home with voluntary psychiatric treatment offering residential, partial hospitalization, and intensive outpatient programs for adults. Our treatment approach is holistic including psychiatric and medical services, individual and group therapy sessions, adjunctive therapies, family therapy, spiritual support and after-care coordination. We serve clients with depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, or trauma, many of whom have complex co-occurring disorders.

Horizon Health

Booth #404
1965 Lakepointe Drive, Suite 100
Lewisville, TX 75057
www.horizonhealth.com

Founded in 1981, Horizon Health Behavioral Health Services is the leading manager and provider of hospital-based behavioral health programs. We have provided services in 47 states, working with hospitals of all types and sizes to manage their behavioral health programs, providing an additional revenue stream and helping to ease the strain on their emergency departments.
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**Hospital Corporation of America (HCA)**  
Booth #624  
2000 HealthPark Drive  
Brentwood, TN 37027  
www.practicewithus.com  
Hospital Corporation of America (HCA) owns and operates over 170 hospitals across the U.S., which makes us one of the nation’s leading providers of healthcare services. We believe exceptional patient outcomes only come through a dedicated community of care, placing our physicians at the forefront.

**Hushmail**  
Booth #1511  
580 Hornby Street, Suite 360  
Vancouver, BC V6C 3B6  
Canada  
www.hushmail.com/healthcare  
Enjoy complete peace of mind with safe and secure communication. Hushmail provides encrypted communication services including email and web forms, ensuring conversations with your clients and colleagues remain confidential and HIPAA compliant. Hushmail is a complete email solution including webmail, third-party email app support, and an iPhone app. Hushmail has been providing trusted email solutions since 1999.

**Imperial Locum Services**  
Booth #804  
P.O. Box 932  
Hanford, CA 93230  
www.imperiallocum.com  
Imperial Locum Services is a locum registry that works to place locum doctors in different industries in California. We are currently expanding our scope to other disciplines as well as other agencies. We have been providing these services for the last 40 years and have routinely advertised in APA’s Psychiatry News as a means of recruitment.

**innovaTel Telepsychiatry**  
Booth #1507  
900 State Street, Suite 203B  
Erie, PA 16501  
www.innovatel.com  
With a growing demand for behavioral health services and a shortage of providers, access to care is challenging. Telepsychiatry is a solution to bridge this gap in care. innovaTel Telepsychiatry has nationwide network of psychiatrists, nurse practitioners and licensed clinical social workers that connect to organizations virtually through telemedicine.

**InSight Telepsychiatry, LLC**  
Booth #1725  
765 E. Route 70, Building A-100  
Marlton, NJ 08053  
www.InSightTelepsychiatry.com  
InSight is the leading national telepsychiatry service provider organization with a mission to transform access to behavioral health care through innovative applications of technology. InSight has over 18 years of experience with telepsychiatry and serves over 225 organizations across 26 states with its on-demand, scheduled, connected services and Inpathy divisions.

**InSource Diagnostics**  
Booth #744  
231 W. Chestnut Avenue  
Monrovia, CA 91016  
www.insourcedx.com  
InSource Diagnostics is a CLIA-certified clinical laboratory that performs genetic, blood, urine and saliva testing. The company’s drug compliance monitoring services support pain management, psychiatry, OB-GYN, internal medicine and general practitioners who prescribe controlled substances. InSource’s new Firefly pharmacogenomic testing panels include the neuropharmagen mental health test, which is one of the most extensively validated mental health clinical PGx tests in the world.
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**InSync Healthcare Solutions**
**Booth #1622**
8408 Benjamin Road
Tampa, FL 33634
www.insynchcs.com
InSync Healthcare Solutions provides industry-leading, efficient and effective software solutions to more than 4,000 behavioral health providers. Our fully-integrated suite of EHR, PM, billing and RCM software enables our clients to provide their patients with high-quality care. Our dedicated team works hard to ensure our solutions are specially crafted to meet the needs of behavioral health organizations.

**Indivior Inc.**
**Booth #231**
10710 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 430
North Chesterfield, VA 23235
www.indivior.com
Indivior Inc. is a global specialty pharmaceutical company at the forefront of providing educational resources and treatment options to physicians and patients dealing with opioid dependence.

**Integrated Behavioral Health**
**Booth #415**
600 Sun Temple Drive, Suite A
Madison, AL 35758
www.ibhus.com
At Integrated Behavioral Health, our mission is to provide quality, patient-centered, high-quality mental health services to meet the needs of individuals and families in North Alabama and Southern Tennessee. IBH offers a variety of integrated mental health services including outpatient, inpatient and onsite psychiatric services in long-term care facilities, consisting of psychiatric assessments, evaluations, medication management, individual and family counseling, treatment planning and disease education.

**Integrated Psychiatric Consultants, P.A.**
**Booth #1713**
15316 Perry Street
Overland Park, KS 66221
www.integrated-pc.com
Integrated Psychiatric Consultants (IPC) is group psychiatric practice with flexible opportunities to work in various practice settings including inpatient, PHP/IOP, residential, or outpatient programs in adult, child and adolescent, and geriatric programs. We are physician owned and operated. IPC is a full-service psychiatric treatment provider which offers end to end solutions to the needs of various organizations. IPC can accommodate J-1 and H-1 Sponsorships.

**Interior Health**
**Booth #623**
505 Doyle Avenue
Kelowna, BC V1Y 0C5
Canada
www.betterhere.ca
Come live, work and play where others only vacation! From beaches to mountains, the Southern Interior of British Columbia, Canada is a four-season paradise for adventurers and recreationalists. Interior Health is developing the future of health care through physicians who are committed to high-quality patient care. Visit us and discover which opportunity is right for you. Find out why it’s better here!
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International College of Neuropsychopharmacology (CINP)
Booth #1740
Nussdorfer Strasse 20, Top 22
Vienna 1090
Austria
www.cinp.org
The International College of Neuropsychopharmacology (CINP) is a worldwide organization and can count on a widespread support from all over the world by its active members. Holding regular meetings in the form of educational programs, international meetings and world congresses. Clinicians hear about the latest research advances and new treatments whilst researchers hear about new clinical needs and problems.

Intra-Cellular Therapies Inc. (ITCI)
Booth #2039
430 E. 29th Street, Suite 955
New York, NY 10016
www.intracellulartherapies.com
Intra-Cellular Therapies is developing innovative treatments to improve the lives of individuals suffering from neuropsychiatric and neurologic disorders, including schizophrenia, bipolar depression, agitation associated with Alzheimer’s disease and the symptoms associated with Parkinson’s disease. Visit our website for more information.

Ironshore Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Booth #319
430 Davis Drive, Suite 250
Morrisville, NC 27560
www.ironshorepharma.com
Ironshore Pharmaceuticals Inc. is a pharmaceutical company whose mission is to develop innovative, patient-centric treatment options using the proprietary DELEXIS® drug delivery technology to improve the lives of patients and caregivers. Ironshore’s first product for the treatment of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) leverages the DELEXIS platform and will be available in June.

Jackson & Coker
Booth #1523, 1525
3000 Old Alabama Road, Suite 119-608
Alpharetta, GA 30022
jacksonandcoker.com
Jackson & Coker, a top healthcare staffing firm, is dedicated to uniting locum tenens physicians and advanced practitioners with the medical facilities that need them, ensuring patients have access to life-saving healthcare. Jackson & Coker has been ranked a “Best Staffing Firm to Work For” by staffing industry analysts and is part of the esteemed Jackson Healthcare family of companies.

JAMA Network
Booth #1124
330 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 39300
Chicago, IL 60611
www.jamanetwork.com
Building on a tradition of editorial excellence, JAMA Network brings JAMA together with JAMA Network Open and eleven specialty journals to offer enhanced access to the research, reviews, and opinions shaping the future of medicine.

Iris Telehealth
Booth #1517
807 West Avenue
Austin, TX 78701
www.iristelehealth.com
Iris Telehealth is a telepsychiatry provider organization made up of the highest quality behavioral health specialists such as psychiatrists and psychiatric nurse practitioners. Our mission is to provide underserved communities with access to the best mental health specialists and prescribers. We are dedicated to understanding your organization’s needs and operational goals because we recognize that your success is critical to our own.
Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Booth #1731, 1744, 1924, 1931
1125 Trenton-Harbourton Road
Titusville, NJ 08560
www.janssen.com
Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a pharmaceutical company of Johnson & Johnson, has a longstanding legacy developing innovative therapies, especially in mental health. Janssen pioneered the development of long-acting, atypical injectable antipsychotics for schizophrenia, offering patients long-acting symptom control. Learn more at our website.

JayMac Pharmaceuticals
Booth #541
P.O. Box 510
Sunset, LA 70584
www.enlyterx.com
JayMac Pharmaceuticals manufactures and markets reduced folate and B-vitamin products that lower homocysteine and insure adequate methylation to normalize production of neurotransmitters. These products are indicated for adjunctive treatment of depression with SSRI’s or SNRI’s. Additionally, a Lithium/Curcumin/NAC product has been added to the product line for dementia, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. Available as prescription only and as medical food.

Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Booth #939
3170 Porter Drive
Palo Alto, CA 94304
www.jazzpharma.com
Jazz Pharmaceuticals plc (Nasdaq: JAZZ) is a global biopharmaceutical company dedicated to developing life-changing medicines for people with limited or no options, so they can live their lives more fully. As a leader in sleep medicine and with a growing hematology/oncology portfolio, Jazz has a diverse portfolio of products and product candidates in development, and is focused on transforming biopharmaceutical discoveries into novel medicines.

Kaiser Permanentene
Booth #604
1800 Harrison Street, Floor 7
Oakland, CA 94612
www.physiciancareers.kp.org
With Kaiser Permanentente, you’ll find recognition, stability, opportunity and independence. We can also afford you a high quality of life and a work schedule allowing for time spent with family and friends. Contact us at 800-777-4912 or visit our website.

KPG Provider Services
Booth #1706
1960 E. Grand Avenue, Suite 940
El Segundo, CA 90245
https://kpgproviders.com
KPG was created around the premise that geographic expertise offers more value to our candidates and hiring organizations, compared to a nationally focused agency. That strategy influences KPG’s commitment to a diverse array of placement, payment, and hiring support resources. We realize most organizations need permanent long-term solutions, in addition to per diem and locum tenens support, hence an operational structure geared towards those objectives.

locumstory.com
Booth #1521
7259 S. Bingham Junction Boulevard
Midvale, UT 84047
www.locumstory.com
Locumstory.com educates physicians about what locum tenens is and how it can fit into their career paths. It gives the history of locums and highlights the benefits locums provides to physicians, patients, and hospitals. Over 40,000 physicians work locum tenens assignments each year, and more than 90 percent of hospitals and other facilities use locum tenens physicians to provide needed healthcare.
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**Locum Source Staffing**

*Booth #1722*
1275 Glenlivet Drive, Suite 100
Allentown, PA 18106
www.locumsourcing.com

Locum Source Staffing is founded by a board-certified physician who is experienced in providing locum tenens coverage and employing the services of locum tenen providers. Our first-hand knowledge of the industry is your ticket to your next locum assignment or the next step in your career.

**LocumTenens.com**

*Booth #1313*
2655 Northwinds Parkway
Alpharetta, GA 30009
www.locumtenens.com

Founded in 1995, LocumTenens.com is a full-service staffing agency serving physicians and advanced practice professionals in all healthcare settings. LocumTenens.com also operates the largest internet job board for the industry with access to thousands of jobs posted directly by facilities and agencies nationwide. LocumTenens.com is part of the Jackson Healthcare family of companies.

**Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health**

*Booth #419*
Office of Clinical Operations
550 South Vermont, 12th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90020
www.psychiatristjobs.la

The Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health is at the forefront of healthcare reform, and we are building the future of community psychiatry. We seek to reshape mental health services in general and psychiatric services in particular. Our department is looking for talented psychiatrists who are creative, passionate and ready to push the boundaries of traditional community practice.

**Magstim**

*Booth #2124*
633 Davis Drive, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560
www.magstim.com

Magstim is a leading provider of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), and we have over 30 years of research behind our name. We are “the brains behind TMS”. TMS is a proven therapy for major depressive disorder. It is safe and effective, FDA cleared, and covered by most insurance providers. Visit our booth to learn more about TMS.

**Magventure, Inc.**

*Booth #1810*
2300 Lakeview Parkway, Suite 700
Alpharetta, GA 30009
www.magventure.com

MagVenture is a medical device company, established in 2007, specializing in non-invasive magnetic stimulation systems (TMS) for depression treatment as well as for clinical examination and research in the areas of neurophysiology, neurology, cognitive neuroscience, rehabilitation and psychiatry.

**Management Solution, LLC**

*Booth #707*
200 Pine Avenue, Suite 600
Long Beach, CA 90802
www.vmssolution.com

Management Solution is a healthcare vendor management company. We provide healthcare professionals to a variety of clients through a network of specialized healthcare suppliers. The Management Solution team to date has successfully managed and implemented over 59 healthcare programs including the management of vendors providing temporary/relief and permanent placement healthcare professionals in all healthcare job classifications including, but not limited to psychiatrists.
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**Mayo Clinic**
**Booth #1814**
200 First Street, SW
Rochester, MN 55905
www.mayoclinic.org
Mayo Clinic’s mission inspires hope, contributes to health and well-being by providing every patient the best care through integrated clinical practice, education and research. Our neuroscience and genomic research (mood and addictive disorders) guides cutting edge, progressive clinical care. Multidisciplinary teams constantly seek and share clinical innovation with the psychiatric community. Meet our psychiatrists, learn about our CME courses and new residential care program.

**McLean Hospital**
**Booth #1218**
115 Mill Street
Belmont, MA 02478
www.mcleanhospital.org
McLean Hospital is the premier center for psychiatric treatment, research and education. Offering a full continuum of care including residential, inpatient, outpatient and partial hospital programs, McLean treats a variety of psychiatric conditions including substance use disorders, OCD and borderline personality disorder.

**MECTA Corporation**
**Booth #1305, 1307**
19799 SW 95th Avenue, Suite B
Tualatin, OR 97062
www.mectacorp.com
MECTA Corporation has been in the ECT market longer than any other company that currently produces ECT devices. Over 45 years of research has resulted in innovative ECT technologies and modalities that have impacted the field dramatically. Collaboration with leading universities to research new ECT modalities has resulted in landmark safety and efficacy. MECTA—on the cutting edge of ECT science, technology and patient safety.

**Medical Billing Professionals**
**Booth #1219**
P.O. Box 560
Royersford, PA 19468
www.mbpors.com
Medical Billing Professionals (MBP) which has specialized in behavioral health billing since 1997, will submit your claims for as low as $1.59 per claim. If you are using a service charging a percentage, ask how you can save with MBPros. Stop by our booth for our show special—20 percent off any prepayment purchase and up to six months free.

**Medical Search International**
**Booth #1621**
23 Vreeland Road, Suite 110
Florham Park, NJ 07932
www.medsearchint.com
Medical Search International is a full-service locum tenens and permanent staffing agency. We specialize in placing temp and permanent physicians, advanced practitioners, nurses and all allied health personnel. We also offer complete work force solution for correctional medicine staffing needs ranging from federal prisons to municipal detention centers.

**Medicus Healthcare Solutions**
**Booth #612**
22 Roulston Road
Windham, NH 03087
www.medicushcs.com
Medicus Healthcare Solutions has been partnering with top talent in the healthcare industry since 2004. Meet our professional advisors and learn about navigating the job market, effectively negotiating compensation, obtaining new state licenses (IMLC) and the credentialing process. Gather valuable insight on the pros/cons of both locum tenens staffing and permanent placement employment options.
Menninger

Booth #1717
12301 Main Street
Houston, TX 77035
www.menningerclinic.com
The Menninger Clinic offers patient-centered, psychiatric diagnosis and intensive treatment for difficult cases. We also provide a growing array of outpatient and community integration services. Our inpatient outcome measures show patients get better and stay better post-discharge with Menninger care. Patients originate from nearly every state with severe depression, anxiety, suicide attempts, other self-harm, personality disorders and co-existing substance abuse, trauma or eating disorders.

Mercy Clinic

Booth #714
1965 S. Fremont Avenue, Suite 200
Springfield, MO 65804
www.mercy.net
Mercy is the seventh largest Catholic health care system in the U.S. and serves millions annually. Mercy includes 46 acute care and specialty (heart, children’s, orthopedic and rehab) hospitals, more than 700 physician practices and outpatient facilities, 40,000 co-workers and more than 2,000 Mercy Clinic physicians in Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma. Mercy Clinic is a strong physician-led and professionally managed integrated health care system.

MethylPro

Booth #1620
601 N. Larch Street
Sisters, OR 97759
www.methylpro.com
MethylPro offers the same strength of L-methylfolate as prescription brands at a fraction of the price, in a variety of strengths and formulations—all available without a prescription. MethylPro is made with the highest quality L-methylfolate and is without additives, binders, fillers or coatings of any kind. MethylPro offers a stand-alone L-methylfolate range, L-methylfolate + Cofactors range and B-Complex + L-methylfolate range.

Mindful TMS Neurocare Centers

Booth #1041
1737 S. Napervillle Road, Suite 203
Wheaton, IL 60189
www.mindfultms.com
Mindful TMS Neurocare Centers are unique centers for transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) treatments. Our passion is helping those with MDD, OCD, and other psychiatric and neurological conditions through scientifically proven technology and personalized care. We are a global organization with clinics in Wheaton, Chicago, and Hinsdale, Illinois, as well as Bangalore and New Delhi, India. Rediscover the Colors in Your Life with Mindful TMS.

Minnesota Department of Human Services/Direct Care and Treatment Division

Booth #710
P.O. Box 64997
St. Paul, MN 55164
Direct Care and Treatment, a division within the Minnesota Department of Human Services, operates an array of residential and treatment programs serving people with mental illness, developmental disabilities and chemical dependency. Currently, about 3,500 employees provide these services at nearly 200 sites statewide. Admission to these programs is by referral with roughly 11,000 people receiving direct care services from the department each year.

Misophonia Institute

Booth #2016
5801 Arlene Way
Livermore, CA 94550
www.misophoniainstitute.org
Misophonia is a common condition where a person hears/sees an innocuous stimulus (e.g., chewing) and has extreme emotional and physical responses. Misophonia Institute works to increase professional and public awareness and promote research on misophonia. Misophonia affects 10–15 percent of adults and onset typically occurs in childhood/teen years. Misophonia usually persists for life and increases in severity. Misophonia is plausibly a conditioned, aversive reflex disorder.
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Monterey County Behavioral Health Bureau
Booth #645
1270 Natividad Road
Salinas, CA  93906
www.Mtyhd.org
Monterey County is located on the Central Coast of California, just south of San Francisco. Our behavioral health bureau is looking for full- and part-time adult psychiatrists who can support the recovery and resiliency needs of our over 12,000 mental health and SUD patients. MCBH supports underserved populations and, as such, clinical employees are able to apply to various loan repayment programs.

MPLT Healthcare
Booth #1820
5810 Coral Ridge Drive, Suite 250
Coral Springs, FL 33076
www.mplthealthcare.com
MPLT Healthcare specializes in placing well-qualified physicians and advanced practice clinicians in locum, locum-to-perm and direct hire staff and leadership positions while making this process as seamless as possible for our client facilities. Our highly skilled recruiters assist in this process from pre-qualification to final placement.

Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies
Booth #1024
1115 Mission Street
Santa Cruz, CA  95060
www.maps.org
Founded in 1986, the Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit research and educational organization developing medical, legal and cultural contexts for people to benefit from careful uses of psychedelics and marijuana. MAPS is currently conducting FDA-regulated Phase 3 trials of MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The FDA granted breakthrough therapy designation to MDMA-assisted psychotherapy for PTSD in August 2017.

National Institute of Mental Health
Booth #410
6001 Executive Boulevard, Room 6200, MSC 9663
Bethesda, MD 20892
www.nimh.nih.gov
The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) is part of the National Institutes of Health, an agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. NIMH conducts and supports research on the brain and disorders of mental health.

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
Booth #1612
P.O. Box 10686
Rockville, MD 20849
www.niaaa.nih.gov
The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) exhibit highlights the importance of alcohol research, prevention and treatment for maintaining the health of the individual, the family and the nation. The NIAAA booth features publications appropriate for the public, research findings for professionals and policy makers, and research grant opportunities available for biomedical and social science researchers.

National Labs
Booth #1711
3948 Trust Way, Building B
Hayward, CA 94545
www.nationallabs.com
National Labs is an industry-leading clinical reference laboratory providing advanced high-complexity urine drug testing. Value of services include unique test panels, customized reports and patient-friendly billing. National Labs is positioned to meet all your medication monitoring needs and become a committed partner in your pain management practice.
### Exhibitor Company Descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Booth #</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NeuroStar Advanced Therapy</strong></td>
<td>#731</td>
<td>3222 Phoenixville Pike</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neurostar.com">www.neurostar.com</a></td>
<td>NeuroStar Advanced Therapy is proven for patients who haven’t benefited from prior anti-depressant medication. It is covered by most insurance with over two million treatments performed across the U.S. NeuroStar Advanced Therapy is the #1 TMS choice of doctors. The only transcranial magnetic stimulation with demonstrated durability over 12 months is backed by the largest clinical dataset of any TMS for depression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neurocrine Biosciences</strong></td>
<td>#2009</td>
<td>12780 El Camino Road</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neurocrine.com">www.neurocrine.com</a></td>
<td>Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. discovers and develops innovative and life-changing pharmaceuticals utilizing our novel R&amp;D platform. Neurocrine’s efforts are focused on conditions with high, unmet medical needs, specifically in neurologic, psychiatric and endocrine based diseases and disorders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New York-Presbyterian Hospital</strong></td>
<td>#1623</td>
<td>466 Lexington Avenue, Box 18</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nyp.org/psychiatry">www.nyp.org/psychiatry</a></td>
<td>The psychiatry programs of NewYork-Presbyterian, Columbia University Medical Center and Weill Cornell Medicine ranked among the highest in the nation by U.S. News and World Report, lead in accurate diagnosis of complex cases, advance the field in all aspects of research and provide a continuum of care and care for everyone—offering services in a wide range of subspecialties for children, adolescents and adults.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newport Academy</strong></td>
<td>#1616</td>
<td>811 North Ranch Wood Trail</td>
<td><a href="http://www.newportacademy.com">www.newportacademy.com</a></td>
<td>Newport Academy is a series of evidence-based healing centers for adolescents, young adults, and families struggling with mental health issues, eating disorders, and substance abuse. We offer a compassionate, family-systems approach, providing gender-specific, holistic programs that encompass clinical therapy, academic support, and experiential practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.</strong></td>
<td>#1631</td>
<td>12780 El Camino Real</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neurocrine.com">www.neurocrine.com</a></td>
<td>Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. discovers and develops innovative and life-changing pharmaceuticals utilizing our novel R&amp;D platform. Neurocrine’s efforts are focused on conditions with high, unmet medical needs, specifically in neurologic, psychiatric and endocrine based diseases and disorders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nexstim</strong></td>
<td>#740</td>
<td>2921 Landmark Place, Suite 300</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nexstim.com">www.nexstim.com</a></td>
<td>Nexstim is a medical technology company developing and marketing pioneering navigated non-invasive brain stimulation systems for both therapeutic (NBT® system) and diagnostic (NBS system) applications. Nexstim’s NBS system is the only FDA-cleared and CE-marked system based on navigated Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (nTMS) for the pre-surgical mapping of the speech and motor and is FDA cleared for the treatment of major depressive disorder (MDD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Noble Medical, Inc.
Booth #1707
19525 Janacek Court, Suite 104
Brookfield, WI 53045
www.noblemedical.com

Serving and supporting drug free communities for more than 20 Years, Noble Medical produces rapid oral and urine drug testing kits. Noble Medical is the market leader offering the Noble Split Specimen and our new saliva based rapid test the “Oraliss”.

Northern Light Technologies
Booth #1319
8971 Henri Bourassa West
St. Laurent, QC H4S 1P7
Canada
www.northernlighttechnologies.com

Produced in North America the 10,000 Lux Northern Light Desk Lamp, the Travelite, the Flamingo Floor Lamp, Boxelite, the new Lite-Up, the Luxor and the Mini-Luxor table lamp. Preferred by thousands of healthcare professionals, we are the supplier of choice for affordable, versatile, powerful and adjustable Bright Light Sources. UV-Clean, Flicker-Free and operating on 110V to 220V current. Reach us at 800-263-0066 or visit our website.

Northwell Health
Booth #425
600 Community Drive
Manhasset, NY 11030
www.northwell.edu

Northwell Health is New York State’s largest health care provider and private employer, with 23 hospitals, more than 600 outpatient facilities and nearly 15,000 affiliated physicians. We care for over two million people annually in the New York metro area and beyond thanks to philanthropic support from our communities.

Nova Scotia Health Authority
Booth #808
90 Lovett Lake Court, Suite 202
Halifax, NS B3H 0H6
Canada
www.morethanmedicine.ca

An idyllic peninsula surrounded by the powerful Atlantic Ocean, this is a place of stunning diversity, cultures and landscapes—from the Cape Breton Highlands to the floor of the Bay of Fundy. Few places on earth have been more celebrated by song and soul. Welcome to an ocean playground defined by warm people, active living and incredible opportunity. Find yours, now. Visit our website.

OhioHealth
Booth #413
180 E. Broad Street
Columbus, OH 43215
www.ohiohealth.com

Olmsted Medical Center (OMC), a not-for-profit organization, has been southeastern Minnesota’s hometown healthcare provider since 1949. With more than 35 specialties and 20 locations, OMC is known for its convenient, quality personal care. Employing 160 clinicians and 1,200+ healthcare professionals, OMC annually sees over 316,000 patients, performs over 4,100 major surgical operations, cares for 23,000 patients in the Emergency department, and delivers nearly 1,000 babies.

The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center
Booth #407
410 W. 10th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
www.medicalcenter.osu.edu

The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center is one of the largest and most diverse medical centers in the U.S. and the only academic medical center in Central Ohio and Columbus (Ohio’s largest and most rapidly growing metropolitan region). We are currently in a phase of rapid expansion in order to fulfill our patient and academic missions.

Olmsted Medical Center
Booth #1508
210 Ninth Street, SE
Rochester, MN 55904
www.olmstedmedicalcenter.org

Olmsted Medical Center (OMC), a not-for-profit organization, has been southeastern Minnesota’s hometown healthcare provider since 1949. With more than 35 specialties and 20 locations, OMC is known for its convenient, quality personal care. Employing 160 clinicians and 1,200+ healthcare
professionals, OMC annually sees over 316,000 patients, performs over 4,100 major surgical operations, cares for 23,000 patients in the Emergency department, and delivers nearly 1,000 babies.

**OmegaBrite**

**Booth #1608**

1930 Village Centre Circle, Suite 3-9705
Las Vegas, NV 89134
www.omegabrite.com

Eighteen years ago, OmegaBrite set the gold standard for purity, concentration and scientific efficacy in omega-3s. Dr. Locke formulated the first 90 percent high concentrate formula of pure omega-3, creating the first pharmaceutical grade omega-3 supplement. Dr. Locke’s goal was to create the highest purity omega-3 supplement for her patients. OmegaBrite is recognized as the industry leader for purity, concentration and efficacy.

**Oregon Department of Corrections**

**Booth #519**

2767 22nd Street, SE
Salem, OR 97301
www.oregon.gov/doc/Pages/index.aspx

The Oregon Department of Corrections (DOC) provides mental health care for adults in custody at each of our 14 state institution. DOC employs more than 500 licensed health care personnel, certified and trained in their fields. Health Services operates under a team philosophy working closely in order to reach a common goal, providing the best, most efficient and cost effective health care possible.

**Oregon Health & Science University-Unity Hospital**

**Booth #605**

3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Road, UHN80
Portland, OR 97239
www.ohsu.edu/unity

Unity Center for Behavioral Health is a community focused collaboration between Adventist Health, Kaiser Permanente, Legacy Health and Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU)—an innovative patient and family-centered care environment for adults and adolescents experiencing a mental or behavioral health crisis in Portland, Oregon. Please stop by our booth #605 in the Career Fair.

**Oregon State Hospital**

**Booth #816**

2600 Center Street, NE
Salem, OR 97301
www.oshpsychiatry.org

Oregon State Hospital is actively recruiting psychiatrists and psychiatric nurse practitioners. We are surrounded by ocean beaches, snow-covered mountains and world-famous wineries, all within an hour’s drive. Come by our booth and meet our Chief of Psychiatry and other psychiatrists. They are eager to answer your questions.

**OSF HealthCare**

**Booth #715**

1420 West Pioneer Parkway
Peoria, IL 61615
careers.osfhealthcare.org

OSF HealthCare, owned and operated by The Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis, in Peoria, Illinois., includes OSF Healthcare System consisting of 13 hospitals and medical centers and two colleges of nursing. Additionally, OSF Medical Group is a primary care physician network consisting of more than 1,000 primary care, specialist physicians and advanced practice providers.

**Otsuka America Pharmaceutical, Inc.**

**Booth #1337, 1821**

508 Carnegie Center Drive
Princeton, NJ 08540
www.otsuka-us.com/home

Otsuka America Pharmaceutical, Inc. (OAPI) is an innovative healthcare company that commercializes Otsuka-discovered and in-licensed products in the U.S., with a focus on neuroscience, cardio-renal, and medical devices. For more information, visit our website.
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**OWP Pharmaceuticals, Inc.**  
**Booth #1037**  
400 East Diehl Road, Suite 400  
Naperville, IL 60563  
www.owppharma.com  
OWP Pharmaceuticals, Inc. develops and markets neuroscience medications in the United States. With our hybrid business model known as the “Pharmaceutical Social Enterprise” we help people with neuroscience disorders in under-resourced areas globally get the education, diagnosis and treatment they need through the ROW Foundation. Learn more about OWP Pharmaceuticals at owppharma.com and the ROW Foundation at rowpharma.org.

**Oxford University Press**  
**Booth #1023**  
198 Madison Avenue  
New York, NY 10016  
www.global.oup.com/academic  
Oxford University Press is the largest university press in the world, publishing in 70 languages and 190 countries. Find out how we make the highest-quality academic and professional content available around the globe by visiting our booth.

**PARO Robots**  
**Booth #1715**  
150 E. Pierce Road, Suite 550  
Itasca, IL 60143  
www.parorobots.com  
PARO is an FDA Class II medical device, non-pharmacological intervention for BPSD and quality-of-life activities in elder care. Therapies using PARO as a biofeedback device are reimbursed by Medicare and private insurers. Multiple, international, randomized controlled trials have been published. PARO is not a toy and has been in use for over 12 years at U.S. facilities. Visit us and experience the engagement of PARO.

**PeaceHealth**  
**Booth #806**  
1115 SE 164th Avenue, Department 352  
Vancouver, WA 98683  
www.peacehealth.org  
PeaceHealth, based in Vancouver, Washington, is a non-profit, Catholic health system offering care to urban and rural communities in Washington, Oregon and Alaska. In 1890, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Peace founded what has become PeaceHealth. Today, PeaceHealth is the legacy of its founding sisters and continues to serve its designated communities with a spirit of collaboration and stewardship—the spirit of health.

**PracticeLink**  
**Booth #625**  
415 Second Avenue  
Hinton, WV 25951  
www.PracticeLink.com  
Physicians searching for their first or next practice rely on PracticeLink, the career advancement resource for physicians. PracticeLink helps physicians find the practice opportunities that best suit their personal and professional needs, and provides helpful career development and job-search information. Find your next practice on PracticeLink.com!

**Presbyterian Healthcare Services**  
**Booth #1510**  
P.O. Box 26666  
Albuquerque, NM 87125  
www.phs.org  
Presbyterian Healthcare Services is a locally owned, not-for-profit healthcare system of nine hospitals, a statewide health plan and a growing multi-specialty medical group. Founded in New Mexico in 1908, it is the state’s largest private employer with approximately 11,000 employees.
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Prevea Health
Booth #1410
2710 Executive Drive
Green Bay, WI 54304
www.prevea.com/joinprevea
Prevea Health, a physician owned and lead multi-specialty group based in Wisconsin, is seeking adult and child/adolescent psychiatrists to join the Prevea family. Prevea offers physicians a voice and autonomy in their practices. Come visit us in the Exhibit Hall and talk with Dr. Lisa Thom, one of our psychiatrists, to learn more about our organization and practice opportunities in Green Bay and Eau Claire.

Prisma Health—Upstate
Booth #504
701 Grove Road
Greenville, SC 29605
www.ghs.org
Please visit the Prisma Health—Upstate exhibit booth for more information about products and services that will be of interest to you.

Provider Solutions + Development
Booth #1320
1201 NE Lloyd Blvd, Suite 510
Portland, OR 97232
www.psdrecruit.org
Founded within Providence St. Joseph Health, Provider Solutions + Development is a not-for-profit clinical career navigation organization. For 20+ years, we’ve helped thousands of physicians and providers achieve their practice potential. Our growing network of health system partners offers innovative care models, diverse practice locations across the nation, and a shared culture of service.

PsychU
Booth #1408
15 Lincoln Square
Gettysburg, PA 17325
www.psychu.org
PsychU is a free online community and resource library for the mental health field. Our members share one simple belief—information, increased collaboration, and ongoing discussion will lead to improved mental health care and patient outcomes for individuals with mental illnesses. The PsychU.org community of over 41,000 members brings together all professionals involved in providing, financing or regulating mental health services.

Psychiatric Medical Practitioners, Inc
Booth #1822
1707 Eye Street, Suite 100
Bakersfield, CA 93301
www.pmpitelemed.com
Psychiatric Medical Practitioners, Inc (PMPI) is a professional group, imparting telepsychiatric services to 70+ established outpatient clinics all over California. We have 36 providers working, most of who are board certified. PMPI has part-time and full-time positions available for BE/BC adult and child psychiatrists licensed in California. No headaches of collections, employee benefits, rents and all that comes with private practice.

Psychiatric Times
Booth #1424
535 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 300
Norwalk, CT 06854
www.psychiatrictimes.com
With cutting edge clinical information, psychiatrists turn to us for news, commentaries and continuing medical education articles to enhance their practice. Featuring special reports, topic centers, career opportunities, podcasts, videos and more, Psychiatric Times is available in print, online and on your mobile device.

Psychiatry-Cloud
Booth #1607
2004 Route 17M
Goshen, NY 10924
www.psychiatry-cloud.com
Psychiatry-Cloud, powered by WRS Health, provides fully integrated, cloud-based electronic medical record and practice management solutions. Designed to help optimize psychiatric and behavioral health practices, our award winning and certified platform includes practice scheduling, quick-charting and templates, medication management, streamlined billing and actionable reporting.
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Qbtech
Booth #1407
11200 Broadway Street, Suite 2743
Pearland, TX 77584
www.qbtech.com
Qbtech is a Swedish company specializing in improving clinical, patient and practice outcomes in ADHD using a quantified behavioral test. We have the only devices cleared by the FDA to assess and monitor treatment affects for those ages 6-60 in hyperactivity, attention and impulsivity. We provide clinicians and patients specific objective reports, comparing patients to an age and gender adjusted control.

QTC Medical Services—A Leidos Company
Booth #1509
924 Overland Court, San Dimas
Diamond Bar, CA 91773
www.qtcm.com
QTC, A Leidos Company is the largest provider of government-outsourced occupational health and disability examination services in the nation. Our more than 30-year history has been marked by a focus on delivering technology-driven examination solutions for our customers.

Quest Healthcare Solutions
Booth #814
6 Concourse Parkway, Suite 2250
Atlanta, GA 30328
www.quesths.com
Quest Healthcare Solutions is the premier resource for psychiatrists seeking locum tenens opportunities across the U.S. When you work with Quest, you can expect superior customer service, consistent new opportunities and complete transparency in everything we do.

Regroup
Booth #717
4525 N. Ravenswood
Chicago, IL 60640
www.regrouptelehealth.com
Regroup provides integrated telepsychiatry services to health care entities and their patients across the U.S. With its nationwide network of behavioral health clinicians, proven process and virtual care platform, Regroup provides services to over 100 care sites across settings including primary care, outpatient behavioral health, tribal communities and corrections. For more information, visit our website.

Riverside Healthcare
Booth #718
350 North Wall Street
Kankakee, IL 60901
www.riversidehealthcare.org
Riverside Healthcare is a fully integrated healthcare system. Riverside Medical Group is a network of 140 primary care and specialty providers at 40 locations serving several counties. Our team of Psychiatrists and Advanced Practice Providers have established an extensive complement of programs and services representing the most comprehensive behavioral health and alcohol/substance abuse treatment available within the region.

Riverside Medical Group
Booth #515
856 J. Clyde Morris Boulevard, Suite A
Newport News, VA 23601
www.riversideonline.com
Riverside Medical Group (RMG) is a non-profit, 600+ provider multi-specialty clinical team at the heart of Riverside Health System, a healthcare delivery organization with over 100 years experience. It has invested 35+ years successfully building unique differentiation in elder care, rehabilitation, home-based technologies, wellness and mental health support. Riverside Behavioral Health Center (RBHC) is our inpatient facility with adolescent and adult acute and residential beds.
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**Rogers Behavioral Health**
**Booth #1815**
34700 Valley Road
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
www.rogersbh.org

Please visit the Rogers Behavioral Health exhibit for more information about products and services that will be of interest to you.

**Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group**
**Booth #1019**
711 Third Avenue, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10017
www.routledge.com/mentalhealth

Routledge is the world’s leading academic publisher in the humanities, social sciences and behavioral sciences, publishing thousands of books and journals each year. Our comprehensive portfolio in psychiatry and mental health serves professionals, teachers, researchers and students alike. Stop by our booth to learn more about our great products and claim your exclusive conference discount.

**ROW Foundation**
**Booth #1039**
400 E. Diehl Road, Suite 400
Naperville, IL 60563
www.rowpharma.org

The ROW Foundation exists to help transform the lives of individuals and families living with epilepsy and associated psychiatric disorders in under-resourced areas. We envision a future when life-changing medications and other treatments are available to all people, at all times, in all the world. ROW addresses treatment gaps by working through mission-aligned health partners to improve quality and accessibility of training, diagnosis and treatment.

**RWJ Barnabas Health**
**Booth #711**
95 Old Short Hills Road
West Orange, NJ 07052
www.rwjbarnabashealth.org

As the largest behavioral health network and the largest integrated health system in New Jersey, the Barnabas Health Behavioral Health Network offers clients, their families and caregivers unparalleled access to a full continuum of behavioral healthcare services, substance abuse treatments and comprehensive medical care. From short-term psychiatric care to ongoing support, we provide a comprehensive array of mental and behavioral health programs.

**Sage Therapeutics**
**Booth #2031**
215 First Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
www.sagerx.com

Sage Therapeutics is committed to discovering and developing life-altering therapies to treat central nervous system (CNS) disorders, and we are dedicated in our pursuit to deliver new medicines with the goal of making life better for patients and their families.

**Sandoz**
**Booth #1439**
100 College Road West
Princeton, NJ 08540
www.sandoz.com

Headquartered in Princeton, New Jersey, Sandoz is one of the largest generic drug development and manufacturing companies in the U.S. A long-respected leader in the U.S. generics market, Sandoz is a pioneer in the growing U.S. healthcare marketplace, the largest globally for generic drugs.
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Sanford Health
Booth #615
P.O. Box 2010, Route 2181
Fargo, ND 58122
www.sanfordhealth.org
Sanford Health is one of the largest health care systems in the nation, with 44 hospitals and nearly 300 clinics in nine states and four countries. Sanford Health has 28,000 employees, making it the largest employer in the Dakotas. For information visit our website.

SBSC
Booth #1418
246 Walnut Street, Suite 104
Newton, MA 02460
www.sbscincorporated.com
SBSC specializes in business office services and revenue cycle management solutions for psychiatrists, mental health and addiction treatment organizations with a focus on revenue enhancement. Services include credentialing, benefits and eligibility verification, pre-authorization and concurrent reviews, coding, insurance billing and claims management, utilization management, payor contracting and review, and various degrees of consulting.

Sheppard Pratt Health System
Booth #1222
6501 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21204
www.sheppardpratt.org
Sheppard Pratt is the largest private, nonprofit provider of mental health, substance use, developmental disability, special education, and social services in the country. We provide services across a comprehensive continuum of care, spanning both hospital- and community-based resources. Since 1853, Sheppard Pratt has been innovating the field through research, best practice implementation, and a focus on improving the quality of mental health care.

Shire
Booth #1331
300 Shire Way
Lexington, MA 02421
www.shire.com
Shire is the leading global biotechnology company focused on serving people with rare diseases and other highly specialized conditions.

Silver Hill Hospital
Booth #1611
208 Valley Road
New Canaan, CT 06840
www.silverhillhospital.org
Silver Hill Hospital offers clinical excellence and compassionate care. Established in 1931, Silver Hill Hospital is one of the nation’s preeminent psychiatric hospitals with more than 14 full-time, board-certified psychiatrists. Located on 44 scenic acres in New Canaan, Conn. it is widely recognized for the excellence of its psychiatric and addiction services. The hospital is accredited by the Joint Commission.

SOC Telemed
Booth #1920
1768 Business Center Drive, Suite #100
Reston, VA 20190
www.soctelemed.com
SOC Telemed is the nation’s leading provider of telepsychiatry services. We provide hospitals throughout the country with immediate 24/7 access to board-certified psychiatrists via telemedicine. SOC delivers timely emergency psychiatric consultations as well as general psychiatric evaluations and consult and liaison services. We are a cost-effective solution for hospitals, an invaluable resource for patients and a terrific career opportunity for qualified psychiatrists.
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SoFi
Booth #1413
One Letterman Drive
San Francisco, CA 94129
www.SoFi.com
Dealing with student loans? Refinancing through SoFi can save you thousands. APA members and their families also receive an exclusive rate discount. Medical residents and fellows can refinance with SoFi and pay just $100/month while in residency*. Visit SoFi.com/Psychiatry to find out more about getting your exclusive rate discount. Stop by our booth to learn more!
*Terms and Conditions apply.

Somatics, LLC
Booth #1125
720 Commerce Drive, Unit 101
Venice, FL 34292
www.thymatron.com
Manufacturer of the Thymatron® ECT instrument. Unique benefits include Maximum Ultrabrief response, Age-Based or Titration stimulus, higher Stimulus Current, best Seizure Generalization and Peak Heart Rate. Unique features include stimulus at 0.25 or 0.3 and 0.5 ms, 4-channel monitor-printer, Postictal Suppression Index and EEG Seizure Endpoint detection. EctoBrain™ stimulus analyzer and remote treat handle are available. Energy settings of 1%-10% are now standard.

Soterix Medical, Inc.
Booth #1916
237 West 35th Street, Suite 1401
New York, NY 10001
www.soterixmedical.com
Soterix Medical is the leader in Noninvasive Electrical Brain Stimulation and introduced High Definition-transcranial Electrical Stimulation (HD-tES), which is the only targeted sub-threshold Neuromodulation technology. Soterix Medical also offers a range of innovative technologies from Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation(TMS), Neuronavigation, EEG, fNIRS, Spinal Cord, Galvanic Vestibular to Animal Stimulation.

Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System
Booth #411
101 E. Wood Street
Spartanburg, SC 29303
www.SpartanburgRegional.com
Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System (SRHS) offers a full spectrum of services through four hospitals: Spartanburg Medical Center, Pelham Medical Center, Spartanburg Hospital for Restorative Care and Union Medical Center. The multidisciplinary Medical Group of the Carolinas has more than 300 physicians across two states. SRHS employs nearly 6,000 associates and offers outpatient surgery centers, a vibrant post-acute division, and a Level I trauma center.

Springer Nature
Booth #1018
One New York Plaza, Suite 4500
New York, NY 10004
www.springnature.com
Springer Nature is one of the world’s leading global research, educational and professional publishers, home to an array of respected and trusted brands providing quality content through a range of innovative products and services. Springer Nature is the world’s largest academic book publisher and numbers almost 13,000 staff in over 50 countries. Visit our website for more information.

Springstone Inc.
Booth #1914
101 South 5th Street, Suite 3850
Louisville, KY 40202
www.springstone.com
Springstone is a leading provider of high quality inpatient and outpatient behavioral health care for children, adolescents, adults and families across the United States. The name Springstone represents the possibilities of hope and renewal anchored by a solid and secure foundation. Springstone fulfills its mission of Changing People’s Lives® by providing evidence-based care, progressive programming and a patient-centric
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SSM Health
Booth #2116
12312 Olive Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63141
www.ssmhealth.com
Through our exceptional health care services, we reveal the healing presence of God. SSM Health is a Catholic, not-for-profit health system serving the comprehensive health needs of communities across the Midwest through a robust and fully integrated health care delivery system. The organization’s more than 40,000 employees and 10,000 providers are committed to providing exceptional health care services.

St. Elizabeth Physicians
Booth #611
1360 Dolwick Drive, Suite 105A
Erlanger, KY 41018
www.stedocs.com
St. Elizabeth Physicians is a mission and values driven organization, focused on patient-centered care, accountability, community, innovation, teamwork and excellence. St. Elizabeth Healthcare of Northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati is a regional provider continually recognized as one of the nation’s best. We are also a proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network.

Staff Care Inc.
Booth #1705
8840 Cypress Waters Boulevard, Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75019
www.staffcare.com
Staff Care is an AMN Healthcare company that provides locum tenens recruitment and staffing services. We match physicians, as well as other healthcare professionals, including dentists, CRNAs, nurse practitioners and physician assistants, with all types of medical facilities and healthcare organizations.

Sunovion Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Booth #430, 441, 1431
84 Waterford Drive
Marlborough, MA 01752
www.sunovion.com
Sunovion Pharmaceuticals Inc., is a leading pharmaceutical company dedicated to discovering, developing and commercializing therapeutic products that advance the science of medicine in the central nervous system and respiratory disease areas to improve the lives of patients and their families. Visit our website for more information.

Sutter Health Kahi Mohala
Booth #412
91-2301 Fort Weaver Road
Ewa Beach, HI 96706
www.sutterhealth.org/kahi
Sutter Health Kahi Mohala is dedicated to improving the quality of life and restoring hope for individuals and families affected by mental illness. Our 88-bed facility is located on 14.5 acres on the rural west side of the island of Oahu. We are Hawaii’s only freestanding, community-based, nonprofit psychiatric hospital serving the needs of individuals and families in Hawaii and those throughout the Pacific Rim.

Takeda Pharmaceuticals U.S.A., Inc./Lundbeck
Booth #1031
1 Takeda Parkway
Deerfield, IL 60015
www.takeda.us
Takeda Pharmaceuticals Company Limited and Lundbeck formed a strategic alliance in 2007 to co-develop and co-commercialize in the U.S. and Japan several compounds in Lundbeck’s pipeline for the treatment of mood and anxiety disorders. Together, both companies are deeply committed to supporting the needs of the mental health community.
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**Taylor & Francis Journals**  
**Booth #1021**  
530 Walnut Street, Suite 850  
Philadelphia, PA 19106  
www.tandfonline.com  
Taylor & Francis partners with world-class authors, from leading scientists and researchers, to scholars and professionals operating at the top of their fields. Please visit the Taylor & Francis journals exhibit for more information about products and services that will be of interest to you.

**TeamHealth**  
**Booth #1415**  
265 Brookview Centre Way, Suite 400  
Knoxville, TN 37919  
www.teamhealth.com/join  
Join our team and gain autonomy and control over your practice by setting your own schedule and building a position that matches your lifestyle and career goals. Enjoy flexibility, opportunities for growth and support from a national clinician group. TeamHealth’s integrated behavioral health team delivers quality patient care to primarily geriatric patients in more than 2,000 post-acute facilities nationwide.

**Telecare Corporation**  
**Booth #513**  
1080 Marina Village Parkway  
Alameda, CA 94501  
www.telecarecorp.com  
Telecare is a rapidly growing mental health care company dedicated to making a difference for our clients, the community and our employees. We offer an array of mental health services to adults with serious mental illness. We partner with public sector entities and behavioral health organizations and have over 120 programs and over 3,500 employees. Telecare is recruiting for qualified, on-site psychiatrists/NPs for our programs!

**Teva Pharmaceuticals**  
**Booth #531**  
11100 Nall Avenue  
Overland Park, KS 66211  
www.tevausa.com  
Teva Pharmaceuticals is a global leader in generic medicines and biopharmaceuticals. Building on more than a century-old legacy, Teva delivers high-quality products to patients in nearly every therapeutic area, has an established presence in generics, specialty, OTC and API, a fully integrated R&D function, strong operational base and global infrastructure and scale.

**Texas Tech Psychiatry**  
**Booth #520**  
314 Secor  
Midland, TX 79701  
www.ttuhsc.edu/medicine/odessa/psychiatry  
Our health care facilities are run by the same doctors who teach tomorrow’s leading physicians. We have a general psychiatry residency program and child and adolescent fellowship. The doctors at Texas Tech Physicians of the Permian Basin offer a complete range of psychiatric care in a caring and confidential environment.

**THIRA Health**  
**Booth #506**  
400 108th Avenue NE, Suite 700  
Bellevue, WA 98004  
www.thirahealth.com  
THIRA Health’s mission is to support women and girls who are experiencing mood disorders through comprehensive, holistic approaches that address the whole-self, with an emphasis on community support. This is made possible by a skilled team of trained, certified experts in therapy, art, movement, nutrition, and intensive outpatient and partial hospitalization programs rooted in dialectical behavior therapy (DBT).
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**TMS Health Solutions**
*Booth #514*
360 Post Street, #500
San Francisco, CA 94108
www.tmshealthsolutions.com

We are a growing psychiatric practice group located in California. Led by nationally recognized experts in psychiatry, our team is reinventing the office-based model by providing one-stop access to integrated treatment in a comfortable, contemporary setting. We offer medication management, interventional psychotherapy and other non-invasive, evidence-based modalities like TMS. Our physicians thrive in a culture dedicated to education, schedule flexibility and reduced administrative demands.

**The TOVA Company**
*Booth #1617*
3321 Cerritos Avenue
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
www.tovatest.com

The TOVA Company distributes the Test of Variables of Attention (T.O.V.A.), an accurate and objective computerized measure used by qualified healthcare professionals in the assessment of, and evaluation of treatment for, attention deficits, including ADHD. Normed 4 to 80+ by gender, Culture-and language-free Auditory and Visual tests. Test instructions in 11 languages. Free interpretation and technical support. Easy to read report. FDA cleared, CE Marked.

**Tower Health**
*Booth #620*
420 South 5th Avenue
West Reading, PA 16911
www.towerhealth.org

Reading Hospital, a 700+ bed facility in West Reading, Pa., is seeking board certified/eligible outpatient and inpatient psychiatrists. We have an 18-bed medical complexity unit, a 20-bed residential substance abuse detox and rehab, a dedicated C/L service, and extensive outpatient services including partial hospitalization and an assertive community treatment program. Other services include medication-assisted treatment, behavioral medicine pain management, and a senior assessment program.

**Transformations Treatment Center**
*Booth #2106*
14000 S. Military Trail
Delray Beach, FL 33484
www.transformationstreatment.com

As a nationally recognized substance abuse and mental health treatment program, we integrate natural and holistic protocols, along with traditional medications, individualized programs and personalized, nurturing care. We can help you or a loved one live the life they deserve.

**Trayt**
*Booth #1420*
555 Twin Dolphin Drive, Suite 145
Redwood City, CA 94065
www.trayt.io

Trayt is an enterprise software and data platform that is improving assessments, treatments and outcomes in brain-based disorders. It is the first comorbidity assessment and continuous outcomes tracking platform that uncovers connections between patients’ brain, body, environment, and behavioral data. The Trayt analytic engine creates curated clinician reports that enable informed, data-driven clinical decision-making, improving patient outcomes and reducing costs across the system of care.

**Tséhootsooí Medical Center**
*Booth #720*
U.S. Fort Defiance Indian Hospital, Corner of Route N12 and N7
Fort Defiance, AZ 86504
www.fdihb.org

Please visit the Tséhootsooí Medical Center exhibit for more information about employment opportunities in northeastern Arizona!

**U.S. Army Medicine Civilian Corps**
*Booth #607*
909 NE Loop 410, 340
San Antonio, TX 78209
www.civilianmedicaljobs.com

World-class Health Care. First-rate Benefits. Practice alongside other highly skilled civilian and military health care providers worldwide, and experience professional opportunities and benefits that can only be found in the Civilian Corps. Come meet our career consultants and explore your opportunities.
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**U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Medical Services**

**Booth #609**
2401 E Street, NW, L 101
Washington, DC 20522
www.careers.state.gov

The U.S. Department of State Bureau of Medical Services provides primary health care to diplomats in overseas embassies. Our regional psychiatrists live and work overseas, providing unique health care to diplomats and their family members. Please stop by to meet us and find out more.

**UCSF-Fresno**

**Booth #614**
2625 E. Divisaderos Street
Fresno, CA 93721
www.fresno.ucsf.edu

UCSF Fresno is a branch campus of UCSF School of Medicine. Established in 1975, UCSF Fresno is focused on improving health in California’s San Joaquin Valley through medical education, patient care, and research. A partnership with Fresno County Department of Behavioral Health provides quality mental health services to the community.

**UNC Health Care**

**Booth #704**
2000 Perimeter Park Drive, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560
www.unchealthcare.org

UNC Health Care is a nonprofit, integrated health care system owned by the state of North Carolina and based in Chapel Hill. Originally established in 1998, UNC Health Care currently comprises UNC hospitals and its provider network, the clinical programs of the UNC School of Medicine and nine affiliate hospitals and hospital systems across the state.

**US WorldMeds**

**Booth #1512**
4441 Springdale Road
Louisville, KY 40241
www.usworldmeds.com

US WorldMeds (TM) is a specialty pharmaceutical company that develops, licenses and brings to market unique healthcare products designed to improve the lives of patients with challenging conditions and unmet medical needs.

**UT Health Science Center Houston**

**Booth #315**
1941 East Road, Suite 3230
Houston, TX 77054
www.med.uth.edu/psychiatry

Our team of faculty and staff is dedicated to the mission of education, research and patient care. We set new standards of excellence, ever striving for quality improvement. We treat patients with schizophrenia, dual diagnosis and mood disorders, substance abuse, trauma and grief.

**United States Navy Recruiting Command**

**Booth #508**
5722 Integrity Drive
Millington, TN 38054
www.navy.com

We are the U.S. Navy Medical Corps. Become a leader within the medical world—with financial assistance available. Learn more at the Navy booth or visit navy.com/healthcare.

**Universal Health Services, Inc.**

**Booth #518**
367 South Gulph Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406
www.uhsinc.com

Universal Health Services (UHS), is one of the nation’s largest and most respected hospital management companies with more than 350 acute care hospitals, behavioral health facilities and ambulatory centers across the U.S., Puerto Rico and the UK. As we continue to grow, we focus on making health a positive and local experience. UHS is currently recruiting psychiatrists nationwide for staff and leadership positions.
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University of California, San Francisco—Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute

Booth #1613
401 Parnassus Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94143
psych.ucsf.edu/lpphc

Founded in 1941 as California's first neuropsychiatric institute, UCSF Langley Porter Psychiatric Hospital and Clinics (LPPHC) consists of an adult inpatient unit, an adult partial hospitalization program, an adult intensive outpatient program and adult/child outpatient services accounting for nearly 48,000 visits per year. Be colleagues with doctors discovering the cutting-edge of psychiatry. Join us, come, practice, and serve San Francisco’s diverse patient community.

University of Florida Department of Psychiatry

Booth #1223
P.O. Box 103424
Gainesville, FL 32610
www.psychiatry.ufl.edu

The Department of Psychiatry at the University of Florida is the leader in the Southeast for innovative evidence-based treatment programs for mental health disorders, addiction, obsessive-compulsive and eating disorders. Providing a variety of services including adult, child and adolescent, geriatric treatment and evaluation, inpatient hospital care and detox to outpatient clinics. We also provide services: ECT, TMS, DTMS, DBS, parent-child interaction therapy (PCIT) and forensics.

Üsküdar University NPISTANBUL Brain Hospital

Booth #822
Saray Mah. Ahmet Tevfik Ileri Cad. No:18
Ümraniye
Istanbul 34768
Turkey
www.npistanbul.com

NPISTANBUL Brain Hospital has a multidisciplinary approach by using the combination of neurology, neurosurgery, psychiatry and psychology in its treatment methods. With the experience gained since 1999, it is Turkey’s first neuropsychiatry hospital accredited by JCI. Through science partnership established with Üsküdar University, focusing on brain and addiction, it takes the multidisciplinary approach a step further.

Valant

Booth #1318
2033 6th Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98121
www.valant.com

Founded in 2005, Valant has grown into the market leader in EHR for private behavioral health practices. Valant’s cloud-based software streamlines practice administration, allowing providers to focus on care. We’re pleased to announce an evolution of the Valant EHR in 2019—Valant Improved Outcomes. Valant IO will feature all the robust functionality our customers love, with an improved user interface and new features.

Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Booth #1843
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 300E
Washington, DC 20037
www.vandapharmaceuticals.com

Please visit the Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc., exhibit for more information about Fanapt® (iloperidone) and Hetlioz® (tasimelteon) and services that will be of interest to you.
Veteran Health Indiana
Booth #509
1481 W. 10th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202
www.indianapolis.va.gov
The Richard L. Roudebush Indianapolis VA Medical Center, part of Veteran Health Indiana, is located two miles northwest of the heart of downtown Indianapolis and has been serving Indiana Veterans since 1932. The VA medical center is a tertiary care, 209 bed hospital, serving approximately 64,000 veterans in Indiana and eastern Illinois, with an estimated 717,000 outpatient visits and 7900 inpatient admissions per year.

Vielight Inc.
Booth #1823
346A Jarvis Street
Toronto, ON M4Y 2G6
Canada
www.vielight.com
Vielight is a world leader in offering home-use non-invasive brain stimulation devices based on near-infrared light. Early clinical studies have demonstrated its promise to address Alzheimer’s disease for which it has now commenced randomized controlled studies (RCT). In RCT with EEG, it also demonstrated its capability to selectively modulate brain waves, opening opportunities for novel non-invasive treatments and research for psychiatric conditions.

Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU Health- MCV Physicians)
Booth #1805
P.O. Box 980663
1101 East Marshall Street, Sanger Hall 1-030
Richmond, VA 23298
www.vcuhealth.org
The Virginia Commonwealth University Health System is an urban, comprehensive academic medical center in central Virginia, established to preserve and restore health for all people, to seek the cause and cure of diseases through innovative research, and to educate those who serve humanity. Interested candidates can contact our in-house physician recruiters: Karin Guye, Physician Recruitment Manager, Karin.guye@vcuhealth.org, 804-827-6074; Anthony Coviello, Physician Recruiter, Anthony.coviello@vcuhealth.org, 804-628-9660.

Virtual Medical Staff
Booth #1604
2655 Northwinds Parkway
Alpharetta, GA 30009
www.virtualmedstaff.com
Virtual Medical Staff provides healthcare facilities with access to fully-credentialed and licensed, board-certified telemedicine physicians to expand patient care, eliminating the need for additional full-time staff. Virtual Medical Staff is a Jackson Healthcare company, one of the largest healthcare staffing and technology companies in the U.S., serving more than 7 million patients in over 1,400 healthcare facilities.

VISTA Staffing Solutions, Inc
Booth #724
2800 E. Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 400
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
www.vistastaff.com
Founded in 1990, VISTA Staffing Solutions is a leading provider of locum tenens physician, advanced practice and allied health staffing, offering clinicians a world of opportunity through staffing services in government, locum tenens and permanent positions across the 50 states. Please visit our website or call us directly at 800-366-1884 for more information.
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Weatherby Healthcare
Booth #1414
6451 North Federal Highway
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
www.weatherbyhealthcare.com
Since 1995, Weatherby Healthcare has established itself as an expert in locum tenens staffing for physicians, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners. The company employs nearly 600 employees committed to filling locum tenens assignments in large-scale healthcare networks, hospitals, and clinics nationwide. Learn more at weatherbyhealthcare.com.

WebMD / Vitals.com
Booth #1605
909 N. Pacific Coast Highway, Floor 11
El Segundo, CA 90245
www.webmdprofile.com
WebMD and Vitals.com comprise the #1 online source for finding doctors; generating over 14M monthly visits. Our enhanced profiles earn top search results and competitive placement. Our product suite of turnkey website solutions and lead generation tools are a simple and painless way to market and manage your practice.

Wellpath, LLC
Booth #2141
1283 Murfreesboro Pike, Suite 500
Nashville, TN 37217
www.wellpathcareers.com
Wellpath is a public healthcare company caring for under-served patients in correctional settings, psychiatric hospitals and residential treatment facilities. Our journey begins with a belief in compassionate care and the way to succeed is by helping our people grow and succeed in their careers.

WestBridge
Booth #1704
660 Chestnut Street
Manchester, NH 03104
www.westbridge.org
At WestBridge, we are committed to providing optimal care in a truly integrated dual diagnosis treatment program. Our family-centered, evidence-based treatment is for adult men experiencing symptoms of a co-occurring mental illness and substance use disorder. WestBridge offers residential and assertive community treatment which is intensive, comprehensive, wrap-around community care.

Western State Hospital
Booth #812
9601 Steilacoom Blvd. SW
Lakewood, WA 98498
www.dshs.wa.gov/bha/division-state-hospitals/western-state-hospital
Western State Hospital (WSH) is one of the largest psychiatric hospitals west of the Mississippi, with more than 800 beds and 2,200 employees. The hospital provides evaluation and treatment for individuals in 20 western Washington counties who have serious or long-term mental illness. Transforming Lives is the mission of the WA Department of Social and Health Services.

Wexford Health Sources, Inc
Booth #722
501 Holiday Drive, Foster Plaza, Building Four
Pittsburgh, PA 15220
www.wexfordhealth.com
Please visit the Wexford Health Sources, Inc. exhibit for more information about products and services that will be of interest to you.
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Wiley
Booth #924
111 River Street
Hoboken, NJ 07030
www.wiley.com
Wiley, a global company, helps people and organizations develop the skills and knowledge they need to succeed. Our online scientific, technical, medical and scholarly journals, combined with our digital learning, assessment and certification solutions help universities, learned societies, businesses, governments and individuals increase the academic and professional impact of their work.

Wolters Kluwer Health
Booth #1118
2001 Market Street, Two Commerce Sq
Philadelphia, PA 19103
shop.lww.com
Wolters Kluwer Health is a leading global provider of information and point of care solutions for the healthcare industry. Our solutions are designed to help professionals build clinical competency and improve practice so that healthcare organizations can succeed in value-based care delivery models. Product solutions include Lippincott®, Ovid®, and UpToDate®.

WVU Medicine
Booth #409
1 Medical Center Drive
Morgantown, WV 26506
www.wvumedicine.org
WVU Medicine is West Virginia University’s affiliated health system, WV’s largest private employer and a national leader in patient safety and quality. WVU Medicine includes the physicians, specialists and sub-specialists of the West Virginia University School of Medicine; four community hospitals; three critical access hospitals; and a children’s hospital that is under expansion, and all anchored by our 690-bed academic medical center in Morgantown, WV.

Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital/Yale New Haven Health
Booth #1609
184 Liberty Street
New Haven, CT 06519
www.ynhh.org/psychiatric
Yale New Haven Health (YNHH), in affiliation with Yale School of Medicine Department of Psychiatry, is the largest provider of behavioral health services in Connecticut. Ranked in the top ten in U.S. News and World Report, YNHH provides compassionate and personalized care. As a recognized leader in research and innovation, we are transforming the practices of psychology and psychiatry.

Yellowbrick
Booth #1615
1560 Sherman Avenue, Suite 400
Evanston, IL 60201
www.yellowbrickprogram.com
Yellowbrick is an intensive treatment center for adolescents/emerging adults ages 14–35 affiliated with the Northwestern Feinberg School of Medicine and The Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis. Yellowbrick works with adolescents and emerging adults who have stalled in their development. We work effectively with a range of diagnosis given our developmental focus. Yellowbrick’s model integrates neuroscience, a broad array of psychotherapies, life skills and community integration.
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### Association/Nonprofit
- AGLP: The Association of LGBTQ Psychiatrists
  - See App
- Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
  - 1513
- American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry
  - 1514
- American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
  - 1405
- American Osteopathic Association
  - 1515
- Associação Brasileira de Psiquiatria —ABP/ Brazilian Psychiatry Association
  - 725
- Christian Medical & Dental Associations, Psychiatry Section
  - 1716
- Clinical TMS Society
  - 1738
- ECNP Congress PNeuroscience Applied
  - 824
- Misophonia Institute
  - 2016

### Behavioral Healthcare
- Bay Psychiatric Associates
  - 713
- CHI Franciscan Health
  - 708
- Constellation Behavioral Health
  - 1643
- Happier Living
  - 1614
- HopeWay
  - 1221
- Horizon Health
  - 404
- Integrated Psychiatric Consultants, P.A.
  - 1713
- Mindful TMS Neurocare Centers
  - 1041
- Rogers Behavioral Health
  - 1815
  - Sandoz
    - 1439
  - Sheppard Pratt Health System
    - 1222
- Springstone Inc.
  - 1914
- Telecare Corporation
  - 513
- Texas Tech Psychiatry
  - 520

### Clinical Decision Support
- GeneSight
  - 1119
  - Genomind
    - 1325, 1409
- Trayt
  - 1420

### Clinical Services
- Alleviant Health Centers
  - 1639
- UT Health Science Center Houston
  - 315

### Computer Software/Online Service/Media Product
- CLINICOM
  - 1624
- CNS Vital Signs
  - 1804
- Hushmail
  - 1511

### Correctional Mental Health
- Management Solution, LLC
  - 707
- Oregon Department of Corrections
  - 519
- Wellpath, LLC
  - 2141
- Wexford Health Sources, Inc
  - 722

### Diagnostic Laboratory
- Admera Health
  - 1720

### Diagnostic Testing
- InSource Diagnostics
  - 744

### Dietary Supplement
- MethylPro
  - 1620
- OmegaBrite
  - 1608

### Dual Diagnostic Treatment
- WestBridge
  - 1704

### ECT
- MECTA Corporation
  - 1305
- Somatics, LLC
  - 1125

### Educational
- Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine
  - 1422
- International College of Neuropsychopharmacology (CINP)
  - 1740
- Neurocrine Biosciences
  - 2009
- PsychU
  - 1408
- ROW Foundation
  - 1039

### Electronic Health/Medical Records
- AdvancedMD, Inc.
  - 1321
- Compulink Healthcare Solutions
  - 1724
- DataWENS Technologies Private Limited 2005
  - 1136
- DrChrono
  - 1607
- Psychiatry-Cloud
  - 1318
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  - Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital/Yale New Haven Health .... 1609

**Insurance**
- American Professional Agency, Inc .......................... 1524

**Internet Marketing**
- Doctor Multimedia .................................................. 1404
- WebMD / Vitals.com .................................................. 1605

**Locum Tenens**
- Alumni Healthcare Staffing .................................... 1506
- DR Wanted ............................................................. 1714
- Fusion Healthcare Staffing ....................................... 1505
- Hayes Locums ...................................................... 810
- Imperial Locum Services ......................................... 804
- locumstory.com ...................................................... 1521
- Locum Source Staffing ............................................. 1722
- Quest Healthcare Solutions ....................................... 814
- Staff Care Inc ....................................................... 1705

**Medical Billing**
- Medical Billing Professionals ..................................... 1219
- SBSC ................................................................. 1418

**Medical Device**
- Electromedical Products International, Inc ........................ 1309
- Nextrum .............................................................. 740
- PARO Robots ......................................................... 1715
- Qbtech ................................................................. 1407
- Soterix Medical, Inc ............................................... 1916
- The TOVA Company ............................................... 1617

**Medical Education**
- American Physician Institute—MasterPsych—BeatTheBoards .......... 1417
- SoFi ................................................................. 1413

**Medication Monitoring:**
- Athelas Inc ......................................................... 1140
- National Labs ....................................................... 1711

**Mental Health Treatment**
- Austen Riggs Center ............................................... 1917
- Brain Ultimate, Inc .................................................. 2015
- BrainsWay USA Inc ............................................... 2230
- Comprehensive Psychiatric Services ................................ 1905
- Healthpiper ......................................................... 540
- Integrated Behavioral Health ...................................... 415
- Magstim .............................................................. 2124
- Magventure, Inc ..................................................... 1810
- Minnesota Department of Human Services/Direct Care and Treatment Division .............................................. 710
- Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies ............. 1024
- NeuroStar Advanced Therapy .................................... 731
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- Newport Academy .................. 1616
- Silver Hill Hospital ................ 1611
  Sutter Health Kahi Mohala .......... 412
  THIRA Health ........................ 506
  Vielight Inc. ........................ 1823

**Nutritional Products**
Alfasigma USA, Inc. .................. 1539

**Pharmaceutical Product**
ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc. ....... 2024
Adlon Therapeutics L.P. ......... 1742
- Alkermes ......................... .839, 1131
- Allergan .................................. 831
  Arbor Pharmaceuticals, LLC ....... 2004, 1038
- Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc ....... 1743
  Eisai Inc. ................................ 741
  Galen US. ............................... 1721
- Indivior Inc. ............................ 231
- Intra-Cellular Therapies Inc. (ITCI)........... 2039
- Ironshore Pharmaceuticals Inc. ...... 319
- Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ...... 1731, 1744, 1931, 1924
  JayMac Pharmaceuticals ............ 541
  Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ......... 939
- Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc. ....... 1631
  OWP Pharmaceuticals, Inc. ......... 1037
  Otsuka America Pharmaceutical, Inc. ..1337, 1821
- Sage Therapeutics ...................... 2031
- Shire .................................. 1331
- Sunovion
  Pharmaceuticals Inc. ............. 430, 441, 1431
  Takeda Pharmaceuticals U.S.A., Inc./Lundbeck .......................... 1031
- Teva Pharmaceuticals ................ 531
  US WorldMeds .......................... 1512
  Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc. ........ 1843

**Phototherapy**
Northern Light Technologies ........... 1319

**Professional Support/Organization**
1st-Dragon ............................. 1406
Brighter Vision .......................... 1322

**Psychiatric Facility**
Archbold Medical Center ............ 522
Mayo Clinic ............................. 1814
University of California, San Francisco - Langley Porter
Psychiatric Institute .................... 1613
Yellowbrick ............................. 1615
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Cambridge University Press/
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Current Psychiatry ..................... 1518
Elsevier, Inc. ........................... 925
Frontiers .................................. 825
Guilford Publications .................. 921
Healio.com/PsychAnnals ............... 1504
Hogrefe Publishing Corp. ............ 919
JAMA Network ........................... 1124
Oxford University Press ................. 1023
Psychiatric Times ....................... 1424
Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group .... 1019
Springer Nature .......................... 1018
Taylor & Francis Journals .............. 1021
Wiley .................................... 924
Wolters Kluwer Health .................. 1118
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Acadia Healthcare .......................... 613
Advocate Aurora Health ................ 421
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  Barton Associates ..................... 1225
  Bellin Psychiatric Center ............. 423
  BHR Corporation ........................ 305
  Billings Clinic .......................... 621
  Bon Secours Mercy Health ............ .512
  Care New England - Butler Hospital .... 1645
  Carolinas HealthCare System ....... 1324
  Citizens Memorial Hospital .......... .521
  Cleveland Clinic ........................ 405
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Community Psychiatry .................. 414
CompHealth .......................... 1824

▶ Dartmouth-Hitchcock .............. 619
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, University of Washington .................. 511
Department of State Hospitals .......... 610
Envision Physician Services .......... 712
Global Medical Staffing .............. 525
HCA .................................. 624
Hackensack Meridian Health .......... 1412
Interior Health ....................... 623
Jackson & Coker ...................... 1523, 1525
KPG Provider Services ............... 1706
Kaiser Permanente .................... 604
LocumTenens.com .................... 1313
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Medical Search International ........ 1621
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MPLT Healthcare ..................... 1820
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Oregon State Hospital ............... 816
OSF HealthCare ...................... 715
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PracticeLink ......................... 625
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Riverside Healthcare ................. 718
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Sanford Health ........................ 615
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State/Federal
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Noble Medical, Inc ..................... 1707
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Aligned Telehealth ..................... 1904
Avera eCARE .......................... 1922
Doctor on Demand .................... 523
Forefront Telecare, Inc ............... 941
Genoa Healthcare Telepsychiatry ... 524
HealthLinkNow ....................... 2104
innovaTel Telepsychiatry ............. 1507
InSight Telepsychiatry, LLC .......... 1725
Iris Telehealth ....................... 1517
Psychiatric Medical Practitioners, Inc .. 1822
Regroup .............................. 717
SOC Telemed .......................... 1920
Virtual Medical Staff ................ 1604
## Career Fair and Publishers Book Fair Exhibitors

### Career Fair

- Acadia Healthcare .................................................. 613
- Advocate Aurora Health ........................................ 421
- Allegheny Health Network ........................................ 706
- Archbold Medical Center .......................................... 522
- **Army Medical Recruiting** ....................................... 505
  - Banner Health ..................................................... 719
  - Bay Psychiatric Associates .................................. 713
  - Bellin Psychiatric Center .................................... 423
  - Billings Clinic ..................................................... 621
  - Bon Secours Mercy Health ..................................... 512
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  - Central Intelligence Agency ................................ 618
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  - Department of State ............................................ 609
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  - Doctor on Demand ............................................... 523
  - Envision Physician Services ................................ 712
  - Genoa Healthcare ............................................... 524
  - Global Medical Staffing ....................................... 525
  - Greenville Health System .................................... 504
  - Hayes Healthcare ................................................ 810
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  - Imperial Locum Services ....................................... 804
  - Integrated Behavioral Health .................................. 415
  - Interior Health ..................................................... 623
  - Kaiser Permanente, The Permanente Medical Group, Inc .................................................. 604
  - Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health .......... 419
  - Management Solution, LLC .................................... 707
  - Medicus Healthcare Solutions ................................ 612
  - Mercy Clinic ......................................................... 714
  - Minnesota Department of Human Services/Direct Care and Treatment Division .................................................. 710
  - National Institute of Mental Health .......................... 410
  - Northwell Health .................................................. 425
  - Nova Scotia Health Authority .................................. 808
  - Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center .............. 407
  - OhioHealth ......................................................... 413
  - Oregon Department of Corrections ................................ 519
  - Oregon Health & Science University-Unity Hospital .......... 605
  - Oregon State Hospital ........................................... 816
  - OSF HealthCare .................................................... 715
  - PeaceHealth ......................................................... 806
  - PracticeLink ......................................................... 625
  - Quest Healthcare Solutions .................................. 814
  - Regroup ............................................................... 717
  - Riverside Healthcare ............................................ 718
  - Riverside Medical Group ...................................... 515
  - RWJ Barnabas Health ............................................ 711
  - Sanford Health ...................................................... 615
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  - St. Elizabeth Physicians ...................................... 611
  - Telecare Corporation .......................................... 513
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  - TMS Health Solutions ........................................... 514
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  - Western State Hospital ......................................... 812
  - Wexford Health Sources Inc .................................... 722
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### Publishers Book Fair

- Cambridge University Press/Neuroscience Education Institute .................................................. 819
- Elsevier, Inc ......................................................... 925
- Frontiers ............................................................... 825
- GeneSight .............................................................. 1119
- Guilford Publications ............................................. 921
- Hogrefe Publishing Corp ......................................... 919
- JAMA Network ........................................................ 1124
- Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies .................................................. 1024
- Oxford University Press .......................................... 1023
- Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group ................................ 1019
- Springer Nature ...................................................... 1018
- Taylor & Francis Journals ....................................... 1021
- Wiley ................................................................. 924
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231 Indivior Inc.
305 BHR Corporation
313 Department of Behavioral Wellness County of Santa Barbara
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319 Ironshore Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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519 Oregon Department of Corrections
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521 Citizens Memorial Hospital
522 Archbold Medical Center
523 Doctor on Demand
524 Genoa Healthcare Telepsychiatry
525 Global Medical Staffing
531 Teva Pharmaceuticals
540 Healthpiper
541 JayMac Pharmaceuticals
604 Kaiser Permanente
605 Oregon Health & Science University-Unity Hospital
607 U.S. Army Medicine Civilian Corps
609 U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Medical Services
610 Department of State Hospitals
611 St. Elizabeth Physicians
612 Medicus Healthcare Solutions
613 Acadia Healthcare
614 UCSF-Fresno
615 Sanford Health
618 Central Intelligence Agency
619 Dartmouth-Hitchcock
620 Tower Health
621 Billings Clinic
622 Carle Physician Group
623 Interior Health
624 HCA
625 PracticeLink
645 Monterey County Behavioral Health Bureau
704 UNC Health Care
705 California Correctional Health Care Services (CCHCS)
706 Allegheny Health Network
707 Management Solution, LLC
708 CHI Franciscan Health
710 Minnesota Department of Human Services/Direct Care and Treatment Division
711 RWJ Barnabas Health
712 Envision Physician Services
713 Bay Psychiatric Associates
714 Mercy Clinic
715 OSF HealthCare
717 Regroup
718 Riverside Healthcare
719 Banner Health, Banner Medical Group, Banner University Medical Group
720 Tsehootsooi Medical Center
722 Wexford Health Sources, Inc
724 VISTA Staffing Solutions, Inc
725 Associação Brasileira de Psiquiatria - ABP/ Brazilian Psychiatry Association
731 NeuroStar Advanced Therapy
740 Nexstim
741 Eisai Inc.
744 InSource Diagnostics
804 Imperial Locum Services
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806  PeaceHealth
808  Nova Scotia Health Authority
810  Hayes Locums
812  Western State Hospital
814  Quest Healthcare Solutions
816  Oregon State Hospital
819  Cambridge University Press/Neuroscience Education Institute
822  Üsküdar University NPİSTANBUL Brain Hospital
824  ECNP Congress – Neuroscience Applied
825  Frontiers

»831  Allergan

»839, 1131 Alkermes
  919  Hogrefe Publishing Corp.
  921  Guilford Publications
  924  Wiley
  925  Elsevier, Inc.
  939  Jazz Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
  941  Forefront Telecare, Inc.
  1018  Springer Nature
  1019  Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group
  1021  Taylor & Francis Journals
  1023  Oxford University Press
  1024  Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies

»1031  Takeda Pharmaceuticals U.S.A., Inc./Lundbeck
  1037  OWP Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
  1038, 2004  Arbor Pharmaceuticals, LLC
  1039  ROW Foundation
  1040  ADAKO USA
  1041  Mindful TMS Neurocare Centers
  1118  Wolters Kluwer Health
  1119  GeneSight
  1124  JAMA Network
  1125  Somatics, LLC
  1136  DrChrono
  1140  Athelas Inc.

»1218  McLean Hospital
  1219  Medical Billing Professionals
  1221  HopeWay
  1222  Sheppard Pratt Health System

»1223  University of Florida Department of Psychiatry
  1225  Barton Associates
  1305  MECTA Corporation

1309  Electromedical Products International, Inc.
1313  LocumTenens.com
1318  Valant
1319  Northern Light Technologies
1320  Provider Solutions + Development
1321  AdvancedMD, Inc.
1322  Brighter Vision
1324  Carolinas HealthCare System

»1325, 1409 Genomind

»1331  Shire

»1337, 1821 Otsuka America Pharmaceutical, Inc.
  1404  Doctor Multimedia
  1405  American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology, Inc.
  1406  1st-Dragon
  1407  Qbtech
  1408  PsychU
  1410  Prevea Health
  1412  Hackensack Meridian Health
  1413  SoFi
  1414  Weatherby Healthcare
  1415  TeamHealth
  1417  American Physician Institute - MasterPsych - BeatTheBoards
  1418  SBSC
  1420  Trayt
  1422  Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Stanford University School of Medicine
  1424  Psychiatric Times
  1439  Sandoz
  1504  Healio.com/PsychAnnals
  1505  Fusion Healthcare Staffing
  1506  Alumni Healthcare Staffing
  1507  innovaTel Telepsychiatry
  1508  Olmsted Medical Center
  1509  QTC Medical Services - A Leidos Company
  1510  Presbyterian Healthcare Services
  1511  Hushmail
  1512  US WorldMeds
  1513  Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc.
  1514  American Academy of Addiction Psychiatry
  1515  American Osteopathic Association
  1516  Clinical Psychiatry News
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1517 Iris Telehealth
1518 *Current Psychiatry*
1521 locumstory.com
1523 Jackson & Coker
1524 American Professional Agency, Inc.
1525 Jackson & Coker
1539 Alfasigma USA, Inc.
1604 Virtual Medical Staff
1605 WebMD / Vitals.com
1606 Edward-Elmhurst Healthcare
1607 Psychiatry-Cloud
1608 OmegaBrite
1609 Yale New Haven Psychiatric Hospital/Yale New Haven Health
1611 Silver Hill Hospital
1612 National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
1613 University of California, San Francisco — Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute
1614 Happier Living
1615 Yellowbrick

1616 **Newport Academy**
1617 The TOVA Company
1620 MethylPro
1621 Medical Search International
1622 InSync Healthcare Solutions

1623 **New York-Presbyterian Hospital**
1624 CLINICOM
1625 Indiana University Health

1631 **Neurocrine Biosciences, Inc.**
1639 Alleviant Health Centers
1643 Constellation Behavioral Health
1645 Care New England - Butler Hospital
1704 WestBridge
1705 Staff Care Inc.
1706 KPG Provider Services
1707 Noble Medical, Inc.
1709 Department of Veterans Affairs
1710 Alameda Health System
1711 National Labs
1712 Eagle Overlook Recovery for Adolescents
1713 Integrated Psychiatric Consultants, P.A.
1714 DR Wanted
1715 PARO Robots
1716 Christian Medical & Dental Associations, Psychiatry Section

1717 Menninger

1720 Admera Health
1721 Galen US
1722 Locum Source Staffing
1724 Compulink Healthcare Solutions
1725 InSight Telepsychiatry, LLC

1731, 1744, 1924, 1931 **Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.**
1738 Clinical TMS Society
1740 International College of Neuropsychopharmacology (CINP)
1742 Adlon Therapeutics L.P.

1743 **Avanir Pharmaceuticals, Inc**
1804 CNS Vital Signs
1805 Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU Health- MCV Physicians)
1810 Magventure, Inc.
1814 Mayo Clinic
1815 Rogers Behavioral Health
1820 MPLT Healthcare
1822 Psychiatric Medical Practitioners, Inc
1823 Vielight Inc.
1824 CompHealth
1843 Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc.
1904 Aligned Telehealth
1905 Comprehensive Psychiatric Services
1914 Springstone Inc.
1916 Soterix Medical, Inc.

1917 **Austen Riggs Center**
1920 SOC Telemed
1922 Avera eCARE
2005 DataWENS Technologies Private Limited
2009 Neurocrine Biosciences
2015 Brain Ultimate, Inc.
2016 Misophonia Institute
2024 ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc.

2031 **Sage Therapeutics**
2039 **Intra-Cellular Therapies Inc. (ITCI)**
2104 HealthLinkNow
2106 Transformations Treatment Center
2116 SSM Health
2124 Magstim
2141 Wellpath, LLC

2230 **BrainsWay USA Inc.**
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We will examine the complexity of schizophrenia and take a look at inspiring real-world interactions between adults living with schizophrenia and an evolving network of care. Join us at APA 2019 as we discuss the tough challenges.
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Come Together: The Importance of the Network of Care for Adults Living With Schizophrenia
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